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ABS'[R.ACT

Nazarko, Orla M. M. Sc. University of Manitoba, August 2002. Agronomic ancl
Dernographic Assessment of Fields and Fanners Involved in a Pesticide Free Procluction
(PFP) Pilot Project in Manitoba. Major Professor: Dr. Rene van Acker

Lirnited adoption of existing strategies fbr pesticide Lrse reduction led to the

development of Pesticicle Free Production (PFP). This altemative cr-op procluction sysiern

u,'as cleveloped by Manitoba fanners, researchers, and extension w,orkers in 1999. pFp is

inteucled to be a flexible, straightforr,v'arcl framer,vork for reducing pesticide use that will
appezrl to a broad range of Manitoba farmers. The guiclelines prohibit the use of in-cr-op

pesticicle use, seed treatmeuts, and prior use of residr-ral pesticicles. HoweveL, a pre-

emergent application of a non-residual pesticide such as glyphosate is permitted, as is

synthetic fertilizer use. The agronomic and demographic characteristics of helds and

farmers involved in a PFP pilot project were characterized.

Seventy-one farmers volunteered 120 fields for inclusion in the project. Fields

ancl farmets were categorized into one of three grollps, based on whether or not pFp

certification was achieved. If certification was achieved, fields and farmers \,vere further

categorized based on whethel or not the field or fann was in transition to organic

production. Eleven crops r.vere included in the project, prirnarily spring ancl winter

cereals and flax (Linunt usi.tatissitnunt L). Overall, 680/o of fields and 83o/o of the land

base volunteered was certifiable as PFP, with higher levels of certification in spring

cereals and lower levels in canola (Brassica napus L. and B. rnpa L.) and winter wheat

(Triticttm c¿estivuftt L.). Over 2300 ha r,vere cerlifiable as PFP. The primary reason for
farmer interest in PFP was to reduce input costs. Farmers without certifiable fields

tended to be more interested in marketing opporlunities than farmers with certifiable

fields. Participants volunteetecl from virtually all agricultural regions of Manitoba.

Holevet', there were proporlionally more parlicipating fields from regions that typically

have higher levels of cattle ancl forage production. ancl reduced or zero-tillage. yielcls

wer-e not significantly different arnong groups. Yields of cerlifiable PFP crops r,vere 90Zo

and 84o/o of the long-tetm yield average in f,relds not in transition to organic and fields in

transition to organic, respectively. Weed clensities in cerlifiable fields were 110 plants m-
2 and 112 plants m-2 in fields not in transition to organic and fielcls in transition to

xii



organic, respectively, and were not significantly clifferent anlong grollps. Weed densities

in certifiable fields were considerecl to be relatively light on the basis of cornparison r,vith

pre- ancl post-spray r,veed clensities for this region, and participating farmers' indication of
the severity of weecl presslrre. Fanners indicatecl high satisfaction with the outcome of
certifiable PFP. Residual rveed populations were not an issue for the rnajority of farmers,

and fèr,v inclicated that they expectecl to inclease future pesticide Ltse as a result of
producing a cerlifiable PFP crop.

Management practices most commonly indicated for use in PFP \vere crop

rotation with forages, increased seeding rates, and delayecl seeding. Certifiable PFP

tended to be more cornmon among famrers who demonstratecl active preparation for a

reducecl-pesticide year. As herbicide use decreased among groups, an increase in the use

of tiliage was evident. Results indicate that soil conseruation practices may be more

frequently implemented in cropping systems utilizing PFP tl-ran those in transition to

organic production.

In general, fatmers participating in the project, particularly those not in transition

to organic, 'uvere typical of Manitoba for most demograpliic variables, including farm

income, famr and field size, age, and off-fanri employment. One exception was that all

participant groups had higher levels of education than a ranclom sample of Manitoba

farmers. The regional clistribution of participants, cl'op choice for PFP, and farmers'

decisions to retain relatively small and weed-free f,relds for certifiable PFP demonstrated

a tendency for PFP to be implemented in relatively low-risk situations. Florvever, in the

context of typical Manitoba farm operations, PFP was implemented on relatively large

fields ancl farms, indicating the potential for its implementation on a commercial scale.

The finding that farmers implementing PFP can be considered mainstream is a

critical one, as it suggests that there is tire ability of PFP or other intennediate strategies

to be irnplemented by a large segment of the farm population in Manitoba. In this way,

PFP has the potential to have a significant impact by providing a framewot'k for

pesticide use reduction.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Pesticicle use in Western Canacla is extensive, despite glowing awareness oI its
associatecl problerns. Concems regarcling the use of pesticides include the effect oI
pesticides on nou-target organisms (Carson, 1962), increasing pesticícle resistance

(Beckie et al., 1999), pesticicle lesidLres in grounclwater (Pantone,1992), and crop losses

due to pesticicle clrift (Pirnentel et al., 1993b). The sirnplifìed cropping systems made

possible by pesticide use are vulnerable to disasters like pesticicle resistance ancl extreme

rveather (den Hond et al., 1999). In addition to the environmental ancl health concems

related to pesticide use, they represent zi significant cost to fanners (B% of total fà¡n
costs in Manitoba; Manitoba Agricultural Review, 2000). This is particularly importa¡t

in the face of stagnant net farm incomes and rising input costs (Manitoba Agricultural

Review, 2000). In fact, the financial situation of many Western Canadian fanners is one

of crisis (Boyens, 2001).

In response to these concems, various initiatives exist to reduce pesticide ¡se.

These include gover-nment-funded strategies such as Ontario's Food Systems 2002

(Hamill et a1., 1994), grassroots initiatives such as organic farming, frameworks arising

out of academic debate (e.g. integrated Pest Management (IPM)), and consumer-driven

approaches such as the labeling of food produced with reduced amounts of pesticides

(Kane et al., 2000).

Existing strategies for reducing pesticide use in Manitoba have suffered from

limited adoption. While the membership of the lalgest organic producels' organization in

Manitoba is increasiug by approxirnately I3%o per year, membership accounts for only
2% of Manitoba's farm population, and the area in organic production comprises only

0-1% of field crop acreage in Manitoba (Unpublislied data, Organic prociucers

Association of Manitoba). The transition process from conventional to organic

production can be challenging for producers because of financial and social pressures, as

r,vell as the requirement to learn fundamentally different management practices (Durham,

leee).

Several authors have called for more flexible frameworks for reduced pesticide

use (Swanton and weise, 1991; Stenholm and wagomer, 1990; Monis and 'Winter,

1999); hor.vever, such concepts have not been wirlely implemented (Sutherland, 2000).



The limited of adoption of Integratecl Pest lVlanagement (IPM) or Integrzrtecl Weecl

Malragenrent (IWM) is due in part to fanners' perception that it is co¡rplicatecl a¡cl

difÏcult to irnplement (Bultena, 1995). Some authors (e.g. Buhler et a1.,2000) blame

current economic conditions ancl policies for lor,v acloption of IPM. These conclitions

often result irl larger operatious and decision-making basecl on shorl-term profit

motivations, ancl as srich conflict with the longer-term perspective required by IpM.

Stuclies of the agronotnic characteristics of fields ancl fanls practicing low-input

agriculture address a range of plodLrction systems, fiom organic agricultur-e to varioLrs

fi'aner,vorks for redltced inputs (e.g. IPM). Several studies have found that organic yielcis

can, in some cases, be reduced fi'om conventionai yields for some crops (Lockeretzet al.,

1981;Stanhill, 1990).

In Vy'estem Canada, weeds dictate rxany crop production practices (Wyse, lgg4'),

ancl herbicides represent over 70o/o of total pesticicles used in Canada (Hamill et al.,

1994). As a result, weed control is likely to be the major to pesticide use reduction in

Westem Canacla. Weed clensities and communities have been founcl to be clifferent in

organic versus conventional fields (Leeson et al., 1999;Entz et al., 2001).

Redr"rcing herbicide use has led to conceffr about escalating weed populations ancl

yield reduction in future years (Czapar et a1., 1997; Bellinder et a1., if¡9$; others have

found this to be a manageable issue (Buhler, 1999b). However, little is known aboLrt this

issue. The impact of residual i,veed populations in future crops varies, and its seriousness

is likely related to management of the cropping system (Légerè et al., 1996).

A broad range of mechanical and cropping-systems based methods of r.veed

control aÍe used in organic production (Bond and Gmndy, 2000; Frick, 2000).

Biologically robust cropping systems that are less susceptible to weed proliferation and

interference may allow for reduction in herbicide use (Van Acker et al., 2000). For

example, crop rotation is often beneficial in allowing for reduced inputs (Liebman and

Dyck, 1993). Forages are often cíted as being particularly beneficial (e.g. Schooß and

Enfz,2000). Some crops (Lar,vson, 1994) and regions (Constance et a1.,1995) rnay be

particularly appropriate for reduced-input systems.

In addition to the agronomic considerations associated with reduced pesticide use,

dernograrphic and attitudinal characteristics of fanners may be important in detennining



the acloption or success of such strategies. According to the traditional theory of
technology adoption, the adoption of neu, teclnologies in agricr-rlture is related to

demographic characteristics and has often been for,rncl to occur initially among famers

who are yotlnger, better eclucated, operate larger fanns, and own r¿rther than re¡t lancl

(Bultena arlcl Floiberg, 1983). Holvever, 'environrnental innovations' in agr-icr-rlture (such

as IPM) are consiclered to be funclarnentally cliffbrent fron traditional agricultural

teclrnologies (Vanclay anci Lawrence. 1994; Saltiel et al., 1994;Black,2000; de Buck et

a1., 2001). Environtnental innovations dilfer fì-orn traditional technological innovations

in that they ate complex packages of methocls, and they are not universally applicable

(different practices are appropriate for clifferent farms). In addition, the benefits of such

practices do not necessarily accrue to the adopter thernselves, but rather to society as a

whole (for example, practices that prevent grounclwater contamination) (Saltiel et al.,

1994). Therefore, traditional theories of technology adoptiorr may not aclequately

describe the acloption of environmental innovations. In particular, clilferent demographic

and attitudinal variables may be important in the adoption of such practices.

Some studies have found attitudinal and demographic dif[erences between

farmers practicirrg conventional agriculture and those practicing reduced-input agriculture

(prirnarily organic). Farmers with reduced-input practices have been found to have

different attitudes about the nature and practice of agriculture (Beus and Dunlap, 1991).

Comet et al. (1999) found that such farmers are younger, have more education, and have

more off-farm income. However, other studies have found that there ãre few

dernographic differences between these groups (Saltiel et al., 1994; Durham, 1999;

Lockeretz et al., 1981).

In response to the limited success of currently available frameu,orks for pesticide

use reduction, Pesticicle-Free Prodrtction (PFP) was developecl by Manitoba farmers,

researchers (University of Manitoba and Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada - Brandon),

and extension workers (Manitoba Agriculture and Food) in 1999. PFP is intencled to be a

flexible, straightfonvard framework that will appeal to a broad range of Manitoba

fanners. The guidelines prohibit the use of in-crop pesticide use, seed treatments, and

prior use of residual pesticides. However, pre-emergent applications of non-residual

pesticides like glyphosate are permitted, as is synthetic fertllizer Ltse. As weeds are the



major pest problem in Westem Canacla, PFP is likely to be limited primarily by weed

control. The recent clevelopurent of PFP as an alternative fì-amervork for pesticicle

reduction lneans that there is limited information available regarcling the nature of fields

and fatmers involved in atternpting PFP. In orcler to provide a basis for. assessing the

potential for widespread implenrentation of PFP in Manitoba, the agronomic ancl

den-rographic characteristics of fields and fanlers attempting pFp neecl to be

characterized.

The objective of this str"rdy was to describe the agronornic chalacteristics of f,relds

and fanns that were involved in a PFP pilot project, as well as the clemogjaphic ancl

attitudinal characteristics of the famters who participated in the pilot project.

Consideration was giveu to the typical mean and distrib¡tion of these variables in

Manitoba, in order to provide a basis for assessing the potential of pFp to be wiclely

adopted in Manitoba.



CT{APTER 2

[,r'rnRaluRg Rpvlcw

Introduction

The enviromnental problerns of North Anerican agricultur-e have receivecl

increasing attentioll in recent years. Concems about soii erosion, nitrate pollutio' of
groundwater, decreasing genetic cliversity, and increasing pesticicle use have contributecl

to the promotion of more sustainable fanning practices.

Sustainable Agriculture

DerlNlrloN. There is no geuerally acknor,vleclged definition of sustainable agriculture

(Lewandowski et al., 1999, Rigby and Caceres, 2001). Rigby and Caceres (2001) note

that at least 386 definitions of sustaiuable development exists; however, they argue that

this does not mean that the concept is so vague as to be meaningless. Many difficuhto-
define concepts are nonetheless valuable. Sustainable agricultule is largely a reaction to

the negative aspects of conventional agriculture (Schaller, 1990). practices refened to as

srtstainable range from those that easily fit within the cunent model of agriculture (e.g.

reduced pesticide rates), to those that require a complete rethinking of the system (e.g.

Natural Systems Agriculture; Soule and Piper, lgg}) (Saltiel et al., 1gg4). In practice,

sustainable agricultr:re generally ernphasises reducing the reliance of extemal inputs,

particularly fertilizels ancl pesticides, by substituting management of a farm's intemal

resources (Wyse, 1994).

Gips (1988) notes that tnost def,rnitions of sustainability focus on both short- ancl

long-tenn stlccess. Definitions of snstainability often include 3 major categories:

economic, social, and ecological aspects (Lervandowski et al, 1999; Gips, 19g6;

Stenholm and Wagorurer, 1990). Lervandowski et al. (1999) arglre that given the

dependence ofagriculture on natural resorrces, ecological concerns should form the basis

for clefìning sustainability. Some definitions of sustainable agriculture focus on methods

to achieve sustainability, wliile others focus on defining the end goal of such methods



(Schaller, 1990). Rigby ancl Caceres (2001) clescribe the pursuit of sustaìnability as

zrsymptotic process cottverging torvards. but never reaching, an encipoint. While m¿ìny

definitions focus pnmarily on tire productive capacity of the agroecosystem, others

explicitly inclr.rcle issues of social justice. Virtually every interest group agrees that

sustainability shor-rlci be promotecl, leacling sorne authors to argue that its clef¡rition is

inherently political (Rigby and Caceres,200l). As a result, the debate over who defines

tlre criteria of sustainability involves issues of race, class, ancl gencler (Dlott eta1.,1994).

and definitions vary widely.

Matry organizations have presented their definitions of sustainable agriculture

(e.g. the Leopold Centre, tlie American Society of Agronomy, the Consultative Group on

International Agricultural Research). These defìnitions are often so broad as to make

them seeln unachievable. For example, according to the US Food, Agriculture,

Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 (the US "Farm Bill"), sustainable agricultLrre is

"au integrated system of plant an<l animal production plactices having a site-
specif,rc application that will, over the long term: satisfy human food and
fiber needs, enhance envirorunerrtal quality and the naturai resource base
upon which the agricultural economy depends, make the most efficient use of
nonrenervable resources a:rd on-faffn resources and integrate, where
appropriate, natural biological cycies and controls, sustain the economic
viability of farrn operations, and enhance the quality of life for farmers and
society as a whole." (Alternative Fanning Systems Information Centre,
2002).

AssesstNc SusrntN¡elLITY. Despite the difhculties inherent in defining sustainable

agriculture, there have been attempts to quantify the sustainability of agricultural

systems. Sands and Podmore (2000) argue that such quantification of sustainability is

necessary in order to appraise and implement appropriate practices. it may also act as a

plecursor to legislation promoting sustainability. However, El-Swaify (2000) argues that

practices to achieve sustainability are continLrally evolving, and a complete framework

for sustainability, including indicators, criteria, standards, and thresholds, is not necessary

before changes to the current system are initiated.

Interest in quantification of sustainability has led to the development of
sustainability indices. An exarnpie is the Environmental Sustainability Index by Sands

and Podmore (2000), which is described by the authors as only one component of a full



economic" ecological, ancl social sustainability inclex. The authors conchrde that the

inclex is capable of deurotrstratiug clear differences betr.veen crop mallagement systems.

fhere are clifihculties associatecl with sustainability inclices. S¿rnds ancl podmore

(2000) note that the index they developed ìs lirnited by its site-specificity, which rnay

limit the use of indices iu general. Rigby and Caceres (2001) furlher argue that the scale

at lvhich sustainability is assessed will affect the conclusion as to r.vhether or not a system

is slrstainable.

Festicide Use in Agricutrture

CoNcERlvs WITIJ PESTICIDE UsE. Much of the focns on the ecological consequences of
modern farming is related to the use of agrichemicals, in particular pesticides. pesticicles

are designed to reduce crop losses due to pests; however, while pesticide use has

increasecl, proportional crop losses clue to pests have not decreased (pimerrtel et al.,

1993a). In the case of insect pests, crop losses have actually doubled despite a 1g-fold

increase in insecticide use between 1945 ancl lg8g, attributable in part to the

simplification of crop rotations (Pimentel et al., 1993b). This has led some observ.ers

(den Hond et al.,1999) to suggest that pesticide technology is not durable. It is estimated

tltaT3To/o of US crop production is lost to pests (13% ctue to insects, 7|o/o dueto disease,

13o/o due to weeds) (Pimentel et al., 1993a). Pesticide use in the US has increased 33-

fold since 1945 (Pimentel er al., 1993a).

There are a number of issues associated with pesticide use. The publication of
Tlze Silent Spring by Rachetr Carson in 1962 was instrumental in raising public awareness

of the effects of pesticides, particularly DDT, on non-target organisms (paarlberg and

Paarlberg, 2000). As much as 99o/o of all pesticides applied do not reach the target

organism (Pimentel and Levitan, 1986).

The resistance of pests to pesticides is a gro',ving concem. One-half of all prairie

fields in Western Canada are estimated to contain wild oals(At,enafattta L.) resistant to

ACCase inhibitors (group I herbicides), resulting in $4 million (Can) in additional

control costs for farmers annually (Beckie et al. 1999). While pesticide resistance

threatens to render some herbicides ineffective, development of new pesticides is limited



as research ¿rnd clevelopment costs have increased (Buhler et al.. 2000). Currently, it can

take r-rp to 10 years and.$i00 million (Clarr) to clevelop aucl register ¿Ì new pesticicte

(Croplilè Canada,200l). Pesticicle resistance can be clelayed by reduci¡g the selection

pressllre o1'pesticides. Elirninating pesticide applications can act to recluce selection

pressure (Beckie et á1., 1999).

There is also public concetll about pesticide resiclues on f-oocl (Byrne et al., 1991)

and in grounclwater (e.g. atrazine; Pantone et al., lgg}). Acute ancl chronic pesticicie

poisoning of humaus is a further consideration. T,uventy thousancl illnesses in the LIS

annually are attributecl to occupational on-fann use of pesticicles (Van Tassell et al.,

1999). In New ZeaIand,4.4o/, of fanners were negativell, affectecl by chemicals within a

1 -year period (Fairweath er, 1999').

Pesticide use can allow for outbreaks of secondary pests. These are species

whose populations were previously controlled by natural enenies, but whose natural

enetnies were eliminated tluough pesticide use (Pimentel et al., 1993b). Insect

popr-rlations can rebouncl to higher levels when insecticide is applied compared to

untreated al'eâs, also clue to the loss of natural enemies of the pest (van den Bosch, 197g).

These phenomena, coupled with pesticide resistance, led van den Bosch (1978) to argue

that pesticicle use can lead to Inore pesticide use. He refemecl to this idea as 'the pesticide

treadmill.'

Pesticicle use can also result in the loss of crop poliinators, honeybee losses, losses

to the fishery industry, and social ancl environmental costs incrured by govemments to

mitigate tlte effects of pesticicles (Pimentel et al., 1993b). Pesticide drift, irnproper

application timing, and soil residual pesticides can reduce crop yields, while the

rotational restrictions caused by residual products limit fanners'crop selection (pimentel

et al.,1993b). A conserative estirnate suggests that the annual environmental and social

costs of pesticides in the US are at least S2.2. billion (US) (Pimentel er al., 1993a). This

is in addition to the $7 billion (US) spent on pesticides amually (Igg4 value) (Ferna'dez-

Cortez and Castaldo, 1998).

BeNgrrrs oF PESTTcTDE usE. Trrere is significant interest in

pesticides in agriculture. The aclvent of herbicides was one

maintaining the use of

of the most important



aclvances in industrial agriculture (Pike et al., 1991). Since the 1940's pesticides haye

contributecl To a75o/o reduction in agricultural labour requirements and a 2.3-fold increase

in productivity (Van Tassell et al., 1999). Agrichemicals have allowed fanners to

achieve higher yielcls per unit land area ivith less labour and lower procluction costs

(Lockeretz et al., 1981). Hall et al. (2000) cite increasecl fbocl security ancl soil

conservation as henefits of herbicide use. Zocshke (1994) arglles that farmers rrse

herbicicles because they increase crop yield ancl quality, aicl liarvesting, ease working

conditions, allow more tirne for leisure and education, and make more efficient use of
lancl' Urech (2000) argues that in the European LJllion (E.U.), pesticide testing is so

rigorous that many concenls about the hazarcls of pesticides are unwarranted.

The traditionally dominant attitude in agriculture has been the belief that chernical

use is an inclispensable part of productive, profitable agriculture, and that serious aclverse

consequences r,vill occur if it is eliminated (Lockeretz et al., 193i). The agro-i¡dustrial

sector has the power to influence farmers' pesticicle use decisions (Gerlter, lg92).

Influence occttrs through contract production, advertising and consulting selices.
particularly when independent consultants are unavailable. Members of the agrichemical

industry (e.g. Urech, 2000) argue that chemicai control is an integral component of
sustainable agriculture because it allows for conservation tillage and harvests of reliable

quality and quantity. In acldition, Urech (2000) argues that pesticide use allows for
intensive crop production so that marginal lancls need not be farmed, and can be r.rsed

instead as wilcllife habitat.

At a famr scale, pesticide use has allowed for inclepenclence from the traditional

reliance on crop rotation and livestock in fanning systems; however, this increased

specialization has made many agricultural systems vuhrerable to disasters like pesticide

resistance or extreme weather (clen Hond et al., 1999). Ikerd (1990) argues that

specialization as a way to improve farm profitability has declined due to rising costs

associated with risk and resotrce clepletion. Historical eviclence also suggests that

extreme specialization is not sustainable. The "Bonanza fatms" of the Red River Valley

in tlre late 1800s were exclusively r,vheat (Tritictutt aestivum L.) farms covering betr.veen

40,000 and 80,000 acres. By the 1920s insect, disease, and yielcl problems associatecl



rvith exclusively wheat fanning forced these fãnns out of business (prairie public

Televisiori. 2000).

Critics o1'agrichemical recluction argue th¿rt low input systems are necessarily low
ot-ttpttt and cannot compete cornmercially lvith high-input systems (lkercl, 1990). In
contrast, Sczrling (1990) argues that low-input agriculture can, in some cases, r.educe costs

¿rnd itlcrease net profit for farmers. Low-input strategies have also bee' criticizetl as

relying on ottt-dated technologies rather than accepting current or future technology;

hor'vever, others see low-input agriculture as combining traditional concepts with new

technology (ikerd, I 990).

There is ongoing clebate as to whether or not reciuctions in pesticide use woulcl

result in significant yield losses. In his extensive review, Stanhill (1990) found that
yields of organic crops were the same or higher than conventional crops in half of cases,

and lower in half. Croplife Canada (2001) estimatecl that rvithout pesticides, yields in

Canacla could decline by as much as 40Yo and procluction costs could rise by over 3¡o/o.

Yield declines due to reduced pestici<le Llse are considered to be particularly imporlant in
the face of an increasing world population. However, producing more food does not
automatically reduce huuger (Halweil, 2002). Much grain produced in North America is

used for animal feed, tnany crops are grown for non-food uses, and the malnutrition is
often due not to lack of food production but rather political issues of food and income

dishibution, povetty, and war. Indeed, Pirnentel (1993a) notes that overproduction in the

uS is the p'imary l'eason price supports for crops are required.

AsspsstNc Pesrlctop RpoucrtoN. Accurate assessment of reduction in pesticide use is

complicated by the lack of effective measurement criteria, as well as by underlying trencls

in tlre pesticide industry. Griffiths (1994) noted that long-term reduction in the amount of
herbicide active ingredient used in US sugar beet procluction has been due primarily to a
shift fron pre-plant incorporatecl and pre-emergence treatments to post-emergence

treatments. Pike et al. (1991), in a case study of herbicide use in Illinois since the 1950s,

also noted signifrcant shifts in herbicide technology. Herbicide use rates and

prophylactic treatments decreased r,vhile post-emergent treatments increased. These
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changes w-ere clriven by a clesire for more flexible and convenient helbicicles, rather than

a specific interest ìn reclucing herbicicle use (Griffìths, 1994).

Simple me¿ìsltrelnents of pesticicle use recluction inclucle the arnount of procluct

applied per hectare. amount of active ingredient applied per hectare (ailha), treatme¡t

fi-eqrtency, aud tlumber of treatecl hectares (Bellinder et al., 1gg4\. However, there is no

effective way of evaluating pesticide reduction with confìdence (Bellinder et al., 1994).

Tlre anrouutof ailha applied is relatively easy to measure, br-rt low close per unit area cloes

Itot necessarily tnean low environmental impact, as toxicity of pesticicies varies.

Treatment frequency, used by the Danish govelxment, is defined as the nur-nber of
tecommended doses r,vith which the total agricultural area is treated annually (Bellinder et

al., L994). This method is independent of product closage. The fact that the Danish

governnlent was able to mandate a reduction in pesticicle use in tenns of ailha, but ¡ot
treatment frequency, highlights the inherent differences in these measurement criteria
(Bellinder et al., 1994).

A more integrated measurement of the in-rpact of pesticide use is the

Envirorunental Impact Quotient (EIQ), proposed by Kovach et al. (1992). This index is
constructed by summing the average toxicities of each pestici<le based on several criteria:
effects on fatm rvorkers, effects on consumers, and effects on the environment. It is then

multiplied by the rate at which the pesticicle is usecl as well as the fi-equency of
application' Hor,vever, this index has been criticizecl because it failecl to consider the

inrpact of environmental variables on the effect of pesticides (Bellinder et al., lgg4).

Pot-lcv It'¡luartvns ro REDtjcE Peslclop UsE. In response to numerous concems about

pesticides, many govemmertt and research agencies have initiated efforts to encourage

reductions in pesticide use. For example, the Danish government began taxing pesticides

at 25 to 35o/o in 1995 (Kane et al., 2000). In Canada, 3 provinces (Ontario, BC and

Quebec) had pesticide-reduction strategies as of 1994 (Harniil et al., rgg4).

Pesticide use reduction by govelrment mandate has been employecl in Sweden,

Denmark, and Holland (Bellinder et al., 1994). In 1985, Sweden mandated a 50o/o

reduction in agricultural pesticide use by 1990, ancl further 50% reductio' by 1997, based

on kilograms of active ingredient (kg aixBellinder et al., 1994). The Danish govemment
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mandated a 50o/o redtrction by 1997, br,rt usecl a combination of ailha ancl treatment

frequency as â n'ìe¿ìsltrement; Holiancl manclatecl a 50o/o reduction by 2000 (Belli¡der et

al'-, 1994). The reductions rvere accornplishecl by expanding the extension service to

promote pesticide recluctíon, rvithclrawing some pesticide proclucts, switching from high-

close (phenoxys) to low-dose products (ALS inhibitors or group 2 herbicide products),

improving sprayer precision, and recfu¡cing helbicide rates. Most of the use recluction

achievecl was in cereal crops, highlighting the fäct that the cropping system stro¡gly

impacts the effectiveness of such strategies: in less competitive crops, efforts to reduce

lrerbicide use were not very effective (Bellinder et al., Igg4). During the sarne time

period as the Holland initiative, U.K. countries achieved an equivalent reduction i' ailha

without government intervention, because of changes in herbicide technology; however,

the actual area of crops sprayed remained the same (Lawson, 1994). This led Lawson

(1994) to point out that aclvances in technology are as inrpoftant, if not ¡1ore so, than

govemment mandates. In Ontario, the Food Systems 2002 initiative announced in 1988

was intendecl to reduce pesticide use by 50% by 2002, through reseaLch, education, and

infrastructure (i.e. extension) (Swanton et al., 1993). Gallivan et al. (2001) fo'nd that

betu'een 1983 and 1998, pesticide use in Ontario (measured as kg ai) decreased by39o/o,

and risk (as measured by the EIQ) declined by 40%.

Some initiatives designed to improve the adoption of reduced-pesticide practices

involve goverlment payments. As of 1995, the fIK govemment provided paynents to

fatmers for recreating r,vildlife habitat, reducing overstocking a¡d reducing input use

(Monis audPotter, 1995). The overall goal of such schemes is to sliift fanners'attitudes

so that they develop and implement more of a conservation ethic. Despite high

emolment in the program, many participants were only superficially involved, and they

met the restrictions only in order to qualify for payment (Monis and Potter, 1995). La¡d
set-asides can allow for significant reductions in pesticide use (Lawson, lg94). However,

Monis and Winter (1990) argue that productionism-based approaches are preferable to

conservationist approaches like land set aside. They argue that conseruationism does not

actually challenge the use of pesticides in food production.

Agricultural policies can also work against pesticide reduction. Wyse (Igg4)
noted that US farm policies encouraged simple cropping systems, resulting in higli weed
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populations that subsequently require pesticides. He arguecl that US farrn policies in
effect rnade cliversification of cropping systems unprofitable. Similarly, Gertler (lgg¡)
atguecl that Canadiau agricultural policies reduce the risks ¿rssociatecl lvith simplifiecl

fànning systerns.

PpsTtcloE Use IN Carunpn. Canadian use of pesticides acconnts for 3Yo of the lvorlci's

total. Tiris represents 6% of the amount usecl in the US and. I0o/o that in the E.U.

(Croplif-e Canada,200l). Pesticide sales in Westem Canacla w,ere just below S1 billion
(Can) in 2000; herbicides representecl 81% of pesticide sales, fungicides 9o/o, antl

insecticides 57ó (Croplife Canada 2001). Manitoba purchases account for l5o/o of the

total Canadian expenditilre on pesticides (Croplife Canacla, 2001). Li Manitoba, total

[ann purchases of pesticides in 2000 were estimated at $230.4 million, an increase of 7%o

since 1999 and 25o/o since 1995. Pesticide costs represented slightly more than 8% of
total fam costs (Manitoba Agriculture and Food Program and Policy Analysis, 2001).

The inct'easing significance of pesticide costs is particularly i¡rportant i' the face of
stagnant net f-amr incomes ancl rising input costs (Manitoba Agriculture and Foocl

Proglam and Policy Analysis, 2001).

Herbicides are of paúicular interest for pesticide use reduction, as these products

account fot 70o/o of Canadian pesticide use (Hamill et al., 1994) and,85o/o of US pesticide

use (Edwards and Regnier, 1989). Ninety-nine percent of pesticides applied to cereal

grains in Ontario are herbicides (Gallivan et a1.,2001). In Manitoba, less tltan l%o of
spring cereal fields, and 0o/o of flax (Linurn usitatìssimtutt L.) anci canola (Brassica truptß

L' and B. rapa L.) fields surveyed received no helbicicle application (Thomas et aì.,

1999a)- In Saskatchewan and Alberta, 6u/o and,3Yo ofcereal fields, respectively, received

no herbicide application (Thomas et al., r999b; Tliomas et al.,l 999c).

YlEt'p Losses DUE ro Pps'rs. It is generally acknowledged (O'Donovan, 1996) that yield

losses dtte to weeds are based on Cousens (1985) non-linear regression model. Under

this model, crop yield losses are near-linear at lor.v weed densities, but reach an aslmptote

at higher densities. In Westem Canada, the value of such losses is estimated to exceed

$500 million (Cdn) annually (Harker,2001). The majority ga%) of this loss is in fielcl
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crops rather than hay or horticultural crops (Swanton et al., 1993). There are also

lltlmerous studies indicating the yielcl losses cansecì by specifìc weecl-crop cornbinatior-rs

rtuder experimental conclitions (e.g. Bell and Nalervaja, 1968), but fewer that consicler

losses due to naturally-occttring popr,rlations of weecis in fields under fanner-rnanagecl

collditions. Plior to 1960, estimates of yielcl losses due to weecls in färmer-l.a'agecl

fields rangecl from 7o/o to 28o/o of total crop production (Friesen and Shebeski, 1960).

Average yield loss was 17%in unsprayecl fielcls of wheat, oats (Avena sutivct L.), barley

(IIordeum wilgare L.) and flax fields in Manitoba, and l0% in herbicide-sprayed fielcls,

compared to r.veecl-fiee (hand-weedecl) plots (Friesen and Sheþeski, 1960). A more

recent revieu' of various sources (primarily experimental plots) fbuncl that average yielcls

of weedy crops as a proportion of weed-free yields were 75Yo for wheat, 42%o for flax,
70o/n for peas (Pisttm sc¿tittunt L.), and 640/o for soybeans (Glycine max (L.) Menili) (va¡

Heemst, i985). Harker (2001) compared lveeciy and weecl-fiee (hand-weeded) plots in
fatmers' fields in central Alberta. These helds did not receive a pre-plant incorporated or

pre-emergence herbicide. Yield losses were not cietectable in 73r/o of barley, 60% of
canola, and 33Yo of pea fields; yield loss was more closely related to year and

envirorunental effects rather than crop stand, weed biornass, or weed density. Abernathy

(1981) estimated that eliminating herbicicles in the US and substituting direct non-

chemical control measures (e.g. tillage, hand weeding, or biological control) woulcl result

in a loss of 31o/o of annual fann revenue, a rise in food costs of 50olo, the neec|, for 460/o

more land to mair-rtain production, and a cessation of agricult¡ral product available for
expotl. Yield losses due to elimination of helbicides were estirnatecl to be Z0o/o jn

cereals, 3 6% in corn (zea rna,vs L.), and 24o/o in soybeans (Abernathy, I 9 g 1 ).

Srvanton et al. (1993) surveyed extension and research weecl scientists, who

estimated average yield losses due to weeds in Manitoba \,vere 8o/o in wheat, i 1olo in oats,

l3o/o in cattola, 16o/o in flax, 60/o in rye (Secale cereale L.) and 8o/o in barley. I1 a similar

stucly, Bridges (1992) surveyed weed scientists in North Dakota, Minnesota, ancl South

Dakota and concluded that the costs associated with moving from current weed control

practices to no herbicide use would be 3.7 times the current yielcl loss due to u,eeds in
barley, 2.8 times in oats, 4.7 times in wheat, 3.8 times in flax, and 3.6 times in rve.
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In adclition to yielcl losses due to weeds, losses causecl by plant cliseases are

estiur¿itecl to exceed $9 billion (Can) annually in Canada (Marrlens et al., 1998). yield

losses dlle to inscct pests can also be sigrificant. In Norlh America, canola yield losses

due to flea beeties are estimated to exceed 5300 rnillion (Can) (Manitoba Agricultnre and

Food,2001g); r.vhile cereal aphids can callse up to 50% recluction in cereal crop biomass

(Manitoba Agriculture ancl Food, 2001h).

The Transition to sustainable Agricurture: 'fechnology Adoption

TnRptTtoNAL THEORIES oIì TECHNoLocy Aooprrox. The traditional theory of extension

and technology adoption has been based on the "diffusion of innovations" Írodel, with
Rogers (1983) cited as the prirnary advocate of this theory. Important considerations for
successful acloption under this model include the relative advantage of the innovation a'd
its complexity (Rogers, 1983). In addition, the ability of a rechnology to be tried on a
small scale ('trialability') or obserued prìor to full implementation is important. The

model assumes sigmoidal growth of the cumulative percentage of adopters, which is
notmally clistributed r.vhen graphed over tirne. This has lecl to the classification of
fatmers as itrnovators. early adopters, or laggards (Vanclay and Lawrence, lg94).

Studies of "early adopters" of new farming practices show that they tend to be younger,

have more education, be more receptive to risk-taking, operate larger fams, and ow¡
rather than rent land (Bultena and Hoiberg, 1983). In a study of lowa farmers, those most

likely to adopt conservation tillage were younger ar-rd believed that such practices r,vere

accepted by the farming cotnmunity (Bultena and Hoiberg, 1983). Femandez-Comejo

and Castaldo (1998) reviewed the most impoltant factors correlated r,vith Integratecl pest

Management (IPM) adoption, including larger fann size (which is related to wealth, as

'uvell as access to credit and information), higher education, and age (younger farmers).

After a practice is adopted, it may be continued, rejected, or modihed by the adopter in
some way (Rogers, 1983).

The diffusion of innovations theory was generally rejected in the early 1990's

with no majornew paradigm taking its place (Vanclay and Lawrence, 1994). Criticism

of the theory has inclucled its unquestioning acceptance of new technologies without
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consideration of long-tenl social, economic, or environrnental concerns (tl're so-called
'pro-innovation' bias); its marginalization oI farrners' knowleclge. skilis, and adaptive

abilities; its belief that total acloption of nerv inllovations is ineyitable a'd desirable; ancl

its elitist, "trickle-down" nature (Vanclay and Lar.vrence, 1994; Black, 2000). Rogers

(1983) has also notecl the 'indiviclual blame' rather than 'system blame' bias of the

model, where nou-adopters are held responsible for their lack of acloption, rather than

considering the broacler coutext in r,vhich their decision not to adopt may be perfectly

rational. In addition, the model has traditionally overlookec'l 're-inventio¡' (nrodifìcatio'
of'an innovation by aclopters) (Rogers, 1983). When it has considerecl such adaptation, it
is generally viewed as undesirable, even though it may improve the chances that an

innovation will continue to be practiced. This is expressed in the natur-e of the adoption

decision utrder the diffusion of innovations model, which is consiclerecl to be a

dichotomous choice rather than a continuum of various levels of adoption (Rogers, l9S3).

The process of re-invention or rejection of an innovation after initial adoption has also

been neglected by the traditional model (Rogers, 1983). Despite these criticisms, some

researchers continue to subscribe to the cliffusion model (although r,vith some

moclifications), and it has been found to describe the dif'fusion of IpM arnong fruit
growers very well (Fernandez-Cornejo and Castaldo, 199g).

It has also been argued that the diffusion moclel does not adequately dilferentiate

between the adoption of commercial irurovations versus "environmental innovations"

(Saltiel et al., 1994,Black, 2000). Innovations rurder the traditional moclel are generally

considered simple, single, add-on, "commodity" innovations (often commercialized),

which require no major reworkiug of farm structure. Environmental innovations, Saltiel

et al' (1994) argue, are very different, in that they are complex packages of methorls, a¡d
they are not universally applicable (different practices are appropriate for different

fams). In addition to this, the benefits of such practices do not necessarily accrue to the

adopter themselves, but rather to society as a whole (e.g. the protectio¡ of, water-

supplies). de Buck et al. (2001) also argue that the transformation to more sustainable

fonns of fanning involves a paradigm shift that is very different from the adoptio' of a'
innovation within the same paradigm. The traditional labels of farmers as 'early

adopters' or'laggards' depend on one's perspective. For example, if chernical agriculture
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is considered to be innovative, the classification of who is an 'eally adopter' is very
difïererlt from 'early aclopters' of olganic farming (Rogers, 1983). 'fhe traditional theory

of clifïusion of innot'ations has done little to improve the success of environmental

imovatious as it has not provicle au aclequate fì'amework for unclerstanding the adoptior-r

process associated rvith environmental innovations (de Buck et al., 2001; Saltiel et al.

1994; Y anclay and Lalvrence, l9g4).

Trarlitionally, the process of adoption involves steps fron awareness to

iufonnation seeking, to opinion-fonning (i.e. trial), ancl finally irnplementation (Rogers,

1983). Sotne researchers (cited in Constance et al., 1995), have founcl that the level of
environmetrtal concem is related to adoption of environmentally-friendly practices.

Others' howeveL, found that once awareness occurs, implementation does not necessarily

follorv. Lasley et al. (1990), in a study of Iowa farmers, found that supporlive opiniols
about reduced input fanning are not associated with actual use of practices to reduce

chemical inputs.

Cochrance (1958) described the "treadmill of technology," where only the earliest

adopters of a (yield-increasing) technology receive any benefits from it, because as

production rises through wicle adoption, prices drop, and a level playng field is again

created- Others (Hamilton and Sligh, 200l) have more recently argued that this is still
true for US farmers. They also note that the trend towarcls increased contract production

in North American agriculture effectively takes the choice of adoption of new

teclmologies or innovations out of the hands of farmers.

AlreRN¡rlvES THEORIES oF ADoprloN FoR ENVTRoNMENTAL I¡iNovartoNs. An
altemate framework for the adoption of environmental innovations, specifically
applicable to sustainable agriculture, has been described by Hill and MacRae (1995).

This framework consists of three steps: fficiency in the use of existing inputs, followed

by substitutiort of inputs with more benign practices, ancl finally , reclesign of systems to

focus on r'vhat causes the need for inputs. Transitions generally follow these steps i¡
order. Hill and MacRae (1995) state that while the first stage, efficiency, has been

relatively well-researched (e.g. reduced herbicide rates), redesign has generally not bee¡
explored.
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'fhere are several considerations in the acloption process of environmental

innovations (Vanclay ancl Lawrence, 1994). Tire clecision to aclopt a new practice is ofte¡
triggerecl by the recognition of a probleln with cument operations (Rogers, 1983). Highly
cotnplex practices are less likely to be adopted, as are those practices that result in high

risk, uncertainty, or'¿r loss ol'flexibility in fann marÌagement. Financial concems such as

low short-tenn economic gain associated with a practice, as r,vell as high capital ancl

intellectual implernentation costs, can lir-nit adoption (Saitiel et al., 1994; Drost et al.,

1996). Confìicting inf-onnation about new practices also contributes to lorv adoption, as

can excessively clramatic images of environmental degradation in the media. Fo¡

example, images of severe soil erosion may be clismissed by farmers because their own

experience of soil degradation is not as serious (Vanclay and Lawrence, Igg4).

Acceptance by the dominant farming subculture a farmer belongs to is an often cited

consideration in the adoption of technology and environmental innovations (Saltiel et al.

1994; vanclay and Lawrence,1994; Bultena and Hoiberg, 19g3, Gertler, rgg2).

Divisibility of practices is also a conceffr (Vanclay and Lawrence, 1994). If an

environmental irutovation can be broken down into component parts, fàrmers can

experiment with ner.v ideas more easily and with less commitment than that required by
full acloption de Buck et al. (2001) noted that dLrring the adoption of the Integrated Arable

Famring Systems concept in the Netherlands, evetl the most interested farmers often

irnplemented only portions of the concept rather than the whole package, so that the

intended coherence of the concept was lost. They note similar experiences in the

adoption of IPM practices, sr-rggesting that the "total package" approach of a dichotomous

clroicebetween two options is not realistic. Pretty (lgg5,p. 183) also argues that when a

package of practices is finalized without fanner input, partial adoption of a package of
practices rnay be more effective for some fàrmers. The involvement of fanners in
adapting technologies to their conditions should be encouraged (Pretty 1995, p. 184).

CueRecrBRlsrlcs oF FARMERS UstNG SustelNeeLE PRACTICES. Several researchers

have found that clifferences between mainstream farmers and those exploring

environmentally sustainable practices are smaller than previously thought. Constance et

al. (1995), in a study of Missouri farmers, fourd that the two groups were similar in most
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attittrdinal anri demographic vari¿.rbies. Saltiel et al. (1994) cite a number of studies that

found no evidence of differences betrveeu organic ancl conventional farmers in terrrs of
fanrr size, age, tenure status, or education. They argr,re that fàctor-s previously ¡ot
cousidered r,vith regarcl to adoption, such as national fà¡1 policies, or structrral

conditions of farms (e.g. r,vhetl-rer or not they include livestock) may limit acloption. Egri

(1999) states that while the adoption of environmentally-responsible practices has beer-r

founcl to be related negatively to age, comparative stuclies have generally not fou¡cl

significant age or eclucationai differences betrveen organic and conventional fanners.

Female farmers have been shown to be more interested in envirorunentally-friendly

practices, r,vhile evidence regarcling the role of famr size and off-fam income is

inconsistent (Egri, 1999). Durham (1999) founcl that organic farmers in Colorado were

sinlilar to conventional farmers in terms of age and off-farm employrnent. Differences

lay instead in the fact that many organic farmers had not been raised on farms, had no

formal agricultulal education, ancl tendecl not to use traditional sources of information

(universities and extension offices). Lockerelz et al. (1981) found that organic farmers in
the Corn Belt were similar to conventional farmers in tenns of age, farm size, machinery

ttse, labour, and profitability; similarities between the two groups were far more apparent

than cliffbrences. Comel'et al. (1999) found that farmers in Tennessee self-identifying as

sustainable farmers tended to be younger, have more ed¡cation, ancl have more off-farm
income than conventional farmers. cle Buck et al. (2001) noted that farmers

implementing the Integrated Arable Farming Systems concept in Holland (sirnilar to

IPM) differed very little from conventional fanners.

Because the approach farmers have towards agriculture may contribute to the

adoption of certain practices, there have been attempts to characlerize the attitudes of
fanners. One commou change among farmers in transition to sustainable practices is the

way they view their farm and the practice of farming (MacRae, 1990). I{owever,

Fairweather (1999) notes that, in tenns of policy apploaches, attituclinal change is

notoriously slow and difficult, and there are often other, non-attitudinal reasons for the

lack of adoption of specific practices. Farmers may be aware and concerned about

environmental issues, but for prirnarily economic reasons i¡rplementation of sustainable

practices lags behind adoption (Gertler, l9g2). Beus and Dunlap (1991) describe the
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Alternative-Conventional Agriculture Parac-ligm Scale, a series of 24 questions desig'ed

tr.r measltre the basic beliefs ancl values ¿rssumecl to represent the two competing

persllectives. The instrument was founcl to discrirninate significantly between ahe'rative
ancl conventional agricultr-rralists. Clomer et al. (1999) used a lroclified subset of lg
qtrestions of this scale; in a sample of 56 fanners, they found significant cliflerences

betlveen the attitudes of conventional and alternative agriculturalists. Egri (1999) founcl

that organic fatmers in 8.C., Ontario, ancl Saskatchewan tended to have less years of
fàmling experience, operate smaller farms, be less ciepenclent on farm labour than

conventiotral farmers; but attitLtcles towarcl organic farming a¡d agrichemicals were

responsible for the most significant clifferences. Reasons for fanner interest in organic

ptoduction have traditionally been social and environmental, but have become more

economic in recent years (Cacek and Langner, t936).

While the link between pro-environmental attitudes and organic famrers'

behaviotlr is often evident, conventional fanners' pro-environmental attitudes are often

ovel'ridden by economic factors such as profitability, productivity, and efficiency (Egri,

1999). Lasley et al. (1990) found that support for low-input practices in Iowa was

nonnally dìstributed among fanners. This suggests the existence of a continuum of
attitudes towards sustainable agriculture rather than discrete groups within the falm
population.

In a study of Utah färmers, 90olo considered themselves to be fanning sustai¡ably

despite the fact that 70o/o had not reclucecl their fertili zet or pesticicle use over the previons

3 years (Drost et a1., 1996). Van Tassell et al. (1999), in a stucly of Wyoming farmers,

found that more than half of the respondents used the same or higher levels of pestici<les

than in the previous 5 years. Of those that were reducing their pesticide use, the most

common reasoll (37%) appeared to be reactive (i.e. because there were fewer pests or

more favourable weather for pesticide application) rather than proactive efforts to rednce

use.

Many farmers are reluctant to recluce pesticide use, as effective herbicides offer a
very good cost-benefit ratio, and require only minirnal planning or knowledge for use.

The return to pesticides is estimated at $4 for every S1 spent (Pimentel, 1993b); horvever,

iu many locations, diminishing retums to increased pesticide use are occurrin.q (Uphofd
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20A4- Others argue that retums equivalent to those t'om pesticicle use can be obtainecl

fi'om indepeuclent crop colÌslrltant advice (Petrzelka et al., lggl). Alternative rveed

control approaches often aclcl directly to shoú-term costs, h¿rve beneñts that become

apparellt only in the long tetm, and require rnore aclvance planning thzrn pesticicles do

(Suthcrland. 200I).

Organic Agriculture

DpplNtttoN. Organic farming is the nlost rviclely recognizecl fonn of ,,a1temative,,

agriculture. It pre-dates all other altemative approaches, and is the only approach to have

a history of regLrlation and be codified by law in many jurisdictions (Rigby and Caceres

2001). Although defrnitions of organic vary, and often incorporate broader philosophical

elements, the prirnary feature of this method of fanling is that it eliminates the use of all
synthetically produced pesticides and fertilizers.

Bpt'tE¡'trs. Proponents of organic production argue that it protects the environment.

minitnizes pollution, maintains biodiversity, and conserves energy (Organic producers,

Association of Manitoba (OPAM), 2000). MacRae ( 1990) snmmarized, potential benefits

of organic production as including improvecl food quality, higher farm income, and

enhanced human and environmental health. Rigby and Caceres (2001) reviewed the
envirorunental impacts of organic versus conventional agriculture in Europe, and found

that organic production tended to be more energy efficient, to have more floral and faunal

diversity, conserve soil fertility, and to lower the risk of nitrate leaching. Brandt and

Molgaard (2001) reviewed the clairn that organic food is nutritional superior to

conventionally produced food. They note that surveys of food products in this regard

have not been conclusive, as variation among cultivars are usually greater than variation

between production systetns. Their only conclusive observations were that organic food

had lower protein and nitrates; however, there rnay be some basis for health benefits of
organic products via higher production of plant defence-relatecl secondary metabolites in
the absence of pesticides (Brandt and Molgaard, 2001).
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LlvlrartoNs. Detractors criticize organic production for ¡raking less efhcie't use of
lanci resottrces than couventional production cloes, which requires marginal la'cl to be

cultivatecl to tnaintain procluction (Trevarvas, 2001). As well, T'revawas (2001) points out
that some "nattlral" pesticides permitteri in organic production are highly toxic. The

traclitional dependence of organic famrers on tillage for ,,veed control is also cited as

contributing to soil erosion (Trevar,vas,200l), but l.ockeretz et al. (1981) found that

organìc fatners hacl adopted couselation tillage at a r-nuch faster rate than conventional

fanners. More recetrtly, Kuepper (2001) inclicatecl farmer interest in, anci clescribed many

opporlunities for, reducing tillage in organic procluction. Liebig and Doran (lg99b)
found that organic fanns used tillage less frequently than conparable conventional fan¡s.
Lockeretz et al. (1981) stated that some critics of organic production argue that if it rvere

to become widespreacl, it r,vould result in a sliarply lower standard of living, the need for
massive retum of labour to the courtryside, and widespread famine. MacRae's review
(1990) found widely varying estimates of the inclease in food costs resulting from a

r'videspread cont'ersion to organic prodLrction (between a lo/o and a 99o/o increase).

Some authors equate organic production with sustainable agriculture, while others

arglle that a restriction on all inorganic chemical use is neither a suffìcient, nor a

necessary, condition for sustainability (Rigby and Caceres, 2001). Organic production

has traditionally suffered from the perception that it simply involves negligence, and has

had rninir¡al research effort (Decyckx, 2001). For example, the "Bonanza fams,'of the

late 1800s were technically organic, but were certainly not sustainable (prairie public

Television,2000). One of the reasons 'organic byneglect'is a cornmonperception is the

fact that it is easier for certificationpurposes to assess the prohibition of practices than to

dictate that positive practices be used (Rigby and caceres, 2001).

TR¡NslTtoN To ORGANIC PRODUCTIoN. Tlie transition from conventìonal to organic

fanning is clescribed as a decision lequiring a high level of commitment a¡cl

fundamentally different management approaches (Lamp kin, I99Z). In Manitoba, organic

certification requires 3 years of transition r.vithout price premiums available (OpAM,

2000). Duram (i999) indicated that this transition is a dramatic operational change, often

with increased risk and little informational or community supporl. MacRae (1990)
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describes the tr¿rrisition process as isolating, stressful, and unsupporled. The level of
comllitment requirecl to plocluce certified organic crops is increasing, as standarcls have

become more restrictive. The Organic Proclucers' Association of \zlanitob¿i, the primary

cerlification agency in Manitol¡a, requires a 10-year conversion plan for tire entire farm,

and prohibits concutrettt proclucticln of non-organic crops (OPAM, 2000). US sta¡6ards

require the use of organically-procluced seecl, which may soon be implemented under

Canadian certification progt'ams (Cross, 2002). Strictel organic stanclards make casual

experimentation of certified organic production increasi¡gly clifficult. In aclclitio',

conventional fanners tend to have very little contact with orga¡ic agriculture infon'ation
sources. Egri (1999) cites this as one of the reasons that large-scale conversion to organic

ploduction is unlikely in the cument context of canadian agriculture.

Fairweather (1999) detailed a model of the decision making process of New

Zealand fatmers consideling organic production. Farmers must pass several "eliminatio'

criteria" in order to sedously consider their "motivations" to attempt organic. If they

pass both these levels, they must not have any "constraints" preventing thern from

attempting organic. Elimination criteria include satisfaction with conventional farming,

lack of knowledge about organic prodLrction, and the perception that organic fanning is
not financially viable. Motivations include consciousness about health and

environmental issues, as well as interest in price premiums. Constraints include
perceived financial risk and lack of technical expertise.

Cnop YIelos IN ORGANIC PRooucloN. Dabbert ancl Maclden (1986) cite expected yield

and profrt reductions as a major reason for lack of adoption of organic practices. Several

studies have indicated that crop yields are reduced under organic production. Kramer
(1984) found That 600/o of Canadian organic farmers surveyed ha<1 experienced recluced

yields during and after transition, primarily because of higher r,veed densities. Rydberg

and Milberg (2000) also noted increasecl weed densities in organic versus conventional

fields. Stanhill (1990) compared organic and conventional yields around the world, and

found that on average differences were less than 70Yo. In half the cases, organic yields

were the same or higher than conventional; in half they were less. Stanhill (1990) noted

that organic crop yieÌds tended to be higher under unfavourable conditions whìle
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conventional yields rvere higher uncler favourable conditions; Petersen et al. (1999) hacl

sirnilar hndings in a 15 year trial in Pemsylvania. Hor,vever, Staiihill (1990) found no

evideuce lor the claim that organic prociuction stabilizes yielcls. In general, whe' yield
potential is low, the two systems perform sirnilarly; when yield poteritial rises.

conventional systenis tetrcl to perform better' (Stanhill, 1990). Cornparative yield ratios

for organic versus conventional production were generally more favourable for on-farm
studies rather than experimental studies, perhaps because they account for changes iu

nlanagemeut with fanner experience; conversely, the typically srnall scale and high

motivation of organic famrers may be the cause (Stanhill, 1990). Overall, variation
between fields was found to be higher than variation between orgzrnic and conventio¡al

systems (Stanhill, 1990). Vandeuneer (1995) suggested that low-input or organic crops

can yield as well as, or better than, conventionally-produced crops after- a transition

period. While some studies have found this to be true (Petersen et al., ßgg), Stanhill's
(1990) review found no evidence ofa positive "conversion effect" on yields.

Lockeretz et al. (1981) found that organic yields in the US Corn Belt r,vere

typically 10% lor'ver than conventional yields for com, 5olo lor,ver for soybeans,25o/o

lower for rvheat, and about equal to conventional for oats and hay. Entz et al. (2001)

fonnd tlrat average lelds of organic crops in the Northem Great Plains ranged from 50o/o

lo'uver than conventional yielcls (canola), to 4o/o higher (fall rye). Wheat, oats, flax, ancl

feed barley yields were approximately 25o/olower than conventional (Entz et a1.,2001).

Mäcler et al. (2002) founcl that organic yields in S'uvitzerlancl over the course of 20 years

averaged 20o/olower than conventional. In that study, organic yields varied by crop, with
winter wheat yields averaging 90Yo of conventional but potato yielcis averaging only 600/o

of conventional- Saskatcher,van crop insurance assumes a l5-25o/o reduction in yielcls for
organic field crops; however, it also assllmes prices premiums of 30-50%. Manitoba crop

insurance assumes transitional grain yields to be 50o/o of conventional, climbing to g0%

for cereals and 600/o for flax and canola after transition (Doug Wilcox, Manitoba Crop

Insurance Corp., pers. comm.).

EcoNorvrrcs oF oRcANrc pRoDUCTroN. yield reductions in

systems are often offset by lower operating costs (Lock eretz eT

organic and low-input

al., 1981), and premium
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prices f-or comnrodities. The Rodale Institute's Farming Systerns Trial founcl t¡at after a
4 year transition periocl, organic systems were courpetitive fìnalcially with conventional

systems, even without price plemiums (Petersen et al., 1999). Smolik et al. (1995) fou¡cl

that organic systems had recluceci risk in temrs of income variabiiity and r,vere less

dependent on US fimr plogram sLrbsidy payments than conventional prod,uctio¡. They

also note however, that other studies have variecl in their findings r,vith regarcl to the

relative plofitability of each system.

Fairweather (1999) found that farmels in lrlew Zealand. had conflicti¡g views of
the economic viability of organic procluction. Organic fanners in Canada founcl organic

procluction to be as econotnically viable as conventional production (I(ramer, 1984). Tlie

region of production ûìay also be important in determining profitability. Reduced i¡put
systems in the US may be more profitable in areas outside of the Com Belt, such as the

small grains areas (Smolik et al., 1995). Marra and Kaval (2000), in a meta-analysis of
120 organic-conventional cornparisons, found that location (region), stucly type (on-farm

verslls small plot), and crop type rvere key factors in detennining which system was more

profitable. Non-organic reduced input studies \,vere not consistent enough actoss studies

to include in the comparison. ln a 1O-year follow-up to theirextensive sulveyof orga¡ic
farmers, Lockeretz and Madden (1987) found that those that were still farming

organically had changed little over the l0 years in terms of their opinions of the

advantages and disadvantages of organic farming, production and marketing practices,

and operation size. Farms tended to be financially healthy, but weeds were cited as being

more of a problem to control.

Gov¡RNl¡ENT SUPPORT FoR Oncnrulc PRopucrtoN. Because of barriers to organic

adoption, some govemments have provided supporl to famrers in transition to organic

production. Every E.U. country provides such support during transition, and most provide

support for continuecl organic production (Kane et al., 2000). The U.K has allocatect 140

million pounds to promote conversion to organic between 2000 a¡d 2006 (O'Rìordan and

Cobb, 2001)' As of 1999, Minnesota \¡,as the only US state to reimburse farmers for
organic certification (Sooby, 2001). In Prince Edward Island (PEI), the Organic

Certification Assistance Program was introducecl in 200Q, with funding until 2003. The
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program pl'ovides solne financial assistance fbr cerlifiecl growers and grower.s i¡
t¡ansitiou to cover a poftion of certification costs No other Clanadian province currently

has a similar program (Suszrn MacKinnon. PEI Recluced input/Organic Developrnent

Olfcer, pers. comm.)

CURREN'| AnopTloN oF ORGANIC PRoDUCTtorrl. Tlie cunent level of adoption of organic

prirctices in North America is smali, though retail sales are incleasing by about ZOo/o per

year (Katherine de Matteo, I)irector, US Organic Trade Association. citecl in Van Acker

et al.,2001). The organic retail sector in Europe is expected to increase by a0%agually
betrveen 2001 and 2006 (O'Riordan and Cobb,2001). Acreage of organic fielcl crops i'
Manitoba ranged from 4800 ha to 6500 ha amually between 1999 and 2001 (r-rnpublished

clata' OPAM). This represents approximately 0.1% of the total area for snch crops in

Manitoba. Forage crops account for a furlher 6000 to 7300 ha per year (unpublishecl

data, OPAM). In 1998 to 2001, an average of 514 Manitoba farmers were members of
OPAM; however, less than one-third of members achieved organic certihcation in a

given year" OPAM membership has been increasing at about l3o/o per year (unpublished

data, OPAM). Membership in this period accounted for approximately Zo/o of the
poptrlation of fanners in Manitoba. In 1997,0.2o/o of all US farmland was certified

organic (Sooby et a1., 2001). It is estimated that I to 8o/o of US farmers are using

methods characteristic of organic fanning, whether certified or not (Durharn, 1999). The

number of organic farmers in the US has been increasing by l2o/o per year (Rigby an<l

Caceres,200i). As of January 200I.540,000 hectares in the U.K. r,vere organic or in
conversion, making up 3o/o of agricultural land. This is more than double the area of
organic production in 1999 (Rigby and Caceres, 2001). Over 10o/o of the agr-icultural

lanc1 in sweclen and Austria is organic (Rigby and caceres, 2001).

Non-Organic R.educed-Input Initiatives

ReTloNeLe. As aresult of thebariers associatecl witli the fundamental changes in farm

management required during the transition to organic production, some authors have

argued that it is crucial to work within existing procluction practices to make adoption of
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stlstainable initiatives r¡ole likely (Swanton and Weise, 1991). Fanners use cultural

practices they are fämiliar with, and adoption of more sustainable practices is most likely
if they are compatible with the existing procluction systern (Drost et al., 1996; Gertler,

1992). Stenholm ancl Wagomer (1990) argued that change towarcl a lor.v-inpr-rt system

nrttst be "by evolutibn rather than revolution" irr order to ire sustainable. Gertler (lgg2)
arglles that purist approaches to organic procluction will only appeal to a minority of
fanners. Morris and Winter (1999) argue that organic agriculture occupies only a s¡ral1

portion of land in Europe, ancl within mainstream agriculture there is co¡siderably greater-

interest in intennediate strategies like IPM. Terms like "low-input" famring are likely to
be more socially acceptable than "organic" (Cacek and Langner, 1986). Scaling (1990)

argues that a complete elimination of agrichemical use is unreasonable. Rigby and

Caceres (2001) do not consider the use or non-use of synthetic chemicals to be a

particularl y ri gorou s b asi s for detennining sustainabi li ty.

Instead of consideririg only drarnatic shifts in production practices, several

authors suggest that sustainable agriculture should be viewed as aprocess. Ikerd (1990)

notes that a continuum exists between low input and high input levels. Rigby and

Caceres (2001) suggest that instead of arguing that a specific system is the only approach

to sustainability, the basis should be whether or not farmers are moving towards

sustainability, given the cunent context. El-Sr,vaify (2000) argues that instead of a rigicl

framework, a progressive, step-wise approach to sustainability is necessary, as this allows

researchers and farmers to learn as they go. He argues that tracking general progïess

towards the goal of sustainability may be more useful than setting specific, rigid targets

to be achieved. Other authols have also described sustain¿rble agriculture as a process,

rather than an endpoint (Schaller, 1990; Rigby and caceres, 2001).

Lockeretz et al. (1981), in the first comprehensive study of organic fanning in the

US, noted that intermecliate systems, especially those with reducecl pesticides but

allowing for modest syntl-retic fertilizer use, might be more attractive in terms of
prodr-rctivity, profitability, and resource use, than either conventional or organic

production. Gertler (1992) suggestecl that wicle adoption of strategies intermediate to

organic may have a greater effect in terms of resource conservation than organic

production currently does. The potential for reducing or eliminating herbicide use
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perioclically was seen as more prornising than reclucing fertilizer use in Saskatchewan, in

terms of limiting shorl-temr yield loss (Stevenson et al., 2000). in par-ticulerr, the

replacement of- cultrtral practices for herbicicles was seen to have little effect or cereal

crop production (Steveltson et al., 2000). Reducing nitrogen rates hacl a greater ef fect on

yielcls ancl economics of various crops than reducing herbicide rates (Bowellnan et al.,

1994). Greek farmers have indicatecl that herbicicles are nlore appropriate i-or rerJLrction

than fertilizer or seecl inputs (Skorda et al., 1995). The potential for reduction in
herbicide use nray be greater in a no-till system than a conventional-tillage system, clue to

changes in the population clynamics of the weed seecl bauk because of limitecl soil

disturb¿rnce (Swanton and Weise, i99i). Rigby and Caceres (2001) argue that

consiclering both ferlilizers and pesticides as equally unsuitable for sustainable farming is

inappropriate because pesticides have no natural equivalent, while fertilizers do.

Fairweather (1999) notes that some farmers in New Zealand fail to see why orga¡ic
standards do not allow ftrr the use of glyphosate herbicide or phosphorous fertili zer, as

they consider these inputs to be environmentally acceptable.

In addition to agronomic support for prioritizing pesticide use for reduction over

feúllizer use, there is some eviclence that this is an appropriate marketing strategy for
eco-labelling of food. A survey of 600 eco-label consumers felt that it was more

important to have no sy'nthetic pesticide use (77o/o) compared to elirnination of sylrthetic

fertilizer use (59%) (Kane et al., 2000). Byrne et al. (1991), in a slrrvey of 1065 us
consttmers, found that concern about pesticide residne was high. In fact, it was

signiflcantly higher than concem about fat, cholesterol, or fertilizer residues. Various

systems intermediate to organic and conventional have been proposed. Over 150 eco-

labeling initiatives exist in the US alone, many of which are non-orga¡ic (Ka'e et al.,

2000).

INTEcR¡rrED PEST MnruecevENT. Tlie most wiclely known recluced-pesticicle initiative is

Integrated Pest Management (IPM), also known as Integrated Pest Control (IpC). IpM
was originally developed as a concept to deal r,vith insect pests, and first appearecl in tire
literatule in 1967 (Buhler et al., 2000). During the UN Conference on Environment and

Development in Rio (1992),IPM was ìdentified as playing a central role in agriculture
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(Kogan, l99S)' Over 60 definitions of the concept exist (Kogan, 199g). Buhler et al.
(2000) cite tr,vo main elements of IPM: rnr-rltiple control t¿rctics, and tire integratio¡ of
kuor'vledge of pest biology- Common practices inclucle pest monitoring, redncecl pesticide

tates, and use of altemating pesticide types (Fernanclez-Comejo ancl Castalclo, 199g), a¡cl
the Ltse of economically-clerived clecision making thresholds for pests (Shenna¡ et al..

2001). In a review of the history of IPM, Kogan (1998) notecl that after-30 years of
clevelopment, IPM is still in its infancy. The fact that pesticide use has ¡ot decli¡ed since

tire initiatioll of IPM, as well as the support IPM has receivecl frorn the agrochernical

industry, has lecl to the perception that IPM is too focussed on pesticide use (Koga¡,
1 9e8).

Assessing adoption of IPM is cornplicated by the fact that IPM practices are not
always plecisely defined for a given crop in a specific region (Shennan et a1.,2001).

Appropriate IPM practices change depending on the crop, pest, location, season, and

availability of new innovations (Shennan et al, 2001; Femandez-Cornejo and Castaldo,

1998). The concept is both complex ancl dyramic. Assessment of IpM adoptio¡ has

included whether or not one or more specific practices are used, or the use of a points-

based systenl for practices (Shennan et aI., 2007). Lack of consensus on the definition of
IPM has leacl to unwananted claims that a pest control program is IpM even if it ignores

essential IPM principles (Kogan, 1998). In practice, rnanagernent referred to as IpM does

not alr,vays agree with IPM theory (Chellemi, 2000).

In 1993, US government agencies set a goal of irnplementing IPM on75o/o of crop

acres by 2000 (Riley el al., 1998); hor,vever, Fernandez-Comejo ancl Castaldo (1998)

estimated that under existing conditions, 75Yo adoption among US fmit growers will only
occlu'prior to 2035. de Buck et al. (2001) note that adoption of IPM practices has often
been a partial, rather than a complete, implementation of an IpM package. ipM
recommenclations may be in conflict r,vith farmers' intuition, which can be a challenge for
increased adoption. This is especially tme if the IPM recommendatio¡ is to do nothing,

as this is very different from conventional chemical-based approaches (Femandez-

Comejo and Castaldo, 1998).

Shennan et al. (2001) found that California farmers overestimated their use of
IPM practices when compared to the authors' assessment of their actual management
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pr¿lctices. A sltrvey of canola growers in Western Canada fourcl that the primary balrjers

to increased adoption of IPM for canola were the inelfectiveness olnon-chernical control

t1ìethocls. economics, ancl a lack of knor.vlecige about non-chemical control methocls

(Canola Councìl of Canacla, 2000); hol,vever, the authors conclucled that canola growers

r'vere rvell ou their way to ftrlly adopting IPM. Less than half of Western Ca'aclian

faruers sttrveyed could provide a def,rnition of IPM (Canola Council of Canada, 2000).

Crrcurbit (Cttarbita spp., Cttctunrs spp.. zntd Citntllas spp.) crop fan¡ers in the South-

Centlal US were found to have a fairly goocl unclerstancling of IPM anci generally

accepted it as use l; however, pest nlanagen-ìent still depencled heavily on chemical

usage (Riley et al., 1998). Alniost half of Iowa fanners surveyecl thought IpM was

cornplicated and difficult to use (Bultena, 1985). Adoption of IPM has not been eviclent

in ljtah, despite the lact that it has been strongly promoted (Drost et al., 1996).

Adoption of IPM has been slow, and many iPM programs still rely on pesticides

as the principal pest management strategy (Kogan, 199S). As a result, variations on the

therne of IPM have been proposed. "Biologically-intensive IPM" has been proposed as a

solution by Frisbie and Smith (1991). Ecologically Based Pest Management (EBpM) is

an altemative proposed by the U.S. National Research Council (1996). EBpM is defined

as relying prìrnarily on inputs of pest knowledge and secondarily on physical, chemical,

or biological supplements for pest control. Integrated Arable Farming Systerns (IAFS),

developed in llolland, is another concept similar to IPM, but it is not a specific reaction

to the deficíencies of IPM (de Buck et a1.,2001). Kogan (1998) noted that these conceprs

are very similar to IPM and questioned the value of introducing a new acroltym when

IPM is already relatively well-known.

INtpcReTeD WEED M¡\NAGEMENT'. IPM is intencied to encompass nÌanagelnent of plant

diseases and weeds, as well as insect pests; however, Kogan (1998) noted that most

definitions perpetuate the entomological bias of IPM through emphasis on pest

populations and economic injury levels (EfL). These concepts are not always applicable

to pathogens and weeds. Early US funding for IPM projects rnaintained this focus,

reinforcing the idea that IPM was "entomocentric" (Kogan, 1998). As a result, efforts to

use IPM in relation to weeds resultecl in the development of lntegratecl Weed
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Management (IWM), a teul that has been in use since the early 1970's (Walker an<l

Buchanan, 1982).

While the principles of IFM are not ah,vays directly applicable to IWM due to

fundamental differences iu pest biology (Buhler et al., 2000), both concepts stress similar
practices. These include preventzrtive rather than reactive measllres, the use of economic

tirresholds, iucreasin-9 the competitiveness of the cropping system, pest monitoring, ancl

cliversifying clopping systems ¿rncl control strategies (Buhler et al., 2000). Swanton and

Weise (1991) described IWM as including the application of numerous altemative rveed

control nìeasLlres, including cultural, genetic, mechanical, biological, and che¡rical
means. Buhler et al. (2000) suggest that weeds rnay be more easily coltrolled by
integrated management than insects because individual ,"veeds do not move, and weed

populations do not rapidly migrate.

IWM has been suppofied extensively by Lesearch, but has suffered from lirnitecl

adoption. Norris (1992) attributed this primarily to a lack of connection between the

goals and needs of academic researchers and those of farmers; as well as a bias towards

herbicide-based IWM rather than the development of biologically robust cropping

systetns. In Austraiia, farmers have not been strongly pro-active in implementing IWM,
and their interest in the conceirt has more recently been related to the severity of
herbicide resistant weed problems they are now experiencing (Sutherla¡d, Z00l),
sr-rggesting that farmer interest in IWM is relatecl to their direct experience with negative

aspects of herbicide use. Buhler et al. (2000) cite economic conditions and policies that

tencl to favour large scale operations and short-tenn profit motivations as barriers to

implementation of IPM/IV/M. In Manitoba, fanners were found to be uninterested in
alternative practices to herbicides unless they lvere very easy to implement (Thomas et al.

1999a).

EcoNovlc TnR¡suolns FoR WEgos. Controlling weeds rvhen the weed and crop clensity

and growth stage are optimal is the rnost important consideration in achieving effective
weed control (Hall et al., 2000). This principle has led to the concept of economic

thresholds (ET's) for weeds. ET's were originally proposed as tools for insect pest

management. Economic thresholds for weecls are defined as the weed density at which
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the cost of control eqr.tals the value of crop loss if no controi action is taken (Ba¡er and

Mortensen,1992). Icleally, chemical control measures are only taken,uvhen the weecl

clensity exceecls the ecor-romic threshold.

ET's are often citecl as being integral to iWM practices (Buhler et al., 2000),

clespite the fact that.thresholds have been criticizecl for their-ineffèctiveness. yielcl losses

clue to weeds clepend on many factors, including relative time of weecl emergence,

environmental variables, rveed species, ancl crop <iensity. In aclclition, crop yielcl

potentizrl, crop value, aud weed control cost are important consiclerations (Coble, l()94;
O'Donovan, 7996; Hall et al., 2000). However, ET's are often based on si¡rple
measLlrerlents of r,veed density, rvith no attention paicl to the other factors contributing to

yield loss resulting fiom weecl infestations. Since simple rleasures of weed density do

uot adequately describe the yielcl loss potential, thresliolcls are often extremely low in
order to account for worst-case scenarios, leading to the recommendation to apply

herbicicles in most cases (Buhler et atr., 2000).

Economic thresholds that have been developed are generally for only one

crop/weed interaction; however, a typical cropping system contains several different

weed species with different cornpetitive abilities (Hall et al., 2000). Atternpts to broaden

single-species ET's to multiple-species thresholds are generally lacking in the

infonnation needed to assess the effect of a community of species (O'Donovan, 1996).

However, some authors have developed yield-loss estimations for specific weed-crop

communities, rvith some success (e.g. Hume, 1993). Knowleclge of weed erllergence

pattems and spatial heterogeneity of r.veed densities are impoftant factors contributing to

accurate economic thresholds (Hall et al., 2000). In addition, much of the historic
literatltre on crop-weed interaction was cleveloped using different crop production

systems and cultivars than are currently used (Hall et al., 2000). ET's also consider the

irnpact of rveeds for only orle year at a time. Buhler et al. (1997) have criticized the

concept for not considering weed seed production and its impact in future years. Jones

and Medd (2000) challenge ET's on the basis that they are static (consider one year only),
and binary (provide only a dichotomous choice, with no option for variable herbicide

rates or other control measures). These authors argue that ET's do not recluce herbicide

use, do not contain weeds adeqr,rately, and do not maximize profits. Despite the fact that
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ET's are designed to reduce pesticide Lrse. some authors have lound that scouting fields

cau leacl to increasecl pesticicle r-rse (Yee and Ferguson, 1996). Proven et al. (199i)
chailenged the usefulness of thresholds, as r,veeds in rvinter cereal plots i¡ a wide range of
soii types and U.K. locations exceecled thresholcls about 80% of the tirne.

T'hese argttments have lead to the development of a fi'amework fi¡r variabie

herbicicle rates knor,vn as the optimal dose rate (ODR) (Pannel, 1995), although this

strategy stili considers only one year at a time ancl only herbicidal weecl co¡trol options.

Economic optirnum thresholds (EOT's) have been proposecl as a solution to some of the

problerns of ET's (Cousens, 1987). This strategy consiclers the impact of weecl seed

productiotl and long tenn profìtability. EOT's for two weeds in soybeans were found to

be 3 to 8 tines lower than their respective ET's (Bauer and Morlensen, lgg2).

There have also been efforts to incorporate ET's into weed management rnodels

for decision-making (clecision sr-rpport systems; DSS), which show potential to be more

objective assessments of the need for herbicide than farmers' subjective assessments

(O'Donovan, 1996). Hor,vever, some authors argue tliat the 'subjective' assessments of
farmers represent the integration of years of site-specific experience and are therefore

extrenrely valuable in DSS (Bostrom and Fogelfors,2002a). As of 1993. at least l7 DSS

dealing with weeds had been reported in the literatule (primarily in the US) (O'Donovan,

i996). DSS are seen as a tool that can allow farmers to cope with increasing complexity

in agriculture (Moulin, L996); however, insufficient knowledge about weed biology ar-rd

ecology has limited the success of such models (Hall et al., 2000). In fact, Wyse (lgg4)
noted that existing weecl cor.trpetition data was not sufficient anywhere i* the US to
supply the information required by DSS.

Adoption of economic thresholds for weeds has been low among fan¡ers. proven

et al' (1991) note that the inherent patchiness in weed populatiols makes accurate

assessment of densities difficult. As well, the assessment methods used in experimental

studies are usually too laborious to be used by farmers (Ploven et al., 1991). Czapar et al.

(1997) cites estimates of adoption of ET's as ranging from less than l0o/o to over 50% of
farmers. In 1989, 19.5% of com and 14.4o/o of soybean acres in the US were estimated to

be using ecouomic thresholds (National Research Council, i989). A survey of Illinois
farnrers found that only 45o/o of farmers used the previous year's weed problems as a
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basis for u'eed control clecisions" ancl only L)"/u usecl economic thresholds (Czapar et al.,

1997). Illinois f¿rtrners iclentifieci harvest problems clue to r,veecls as a major reason fol

not implerneuting ET's (64%), fbllor,veci by weecl seecl procluction (38%), landiord

petception (38%) and general appearance of tire fielcl (36%;). Less than l0% listecl

scoutingtime, lack of weed competition data. ol rveecl ID skills as limitations (Clzapar-et

al., 1997). The Canola Council of Canacla noteci that the use ancl development of
econonric thresholcls for canol¿t (prirnarily lor iltsect pests) is in its infancy and only l2yo

of farmers surveyed indicatecl that tliey used economic thresholds for weeds (Canola

Council of Clanada, 2000).

A U.K. study of winter cereals found that broadleaf ancl grass herbicide treatments

at half the recotnmendecl rate every year is preferable to the use of spray/no spray

tlilesholds iu a given year. This finding is based on finances, seedbank densities, and

seeciling popr-rlations (La'uvson, 1994). Even thougli fields were chosen that had been

u'ell-managecl and rvere not particularly weedy, tlrresholds were exceeded 80% of the

time. In cotttrast, the Yz rate approach was seen as reducing risk, saving more money, and

involved tlo management changes as compared to the elimination of a herbicide

application based on thresiiolds (Lawson, lg94).

Orusn R¡oucro I¡¡pur lNlrtatlvps. In Canada, a recent Quebec initiative callecl

Healthy Grain has been successful in marketing grain produced for one year without

pesticides or fertilizer (Pierre Lachance, pers. comm.). Morris and Winter (1999) suggest

a 'third way" or middle course between organic and conventional systems, which they

label integrated farming systems (IFS). U.K. research on iFS has founcl that winter wheat

and barley yields decreased 8% while fungicide use has been reduced by 52%, herbicides

by 48o/o, and insecticides by 40%. However, the concept has been criticized by sorne

farmers rvho see it as a'fancy term for common sense' (Morris and Winter, 1999). Some

eco-labelling initiatives appear designed to brand production from an entire region (e.g.

PEI Foodtrust) (Tennison, 2002) or lor an entire crop (e.g. Integrated Pest Management

for canola) (Canola Council of Canada, 2000), to alleviate consumer fears about food

safety, without implementing major changes in production systems.
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A ullique approach to redLrcing pesticide rrse is being use,l in euebec.
Agroeuvironnlental clubs r.vere initiatecl in this province in 1998, ',vith a manclate to

coutinue until 200-1. These groups are supported financially by the fanner members

themselves ancl the Quebec Fisheries and Agriculture Depaftment. The club's goals

include supporting farmers in developing sustainable practices ancl ensudng that such

practices are acloptecl by a significant number of famrers. IVlernbers receive s¡-lbsidjzed

agroenvirontnental advisory services, which may inclucle r.l,eed scouting. About 150

environmental advìsors are assigned to r.vork with the clubs. The program has been

sttccessful in attracting significant numbers of farmers to participate. Over 70 clubs with
over 4000 members were involved in 2001. This represented \2o/o of all famrs in

Quebec, ot 20o/o of the total cropland area. Less than 4% of the total membership had

dropped out of the program since its inception. In 2000-2001, pesticides were recluced by

30-50% on 36Yo of the farms r'vhere pesticides were used. Crops were grown without

herbicides on 21,000 ha, ancl a further 22,000 ha received reduced rates of pesticides.

Ror-rghly 25o/o of the land in cereals, oilseeds, or corn in Quebec was part of a club (Clubs

Conseils en Agroeuvironment, 2001). Hor,vever, there is concefit that participation in this

initiative has reached a plateau (Diane Benoit, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Saint-

Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec, pers. comm.)

Management for Reduced-Input Crop production

Pimentel et al. (1993a) estimated that it should be possible to reduce pesticide use

in the US by 50% without decreases in crop yield or cosmetic standards. Such reductions

rvould be accomplished by using methods snch as crop rotation, resistant varieties, and

tillage. Reduced-input strategies often focus on using both knolvledge and tech¡ology

br-rt knowledge tends to play a bigger role than in conventional systerns (Ikerd, 1990).

Wyse (1994) argued that higli r,veed densities are the major detenent to the development

of more sustainable agricultural systems. The majority of pesticicle use in Western

Canada is in the form of herbicides (Hamill et al., lg94). As a result, the following

discttssion will focus on weed control. Pest types are discussed individually below;

howevet, rveeds, diseases and insects can interact with each other, and use of one class of
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pesticides (herbicides, insecticides, or fungicicles) may affect of other types of pests

(Bulrler, 2002).

INspc'r Ppsr M¡¡I¿GEMENT. There ale several non-chemical methods used to miniurize

the ifirpact of irtsecf pests. These inclucle the use of trap crops (e.g. along fielc'l edges),

mallagement of natural habitats to euhance natural enemies, the nse of semiochemic¿rls

(chemicals that mediate iuteractions between organrsms; sex pheromones are of particular

use in tnonitoring populations and in disrupting mating), and the use of ge¡etic

engineering or traditional breecling to produce pest-resistant cultivars (Kogan, lggg).

However, many of these tactics are geared to high-value crops like vegetables.

Methods of cultural coutrol depend on the biology and lifecycle of the pest. Such

method include the destruction of a pest's over-rvinterir-rg habitat or altemate early spri'g
food sottrces (e.g. weeds). Alternately, the crop can be planted away from these

locations. This can delay infestation long enough that economic damage does not occur.

Tillage can reduce insect pest problems by eliminating over-wintering habitats or

alternate fbod sources. Crop rotation can be effective against species with long lifecycles

and limited dispersal capabilities. Altering seeding and planting date, including the use

of short-season cultivars, can avoid serious pest damage. Fertilizer and water

management can also affect the impact of insect pest populations by affecting the

cornpetitiveness of the crop (Feno, 1996). Brandt ancl Molgaard (2001) note that

ecological evidence suggests that crops with a high nutrient supply generally suffèr from
greater pest and disease infestation than those with a lower nutrient supply; in practice

this varies. While some insect pests are attracted to poor crop gr.owth that gives more

yellowed leaves (e.g. some aphids), others are attracted to succulent, high nutrient growth

(Ferro, 1996).

Insect pests can be controlled through biological control (biocontrol). Classical

biocontrol involves the release of biocontrol agents ',vhich provide continuous control by
perpetuating themselves in the environment. Augmentative biocontrol requires periodic

releases of the control agent. Augmentative biocontrol may be either inundative, which

in effect lnimics a pesticide, in that it results in rapid reduction of the pest; or inoculative,
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relying on frequent inttocluctions of the control agent to keep the population under

control (Dorrance, 1 994).

Monitoring insect pests rnay allow fiol optimizatiott of insecticide use. I¡
Manitoba, tnonitoring of some insect pests (e.g. Bertha ¿ìnxyvorïn and cliarnondback

moth) allows fanners to be aware of the potential f-ol outbreaks of these pests (Manitoba

Agriculture and Foocl, 2001a).

DtsERss MnNacsit¿tlN'[. Non-chenrical approaches to plant disease control include the

use of resistant varieties, the use of disease-frce seed, burying crop residue, field
scottting, and sanitation of fann equiprnent (Dorrance, 1994). ManipulatÍng seeding date

may allow for disease avoidance in some situations. Fol example, early seeded spring

cereal crops often escape clamage from rusts (Puccinitt spp.), while late seeding may

allow for avoidance of wheat streak mosaic virus (Rytrovims: Potyviridae) (Martens et

al., 1988). Late seeding of canola may increase susceptibility to blackleg (Leptosphaeria

maculctns (Desm.) Ces. et de Not.), u,hich generally has higher inoculum levels later in

the season (Brandt and Thornas, 2002).

Rotation and tillage system can affect disease pressllre. The effectiveness of crop

rotatiotl will vary with the longevity and host-specificity of the disease (Dorrance, Lgg¡).

Tan spot (Pyrenophora tritici-repentis (Died ) Drechs.) and septoria leaf blotch (Septoria

spp.) were found to be higher in wheat grown after other cereals than after other crop

types (Brandt and Thomas, 2002; Bailey et a1., 1992). Conservation tillage may lead to

more disease problems (Marlens et al., 1988). Brandt and. ZenÍner'(1995) found leaf

diseases of wheat to be higher in reduced-tillage; however, Bailey et al. (1992) found that

the effect of tillage on leaf disease ratings was not consistent.

For some crops, plant disease forecasting may allow for the optimization of
ftrngicide use (for example, canola ancl potato es (Solarutm tuberosum L.) in Manitoba;

Agrometerological Centre of Excellence,2002). In addition, there are some efforts to

establish biological control agents against fielcl crop pathogens (e.g. sclerotinia head rot

of sunflor.ver (Helianthus anntrus L.); R. Duncan, University of Manitoba Department of
Plant Science, pers. comm.).
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Wrp:o MeN¡cEvleNt. There are numerous strategies lor replacing her-bicide use r.vith

alternatìve methods (e.g. Bond anci Grundy. 2000). Prior to the aclvent of herbicicles,

rveecl control was achieved by often labour'-intensive mechanical ancl cultural nreans

(Pike et al., 1991). However, use of a single alternative method generally cloes not

provide effective coìrtrol bttt rather only suppresses weeds. Therefore, a combination of
alterrlative methods is often required to allow for herbicide nse reductions (Hall et al.,

2000). Fatmer and research interest in alternative weed management methods has been

recluced by the effectiveuess ancl advantages of chemical weed contlol (Hall et al., 2000).

Weed Biolog)¡ and Ecolog]¡

Weeds have been defined as plants growing r,vhere they are not wantecl (Royer

and Dickinson, 1999); however, weecls may also have beneficial attributes. Some r,veecls

lrave potential as forage crops (e.g. Kochia scopnritt L.) (Steppuhn et al., i993). Hall et

al. (2000) noted potential benefits of weeds such as their use as nutraceuticals or in
phytoremediation of contaminated land.

A thorough understancling of 'uveed biology and ecology is necessary in order to

devise strategies to reduce herbicide use (Forcella et al., 1993; Hall et a1.,2000);

holvever, curetrt knowledge in this area is limited and largely descriptive, with little
inforrnation available about the mechanisms of weed responses to various procluction

systems (Hall et a1., 2000). While the proporlion of weed science publications dealing

witlr biology, ecology, or biocontrol has incleased since the 7970's, the largest (though

cleclining) category of publications is still herbicide-relatecl (Abernathy and Briclges,

1994). Several authors argue that more research is needed in the area of weed biology
and ecology (Abemathy and Bridges, 1994; Wyse,Igg4).

Weed commuuities in commercial fields in Manitoba have been founcl to be

largely determined by clirnatic variables, and composed of species respondi¡g to

conditions more or less independently of one another (Thomas and Dale, i991). post-

spray average weed densities in Manitoba helcls ranged fìom 34 plants m-' in canola, to

105 plants *-t in oat (Thomas et al., 1998). Uncontrolled weed densities in wheat flelds

near Regina, SK averaged 470 plants rn-' 1Hume, 1993).

Weed population dl,namics are due to: recmitment (germination + emergence),

survivorship to maturity, fecundity (seed produced per plant), seed rain (seeds e¡tering
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Ihe seedbank). and seecl cary-over (seeds surviving in the soil) (Meclcl ancl pancley,

1993). Controi of- r,veed populations can be achievecl through the clisruption of any of,

these lifecycle stages; however, 'uveecl control by herbicides focuses on reclucing seedli¡g

sttlvivorship (Medd ancl Pandey,1993). Tl-rrough the use of a simulatio¡ moclel, Meclcl

and Pandey's (1993) rnodel founcl that redr,rcing recruitment, survivorship, or seecl rain

resulted in ¿r dramatic reversal ín Avenct spp. population growth; hor.vever, reclucing

carryover of u,eed seeds hacl a limiteci effbct.

LVe et{ Seedb anlc D.)tnantics

The weecl seeclbank is often the focus ol'weecl management research. Buliler et

al. (1997) statecl that management practices have major irnpacts on seedbank dyramics;

however, Derksen et al. (1998) inclicated that weed seeclbank analysis fi-om research

conducted in Western Canada that involved in-crop herbicicle use rloes not corelate well
rvith seedling densities, ancl is therefore limited as the focus of management strategies.

However, weed seedbank densities in Manitoba organic crop production research are

does predict seedling densities to a greater extent (M. Entz, pers. comm.). Weed, seed

densities in the seed bank can change rapidly depending on the prevention or allowance

of weed seed retum (Buhler, 1999a). Bumside et al. (1986) found that ',veed seed density

in soil declined by 95% alter a 5 year weed free period, but retumedto 90%o of original

clensities at 2 of 5 sites after I year without herbicides. Albrect and Sornmer (199g)

found that an IWiVI-type system has the potential to rnaintain the weed seed bank at

relatively lolv levels, compared to organic systems. Longevity of weed seeds in the

seedbank and the proporlion that germinate each year varies with species (Lampkin,

1992)- Forcella et al. (1992) found that percent viable seed emerging from the seedbank

ranged fi'om less lhan lo/o to 30Yo depending on the species.

Germ inctt i on ancl Ernerg en c e

Inclividual r.veed species may have specific environmental requirements to break

clotmancy and successfully genninate and emerge, and as such there are characteristic

emergence periodicities for different species (Lampkin, IggZ). Factors affecting

germination and emergence of rveed species include soil lnoisture, soil temperature, ancl

depth of seed burial (Blackshaw, 1990). The timing of weecl emergence relative to the

crop is important in determining the competitive ability of the crop (Blackshaw, 1990).
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l(nowleclge of the emergence perioclioity for a weed is valuable because it can facilit¿ite

tinrely hcrbicide applicatiorrs or tillage operations to optirnize u,ced contr.ol; or it can

provide guidance for timing of seeding operations to avoid high weect populations

(Forcella et zrl., i993).

Critiôal Periotl of l4/eed [nterferenc:e

The critical perioct of weed interference is relatecl to the length of time that weecl

coutrol must be rraintained to prevent crop yielcl loss, and to the length of time weeds can

remain in tl-ie crop bef-ore they reduce crop yield (Weaver, 1984). Weeds that are

removed before the critical period or emerge after the critical periocl will not cause yielcl

loss (Frick, 2000). Understanding the critical period of weed interference can help

optirnize the tirning and dose of herbicide application (Swanton and Weise, 1991).

However, the length of the critical periocl will vary depending on crop type, weed species

present, year and location (Frick, 2000).

Resichnl Weed Populati ons

Czapar eT al. (1997) indicated that weed seed production is a major consideration

for farmers in the adoption of econornic thresholds; however, little is known about the

biology and dynamics of residual weed populations (those that survive or emerge

following weecl control operations) (Légerè et al. 1996). The major concern of Sweclish

policymakers charged with developing strategies to reduce herbicide use is that skipping

herbicide applications will lead to weed densities in the future that eventr-rally require

greater amounts of herbicides to control (Bellinder et al., 1994). The prevention of seecl

production is vier,ved as a justification for higher levels of weed control than are

necessary to protect crop yields (Buhler, 1999b). Through the use of a sirnulation model,

Medd and Pandey (1993) found that the input of ner,v seed to the seed bank was a critical

factor governing the persistence and containment of Avena spp. i¡ Anstralia.

Légère et al. (1996) note that residual weeds are a reality in even the most

intensively managed systems, and the maximum level of r,veed management rarely paid

off in teffns of yreld increases (compared to moderate levels). The threat posed by such

residual weed populations was extremely variable and was probably closely relatecl to the

overall competitiveness of the cropping system (Légère et al., 1996). Weeds can produce

large numbers of seeds under ideal conditions, but weeds r,vith late emergence or
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competing with crops lÌ1ay have reduced weed seed procl-rction. For exermple, velvetieaf
prodrtctiotl was recluceclby 82o/o by competition with soybean (Li¡clq¡ist et al., 1995).

Weed seecl prodltctioll sirould be corrsiclerecl in the context of the subseque¡t viability ancl

survivai of seecllings. ¿ts '''vell as the size ancl longevity of the existing seedbank. It the

existirlg seedbank contains a large numbel of long-lived seecls, rapicl clepletio¡ of tlie
seedbank may not be possible even without weecl seed return (Légerè et al., 1996).

O'Donovan (1988) suggestecl that ornission of herbicicles in some years will
increase depeudetrce on herbicicles in subsequent years. In continuous barley, wilcl oat

herbicicle application every other year proviclecl the best economic retnrns, br"rt in
continuous r,vheat, application of wilcl oat helbicide every year gave the best retums

(O'Donovan, 1988) However, this study clid not consider sLrbstituting management

changes for herbicide use.

Beilinder et al- (1994) citecl a number of Swedish-language studies that researched

tlie implications of skipping lierbicide applications. One Swedish-la¡guage study

(Jensen, 1991, cited in Bellinder et al., 1994) found that over a 16 year period, weed

populations in spring barley increased on average 25o/o pet year vvhen there was no

control, ancl decreased an average of 2% and lOYo annually at half ancl full recommended

helbicide rates, respectively. in modelling the long-term effects of these strategies on

weed populations, Jenseu (199i, cited in Bellinder et al., lgg4) found that only two
strategies gave a constant r.veed population: an annual application of a half rate, a¡d a

full rate 2 out of 3 years. A full or half rate every other year allowed for increases in
weed populations. Another Swedish-language paper (Bengtsson et al., 1988, cited in
Bellinder et al., 1994), estimated similar weed population dynarnics in response to

herbicide reduction.

Buhler (1999b) suggested that moclerate increases in weed density do not reduce

future weed control. Weed control history (r,veed-free versus various weed control

treatnrents) had little effect on weed control by imazethupy. or crop yields in a

subsequent soybean crop. Weed control in 4 years of a corn-soybean rotation was only
reduced when weed densities became extremely high. The same study found that i¡
general, weed seed nttmbers and crop yields were less sensitive to weed control practices

when lveed densities were lor,v than when they were high. Buhler (1999b) concluded that
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weed control practices that maintain weed clensities below levels that recluce yields on an

annual basis (i.e. lveed control basecl on the use ol'traclitional ET's) clo not câuse sel-ior,rs

increases in r.veecl densrties ir-r succeecling ye¿ìrs. Bostrom and Fogelfors (2002a) suggest

that by exclLrding herbicicles oniy in competitive cl'ops, at lor.v rveed densities, ald i¡
r'veed communities where competitive species ale the ntinority, the risk of liigh weecl seed

return is minimized.

Cropping S)¡stems-Based Weed Manaeerrent

Cropping systems are definecl as "a crop or pasture community, together with the

rnanagelnent practices such as tillage methods and rotations usecl in its production"

(Loomis ancl Conuor, 1992). Some of the majol factors defining a cropping system

include tillage system, herbicide use, nutrient nse, crop rotation, fertilizer placement,

seeding date, seecling rate, row spacing, ancr crop cultivar selection.

Cropping systems research attempts to consider the effect of a number of
agronomic factors, acting together, on r,veed communities. The rationale for this type of
approach is that it is likely to be more representative of actuai farm-scale weed situations

than studies that consider factors in isolation. Leeson et. al. (2000) demonstrated that

agronomic management practices can have a significant effect on r,veed community

composition on farms in Saskatchewan.

Some studies have shor'vn environmental factors to have the greatest influence on

weecl communities (e.g. Derksen et. al., 1993). Herbicide Llse can mask the effects that

other management factors rnight have on weecl communities (Derksen et. al., 1993). Ball
and Miller (1990) found that herbicide use produced a shift in the weed seed bank in
favour of species less susceptible to herbicides. The high selection pressure imposed by
herbicides as compared to other rnanagement practices may explain the dominance of this
factor in affecting weed communities. Herbicides often result in weed control in tlie
range of 90 to 99o/o (Iasieniuk et. al., 1996).

Atternpts to determine the relative importance of various management practices

on weed commnnities have not been consistent. Tillage is often found to be less

important than rotation in affecting weed comrnunities (e.g. Derksen et. al., lgg4).
Swanton et. al. (1999) found that the disturbance caused by tillage was more important

than the N rate or presence of a rye coveî crop in corn in influencing weed composition.
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Légère atld Samson (1999) found that most variability in weed communities in response

to tillage, rotation, and inputs rvas due to interactions between factor-s, and these

interactions varied betr'veen sites and years. BLrhler et. al. (lgg4) also founcl that

interactions bet'.veen environmental factors, management practices, ancl tillage systenr

rvere imporlant in regulating weed populations.

Examples of Reduced-Input Cropping Svstents Tt.ials

The Wisconsin integrzited Cropping Systerns Trial compared 6 cliffere¡t corn-

soybean based rotations with clifferent diversity levels ancl 3 levels of inputs. After l0
years, lower input systems generally had greater erlergy efficiency, lor,ver groundwater

contamination, and better measurelrents of soil health characteristics. Low-input systems

lvere no riskier than higher input systems in terms of yield and profitability variation.

Diverse crop rotations were better suited for a recluction in inputs. Rotations lvith very

low inputs yielded less on average than modelate levels of inputs. The loivest-input

system usually had higher weed pressure than the other systems, and was the most

variable in level of weed control achieved (Grifath and posner ,200r).
The Glenlea long tetm rotation study compared high input, continuous Pesticide-

Free Production, and organic systerns, as well as treatments with pesticide use but no

fertilizet use. After nine years, the highest weed populations were found in the fertilized

plots with no pesticide applied; this was especially true of wild oat in an annnal grain

rotation. Reducing pesticide and feftiiizer use resulted in less yield loss in a rotation

containing 2 years of alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) compared to annual cropping systems

(F;nt2,2001).

A continuing study at Scott, Saskatchewan is assessing the effects of 3 clifferent

crop input levels (organic, reduced, and high) and three 6-year rotations with different

levels of diversity (a lor,v diversity wheat/canola based rotation, a diversihed annual

grains rotation; and a diversified amual and perennial rotation). Yields rvere consistently

lor.ver in organic systems than the other two. However, organic yields were similar to

yields in the high input system when weed control was good, N limitatiorls were

overcome by using legumes in the rotation, or in dry years with limited yield potential.

Weed control in the organic system improved over the years, due to increased experience

with the production system. Holvever, weed problems were increasing in the reduced-
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iuput rotatiotts; in particular, pre-seed weed control was a limiting factor (Br-ar-rdt a¡d
Tlrorlas, 2002).

Wander et al. (2002) summarized results {'rom the Mon'orv Plots (Illi¡ois), the

oldest zrgi'icultural triai in the US. anci fbund that maxirnun yield resporlses were

achievecl with flewei' inputs (less fertilizer and lower seeding rates) in longer ancl more

diverse rotations.

Zhang et al. (1996) found tl'rat after 10 years, coru yields in Ontario wer-e

significantly irigher in plots receiving herllicirle applications compared to those receivirig

non-chemical control (one or two inter-row cultivations in cordsoybeans, or

underseeding of red clover (Trifolimt pratense L.) for r.veecl suppression in winter r,vheat),

r,vhich was in tu-n higher than a no weed control treatment.

Crop Rotutiort

Crop rotations "work to control the simplihcation of weed communities through

the planned sequences of crops in whicli each crop differs radically frorn its predecessor

in one or several irnportant variables: including planting clate, growtir habit, competitive

ability, associated cultural practices, and fertility requirements" (Liebman and Dyck,

1993). In addition, crop rotation will play a role in detennining herbicide optio¡s.

Herbicicle use can have a larger effect on weed communities than other management

factors (Derksen et a1., 1993).

Most stuclies have found that diverse rotations are more effective in reclucing

weed problems than simpler rotations. Leeson et. al. (2000) found that the inclusion of
perennial species (generally forages) in a crop rotation was the prirnary factor

contributing to differences in weed communities on Saskatchewan farms. Kegode et. al.

(1999) found that including alfalfa and wheat in corn-soybean rotations in combination

with reduced-tillage resulted in less weed seecl production than corn-soybean alone.

The reduction in weed pressure in diverse rotations has been attributed to the

unpredictability associated with differing times of land preparation, planting, harvesting,

and weed control. This rnakes it less likely that a particular weed or group of weeds will
be able to adapt to the cropping system and become dominant. A user-friendly crop

diversity index is available for farmers to quantify the level of diversity in a given
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rotation, pl.oviclilig a methocl by which rotations c¿rn be compared (Dakota Lakes

Resealch Farm,2001).

Forages are considerecl to be particularly important in aclcling diversity to crop

rotatious. Forages are often pereruial, resLrlting in competition outsicle of the period that

amual crops traditicirtally olfer. Tlie cutting regime usecl to halest fbrages also removes

weeci biomass. reducing weed competitìve ability. The rotational benefits of forages in

providing r,veed control h¿rve been notecl by Manitoba ancl Saskatchewan larmers (Entz et.

al., 1995). Eighty-three percent of respondents to that suruey-based study inclicated that

weed populations following forages were reduced. Schooß and Entz (2000) fou¡d that

suppression of wild oat by annual forages was at least as effective as a sprayed wheat

control, although broadleaf lveed suppression was variable. Weed density differences in
rotations containing a high versus a low frequency of broaclleaf crops rvere attributable

primarily to the differences in herbicicie use in the rotations (Stevenson ancl .lohnston,

1999), highlighting the irnportance of this factor in influencing weed populations.

Tillage Systent

Although significant differences have been found in weed communities associated

with different tiliage systems (Swanton et. al., Iggg), generalizatLons about the effect of
reduced-tillage have been not been parlicularly useful (Légère and Samson, 1999). Weed

community shifts uncler reduced-tillage are expected to be due, in part, to increased

presence of volunteer crops, perennials and wind-dispersed species; however, this is not

always the case (Derksen et. al., 1993). Similar rveed communities were found in
commercial fields that had different tillage histories (Frick and Thornas, 1994). Swanton

et. al. (1999) found the relationship between average weed density and tillage system to

be inconsistent, while others (Anderson et al., 1998; Frick and Thoma s, 1992) have found

that weed density is highest in zero-tillage systems.

Response to tillage system is often species-specific, and some species may be

only minirnally affectecl by tillage system (Anderson et. al., 1998). Reduced-tillage

systems may result in perennial weeds becoming more problematic than in tilled systems.

For example, Buhler et. al. (1994) found that perennial rveed species were greater in

density and diversity in reduced-tillage com-soybean rotations than moldboard plow

treattnents. Blackshaw et. al. (1994) found that zero-tillage treatments had higher weed
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clensities than minimun or conventional-tillage after 5 years. In contrast, Thomas a'd
Frick (1992) t-ound lower ciensities of perennial weeds in commercial fields in O¡tario
rvith reduceci-tillage than in conventional-tillage. Kegocle et. al. (19g9) fou'cl that

redticed-tillage in courbination with incre¿isecl diversity within a rotatio' red'ced weed

sced production.

Zero-tlllage systeurs result ìn less rnixing of soil, which is likely to affect the

recruitment clepth for many weed seeds (clu Croix-Sisso¡s et. al., 2000), and will affèct

species that show diflèrences in getmination clepending o¡ if they are buriecl or located

orr the soil surface. For example, cleave rs (Galitmt ctpctritte L. or G. spuriuttt L.) showed

ilifferent densities in zero-tillage and conventional-tillage treatments (Danielle Reicl,

University of Manitoba, Dept. of Plant Science, unpublished clata). Zerc-tlllage systems

generally have lower soil temperatures and higher soil moisture, which will impact the

recruitment microsite and may shift weed enlergence periodicity. While it is often

assttmed that lower temperatures and higher moisture in the spring will result in clelayed

emergence for rveeds, Marginet (2001) demonstrated that this may depend on the year.

In drier years, the higher moisture in zero-tillage systems may actually result in earlier

emergence periodicity of some weed species.

Fallow

Derksen et. al. (i994) discuss the conflicting results regarding the impact of tilled
fallow on weed communities. Derksen et. al. (1994) founcl that weecl densities tended to

be higher in continuous cropping treatments. At some sites, the effect of fallow on weed

communities was more important than tillage system, but the reverse was true at other

sites. Blackshaw et. al. (1994) found that crop rotations that included fallow had the

lowest i,veed clensities after 5 years.

Intercropp itxg o r Clover Croppirzg

The use of a companion or cover crop may provicle r,veed suppression by

competing with weeds, or changing the microclimate so that weed gemrination cloes not

occLrr (Frick, 2000). The crop may be sown into an existing crop to provide in-crop weed

control, or after haruest to provide suppression of perennial or winter annual weeds.

These crops may be removed by helbicide or tillage the following spring; or they may be

allowecl to grow as forage crops the following year. Species used for this purpose include
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fol-age legumes and gretsses, fall or winter cereals, or self-seecling species such as annual

medics that le-gror,v every year (Frick, 2000).

Prevention of Netv Weetl prohletns

New weed problerns can be prevente<i by proper sanitation. This inclucles sor.ving

clean seed and cleaning equipmeni as it moves between fielcls. Forage crops with viable

weed seeds should be ensilecl to decrease seed viability, as nlany weecl seeds remain

viable after passing through animals. Seed viability in manllre rnay be clecreasecl by
storage or cotrlposting before application. (Donance,1994). The removal of 'uveed seeds

tlilough the use of a chaff cart at harvest can help reduce weed seed retum (Shirtlìffe,

1999). The Mcleod Han'est is an example of a harvesting machine that uses this

principle and may reduce weed problems in the future.

E nltanc i n g Cr op C o ntp e titiven es s

Crop competitiveness cau be increasecl by practices that promote rapid, uniform
crop establislÏnent (Swanton anci Weise, l99l), as well as through crop selection and

management. Seeding date, seeding rate, row spacing, allelopathy, and fefiilizer
rnanagement can all impact the competitiveness of the crop.

Crop selection. Competitive ability of crops can be viewed in tr.vo ways: the

ability to tolerate competition, and the ability to suppress weeds (Frick, 2000). While
there is conflicting evidence as to which factors are most important for crop

cornpetitiveness (Lemerle et a7., 1996; Seavers and Wright, 1999), factors under

consideratiotl include rapid germination and emergence, vigorous seeclling growth, rapid

leaf expansion, rapid canopy development, and extensive root systems (F-rick, 2000). The

most consistent conclusion among studies is that weed competitiveness is enhanced by
vigorous growth that reduces light quality and quantity beneath the crop caltopy (Buliler,

2002).

Crops differ in competitive ability with weecls. For example, van Heemst (1985)

ranked barley as a better competitor than wheat, and wheat as a better competitor than

flax. Fall-sown crops offer excellent early season weed cornpetition (Frick, 2000). A
generalized ranking of cornpetitive ability is: barley > spring rye > spring wheat and oats

> durum wheat (Tritictun durum Desf.) > pea > potato > soybean > flax > bean

(Phaseohs wlgaris L.). Most pulse crops are poor competitors, and canola, while a poor
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conÌpetitor early in the se¿rson. can be a good competitor latel in the season (Frick, 2000).

In the U.K.. the TALISMAN (Torvarcl A Lorv Input System Minimìzing Agrichemicals

and Nitrogen) pro.ject, initiated in 1990, founci that flax and winter or spri¡g bea¡s r,vere

more suitable for a lorv nitrogen, low pesticide system than winter oilseed rape (l,awson,

t9e4).

Variety' Selectiott. Within a given crop, cornpetitiveness arnong varieties may

cliffel and the selection of more competitive varieties rnay allow for recluced pesticicle

application (Hucl, 1998); horvever, relatively little ernphasis has been placerJ on breedi¡g

cultivars for competitive ability with weeds (Frick, 2000; Hall et al., 2000). I1 fact, the

emphasis on bleeding for yield may have inadvertently eliminated competitive traits in
crops (Hall et al., 2000). Crop competitiveness may vary by site and year (Couse¡s and

Moldrtari, 1998), which may serior,rsly limit the value of breeding for (or maki¡g
recommendations about) cornpetitive varieties. Hucl (1998) found differences in
competitiveness with r.veeds among spring wheat genotypes, although yields rvere similar

in weed-free conditions. Kirkland and Hunter (1991) found no signifìca¡t differences in

competitiveness of three CPS r.vheats with wild oat.

Fertility fu[anagement. There are two ways that weed-fertilizer concerns affect

yield; weeds taking up more nutrients are likely to be more competitive for other

resources (e.g. light); and weeds can deplete nutrients that the crop could have otherwise

usecl (Di Tomaso, 1995). The goal of managing fertilityto impactweed communities is

to increase the crop's access to nutrients while limiting availability to weeds. Strategies

that coulcl improve crop cornpetitiveness through fertilizer manipulation were

summarized by Di Tomaso (1995), and include considering fertilizer placement (banding

rather than broadcasting fertilizer) as r,vell as form of N. Increasing seeding rate, or

decreasing row spacing, can also result in improved fertilizer use by the crop rather than

weeds' There may also be potential for selecting nutrient-efficient crop cultivars (both

through future breeding, and tlrror-rgh selection of existing cultivars), although data

regarding this is limited. In addition , fertiTizer applicatio¡ can be tirned to coincide with

crop uptake to the greatest degree possible (Di Tomaso, 1995).

Some weeds have been shown to gain a competitive advantage over a crop at

higher nutrient levels, while others are less competitive at higher nutrient levels.
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Howevet, results can be conflicting even for a given r,veed-crop combination. Kirkland
and Beckie (1998) fbund tirat N fertilization increasecl spring wheat conrpetitiveness

nrore tiran green foxtail competitiveness; while Peterson ancl Nalewaj a (1992) founcl that

green foxtail responcled more to N ferlilization than spnng wheat. It is likely that the

relative competìtiveiress in the presence or absence of N clepencls on factors such as site,

year, cultivar, attd weed biotype. However, it is generally considered true that weeds are

often more competitive wilh crops at higher soil nutrient levels, resr,rlting in situatio¡s

where fertiiization has little benelit for the crop beceruse of increasecl weecl growth (Di

Tontaso, 1995). Fertilizer application often increases the clependence on other rveecl

control measllres, due to the increase in competitive ability of weecls (Di Tomaso, 1995).

t)i Tomaso (1995) also suggests that more efficient fertilizer use could result in reduced

rates of herbicide requirecl to control weecls.

Rate of nitrogen did not affect weed species composition in a 9-year study of
conr-based rotations in Ontario (Swanton et. al., 1999). Anderson et al. (1998) found that

the effect of broadcast N on weed densities and communities varied depending on

rotation (fallow versus no fallow) and suggested that this r,vas due to excessive levels of
N in failow treatments. Kirtland and Beckie (1998) found that banding fertilizer rat¡er
than broadcasting could be an effective cultural practice for managing weeds, but it is
urlikely to be reliable as the sole method of weed management.

The use of biological ferlilizer sources (organic amenclments like composed

manures or fresh plant resiclues) can alter temporal pattems of mrtrient availability,

releasing nutrients more slor.vly than 'pulsed' applications of synthetic fertilizer. Given

the dependency of many weed species on early season nutrient levels for growth, a
change in the tirning of nutrient availability resulting from the use of biological N may

affect weed density and community composition (Buhler, 2002). Peron et al. (2001)

found nutrient sotlrce (manure verslls chemical fertilizer) to have little effect on weed

density or crop yield, although they argued that might change if the manure was a source

of weed seeds. In contrast, nutrient source has been found to affect weed community

composition and density in a long-tenn rotation at Glenlea, Manitoba (M. Entz, pers.

comm.).
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Ittcreasing Cro¡t I)ensily. Narrow row spacing and increased seecling lates sho¡lcl

itlcre¿i.se crop conlpetitiveness by increasiirg the speecl of canopy closure (Frick, 2000),

Organic farmers freqr"rently use higher seecling rates as a r.veeci management strategy

(OPAM, 2000). Townely-Smitir and Wright (1994) found that increaseci pea seeding rzrte

reduced rveed numbers, ancl the authors suggestecl that high populations of peas may not

reqr.rire herbicicle application. Similarly, Ball et al. ( 1997) found that increased lentil
(Lens cLtlinttris Meclik) seeding rate reducecl weeci density ancl dry weight. Blackshaw

et. al. (1999) fbund that r,vheat seeding rate affected foxtail barley (llordetun.pbatum L¡
grorvth in most years, while flax seecling rate did not. Kirklancl et al. (2000) founcl that

increasing the seeding rate of wheat, barley, ar:rcl lentil in Saskatchewall to 1.5 times

recommended rates had inlrequent and inconsistent effects, perhaps because of increased

intra-specìf,rc competition. They found no conclusive eviclence that the use of a higher

than recommended seeding rate lvould maintain crop yields in the presence of
uncotrtrolled weeds (recluced rates or no herbicide). O'Donovan et al. (2001) found

suggest that higher barley seeding rates may help compensate for reduced herbicide use.

Swantou and Weise (1991) suggest that in some cases, an increase in pla¡t density

does not affect weed biomass because some crops can compensate for lower plant

densities thlough branchìng or tillering. O'Donovan (1988) found that a specific canola

seeding rate does not necessarily translate into a unifonn crop stand, and Harker (2001)

fotlnd that yield of barley, canola, and peas were not well correlatecl with stand density.

Higher seeding rates may speed maturity and result in shorler plants with fewer tillers clue

to increaseci intra-crop competition (Frick, 2000).

While narrow ror,v spacing nlay increase crop competitiveness r,vith weeds, wider

row spacing may allow for reduction in herbicide use through inter-row tillage. Wheat or

flax ror,v spacing effects were ìn most cases not significant in terms of their effect on

r,veeds (Blacksharv et al., 1999). Varying row spacing in wheat and barley hacl no effect

on grain yields, rvhile increased seeding rates did increase grain yield (Lafond ancl

Derksen, 1996); holvever, they note that these results contradict previous studies that

found increased yields with narrow rorv spacing. Kirkland (1993) found that barley yield

in the absence of herbicides was reduced when row spacing was increased.
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Crop Seeding Dute lv[uni¡tulatioru. Spandl et al. (1999) found tirat clelayed seecling

of rvheat coulcl reduce cumulative percent emergence of foxtail (Sercrrio spp,). The effect

of changing seeding date 'uvill ciepencl on zr particuiar r,veecl's emergence perioclicity.

Changing tlie seecling clate may make the crop less susceptible to a parlicular pest bgt

llìore susceptible to'atlother. All other factors being equal, yield red¡ctio¡s will also

resltlt as seeding is delayed. Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation estimates a 1% loss

of yielcl for every clay delay after micl May, due to detrimentally high temperatures during

grain fìlling (Manitoba Agriculture and Food, 2000a). Fligher seeding rates and earlier-

maturing varieties or crops can partially comperlsate for late seeding. A 5-10% increase

in seeding rate is recommencled for each 10 days of delay in seeding beyond May 15

(Manìtoba Agricniture and Food, 2000a). Late planting also tencls to result in higher

grain protein, potentially adversely affect malt qr-rality in barley (Manitoba Agriculture

ancl Food, 2001a). Early seeding may help crops avoid insect pests such as orarlge

wheatblossorn midge (Sitodiplosis mosellana Gehin), grasshoppers (Orlhoptera, various

species), apliids (Homoptera, various species), and sunflower seed weevil (Snzicronyx

fulvus LeConte); delayed seeding may avoid lvheat stem maggot (Meormyza americcstl

Fitch) (Manitoba Agrìculture and Food, 2000a). Changing seecling dates may increase or

decrease the risk of frost in fall or spring, respectively (Frick, 2000).

Alleloparhy. Allelopathy is the production of cornpounds (by a crop or weecl) that

inhibit the growth of other plants. This may be either directly, or inclirectly through

decomposition of plant residues. Crops with allelopathic characteristics may be

manipulated to suppress weeds (e g. by use as a cover crop or green manure). Many

crops have been found to have allelopathic characteristics, including wheat, barley, oat,

rye, canola, mustards (Brassica spp.), buckwheat (Fagopyrunt esailentum L.) and, several

folage species (Frick, 2000).

Direct methods of weed control

Optimizing |lerbici de tJs e

Complete eradication of r,veeds is not always necessary or desirable. Buhler

(1999b) argued that the value in maintaining weed-fi'ee conditions in a com/soybean

system was questionable, because after 4 years of weed-free conditions, enough lveecl

seeds remained to cause a 22Yo reduction in soybean yield. Even r,vhen weecl control is
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desirable, there are opportunities to reduce the quantity of herbicide usecl. Herbicicle r,rse

can be optimizecl through the application of knowleclge of weed biology and ecology,

including r,veed emergellce periodicity alrcl the critical periocl of rveecl control. In

aclclition, iurproved application technology, split applications of hel-bicic1e, ancl all

understanding of factors that influence herbicide absorption ancl efÏcacy can helir recluce

the amonnt of herbicide nsed (Hall et al., 2000).

P r ec i s io t t tl gri cultu r e

Precision farming is the use ol expert decision-support systelns to significantly

enhance, or even substitute flor, famrers' juclgernent in farm managenent (den Hond et

a|', 1999). Precision fanning advocates site-specific and therefore rnore efficient use of
inputs such as pesticides and fertilizers. As such, the concept may provide an opportunity

to optirnize the use of inputs like herbicides. However, a lack of knowied.ge about weecl

coutrol in a site-specific context currently limits the viability of this tool; in particular,

cost-effective and accurate methods to map r.veeds in fields are needed (Hall et al., 2000).

Others (Wolf, cited in Boyens, 2001), argue that precision farming is simply an attempt

to legitimize chetnically based agriculture in an era of increasing environmental concem.

Reduced H erbicicle Rates

Flerbicide rates are typically selected by the manufacturer to provide reliable

r'veed control over a 
"vide 

range of environmental conditions that may affect the efficacy

of the herbicide. Efficacy of post-emergent herbicides is influenced by spray volurne,

droplet size, adjuvants, temperature, humidity, light quality, soil moisture content, weecl

size and r,veed species (Hall et al., 2000). Under certain envirorunental conclitions, or-

with the addition of a surfactant, reduced herbicide rates may be adequately effective

(Hamill and Zhang, 1995). Proven et al. (1991) founcl that the differences in weed

control between full and half rates of various broadleaf and grass herbicides for winter

cereals r'vas small. Spancll et al. (1997) found that reducing herbicide rates for wild oat

control generally did not affect yield in wheat and barley; however, elirninating herbicide

use usually did decrease yields. The same study found that higher rates of herbicide

decreased variability in wild oat control.

Reducing rates cottld be assisted by rnanufacturer information about dose-

response relationships (Lawson, 1994). The use of belor.v-label rates of herbicides.
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however, forfeits any legal liability the manufacturer may have for poor rveed control,

therefore, there may be liability issues associatecl with provicling information to fan'ers

abotlt reducing rates (Lawson, 1994). Hor,vever, the Qr-rebec agricult¡re departrnent

provides a fàctsheet lor 1ànners on the issLres associated with reclucing herbicide rates,

and the use of reduced rates is fairly widespread in the U.I(. (Proven et a1., l99l).
Banding herbicide application is another way to recluce herbicicle rates. This

practice is best suited to row crops sucir as corn ancl soybeans, rvhere tillage ìs used

betrveen rvide inter-rows. FIamìll an<i Zhang(1995) indicated that banding reduceci rates

of metribuzin in corn can be an economically viable weed control practice in Ontario.

Mechanical We ed C)r¡ntrol

Tillage can be used in a variety of ways to control weecls. One such method is the

stale or false seedbed method. This method uses pre-plant tillage to stimulate a fl'sh of
r'veeds that are then controlled with herbicides or tillage immediately prior to seeding

(Frick, 2000). Inter-row cultivation can be practiced for row crops such as soybeans,

com and sunflowers, and a wide variety of irnplements are available for this purpose

(Lampkin, 1992).

Pre-emergent or "blind" tillage can be done after the crop is seeded but before it
has emerged, to control recently emerged weed seedlings. The seedlings are killed by
uprooting and/or covering with soil. This operation is most successftrl in firm soil where

the soil surface is dry, and deeper seeding and higher seeding rates have been used.

Tillage can be done with a rod weeder or hanow, and is usually peribrmed 3-4 days after

seeding. It should be less than 5 cm cleep and the emerging crop should be less than 2 cm

in length. Weeds emerging from a shallow depth are better controlled than those

emerging fì'om deeper depths. Dry weather is after harrowing is crucial in order to
clesiccate the uprooted weed seedlings (Frick, 2000). The risk of increased disease

pressllre due to deep seeding, as well as potential crop damage from the tillage irnplement

are important considerations r,vhen using this practice (Domance, 1,gg4).

Post-emergent tillage in cereals can be effective in reducing weed pressure,

Cereals should be harrowed before tillerìng, seeded somewhat deeper than normal, and

the seeding rate should be increased by up to 25o/o (Kirkland, 1995). There is conflicting

information as to whether or not harrowing should proceed in the same or a different
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clirection as the crop rows (I(irkland, 1995). Tire specifrc impleme¡t used ancl the

ni-tllrber of passes macle will affect crop damage and weecl control (Kir-klancl, 1995).

Mechanical weed control has been reported to be highiy variable between years, likely
dependir-rg on soil moisture conditions during ancl after harowing, as weil as the

similarity in gror.vth habit between the crop and weecls (Kirkland, 1995). Important

consideratious for effective rotary hoeing of com in Wisconsin (Griffith and posner,

2001) inclr,rclecl tooth wear, operator experience. driving acclrracy, ancl number of passes;

hoe weight and speed were not itnportant in this stucly. Rasmussen ancl Rasmussen

(2000) suggested that adding the use of high quality (vigorous) crop seed to a weed

harrowiug strategy may improve the success of mechanical weed control, while Forcella

et al. (1992) suggested that knowledge of weed emergence perioclicity may help optimize

timing of in-crop tillage operations.

Crops vary in their tolerance to harowing. Pea, fababean (Viciu fctba L.),

sunflower, and lentil can tolerate harrowing, but it is not recommended for canola, oats,

or flax (Frick, 2000). Wheat is more tolerant of harowing than barley (Dorrance, lgg4).

For wheat and barley, the 2-4leaf stage is recomrnended (Frick, 2000).

Heald (1993) suggested that mechanicai weeding is generally inferior to
lierbicides for the level and consistency of r,veecl control; it may also cause sorxe crop

injrrry. In-crop harrowing may delay crop matulity by one or two days (Dorrance, lgg4).

Careful checking for crop clamage by the irnplement is required by the fanner, and the

operation should not be done if the crop is uncler stress (Dorrance, I9g4). Barberi et al.

(2000) concluded that given the dependence of successful finger-harrowing o¡ varying

soil and weed conditions, mechanical methods alone would not alr,vays guarantee

adequate weed control and grain yield in low-input dumm lvheat. Frick (2000) noted that

large amounts of trash, compacted soil, and unfavourable weather can make in-crop

harrowing an irnpractical option. Heavy amounts of trash will clog the harrows ancl

cause crop darnage (Dorranc e, 1994).

Biological Control

Weeds may be controlled through use of other living organisrns (mammals,

insects, ftrngi, or bacteria). Biological control of weeds may be classical or
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augnrentative. 'fhe use of sheep (Ovis aries L.) or flea beetles (Aphtlzona spp. ) to control

leafy spurge (Eupltorbio esulu. L.) has been successful in N,{anitoba (Donance, lgg4).

The ltse of bioherbicides has not become wiclespreacl in part because of the

expcctzttion that they be sinliiar to chernical herbicides in tenns of hanclling, storage,

efficacy. and cost. Tl-re major constraint is tlie development o1'fbnnulations that retain

u¡ater so tliat moistut'e is available to the pathogen at application time (Auld and Morin,

1995). There have been a few commercially available bioherbicides. BioMal is an

example of rnycoherbicicle that was available for control of round-leaved rnallow (Malt,ct

pnsilla sm.) in canada but is no longer on the market (Frick, 2000).

Removal of weed seeds by seed pathogens and predators is another fonn of
biological control that may liave some potential for reclucing weed outbreaks.

Approaches include manipulating tillage systems, as long term no-till rnay increase seed

predation (Swanton ancl Weise, 1991), ol the use of herbicicles tliat predispose seeds to

attack. However, little is understood about predators and pathogens and how they might

successfuliy be rnanipulated (Kremer, 1993).

Other Direct Methods of Weed Control

Currently, only herbicides and tillage are widely used weed control tools (Coble,

1994)- Other non-herbicidal methods for directly treating r,veeds include steaming, flame

weeding, soil solarization, mulching rvith live or dead plant material or plastic, and the

application of freezing treatments (Bond and Grundy, 2000). However, most of these

methods are cttrrently limited iu use in Western Canada and are often only feasible in

high value crops. Water management can indirectly affect weecl control, given its impact

on plant health and competitiveness (Walker and Buchanan, 1982). In certain cropping

systems (i.e. rice (Ory,ro sotiv-tt L.)), flooding can slrppress weeds that require oxygen to

germinate (Walker and Buchan an, lgBZ).

Alternative N[ethodologies for sustainable Agriculture Research

PeRticlpAroRY RESEARCII. Participatory research is a relatively new but growing

approach to research involving sustainable agriculture. This strategy was initially
developed in the context of agricultr-rral development in the South or developing world in
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the eally 1980's, ¿rnd is variously refened as farmer-first, rapicl rural appraisal, or

agroecosystem analysis (Dlott et al.. 1,994). Blacl< (2000) lists 32 clifferent parlicipatory

approaches. In particular, agroecology, which includes a range of alternative agricultural

practices, such as no-till, IPM, and agroforestry, is strongly linkecl r.vith participatory

approacl.res (Uphoff 2002; Altieri, 2002). Participzrtory Rural Appraisal (PRA) is another

prominent participatory approach used prirnarily in the developing worlcl. PRA

developecl fi'om Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) and requires long-term connections rvith,

and greater involvement of, participants than RRA (Chambers, 1gg4). The connection

between alternative agriculture and participatory research is based on the recognition that

low extemal-input agriculture is managernent- ancl knowledge- intensive. This means

that lruman capital is extremely irnportant for alternative agriculture (Upho ff,2002).

While participatory research has its roots in aglicultural clevelopment in the

developing world, it can equally be applied to more technologically advanced systerns

(Lockeretz, 1987). The notion of "participatory" rallges from simply locating research

sites on farmers' land, to having fanner participants control the research agenda and

contribute to the interpretation of results. Participation carl take either an extractive (of
limited value to participants) or interactive form (Rocheleau, lgg4). Because of the

existence of a continuum of farmer involvement in research, some authors suggest that

the practice should be qualif,red as to its clegree of farmer involvement. For example,

Pretty ( 1 995), suggested a typology of seven approaches to participation. This continuum

ranges fi'om very passive participatory approaches, in which farmers are essentially told

wlrat to do; to self-mobilization, in which fanners take the initiative to change practices

independent of external institutions. At more advanced levels of participation, farmers

are actively involved in the planning of the project, on-going decision-making and

analysis of results.

Rationale

Traditionally, technology development begins with small-scale research trials on

experimental farms, follor,ved by large scale research and demonstrations to farmers.

This process can take up to a decade or more (Wuest et al., ßgg). Several authors

suggest that there are approprìate roles in agricultural research for both research stations

and farm-based trials, and the choice of research site should depend on the nature of the
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rese¿ìrclr qllestion (Rosmann, 1994; Lockeretz, 1987). For example, Lockeretz (1987)

st-tggests that on-f?rrm research is partictrlarly valuable in assessing a system's

performance under realistic fann conditions: as well as evaluating procluction techniques

th¿rt ¿rre palticularly sensitive to management (e.g. IPM). The approach can also be use¿

to assess methods which have received little research attention but are ofien usecl by
farmers. In contrast, expetitnents can more be more easily ancl precisely rnonitored on

research stations, where supporting facilities ancl staff are readily available (Lockeretz,

1987). Long-tenn and costly research is better hanclled on experimental fanns (Rossma¡,

1994). However, the fact that techniqr.res for small plot research are well-developed

Íleans that this approach is often used even if it is not the most appropriate (Lockeretz,

1987). Research conducted by universities has sometimes been criticized as being biased

towards non-farm economic activity (i.e. agribusiness) rather than improving farming

systems themselves (Rosmauu, 1994), which may be a function of the origil of available

funding sotlrces. Hall et al. (2000) recommencl that rveed scientists include a rvide cross

section of orgauizations in the development of research stl'ategies, inclucling farmers.

On-fann reseatch, while not always actively involving farmers, is ofte¡ a

conponent of participatory agricultural research. Participatory, on-farm research can be

a better approach for studying technology adoption at a farm-scale level. It can be more

effective, and can allorv for mole rapid adoption of teclilology ('Wr-rest et al., 1999). The

sooner a practice is tried on a farm, the sooner it becomes credible to farmers (Thomely,

1990). Parlicipatory, on-farm research can be statistically reliable, cost-effective, ancl

allow for a systems-ievel approach (Rossman, 1994). Kroma and Butler Flora (2001)

suggest that the current model of research and extension, because it is not context-

speciftc, ignores the existence of local knowledge resulting from farmer experience, and

maintains the attitude that farmers are recipients and consumers of knowledge ratl-rer than

active participants in knowledge creation. Famrer knowledge of most soil quality

indicators has been shown to be correct over 75o/o o[ the time; therefore, clirect

experiential knowledge can have considerable value (Liebig and Doran, 1999a).

Sirnilally, Andrews et al. (2002) found that fanner knowledge of soil organic matter

dynamics was supported by the scientific literature.
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On-farm experitnentation initiatecl by farmers has been published (Exner et. al.,

1996). This stLrdy highliglrted the fact that weed management systems are generally the

resuit of yeals of experience and infonnal observatioll on a given fann, That study also

delnoustr¿rted that it is possible for farmers to urdertake their own research projects and

in doing so, eliminate the need lor broad generalizations across regions, which is often

the goal of centralized research institutions. Instead, they can pursue solutions particular

to their situation. Some authors have suggestecl that more site-specifìc solutions are

needed in agricultr"rral research. Andrews et al. (2002) and Wancler et al. (2002) arguecl

for more site-specificity in the field of soil quality research.

Participatory research may be related to the idea of action research, meaning that

inrplementation is an explicit and immediate goal of the research process (Gerber, IggZ).

Couventional research differentiates between knowledge and action, as evidenced by the

traditional model of generation and adoption of agricultural technologies. This lack of
integration between theoretical research and applied responses has led to calls for

research in which investigation and action proceed simultaneously (Reinharz, 1992).

Outcomes of action research include irnproving practical knowledge relevant to a

particular situation, empowering and raising consciousness of those involved, and

respecting the needs and expertise of all those involvecl (Hillco at, 1996).

Limitations

There are nlltnerous bariels to tmly effective participatory research, including the

humility, teacliing ability, and broad knowledge base required of scientists rvho lvish to

effectively r,vork with fanners. The physical and social distances between famrers and

researchers can be limiting. Time constraints on scientists, especially when travel is

required, also limit the interest in such research (Dlott et al., lgg4). As the level of
participation becomes greater, a fundamental re-evaluation of philosophical anrj

methodological issues at botli institutional and individual researcher levels is required.

Highly parlicipatory approaches require researchers to subscribe to values of holism

rather than reductiouism, accept a plurality of research approaches, and recognize that

agricultural developrnent occurs in a specihc social, political, and economìc context

(Dlott et al., 1994). Participatory research often requires the consideration of unique

circumstances, which may conflict rvith a researcher's mandate to provide general
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solutions (Bentley, 1994). Thornely (1990) cites the increasing influence of private

fìrnding itr research institutions, inaclequate ftrncling, top-down achninistration,

incompatible personalities between fanlers ancl researchers, ancl disciplinary

specializatiou as barriers to increasecl collaboration between fanners ancl researchers. FIe

suggests that farmers should be increasingiy valueci for theil participation, ir-rclucling

compensation as aclvisors (rather than voluntary roles) to improve mutual respect. Issues

of professiouai acceptance, tire pressure to (frequently) publish, career aclvancement, ancl

fìrnding as rvell as bias against multi-disciplinary work, applied research ancl rnultiple-

authored papers can all lirnit interest in participatory researoh (Dlott et al., lg94). Other

clifficulties include the uncertainty of working witir farmers. For eram¡rle, farmers may

clroose to drop out of the project al any time, or may not be able to provide complete field

records.

Many parlicipatory initiatives have included only lirnited involvement of farmers

in a passive manner (Bentley. 1994), with little effort macle to qualify tlie clegree of
participation. Rocheleau (1994) argues that participation is wrongly touted as a "silver

bullet" solution to problems in agriculture, and many approaches to it are superficial.

Black (2000) arglres that the belief in a "paúicipation f,rx" is just as naive as a belief in a
technological fix. Vanclay and Lawrence (1994) suggest that superhcial approaches to

participation are often airned at cutting costs and simply use the rhetoric of participation

because it has become a popular method. The wor-d participation has also been usecl to

describe existing project designs r,vithout any fundamental change in the research (Pretty,

1995). Bentley (1994) argues that participation has in some cases been romanticized and

the limitations of farmers' knowledge have been overlooked. Uphoff (2002) argues that

local knowledge is essential for effective agroecological development, but that it is

seldom sttffltcient. Some environmental problems may be new to farmers' experience and

require outside knowledge (Black, 2000). Andrews et al. (2002) found that while farmer

knowledge of some soil quality concepts was supported by scientific evidence,

knor.vledge regarding the availability of nutrients in soil was incorrect compared to

scientific literature. Uphoff (2002) argues that the best approach to participatory research

is to allow for synergies in the knorvledge held by both farmers and researchers, rather

than clepending too heavily on the expertise of either group.
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Criticisrns of participatory approaches include the fact that participation may not

be representative of all fanners in an area clue to varied interest in, ancl time available for,

grottp-based activities. 'fl-iere may aJso be conflict within a group that may result in the

rejection of ideas aud the suppression of diversity among participants. Reliance on small-

sczrle parlicipatory apptoaches rnay result in limited transfer of knowleclge to those

outside the group unless larger networks of groups are developed (Black, 2000). I¡
acldition, some environmental problen-rs may require outsicle resources or policy support

and may not be adequately addressecl at only a local level (Black, 2000).

Examples of Participatory Research

The Sustainable Agriculture Resealch and Education Program (SARE) is the

primary means by which the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) promotes

sustainable practices. This program was initially known as Low-Input Sustainable

Agriculture (LISA), and was initiated by the US Food Security Act of 1985 with a 53.9

million grant. Its goal is to help substitute management and on-farm resources for

purchased inputs (Stenholm atrd Wagonner, 1990). In 1992 the project was expanded to

dilectly include farmers in research (Kroma and Butler Flora, 2001). From lgg2-19g5,

158 on-farm projects were funded in the North Central region of the US. Schaller (1990)

notes that sonte researchers involved in LiSA/SARE projects do not agree with the

greater role of farmers in selecting and conducting research.

Australian extension initiatives include on-fann IWM demonstrations that occLtr

over several years, are flexible, ancl are managed by farmers. The initiative has been

drivetr by the problems of herbicicle resistance in Australia. These demonstrations are

intended to shift farmers' planning horizon to a long-tenn one. Another initiative

involves long-term, farmer-chosen treatments, with field data on factors like crop

rotation, weed seedbanks, and rveed management practices collected by fanners. The

infonnation is summarized and distributed in an annual report. Thirty-one fields are

included in the initiative (Sutherland, 2001).

The National Landcare Program is another Australian initiative, formed in 1989

by the National Fanners' Federation G.ff'F) and the Australian Conservation Foundation

(ACF). Government funding allowed Landcare to become a national community

movement to tackle land and water degradation. Its goal is to improve the sr"rstainability
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and prof,ltability of'Australian farr.ning thror-rgh community participation as an altemative

to regr"tlatory, top-down control. One of the most common Lanclcare initiatives is the

promotion of soil conservation tlrrough treeplanting. As of 1998, 300,6 of the Australia¡

fanning community was invoived r,vitlr Landcare, and is generally rcgardecl as a goorJ

investment iu terms of lirnited govorrunent resources (Cìurtis, 1998).

Leeson et al. (2000) and Dale et al. (1992) represent exarnples of recent on-farm

rese¿rrch in Westeln Catrada. There are nllmefous exarnples of research that actively

involves fanners (Riley et al. (1998), for example, usecl group u,orkslrops rvith farmers to

evaluate IPM). Spaner et al. (2000) usecl a range of approaches, including on-farm

research, to develop basic agronomic principles for feed grain production in
Newfoundland. The approaches used included small plot research, as well as on-farm

soil sarnpling, and more participatory farm demonstration sites. Many of these recent

examples are relatively superf,rcial approaches to participation, when compared to a

continuutn of increasingly participatory apploaches (Pretty, 1995). Andrer.vs et al. (2002)

conductecl a study that incorporates more elements of participation. Their study involved

changing the design of the study to suit fanners' needs and including their input in the

analysis of results.

While some research institutions have attempted to irnplement participatory

research, the Practical Farmers of Iowa (PFI) is an exarnple of a farmer-initiatecl

collaboration with researchers. This organization was founcled in 1985, with a goal of
producing information about environmentally sound, lower cost, profitable farming

methods. The organization does not subscribe to any one particular reduced-input

approach. By 1994, it had a membership of 450. The methodological cornerstones of
this group are the use of conventional fann equipment, to have at least 6 randomized

long, narow strips running the length of the held, to cornpare 2 treatments at a time, and

to have all plot work and appropriate measurements made by the farnter. PFI has

demonstrated that farmers can conduct their own statistically reliable research (Rossman,

1994). Work by menibers of this group has even been published in peer-reviewed

journals (Exner et al., 1996). There has been some provision of government fulds to

support approved on-farm research by farmers. In 2001, the PEI Department of
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Agriculture ancl F'orestry provided up to $5,000 per farm for organic on-farm research

caniecl out by farmers.

Cesli SruotEs. Case stuclies h¿rve been dehnecl as research that focuses on a single case

or issrte, in conûast witir studies tl-rat seek generalization through comparative analysis or

cornpilation of a large number of instances (Reinliarz, 1992). In agriculture, case studies

have often been used in the context of interlational development. Case studies involve

the detailed examination of relatively few persons or items, the participants of which are

generally not chosen by formal sampling processes (Casley and Lury, 1989). A case

stttdy provides an in-depth detailed analysis of a situation within its real-life context,

ratlier than a contdved experimental setting (Roberts, 1996). Case studies can

complement traditional research by illustrating generalizations and exceptions to

generalizations; its strengths lie in such illustrations rather than in building theories

(Roberts, 1996). A case study is uniqne (Roberts, 1996), therefore findings cannot be

generalized beyond the study; however, one may be able to reject existing generalizations

(Casley and Lury, 1989; Reinharz, 1992). Such studies can more easily be related to

everyday experience and may be more accessible to lay reaclers (Roberts, 1996).

Lanipkin (1988) suggests that the case stucly approach fulfills two roles: to identify

problem areas, and to identify possible solutions. Such studies should strive to be more

than simply a descriptive exercise, but rather contribute to better understanding of the

subject (Lampkin, 1 988).

Robertson et al. (2000) used an on-farm participatory case study approach to

assess a new production system for rnungbeans in Australia. Farmers perceptions as well

as agronolnic data were collected. These authors attribute the rapid adoption of the new

production system to the on-farm approach, in contrast to traditional extension methods.

This work demonstrates the value of including a range of approaches (multiple rnethods)

in assessing a given research problern. Examples of case studies in agriculture include

Gameda and Dumanski (1995), who used this approach to assess the use of a framework

for sustainable lalid management in Alberta; Pike et al. (1991), r.vho used a case study to

examine herbicide nse reduction in Illinois; and Petrzelka et al. (1997) who used this

approach to describe the adoption of Integrated Crop Management practices.
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Pesticide Free Production

In response to the limited success of currentiy avail¿rble framer,vorks for pesticide

redrtction, Pesticide-Free Production (PFP) was developed by Manitoba fàrmers,

t'esearchers (University of Manitoba and Agriculture and Agri-Food Canacla - Brandon),

and extension workers (Manitoba AgricLrlture and Food) in 1999. This group is known as

PFP Canacla and is dedicated to researching ways to reduce the use of pesticides within

cropping systems. Famers iclentify priorities and provicle clirection for research in this

area. In addition, the original definition of PFP was guided by the farmer members of

this group. The PFP trademark is helcl by the University of Manitoba.

PFP is intended to be a flexible, straightforward fi'amework tliat will appeal to a

broad ratlge of Manitoba farmers. The guidelines prohibit the use of in-crop pesticide

use, seed treatments, and prior nse of residual pesticides (see wrvw.pfpcanada.com).

However, pre-etnergent applications of non-residual pestici<les like glyphosate are

permitted, as is synthetic fertilizer use. As weeds are the major pest problem in Western

Canada, PFP is likely to be limited prirnarily by weed control.

Conclusion

There is growing interest in rnore sustainable agricr,rltural practices. Pesticide use

reduction is a frequent goal of proposals to improve the sustainability of agriculture.

There have beeu numerous initiatives proposed to provide a framework for reductions in

pesticide use, including organic production and IPM. However, no one framework has

resulted in significant adoption anìong mainstream farmers. There is a need for new

initiatives that draw more farmers to reduce pesticide use. In addition, the stagnation of

fatm incomes means that there is a need for initiatives that retain value on farms through

the reduction of input costs. Pesticide Free Production is one such initiative. As a ner,v

strategy to achieve these goals, basic information regarding the agronomic and

demographic characteristics of fields ancl famrers involved in PFP attempts is necessary

in order to evaluate the potential of PFP to be rvidely adopted in Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 3

AcnoNoltlc CnaR'tcrERISTrcs on Flnlns.tilo FaRprs oN wurcu ppsucrr¡n Fnnt
PRooucrro¡u (PFp) was Tesrsn ev FaRpTERS rN NtraNrrona

INTRODUCTION

Extensive pesticide use in Westem Canada has led to concems about its irnpact o¡
the environment, public health, ancl the eåonomic viability of fanning (Carson, 1962;

Beckie et al., 1999; Pantone, 1992; Boyens,2001;den Hond et al., 1999). lnitiatives to
promote reduced pesticide use include government-funded strategies, grassroots

initiatives such as organic production, frameworks proposed by academics such as IpM,
and eco-label marketing strategies. However, existing strategies for reducing pesticide

use in Manitoba have suffered from limited adoption. The area in organic production in

Manitoba comprises just over 0.Io/o of field crop acreage in Manitoba (unpublished data,

OPAM)' Several authors have called for rnore flexible fiameworks for reduced pesticide

use such as IPM or IWM (Sr,vanton and Weise,lggl; Stenholm and.Wagonner, 1990;

Monis and Winter, 1999); however, such concepts have not been widely implemented

(Sutherland, 2000).

Iu response to the limited success of cunently available frameworks for pesticide

reduction, Pesticide-Free Procluction (PFP) was developed by Ma'itoba farmers,

researchers (University of Manitoba and Agriculture and Agri-Foocl Canacla - Brandon),

and extension workers (Manitoba Agriculture and Food) in 1999. PFp is intencled to be a

flexible, straightforward framework for reducing pesticide use that rvill appeal to a broad

range of Manitoba fanners. The guìdelines prohibit the use of in-crop pesticide use, seed

tteatments, and prior use of residual pesticides. However, a pre-emergent application of a
non-residual pesticide such as glyphosate is permitted, as is synthetic fertilizer use. In
order to provide a basis for evaluating the potential of PFP as a strategy to reduce

pesticide use in Manitoba, the agronomic characteristics of fields and fanns that pFp is
being implemented on need to be characterized,.
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Studies of the agronomic characteristics of fields and farms practicing low-input

agricuiture address a range of production systems, lrorn organic agriculture to various

fìameworks for reducecl inputs (e.g. IPM). Several stuclies have fòund that organic yields

¿u-e recluced froln conventional yields for some crops, however, this is not true in all cases

(Lockeretz et al., 1981; Stanhill, 1990).

In Westeln Canada, r.veeds dictate many crop production practices (Wyse, Igg4),

and herbicide use represents over 70o/o of total pesticide use in Canada (Hamill et al.,

1994). As a result, weecl control is likely to be the major limitation to pesticide use

reduction iu Western Canada. Weed cleirsities and spectrurn have been lound to be

different in organic verslls conventional fields (Leeson et a1.,7999;Enfz et al., 2001).

Reducing herbicides has led to concern about escalating rveed populations and

yield reduction in future years (Czapar et al., 1997; Bellincler et al., 1994); others have

found this to be a manageable issue (Buhler, 1999b). However, little is know about this

issue. The impact of residual weed populations in future crops varies, and its seriousness

is likely related to management of the cropping system (Légerè et al., 1996).

A broad range of mechanical and cropping-systems based methods of weed

control are used in organic production (Bond and Gruncly, 2000; Frick, 2000).

Biologically robust cropping systems that are less susceptible to weed proliferation and

competition may allow for reduction in herbicide use (Van Acker et al., 2000). For

example, clop rotation is often beneficial in allorving for reducecl inputs (Liebman ancl

Dyck, 1993). Forages are ofteu citecl as being particularly beneflcial (e.g. Schooß and

Entz, 2000). Some crops (Lawson, 1994) and, regions (Constance et al., 1g95) may be

parti cularl y appropri ate for reduc ed-input s ystems.

Tlie objective of this study was to describe the agronomic characteristics of fields

and fatms which participated in a PFP pilot project, and provide a comparison (rvhere

possible) to typical values for tliese variables in Manitoba.
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IVIATERIALS AND METHODS

Participant Selection

The specihc requirements for Pesticide Free Production meant that the number of
available parlicipants was constrained by the level of interest in PFP among Manitoba

farners. This situatiou resulted in non-random, purposive sampling known as

convenience sampling, dictated by the need for voluntary samples (Tashakkori, i998).

Alternately, this type of sarnpling fi'amework in which the population of interest has a

circumstautial def,rnition can be described as a historical sampling framework, in contrast

to experìmental or slrrvey sampling frameworks (Stokes et al., 2000).

In the late winter of 2000 and 2001, newspaper and radio advertisements lvere run

asking farmers interested in participating in a Pesticide-Free Production (pFp) on-farm

research project to contact the University of Manitoba via a toll-free number. Word of
mouth amongst fanners and promotion by agricultural representatives in various regions

also led to some recruitment of volunteers. Several farmers volunteered more than one

field for the project. Farmers that had expressed interest in PFP in 2000 were contactecl

in the spring of 2001 to determine their interest in participating in 200I. Farmers were

selected to participate if they met the requirements for attempting a PFp crop that year.

This meant that they coulcl not use a seed treatment an<l could not have used a herbicide

considered to leave a residual in the soil in previous years (See Appendix A for complete

details of restrictions regarding prior use of residual herbicides for cerlifiable pFp).

Field Selection

During the first year of the project (2000), there was uncertainty as to how many

fields would be volunteered for the project, so all volunteered field crops were included.

Fields sown to forage crops were not incluclecl. Cereal fields which were being used for
greerlfeed or silage were not included. This was due to the initial focus of PFP marketing

efforts on grain for human consumption rather than forage or feed crops. However, if the

farmer was uncertain what the end use of the crop would be (forage or grain), the field

was included. Because PFP may be viewed as an alternative to certifiecl organic

production, volunteered fields that were certified organic were not included in the project.
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Horvever, if the fanner was unsure at the beginning of the season if the fielcl would be

certifiecl organic that year, tire field was inclucled. Fields in transition to organic r.vere

included.

Itt 2001, it was apparent that there was sufficient interest in PF-P that particular
crops could be chosen for participation. Only wheat, oats, barley ancl flax were incl¡clecl

in 2001 in order to narrow the focus of the study to those crops that had the highest

interest from farmers.

Field Survev

AssEssveNT oF WEED Dpivslrt¡s. A total of 66 fields were surveyed in 2000 ancl 55 in
2001. Most fields were surveyed twice, once early in the season to assess weed densities,

and once later iri the season to assess disease and insect pest levels. Due to the logistics
of obtaining the correct timing to assess certain pest infestations, some fields were

surveyed 3 times- Fields that were volunteered by farmers later in the season only
received one visit, timed to assess rveed densities as well as disease pressure and insect

pest levels' If a field had subsections rvith signif,rcant differences in field history (e.g.

different crop rotation history), those subsections were treated as separate fields for the

purposes of the study. On several occasions, part of a field was sprayed after the initial
visits, while the remainder of the field was left as a PFP crop. In these cases, subsequent

assessments of pest levels were made only on the unsprayed sections of the field that met
the cliteria for PFP certif,rcation.

Weed densities in most fields were assessecl in early spring, prior to the time
when post-emergent herbicide applications lvould normally occur. For fields which were
volunteered for the project later in the season, assessrnents were made as soon as possible

after they were volunteered. In some cases this was not until late July or early August.

Weed densities were assessed in 20,0.1 square metre quadrats throughout the field. An
effort was made to obtain representation from as much of the field as possible.

ASSESSIT¿PI'IT OF INSECT PEST LPV¡I-S AND DISEASE PRESSURE. ThE dECiSiON AS tO WIriCh

diseases and insects were assessed in PFP fields was based on a consideration of each
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pest's significance in Manitoba and the extent to which it lvas often controllecl using
pesticides. Diseases or iusect pests for which there was no effective pesticide control, or
for r'vhich pesticidal control was rarely used were not prioritized for assessment, as they
woulcl not irnpact decisiorl-making about producing a PFP crop. Notes lvere made,

however, of all pest.and disease problems in surveyecl fielcls. Insect and disease Ìevels

were scoutecl for in a pattem sirnilar to that used for weeds.

In cereal crops, leaf rusts and leaf spot diseases were assessed. For wheat, leaf
spot diseases included tanspot, spot blotch (Cochliobohts sativus (Ito and Kurib) Drechsl.

ex Dast.), Stagonospora nodorum blotch (Phaeosphaeria nor\orrzrz (Muller) Hedjaroude),

Stagonospora avenae blotch (Phaeosphaeria avenaria f . sp. triticea (Weber) Eriksson),

Septoria leaf blotch, and Septoria tritici blotch (Mycosphaerella graminicola (Fuckel)

Schroeter); for barley these included net blotch (Pyrenophora teres Drechs), scald

(Rhynchosporiutn secalis (oudem.) J.J. Davis), spot blotch (c. scttivus), and

Stagonospora blotches (Phaeosphaeria avenaria f. sp. triticect) (Femandez, Z00l). Leaf
rttsts assessed included wheat leaf rust (Puccinia reconclita Roberge), stripe rust of wheat

and barley (Puccinia striiforntis Westend.r), barley leaf mst (puccinia horclei Otth), and

crown rust of oats(Puccinia coronata Corda). The following insect pests were assessed

in cereal crops: aphids, grasshoppers, and orange wheatblossom midge (wheat midge).

Flax f,relds were assessed for aphids and grasshoppers.

Aphid infestation levels were assessed as the number of aphids on the main stem,

at 20 locations iu each field. The economic threshold is i2-15 aphids per stem, prior to
the sofl dough stage (Anon)¡mous, 2O0la).

Grasshoppers infestation levels were assessed as the number in a 1 m2 area

disturbed while walking through the crop, at 20 locations in each field. The economic

threshold is approximately 12 grasshoppers m-t (Anonl.rnoLrs, 2001a).

Leaf spot cliseases and leaf rust were assessed in a manner similar to that used by
the Canadian Plant Disease Survey (Agriculture and AgriFood Canada., 2001a). The

percent leaf disease coverage on the flag leaf in wheat and oats, and the penultimate leaf
in barley, was detennined in 20 locations in each field (methodology proposed by Jeannie

Gilbert, Agriculture and AgriFood Canada, pers. comm.). Leaf spot diseases are caused

by several fungi, many of rvhich cannot easily be identified based on visual symptoms
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alone (Fernandez, 2001). Therefore, all leaf spotting diseases were combined for
assessnÌent in this sturly. Leaf cliseases were assessed later in the season, after the ideal

r'vindolv for fungicide application. In tliis way, the measurefirent gave some ir.rclication of
the severity of infection in fielcls involved in the study.

The most cómmou rnethod for assessing orange wheatblossom midge (wheat

midge) is to determine the number of adults present during egg-laying. However, this

method must be conducted in the late evening when adults are active, a¡d the r.vindorv for
assessment is short. Due to the logistical difficulties associated with using this method

for ñelds spread throughout a wide geográphic area, wheat midge was determinecl by an

altemative method proposed by J. Gavloski (Provincial entomologist, Manitoba

Agrìculture and Food). Twenty heads were collected at the early grain filling stage frorn

each field. In the lab, 10 kernels per head were examined to see if wheat midge larvae

were present. The economic threshold is approxim ately 6-100/o of the kernels i¡fected (J.

Gavloski, pers. comm.).

Grading of Grain Samples

Grain samples from sureyed fields that achieved PFP certification were mailed-

in from participating fatmers after harvest. Grading of samples (indicating major

downgrading factors) and dockage assessments were completed by the Canadian Grain

Comrnission (Winnipeg Service Centre, Winnipeg, MB).

Questionnaire Design

Questionnaire design was based on guidelines and discussion provided by Jackson

(1988), May (1993), Babbie (1990), Sudman and Bradburn (1982). All quesrionnaires

r'vere offered in accordance with ethical approval requirements of the Joint Faculty

Research Ethics Board, University of Manitoba.

Posr-HnnvEST QUESTIONNAIRE. All participating farmers were asked to complete a

detailed questionnaire after harvest of the crop (Appendix B). Questio*aires were

mailed to parlicipating farmers and were returned by mail throughout the winter. There

were two main sections to the questionnaire: agronomic, (field history) questions, and
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demographic questior-rs including an instrument designed to determine farmers' attitudes

towards agricultttre (Altemative-Conventional Agriculture Paradigm Scale; Beus and

Dr-rnlap, 1991). Questions allowing for feedback about PFP were included in this section.

Many agronomic questions were the same as those included in the 1997 Manitoba r,veed

sllrv'ey questionnaire (Thomas et al., 1999), and the 1996 Census of Agriculture

(Statistics Canada, 1997). The questionnaire r,vas pre-tested on 10 subjects at the

University of ManitoLla who had farm backgrounds. Where clarification was reqr-rired

based on the pre-test results, the questionnaire r,vas modif,red. After questionnaires were

returned by participants, questions that were unanswered or unclear were clarif,red

through telephone conversations.

Some modifications were made to the suruey in 2001 (Appendix C). Sorne open-

ended questions were modified for 2001 due to poor response in 2000. These questions

were replacecl by a list of optìons for which responses could easily be checked off by
participants. Options included in the list were based on the responses received in 2000.

In addition, farmers that parlicipated in both 2000 and 2001 received a subset of
demographic questions as it was not necessary to repeat all of the questions for these

famrers in 2001 (Appendix D).

Follow-UP QUESTIONNAIRE. Another questionnaire instrument was used to follow up

with fanners who had produced certifiable PFP fields in 2000, conducted in the late

summer and early fall of 2001 (Appendix E). Questions were open-ended, and designed

to elicit responses abottt problerns with weed densities the year after PFp, future interest,

and any other comments about PFP.

B¡seLlN¡ SuRvPv oF MANITOBA FARN/ERS. To provide information for comparing the

characteristics of PFP parlicipants to typical Manitoba farmers, a telephone questionnaire

was conducted by Ipsos-Reid Corporation (Winnipeg, Manitoba) in February 2002

(Appendix F). A stratified random sample of 154 fanners, with proportions representing

the population distribution in each Manitoba census district, was used. The questionnaire

consisted primarily of the same attitude questions used in the written questionnaire for

PFP parlicipants (Beus and Dunlap, 1991). A number of demographic questions were

also included.
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Researchers at lpsos-Reid cletermined that a telephone sun/ey would be the most

appropriate format for this questionnaire because it minimizes the self-selection of
responcients. Respondents to tnailed surveys can reacl the sun'ey before they agree to

participate, while telephone respondents agree to participate before the questions are

known (Joanna Kanîtau, Ipsos-Reid Corp., pers. comm.). Respondents r,vere restricted to

fanners with more than 320 acres of seeded cropland. This is the standard restriction

used by lpsos-Reid to obtain samples of commercial farmers in Westem Canacla. The

margin of enor for this survey was +/- 8o/o at the 95o/o level of confidence. 'fhe reñrsal

rate for the study was 30.3o/o. which is within the nonnal range of refusal rates for
agricultnral surveys conducted by lpsos-Reid (25-35%; Chad Greenall, Ipsos-Reid Corp.,

pers. comm.).

Categorization of Fields and Farmers

Fields and farmers were categorized into three distinct grollps, representing

different levels of cotnmitment to pesticide reduction in the year the PFp crop was

attempted. Grouping categories for field-basect and farm-based variables were

comparable, but determined by different criteria because of the differing scale of
observation for these variables. Fields were categorized into three groups: 1) non-

certifiable PFP fields, 2) certifiable PFP fields but not in transition to organic

certification, and 3) certifiable PFP fielcls in transition to organic production. Therefore

the classif,ication was not based on an objective determination of the "successfulness" of a
field in tetms of pest presslre. It was based solely on the farmer's ability to meet the

requirements for PFP certification. Farmers were categorized into three groups

comparable to the grouping for fields: 1) farmers with no certifiable PFP fields, 2)

farmers r'vith certifiable PFP fields whose farms were not in transition to organic, and 3)

fatmers rvith certifiable PFP fields whose fanns were in transition to organic. It sho'ld
be emphasized that the 'non-certif,rable' designation does not imply typical 'conventional'

fields orfarmers; rather, the grouping is solelybased on the meeting of pFp certification

criteria. In fact, two fields in the 'non*PFP' group were actually in transition to organic

but r"'ere not certifiable PFP because a residual herbicide had been used in previous years.

The three categories can be considered ordinal as per Pretty (1998, p. 288) who described
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a proposal for refonnation of the European Union Common Agricultural Policy which

woLild inclucle a several-tieled system of payments to famrers for farm practices ranging

fì'om basic practices (conventional production), to practices considered to be part of a

transition to more sustainable agr-iculture, with organic production as the highest tier.

In the discusSion of our study's results, the following tenninology is used. Fields

not certifiable as PFP are referred to as non-certrfiable fi.elcls; field,s certifiable as pFp that

are trot in transition to organic are referred to as certifiable, non-trctnsitional fielcls; and

fìelds cerlifiable as PFP that are in transition to organic are refened to as certifiable,

transitionalfields. For variables that are measured on a farm or fanner-basis, the three

groups are refemed to as farmers with non-certifiable fields, fnrmers witlt certifictble

fields, non-trattsitional farms, and farnters with certifiable fielcts, transitiottal farms.
When considered together, the non-cefiifiable fields and certif,rable, non-transitional

fields are referred to as "conventional" fielcls. Quotations are used around the rvord

conventional to indicate that these fields do not necessarily represent typical conventional

fields or farmers. In fact, some of the fields that were not certifiable were actually in
transition to organic but were not certifiable as PFP because of the use of a residual

herbicide in previous years, or because the crop was terminated due to weed pressure.

When considered together, the certifiable, non-transitional fields and certifiable,

transitional fields are called certifiable fields.

Categorization of Qu estionn aire Responses

Responses to several variables were categorized to facilitate comparisons between

these groups. Where possible, responses were classified into one of two categories for
ease of presentation of results. Categories were selected to correspond with those used in
sources of comparative information, if available.

Seeding disturbance level was determined by calculating the seedbed utilization
(SBU; calculated as the width of the seedìng implement opener divided by the row
spacing). Fields with 20o/o SBU or less were classified as low disturbance, while fields

with greater than 20% SBU were classified as intermediate to high seeding disturbance.

Seeding rate was categorized as high if it was within the top 25%o or greater of the

recommended seeding rate range as indicated by the Field Crop Production Guide for
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Manitoba (Anonymous. 2001a). AII other rates r.vere categorized as low to intennediate.

While it is fi'eqr"rently recommended that seeding rates be reduced if a forage species is

underseeded to a crop, there was no eviclence in this study that famers who r-rnclerseecled

to forage species used reduced seeding rates more fi'equently than the entire group of
participant Íärmers, so all observations rvere included in the analysis.

Tillage system was self-defined by participants as conventional, minimuln, or

zero-till. Calegorization of individual pre- or post-harvest tillage operations did not

include seeding or fertilizer applìcations.

Fields 'uvere classified as having faito* in the rotation history if there was at least

one fallow year in the 5 years previous to the year in which PFP was attempted. This

included chem-fallow and unplanned fallow due to wet conditions; however, in the

rnajority of instances, planned, tilled fallow was used.

Fields were classified as having a forage ol green manure in the rotation history if
such crops were grown at least once in the 5 years previons to the year in which pFp was

attempted.

Fields were classified as having the PFP crop grown following the same crop type

based on the following categories: pulse, forage, cereal, or oilseed.

Row spacing of 7.5 inches or less was classifred as narrow. Wider row spacing

was classified as intermediate to wide.

Fields were classified as receiving a patch treatment for weecls if a weed patch

r.vas mowed or sprayed with herbicide.

Fields r,vere classif,red as having complete record-keeping if the crop rotation was

known for at least 4 of the 5 years previons to the pFp crop.

Comparative Data

Data for comparison with study results was obtained from several sources.

Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation provided historical yield averages for conventional

crop production through its on-line Manitoba Management Plus Program (Manitoba Crop

Insurance Corporation, 2002), as well as the (unpublished) grade distribution for major

crops. The Organic Producers' Association of Manitoba (OPAM) provided uripublished

data regarding membership and acreage of organic crop production. Long-term yields of
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organic crops ill the Northem Great Plains region were obtainecl from Bntz et al. (2001).

Pre-weed control weed densities for sites within 60 miles of 'Winnipeg were obtainecl

from Friesen and Shebeski (1960). Statistics Canada provided demographic variables

througlr the Cetisus of Agriculture (Statistics Canada , lggT and,2002). Where possible,

recently released daia from the 2001 Census of AgricultLlre was usecl for cornparison.

Othem'ise, the 1996 Census rvas used. Regional distribution of participants rvas

assessecl by comparison with the distribution of cropped acreage among Manitoba

ecoregious (as indicated by Thomas et al.,_1999a), and census agricultural regions in the

2001 Census of Agriculture (Statistics Canada , 2002). The latter was more useful for this

purpose as it described the distribution on a smaller scale. Comparative data for many

agronomic and demographic variables was obtained from the results of the 1gg7

Manitoba weed Survey (Thomas et al., 199g and rhomas et al., r999a). some

information was also obtained from a Canola Council of Canada study, in which over g00

farmers in Westem Canada were surveyed (Canola Council of Canada, 2000).

Additionally, a randomized survey of Manitoba farmers carried out by Ipsos Reid

Corporation (described above) provided a comparison for the Alternative-Conventional

Agricultural Paradigm Scale (Beus and Dunlap, 1991) as well as several demographic

variables. Comparative information for dockage levels in Manitoba crops is not readily
available in published form. Instead, estimates from elevator managers were used for
comparison.

Statistical Analysis

Prior to analysis, it was determined that observations r,vould be cornbined across

the 2 years of the study. The rationale for this approach rvas the inherent diversity of the

fields and farmers involved in the project, which allows for the distinction of groups

based on several criteria, including ecoregion, soil type, tillage system, rotation history,

or year. Given the relatively small number of participants, and the exploratory nature of
the study, it was impractical and unnecessary to separate observations based on each of
these criteria. The resulting groups would have been so small as to prohibit meaningful

comparison. in addition, the variability resulting from the range in regions and

management practices is likely to be as large as or larger than the variability associated
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with year effects- The maintenance of one data set from our purposive sampling method

pt'ovided representation of a broad clescription of farmers ancl fields involvecl in pFp. We

were theref-ore able to examine whether differences among fields or farmers

implementing pesticide use reclttction to varying degrees are robust across site-years ancl

agronomic managerirent practices. Similarly, Rydberg and Milberg (2000) argued that

geographic differences were of limited interest in a survey of weecl flora on or.qanic fanns

bec¿ruse such factors cannot be manipulated by famrers.

Grade distribution of PFP grain and average dockage in PFP crops were presented

for both certifiable groups combined. This r.vas because these variables are meaningf,l
only in the context of particular crops. Presenting the data for each crop and group would

have meant very small sample sizes in some cases. Thus, it was preferable to combine

the data across groups in order to present a general indication of the grade distribution

and dockage present in certifiable PFP crops for both those fields in transition to organic

and those that were not.

In the case of repeat participants over the two years, duplicate values for farmer-

based demographic variables were removed, so each farm was only included once. For
variables for which the farmer's response could vary from year to year, farmers who

provided the same response both years were included (as a single observation), while
those who provided different responses each year were eliminated fi-om the dataset.

Statistical analysis was carried out using SAS (SAS Institute, North Carolina,

USA). PROC GLM was used to perform analysis of variance (ANOVA) lor comparisons

of coutinuous numerical variables among groups. Group was the only source of variation

included in the model.

Normality was tested using Shapiro-Wilk's W, and Bartlett's test was used to test

for homogeneity of variances among groups. In several situations, distribution of data

did not meet the assumption of nonnality, and transformations did not confer normality.

In these cases, PROC NPARIWAY lvas used to generate Mann-Whihey U tests (for 2-

9roup tests) and Kmskal-Wallis tests (for tests among more than 2 groups). These tests

are considered to be non-parametric equivalents of 2-sample t-tests and one-way

ANOVA, respectively (Stokes et al., 2000). In cases where the outcome of a non-

parametric test agrees with the outcome of ANOVA (i.e. significant or not sig'ific ant at
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the p<0.05 level), the result of the ANOVA was presented. This was tme in most cases

with the exception of the comparison of farm size between study participants ancl the

random sample of Manitoba farmers. For sorue variables, data coLrld be transfomecl to

nleet normality. However, if results agreecl with the outcome of ANOVA on the

untransformecl data,-the results for the untransformecl data were presented. Tiris was the

case for average fann size and average weed density.

For variables analyzed using ANOVA, Fishers Protected LSD was used to
separate means. For variables that lequirecl analysis rvith non-parametric methods,

pairwise comparisons of groups using the Mann-Whitney U test were carried out if the

overall Kruskal-Wallis test was significant at the 0.05 level. For categorical vadables,

contingency tables were used to generate painvise comparisons beti.veen groups when the

overall chi-square test r,vas significant (p:0.05).

PROC FREQ was used to generate contingency tables and chi-square statistics for
comparisons of frequencies of categorical data. For tables with two groups and tr,vo

response vadables, Pearson's chi-square was used to test for the null hypothesis of no

general association between treatment and response. For larger tables with three gïoup

categorìes and ordinal or binomial response categories, the Mantel-Haenszel chi-square

was used to test for linear response (Stokes et al., 2000). Ordinal response variables with

more than 2 categories could not be considered evenly spaced integer values, so

standardized midranks were used (Stolies et a1., 2000). if the response variable was not

considered ordinal, Pearson's chi-square rvas used. This was the case for compadsons

between the random sample of Manitoba farmers and farmers involved in the pFp st¡dy.

It was also the case for some qllestions to which there were more than two possible

responses that could not be considered to be a linear progression. When zero counts were

generated in a table, or if more than20o/o of table cells hacl an expected value of less than

5, Fisher's exact test was used (Stokes et al., 2000).

The grade distribution and dockage of cerlifiable PFP grain was only meaningful

when considered by crop. Results for these variables were presented across both

certifiable groups for each crop in order to maintain as large a sample size as possible for
each crop' This resulted in a general indication of the grade and dockage characteristics
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of PFP certif,rable gain, regardless of whether or not the crop was procluced from a f,ield

in transition to organic production.

Despite the relatively large number of variables consideled in the study, no

adjustment r,vas made for increasing risk of type I eror. Multivariate A¡alysis of
Variatlce (MANOVA) was not appropriate for use in this study given its inability to

handle categorical and tnissing data. Due to the nature of this study, which depended on

the ability of fanners to provicle information, missing values were common for many

variables. MANOVA requires a complete matrix of obseruations, and as such, could

have only been perfomrecl on a small subset of the original data. An alternative to the

MANOVA procedure, Bonferomi's adjr"rstment (or Bonferonni's correction), was also not

applied because of its very conservative nature, which prohibits adequate discussion of
the outcome of this exploratory study. In a non-experirnental study of this type,

inferential methods are lirnited because of the observational nature of the study.

Therefore, outcome of statistical tests should always be treated w.ith caution in temts of
implying cause and effect. Given the conseruative context in which the study can be

discttssed, it was not necessary to use extremely conservative hypothesis testing

procedures.

RESULTS AND DISCLTSSiON

Participation

Fanner response to requests for potential PFP fields was very good, considering

that typically less than 1% of fields in annual cereal or oilseed clops are not sprayed rvith

herbicide in Manitoba (Thomas et al., 1999a). A total of 71 farmers and 120 fields rvere

included in the project in 2000 and 2001.

hr 2000, 78 fanners expressed interest in participating in the project, and. 47o/o

(37) had fields included in the project. In 2001, i19 farmers expïessed interest i¡
participating, and 52% (62) had fields on which they attempted to grow a PFP crop.

However, only 40 of these fanners were actually included in the project in 2001, due to a

restriction of which crops were considered for the study (only wheat, oats, barley and flax

in 2001).
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In total, 81 fields belonging fo 79 farmers offerecl in early spring 2001 were not

inclnded in the project. The primary reason for lack of inclusion (the reason for 44o/o of
ltelcls) was that the crop being grown was not one of the 4 crops targetecl for the 2001

season (wheat, oats, barley or flax). The seconcl most common reason (the reason for
33% of fielcls) was ihat the famrer decided to spray the field for weecl pressure before a

visit could be made to the field. Other reasons for lack of inclusion were past use of a
residual herbicide on the field (12% of fields), distance from the research station (7% of
fields) and the use of a seecl treatm ent (5o/o of fielcls).

Thirty-five percent (13) of tlie participants in 2000 who were contacted in the

spring of 2001 plannedto grow aPFP crop in 2001. However, only 8 of these farmers

had fields included in the project in 2001, for the reasons indicated above. Excluding

participating frelds in transitiou to organic procluction, only one farmer attempted pFp on

tlre same field 2 years in a row; however, in the second year this field was sprayed for
weed control and it did not achieve pFp certification.

Crops Offered for Participation

Fields seeded to a total of 16 crops were volunteered for the project. Only 11

crops were included because in 2001 we restricted which crops were being considered in

the study (only wheat, oats, barley and flax in 2001) (Table 3-1). Primary interest by
fatmers was in spring and winter cereals (spring wheat, winter u,heat, fall rye, barley, and

oats), as well as flax. Ili 2000, all grain crops volunteered by farnrers were included; in
200I, only spring wheat, oats, barley and flax were included. Soybean, buckwheat, hemp

(Cannabis sativa L.), and canola were included in 2000. In 2001, a small number of
fababean, alfalfa seed, com, peâs, sunflower and various forage crop fields were

volunteered but not included in the project due to the restriction regarding which crops

r,r,ere eligible in 2001.
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Table 3-1. Numher of fîelds volunteered fbr the on-farm research project and
proportion certifiable as Pesticide Free procluction (FFp) by crop.
Cro Number included in project Proportion certifiable
Spring rvheat

Oats

Barley
Flax
Fall rye
'Winter 

wheat

Canola

Buckwheat

Soybean

Durum wheat

36

JJ

20

8

67%

79%

6s%

63%

r00%
17%

0%

100%

100%

0%

8

6

J

J

1

I

Region al Participation

Parlicipants volunteered frorn virtually all agricultural regions of Manitoba (Table

3-2) (See Appendix IJ for maps of Manitoba ecoregions and census agricultural regions;
Appendix M for map of participating fields). However, there were proportionally fewer
participating fields from the highly productive south-central region of the province
(adapted from Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporatio n, 2002), and proportionally more
participating fields from regions that typicaliy have higher levels of cattle and forage
production (adapted frorn Statistics Canada,2002), and reduced or zero-tillage (Thomas

et al., 1999a)' As compared to the distribution of cropped lancl in the 2001 Census of
Agriculture, there wet'e nroïe participating f,relds from the south-westem comer of the
province (Census agricultural regions 1 and 2; 45o/o of participating fields), compare<i to
tlre census distribution (22o/o, Statistics Canada, 2O0Z). There were also more
par-ticipating fields from the Interlake region (regions 1 1 and 12; 22% of participating
fields) compared to the cerlsus distributiort (11%). In contrast, there was less

parlicipation in the south-central area of the province (regions 7, 8 and 9; 16% of
participants) compared to the census distribution (37%). The south-central area of
Manitoba is the most intensively farmed region of the province, as inclicated by the
proportion of farms applying agrichemicals (adapted from Statistics Canada, 2002). The
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regional distlibution of participants in this study was consistent with tlie idea that higher
yielclpotential increases the incentive forherbicide use (Pannel, 1990), and fanners from
regions rvith lower yield potential would therefore be more likely to participate in pFp.

Other studies have also founcl region to be an important consideration for the acloptio¡

and success ol'reduced pesticide use. Smolik et al. (1995) suggested that reduced-i'put

systems rnay be more profttable in regions outsicle the U.S. Com Belt. Marra and Kar.al

(2000) found that crop type and region.''vere significant factors in detennining the relative
profitability ol cotrventional versus organic production. Constance et al. (1995) found

that region was a better predictor of sr-rpport for pesticide recluction than i¡divid'al fann

characteristics. Rydberg and Milberg (2000) noted that organic farms in Sweden tend to

be located in specific regìons. Bellinder et al. (1994) found that cropping system, which

is regionally determined, strongly influenced the effectiveness of European pesticide

reduction strategies.
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TabIe3-2.l\unrtleranddistributionoffieIcIsuotunt*"re.tf*thffi
_ÊELl ""-fur* 

r.*."r.n
Ecoregion or
Census Agricultural Region

Distribution of
Manitoba agricultural

Numbel of project
fielcls in each

Proportiori of
project fields in

each resi
Distribution lulctnitoba ionsY

Aspen Parkland
Lake Manitoba Plain
Interlake Plain
Micl-Boreal Uplands
Southwest Manitoba Uplands
Boreal Transition
Lake of the Woods

s0%
36%
8%
1%

t%
4%
1%

s6%
24%
18%
3%
0%
0%
0%

67

29

21

-1

0
o

0
Total t00% 120 r00%

Region 2 tt% Zg 24%Region3 rc% n rc%Region4 4% g 0%Region5 4%" 0 0%Regioní 8% 7 6%Region7 14% tl g%
Region9 16% 2 Z%Regiong 7% 6 5%
Region 10 2% I t%
Region 11 5% t 1 g%
Region 12 6% 14 t2%
Total

Distrihution o Manitoba cettslts icultural ions*
Region I ll% 25 Zf/"

l00o/o t20 100%
'See Appendix F for maps of Manitoba ecoregions and census agricultural regio¡s.
vDistribution of cropped acreage in spring cereals and oilseecls (Thomas et al., I 999a).
*Distribution of land in crops in the 2001 Census of Agriculture, adapted from Statistics
Canada (2002).

PFP Certification

In total, 2368 ha of the land area volunteered for the project was certifiable as

PFP. This represented 83% of the total land area volunteered for the project. Over the

two years of theproject, 68%of all fields included in theprojectwere certifiable as pFp.

The proportion of certifiable fields varied depending on the crop type (Table 3-1). No

canola frelds were cerlifiable, as PFP certifìcation does not allow for the use of seecl

treated rvith a fungicide or insecticide. Ninety-five percent of canola growers use a seed

treatment (Carlola Council of Canada, 2000i), and forgoing the insecticidal seed treatment
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in particular requires diligent scolrting fol flea beetles (Phyllotreta cruciJ'er-ae Goeze ancl

Phyllotreta striolatct Fabricius) in case foliar insecticicle application is requirecl. Some

fanners interestecl in attempting PFP canola inclicatecl that they were not preparecl to

make the time commitment required to scout helds for potential insecticicle treatment. A
preventative seed treatment was seen as much nlore convenient by these farmers. This

fact is likely to limit the success of PFP canola, although the elimination of a seecl

treatment may be more feasible dLrring years when the flea beetle population is low and if
practices such as trap crops are used to lirnit their irnpact (J. Gavloski, pers. comm.).

Canola is a major crop in Manitoba, covering over 750 000 ha in 200i (Statistics Canada,

2002). Despite this, only 4o/o of f,relds volunteered for the project in 2000 r.vere canola

fields. This suggests relatively lor,v levels of interest in canola as a PFP crop on the part

of û¿rmers.

Only 17% of the winter r,vheat fields were certifiable, due to tlie application of
fungicide to control leaf diseases. Winter wheat is an excellent candidate for elimination

of in-crop herbicide because it competes well with rveeds. The fact that Fusarium head

blight (Fusarittm spp.) (FHB) is usually avoided because winter wheat flowers earlier

than spring wheat (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 200Ia) adds to the potential of
rvinter wheat as a PFP crop. However, current varieties grown in Manitob a ate

strsceptible to leaf diseases. In 2000,less than 2o/o of the total wheat acreage in Ma¡itoba

'i.vas winter wheat (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 2OOla), although the acreage has

increased in recent years (Fowler, 1997). Given the small acreage that winter wheat

covers in Manitoba, it is r,vorth noting that I0o/o of fields offered for participation in 2000

were winter wheat. This indicates significant interest in winter wheat as a potential PFP

crop. The first variety of r,vinter wheat (UM 5089) with resistance to leaf spot diseases

lras been proposed for registration (Anon)./rnous, 2002). This may improve the prospects

for PFP winter wheat.

Other crops were rnore successful in terms of PFP certification. All fall rye and

buckwheat fields included in the project were certifiable. These two crops are

traditionally not sprayed with in-crop herbicide. Fall rye is an excellent competitor with
weeds, partly because of its fall planting date. Buckwheat is usually seeded later than

most other crops in this region due to frost sensitivity, and this may allow it to escape
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competitioll with early-emerging weeds. In addition, there are few in-crop herbicid,es

registered for buckr.vheat and no registered seed treatments (Manitoba Agriculture ancl

Foocl, 2001f). Sixty-three percent of flax fielcls were certifiable. This proportion can be

considered relatively high as flax is not a goocl competitor with weeds. The high

proporlion of certifiable tlax fields can be attributed in part to the fact that half of the flax

fìelcis were in transition to organic, or underseeded to forage species that did not allow ftrr

herbicide application. Three of the frve farmers producing certifiable PFP flax rated t6eir

satisfaction with its production to be poor. 'Ihis represented a higher proportion of
farmers indicating low satisfaction with a certifiable PFP crop than was evident for

fanners producing cereal crops. A high percentage of oat, spring wheat, and barley fields

were also cerlifiable (79o/o,67%o and 65% respectively), indicating the potential of PFp to

be successftrlly implemented in the production of these significant Western Canadia¡

crops.

Questionnaire Response Rate

On a per-farmer basis, the questionnaire response rate from PFP participants

96%- On a per-field basis, the response rate was slightly lower, at 95o/o, because a

farmers completed questionnaires for some, but not all, of the fields they included in

project.

Even after clarification was attempted via telephone, many sulveys r.vere missing

some infotmation. Many fanners either did not have complete field records, or had

recently rented land for which they did not have complete fielcl history. In addition,

University of Manitoba ethical guidelines required a clause to be included in the survey

indicating that respondents could refuse to answer any questions they preferred not to.

As a result, r'adables differ in the number of observations available for analysis. In

addition, becattse several fanners volunteered more than one field for the project, the

number of observations for farm-based variables is less than those for field-based

variables.

was

few'

the
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Field and Farm Size

Djfferences in field size arnong participant groups were not significant at the

p:0.05 level, but becaltse the level was only p:0.065, the trends in the clata u,arant

discussiou (Table 3-3). Field size for the entire group ranged from 3.2 ha to 130 ha. The

largest clifference iu average field size was between the two groups of certifiable fields.

Certifiable helds in transition to organic averaged 38.6 ha, while certifiable fields not in
transition to organic averagecl 25.5 ha. Average field size of non-certifiable fielcls was

intermediate to both of these groups at 31.,3 ha. Farmers growing certif,rable pFp crops

on fields which were not in transition to organic were more likely to attempt pFp on

smaller fields than those with certifiable fields where commitment has been made to

conveft to organic production. If the two 'conventional' gloups are consiclered (non-

certihable fields and certifiabie fields not in transition to organic), it is apparent that

smaller fields were more likely to achieve PFP certification, indicating that perhaps,

where no long-temr commitment to reduced pesticicles has been made farmers are moïe

likely to experiment r'vith pesticide use reduction on smaller fields. Alternately, farmers

may be more likely to remove larger fields from PFP attempts because of the greater risk
involved. This is consistent with traditional technology adoption theory which suggests

that during the initial stages of technology adoption, a new practice is likely to be

implernented on a smaller scale than practices which are already accepted (Rogers, 1983).

Average field sizes for all three participant groups were somewhat larger than the

2I ha average field size for spring cereal and oilseed crops in Manitoba (Thomas et al.,

L999a). The average field size for all three groups in the project was also larger than the

average field size on organic fanns on the Northern Great Plains (17.6 ha) (Entz et al.,

2001). This indicates that while there may be some evidence that for f,relds not in
transition to organic production, it is the smaller fields that tended to be retained for pFp

certification, these fìelds are not small in the context of typical Manitoba farms. This is

important to note because even at this early stage of implementation, PFp is being

attempted on large fields, suggesting a willingness on the part of these farmers to

experiment with pesticide use reduction on a relatively large scale.

Total fann size was not signif,rcantly different among participant groups (Table 3-

3). Hor,vever, the average size of farms with certifiable fields on farms in transition to
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orgaliic was smaller thau the other two groups. This is consistent with other cornparative

studies of organic fanns (Stanhill, 1990). I{owever, the role of farm size in the adoption

of sustainable farming practices has been inconsistent in most comparative studies (Egri,

1999). There \.vas no significant difference in farm size among the three participants

groups anii the randoln sarnple of Manitoba farmers. Average farm size for all three

participant groups was larger than the average Manitoba farm size of 361 ha in 2001 as

reported by Statistics Canada (2002). This suggests that PFP is of interest to farmers

operating relatively large fanns and is _ more evidence that Manitoba farmers are

interested in implernenting pesticide reduction on large, cornmercial-scale farms.

Crop Yields

Average yields of crops from all three groups were somewhat reduced from both

the 1O-year and the same-year yield average on the basis of compadson within each

variety and risk area (Table 3-4). There were no significant differences in yield among

groups. Cereal yields in Manitoba in 2000 were considered to be average (Agriculture

and AgriFood Canada, 2000) and average to belor,v average in 2001 (Agriculture and

AgriFood Canada,2001c). Yields in all three groups may have been reduced from

baseline yields because of the tendency of some farmers to select their less productive

fields for PFP attempts, because it is less risky to attempt a new practice on such fields

(Scott Day, Agricultural Representative, Boissevain, MB, pers. comn., in addition to my
own observations). This is consistent with the concept of initially irnplementing new

practices in a low-risk fashion (Rogers, 1983).
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Table
attem

3-4. Average crop yields
Means are follolyed

for fields on which Pesticide Free Production (PFP) was
ed. by standard errors in narentheses.

1 O-year
yield

average'
(n:98)*

yield
average'
(n:95)

Same-year Long-term
Group organrc yield

averageY

(n:105)

Yield as a percentage of:

Non-cerlifiable
PFP-certifiable
PFP-certifiable

fìelds

fields not in organic transition
84.s (s.6e)

e0.0 (4.30)

83.8 (8.61)

8s.s (s.s4)

e2.0 (3.83)
82.4 (7.88)

133.1 (10.02)

13s.r (6.10)
109.4 (10.32)fields in transition to orsadic

value for group effect'" 0.673 0.39',7 0.075

area and cultivar
Management Plus

the Northem Great

many variables

fertility (Boyer,

'Yielcl averages for comparison were deternined for each risk
combination (source: Manitoba crop Insurance corporation,
Program).
vYield average for comparison were determined for each crop within
Plains (Source: Entz eL al., 2001).
*Number of observations rvithin PFP groups fbr a parlicular variable.
"see Materials and Methods for details of statisticar tests used.

comparative yield valnes, yield differences can also. be masked

including low or excess water availability, salinity, drought, or lorv

It might have been expected that greater declines in yield would be evide¡t with

reduced pesticide use. Numerous studies have dernonstrated increased yields when

pesticides are used (e.g. O'Donovan et al., 2001). However, this study provides no

evidence that this generalization is true in all cases. Several studies have found that

yields are often, but not always, reduced under organic production (Stanhill, 1990;

KrameÍ, 1984; Lockerctz et a1., 1981;Enfz et a1.,2001). Other studies have found no

yield differences between cropping systems with different levels of pesticide use.

Swanton eT aL. (2002) found that yield of winter wheat grown in a manner consistent with
PFP guidelines in rotation with com ancl soybean was not significantly different from

winter wheat yield in treatments relying more heavily on herbicide use. Stanhill (1990)

found that variation in yield between conventional and organic crop production rvas less

important than variation betlveen fields, independent of production system.

'While regional and cultivar effects were accolrnted for in the assignment of

by

soil

1983). These factors are in turn influenced by management practices such as planting
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date, tillage system, and crop rotation. For exarnple, preliminary results fi.om à

Saskatcher,van study inclicated that in dry years, yielcls of reducecl-input systems were

similar to those of high-input systems, but in r.vet years, clernand for nitrogel led to
recluced yields in reduced-input systerns (Brandt ancl Ulrich,2001). In the same stucly,

yield reductions in orgauic treatments were attributed both to increases in weed

cornpetition as rvell as to recluced nitrogen supply. Flarker (2001) fognd that environrne't

and year effects were more itnportaut than weecl clensity or crop stand in detennining

yield ol field crops in Alberta. 
i

The broad nature of this project, encompassing various regions, soil types, and

production systems may be responsible for the lack of yreld differences atrong groups. It
is also true that research exploring the benefit of a given input (for example, herbicide

use) is generally caried out with optimal levels of all other inputs. This may lead to an

over-estimation of the value of a single input (Flaten, 2001). The true economic value of
an input may be significantly less than that indicated by such research. For example,

Harker (2001) found that yield losses due to weeds in Alberta were not detectable in the

majority (73%) of barley fields. Herbicide application would not have increased yields in

these situations, despite popular perception that such applications do increase yields.

Crop yields can in fact be reduced if herbicide application causes crop injury (pimental et

al., 1993b), or if resiclual herbicides cause damage in subsequent crops (Brandt ancl

Ulrich,2001).

High yields do not always generate high econornic retums. Incomes from high

input, high yreld fatms and lower input, lower yield farms can be similar because of
clifferences in costs (Lockeretz et al., 1981). Therefore, yield cannot be used alone as a

measllre of the profitability of a cropping system. Yields of crops from all three groups

rvere not signif,rcantly clifferent when compared as a proportion of the long-term organic

yield averages for each crop in the Northern Great Plains area (Entz et a1., 2001). Both

'conventional' groups however had yields over 30olo higher than the organic yield

averages for this region. This indicates tlie potential of certifiable PFP crops to be higher

yielding than certified organic crops.
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Grades of Certifiable PFP Grain

A total of 65 grain samples were graded by the Canadian Grain Commission

(Table 3-5). For variotts reasons, sonre famrers were unable to subrnit grain sz'Lmples, so a

cornplete set of samples fiom certifrable helds lvas not obtained. Grade distribution was

clifficLrlt to assess on a long-term basis because gracle distributions vary widely among

years. For example, the proportion of Canadian Westem Red Spring wheat (CWRS) that

gracled No. I ranged from 1o/o to 660/o of the crop from 1993-1996 (Manitoba Agriculture

and Food, 2000b). Horvever, the gracle distribution of PFP crops tended to be skewecl

toward lower grades as compared with the distribution of gracles for Manitoba grain in
2000 and 2001, as reported by Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation (Appendix L).

Table 3-5. Grade distribution of certifiable Pesticide Free Production (pFp) crops'

Crop

Spring rvheaty

Oats

Barley

Flax

nla
nJa

0%

nJa

s%

9%

L3%

100%

s0%

23%

7s%

0%

36%
.'t10/
L L/O

nJa

0%

0%

9%

nla

nla

9%
1"tO./JL /O

r3%

0%

22

22

8

5

Malt No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 Sample or Number of
feed samples

'As determined by inspectors at the Canadian
Centre, Winnipeg, MB.
vPrimarily Canadian Western Recl Spring. One
Strong.

Grain Commission, Winnipeg Service

sample was Canadian Westem Extra

The most common downgrading factors for certifiable PFP grain were low test

weight for oats (especially in 2001) ancl Fusarium damaged kemels (FDK) for spring

wheat. These factors are not directly attributable to non-pesticide use. There are no

fungicides that provide control of Fusarium heacl blight, although some products provide

suppression of this disease (Manitoba Agriculture and Food, 2002). Cereals with low test

weight were common throughout Manitoba in 2001 (Agriculture and AgriFoocl Canada,

2001b), while weathering and sprouting lvere the primary causes of quality loss in cereals

in 2000 (Agriculture and AgriFood Canacla, 2000).

Between 1992 and 2000, less than 1% of field crops in Manitoba were

downgradecl for reasons directly attributable to reductions in herbicide use (i.e.

inseparable seed or mixed grain due to seed production by weeds or volunteer crops)
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(Unpublished data, Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation). Two certifiable pFp grai¡

sarnples (3.1% of samples) were clor,vngraded because of inseparable weecl seeds. One

barley satnple had 2.4o/o wilcl oats in barley; another barley sample contained 14Zo

volunteer oats. In addition, I sample (1.5% of all sarnples) r,vas downgraded due to wheat

midge damage.

Many different factors affect the grade of grain achieved. Post-harvest weather,

heat or clrought stress during grain filling, variety, fertility, timing of nutrient availability,

planting date, post-harvest handling and storage can all affect grain grade. Grade can

also be influenced by the use of crop inputs. Low levels of hard vitreous kemels (HVK)
can result in downgrading of wheat and durum, and this has been attributed to insufficient

supply of nitrates to the kenlels dr"rring development (Matsuo,l9g3). The effect of crop

pests (weeds, cliseases, and insects) on grade may be direct or indirect. Pests can affect

the plant's ability to compete for water or nutrients, indirectly affecting grades. As a

resttlt, the use of pesticides may improve grades, but our results suggest that this may not

be true if flelds are selected or prepared for reduced pesticide use.

Weeds can affect grades in several ways. If the end use of cereal grain is milling,

the presence of other cereal grains or r.veeds in wheat can cause a reduction in milling
yield or baking quality. Contarnination is more serious for oats in wheat than barley in

wheat, and wild oat is a rlore serious concern than either of these volunteer cereals

(Dexter, 1993). Tlie problem is similar in other crops. For example, a potential buyer of
PFP flax indicated low tolerance for barnyard grass (Echinochloa crus-golli (L.) p.

Beauv.), smartweed (Polygonurn spp.), wilcl buckwheat (Pctlygontun convolvuly.s L.), and

lambsquarlers (Chenopodiunt albtun L.) (Brenda Tjaden Lepp, PFP marketing manager,

pers. comm.). An additional concern is the staining effect of fresh weed growth on grain

during harvest. While this has been shown not to affect the quality of red spring wheat, it
has quality implications for durum wheat (Dexter, 1993), and can be very significant in

other crops such as field beans (Manitoba Agriculture and Food, 2001b). Non-use of
fungicides may also cause increased proteín levels in barley which is detrimental for malt

quality (Manitoba Agriculture and Food, 2001e). Non-use of herbicides can improve the

quality of wheat by increasirrg protein levels through competition for moisture by weeds
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(Panrrel, 1995). However, Holm et al. (2002) found that level of herbicide use liacl iittle

or no effect on pea, canola, barley, or wireat quality characteristics.

Diseases ancl iusect pests can also negatively affect grades. Puppala et al. (1998)

found tiiat test ,'veight and grain protein content in some, but not all, varieties of harcl red

winter wheat were increased with fungicide application. McKenclry et al. (1995) found

signifrcant linear decreases in test weight, milling quality, and flour yield, but not protein

or baking quality, as the level of Septoria leaf blotch infecting harcl red winter wheat

increased. High levels of midge-darnaged. kemels can drastically reduce baking quality

(Dexter, 1993). Fungal diseases such as led smudge (Pyrenophora tr'Ìtici-repentis (Died,.)

Drechs) aud Fusarium head blight (FHB) can also be downgrading factors, although red

srnudge is far less serious than FHB. Root rot of cereals, which may be prevented by the

use of a fungicidal seed treatment, may result in shrunken kernels, which negatively

affects milling and baking qr-ralities (Dexter, 1993). Kernel plumpness and sample

uniformity are key grading factors for malt barley. Non-use of fungicides (or herbicides)

in barley may result in downgrading to feed (Manitoba Agriculture and Food, 2001e).

Although there are penalties for pesticide residues in grain (Nowicki, 1993), this is not

considered as a grading factor at the 'fann gate'.

Downgrading attributable to the absence of pesticide use may not always be

detrimental to the fauner. If the end use of a cereal crop is feed rather than rnilling or

malting, the presence of other cereal grains is not particularly detrimental and may in fact

be advantageous. The same may be tme for some r,veed seecls. In addition, price

differences between the highest and second-highest grades are not always large and the

cost of obtaining the highest grade may not justify the use of additional inputs. For

example, on June 28,2002, the Canadian Wheat Board listed the value of No. I CWRS,

l4o/o profein as $201.55/tonne compared rvith $195.85 for No. 2 CWRS, l4o/oprotein.

This may partially explain the higher frequency of relatively low grades of certifiable

PFP grain.

Dockage in Certifiable PFP Grain

Dockage "consists of all the readily removable material that must be removed

fi'om a sample of grain using approved methocls and equipment prior to assigning an

offìcial grade" (Canadian Grain Commission, 1993). Dockage is an imporlant
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consideration f'or fanners bec¿ruse it results in a Cecluction upon clelivery of grain, basecl

on the volume of dockage as well as cleaning costs. It is also a consideration for grai¡

handling companies in terms of cleaning costs, although screenings can have significa¡t
v¿tlue for these conpanies in some years and can be used to increase the volume of clean

grain by blending to lneet minimurn export specifications.

Dockage in PFP certifiable crops ranged frorn l.lYo for fall rye to 10.60/, for flax
(Table 3-6). Dockage in certifiable PFP oats ancl barley (2.5% and.2.Bo/o, respectively)

rvas slightly higher than that expected forconventional crops (1o/o and lolo, respectively;

Jack Ryrie, elevator manager, Louis Dreyfus Canada, Rathwell, MB, pers. cornm.). One

estimate of dockage in organically-produced, oats and þarley on the Canadian Prairies is

3% (Neil Strayer, Growers International Organic Sales Inc., Belle Plaine, SK, pers.

comm.). Average dockage in certified PFP spring wheat was 4.8o/o, which is somewhat

elevated from typical conventional dockage (7.5o/r, Jack Ryrie, pers. comm.). However,

this level was similar to that expected for organic spring wheat in this region (-4%, Neil
Strayer, pers. comm.). Average dockage in certifiable PFP flax was l0.6yo,less than that

expected in organic crops (-20%; Neil Strayer, pers. comm.), but higher than that

expected for conventional crops (5%; Jack Ryrie, pers. comm.). Dockage levels can vary

by year and region depending on envirorunental conditions and resulting weed pressure.

Flowever, variation in dockage in 2000 and 2001 in most regions of Manitoba was minor
(Jack Ryrie, pers. comm.). An exception is the Red River Valley region of Manitoba,

which experienced wet conditions in both 2000 and 2001 and resulting poor weed control
(Jack Ryrie, pers. comm.). However, most fields participating in this study were located

outside of this region.

Table 3-6. Ave e dockage in certifiable Pesticide Free production (pFp) crops'

Crop Average dockage Number of
observations

Spring wheat

Oats

Barley
Flax

4.6

2.5

2.8

10.6

22

22

9

5

4Fall

'As determined by inspectors at
Centre, Winnipeg, MB.

Winnipeg Servicethe Canadian Grain Commission
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The implications of high levels of dockage depencl on the end use of the grai¡.

Not all r'veecl seeds are detrimental if the glain is to be used as feed. The development of
the Mcleod Harvest (Mcl-eod Harvest Inc., Winnipeg, MB), or the use of loc¿rl seed

famers' cleaning facilities may allorv farmers to capture the value of screenings,

particularly if livestock are part of the farm operation. Provincial forage specialists

recently suggested using screenings for ernergency feed in drought-affected areas

(Dawson,2002).

Pest Levels

Wsp¡ DeNslttEs. While there were no significant differences (p:0.065) in average weed

density among groups, pre-spray weed densities in non-ceftiñable fields were higirer than

either of the certifiable groups (Table 3-7). Tliis suggests that farmers were choosing to

apply herbicides to those fields with the highest weed densities and leave those with

lower weed densities as certifiable PFP fields. Certifiable, transitional fields had average

weed densities very similar to certifiable, non-transitional fields.

Average weed densities ranged from 1 10 plants m-2 (celtifiable, non-transitional

fields) to 155 plauts m-t 1non-certifiable fields). Average weecl densities ranged from 1.9

titnes (certif,rable, non-transitional helds) Lo 2.7 times (non-cerlifiable fields) the average

post-weed coutrol weed clensity by ecoregion (Tl'romas et al., 1998) (Table 3-7).

Hor,vever, r,veed densities were only 0.58 tirnes (certifiable, transitional fields) to 0.73

times (non-certif,rable fielcls) pre-lveed control densities for this region (Friesen ancl

Shebeski, 1960) (Table 3-7). Average weed densities in cerlifiable fields were also less

than 0.25 times the average uncontrolled weed density found in lvheat f,ields near Regina,

SK (470 plants m-'¡ lHume, 1993). This suggests that farmers chose relatively weed-free

fields (on a pre-spray basis) for PFP attempts, and of these fields, it was fields with

relatively lor.v weed densities that were retained for pFp certification.
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Table 3-7. Average weed densities in fields on which
standard errors in

Pesticide Free Production (PFp) was
attemnted. Means are fbllolved arentheses.

Group Average weed
density

(plants m-2)

Average weed density as a
percentage of:

Post-sprzry Pre-spray
weed densitil weed density''

Non-certifi able fielcls

PFP-certifiable fielcls not in organic transi,tion

(n:119)-

1ss.8 (26.3)

110.0 (14.4)

(n:119 (n:119
274.3 (49.09)

1e3.3 (23.e4)
239.2 (5 1.83)

72.7 (12.86)
6s.2 (8.64)

PFP-certifiable fields in transition to 1t2.4 (24.1

0.06s

s7.9 (r2.87)
p-value for group effect'" 0.292 0.693

'Weed densities for comparison were detennined for each ecoregion in 1997 Manitoba
Weed Survey (Thomas et al., 1998).
vWeed densities for comparison were determined for annual fielcl crops in a region of
central Manitoba rvithin 60 miles of winnipeg (Friesen and Shebeski, 1t60).
'Number of observations within pFp groups for a particular variable.
"See Materials and Methods for cletails of statistical tests used.

The selection of fields with relatively low weed densities is supported by
parlicipating fanners' observation of weed densities in their fields. Compared to the

qnestionnaire results f¡om the 1997 Manitoba Weed Survey (Thomas et al., I999a), a

higher proportion of farmers with certihable fields rated the weed density in the field
designated for PFP attempt as'light'(45% versus 17%o in weed survey) rather than

'avetage' ,'heavy' or 'very heavy'.

Other studies have found differences between weed densities in organic and

conventional crop production. Famers often find weed densities increase during the

transition to organic production (Macey, 2001). Rydberg and Milberg (2000) lound that

organic fields had much higher r,veed densities than conventional fields. Brandt and

Ulrich (2001) also found that weed densities were higher in organic versus conventional

plots; however, differences in weed cornpetition were relatively small betr,veen lorv and

high-input conventional systems. While differences in weed densities in organic and

conventional fields would have been expected, the lack of difference in weecl densities

between certifiable, non-transitional fields and certifiable, transitional fields may be due

to the early stage of transition for the certifiable, transitional fields. In contrast, most
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conìparative studies consider establishecl organic proclr-rctio¡ versLls conventional

prodr-rction.

'WEED 
Popula'rtoNs TI-IE Y¡nn Folt-owlNc CERllptneLe PFP. Weed seed return ancl

escalating weed densities have been cited by many authors as a major issue when

reductions in herbicide LISe are considered (Bellinder et al., 1994; Czapar et al., 1997;

Medd and Pandey, 1993). Uncontrolled weecls in a given year can in some cases result i¡
l-tp to a l4-fold ìncrease in the weed sped bank (Leguizamon and Roberts, 1982);

however, crop competition can reduce weecl seed retum (Lindquist et al., 1995).

In the year after certifiable PFP, the proporlion of fanners indicating that weed

density on the fotmer PFP field was heavy or very heavy was higher than reporte<i in the

questionnaire results from the 1997 tbe Manitoba Weed Survey (4To/o vercus Z3o/o jn

weed suley) (Thomas et al. 1999a). In addition, 25o/o of cerlifiable, non-transitional

fields (n:20) and670/o of ceftifiable, transitional fields (n:9) were rated as having higher

weed pressure the year after certifiable PFP than would be expected if the field had been

sprayed' However, only SYo of the cefiifiable, non-transitional fields required increased

costs (time or money) to control the perceived increased rveed pressure. The majority of
the farmers indicated that their regular herbicide program was adequate to control

increased weed infestations. in addition to the effectiveness of the typical herbicide

program, rotational considerations for the year after PFP were often mentioned by
famers in the follow-r-rp slrrvey. Légerè et al. (1996) suggested that the impact of
residual weed densities likely depencls on the cornpetitiveness of the cropping system.

The choice of a competitive crop the year after certifiable PFP may reduce the impact of
increased weecl densities. if farmers rotated into a crop that allowed for good herbicidal

weed control (e.g. Clearfielcl'Ð canola), any increased weed densities attributable to pFp

r'vere not problematic. For farmers who rotated into a non-competitive crop (e.g. peas),

weeds rvere more of a problem. Famrers indicatecl that 44o/o of the certifiable, transitional

fields would probably result in increased costs due to escalating weed populations the

year after certifiable PFP. The projected increased costs were generally for increased

tillage. For most of the farmers in this group, the increased costs were not a major
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coìlcern as they had already made a commitment to convert to organic production and

expectecl price premiums in the near future.

In 2001, fat-nters with certifiable fields were asked if they thought they r.r,ould

have to increase their future pesticicle Lrse as a result of producing a PFP crop (Table 3-3).

Orúy 60/o of famers with certifiable, non-transitional fields saiil they might have to

increase pesticide use. This was not significantly different from the proportion of
fanners with certifiatrle, transitional fields stating that they expected to increase pestici<te

use (0%). The fact that the majority of farmers (-95%) were satisfied r,vith the weed

cotrtrol they achieved the year after PFP suggests that the efficacy of currently available

herbicides (Jasieniuk et. al., 1996) is high enough to provide adequate control despite

some cases of increased weed densities. This is consistent with comments made by

Buhlel(1999b) who noted that rnoderate increases in weed densities did not reduce the

level of weed control in subsequent years. Our results also agree with the findings of
Swanton et al. (2002), who conducted a 9-year rotation of r,vinter wheat grown in a

filanner consistent with PFP in rotation with conventional com and soybean. While

average weed density in their study was highest in the rotation including the 'PFP' winter

wheat compared to treatments with higher herbicide use, time and density were not

correlated, so these authors concluded that there was no increase or decrease in weed

clensity over time. Similarly, Bostrom and Fogelfors (2002a) found that after 10 years,

there was no signifrcant difference in weed densities between an untreated control and

spring cereals treated with a full dose of herbicide every other year. Results of these

studies suggest that eliminating herbicide use on a regular schedule (with no

consideration given to annual crop and weed conditions, and no alternative weed

management efforts) does not increase weed densities in the long term compared to no

treatment. It would be expected that 
"vith 

the elimination of herbicide use based on

aunual field selection and implementation of alternative weed management practices it
woulcì be even less likely that weed populations would increase.

Dtsensp Pn¡ssunp. Disease pressure was not a concern in most fields involved i¡ the

project (Table 3-8). An exception was the r.vinter wheat crops which rvere not certifiable

due to the application of fungicide for leaf disease control. There is no well-defìned
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fields was attempted. Means are foilowed by standard errors in parentheses.

Group

Non-cerlifiable fields
PFP certifiable fields not in organic transition
PFP-certifiable fields in transitiolr to organic
P-value for group effect'

Barley Spring wheat Oats Flax

, 0.536

Aphid infestation,
(n= 1 3)Y (

0 00 (-) 2.72 (1 5s) 7 70 (7.08) 0 00 (_)
1 1 1 (0.85) 1.33 (1 00) 2 0s (0.e3) 0 00 (_)

0.00 (-) 0.08 (0 05) 0 31 (0.0s) 5.00 (4.s6)
0.243 0.132 0.201

l',j oi¡ -certifia bl e fields
PFP-certifiable fields not in organic transition
PFP-certifíabie fields in transition to organic
P-value for group effect*

Non-certifiable fields
PFP-certifiable fields not in organic transitron
PFP-certifiable fields in transition to organic
P-value for group effect*

I'Jon-certifiable fietds
PFP-certjfiable fields nor in organíc transitiorr
PFP-certlfiable fieicls in transition to organic
P-value for gror"rp effect*

Non-certifiable fielcls
PFP-certifiable fields not in organic transition
PFP-certifiable fields in transition to organic
P-value for group effect'

. . _. Grasshopper infestation*
(n=15) (n=32) æ

0 60 (0 55) 0 3s (0 17) 0 30 (0.20) 0.47 (o.23)
0.40 (0 37) 0.20 (0.12) 0.76 (0.50) 0.02 (o.02)
0 04 (0.04) 0.32 (0.15) 0.2 (0.06) 0.08 (0.08)

0.701 0.173 0,743 0 670

Leaf rust score'
(n=14)
0 00 (,)
0 00 (-)

0.77 Q.77)
0.309

(n=30) (n=30)
0.27 (0.15) 0.02 (0.02)
0.0e (0.07) 0 27 (0.0e)
0 2e (0.13) 0.34 (0.16)

0.343 0.360

Leaf spot score "
(n=14)

0.s7 (0.61 )
0.66 (0.22)
0 B1 (0.57)

0.1 40

(n=30) (n=30)
o.27 (0.47) 1 17 (0.1e)
4.20 (0.23) 0.e2 (0.06)
0.30 (0.23) 0.82 (0.12)

0.343 0 738

_ (n=31)
- 1.61(0.65)
_ 2.01(0.61)
- 4.81(2.07)
_ 0.183

'Average numbei of apniO
vNumber of observatíons within pFp groups for a partícurar variabre.*see 

Materials and Methods for detairs of stat¡sticar tests used*Average 
number of grasshoppers present per square meter

uAverage 
leaf coverage score for the flag leaf for wheat and oats or the penultimate leaf in barleyCategories ranged fronr 0-4 where O=uo ol.trace coveragei j=under 25o/o,2=tt¡tder 50V0.3=oi¡er50Yo,4 = cornplete coverage.

"Percentage of kerners per head infestec with wheat midge rar'ae.
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economic threshold for leaf diseases in cereals (Manitoba Agriculture,200le), because

many factors affect the ueecl for fungicide application. This makes it difficult to assess

the appropriateness of fungicide application based on a one-time assessment of disease

pl'essì.re alone. The decision to apply a fungicide must be made early in the clevelopment

of the disease. Disease control in wheat is waranted especially when yield potential is

high, if the field r.vas planted to rvheat last year (especially under lecluced-tillage), if the

euvironment is favourable for disease development (high humiclity), and if the crop is

winter wheat, which is more susceptible to these diseases (Manitoba Agriculture and

Food,2001c).

Annual plant disease surveys give an indication of the severity of leaf diseases

across Manitoba, though not all crop and disease combinations are included. Crown rust

of oats, leaf spot diseases of wheat and barley, and leaf mst of wheat were generally less

severe than historical levels in 2000 and 2001. Exceptions occurred in specific regions,

for susceptible varieties, and for fields seeded later than normal (Agriculture and

Agrifoocl Canada, 2001 and 2002). For example, late seeded fields of wheat may have

seen losses of 5-10% due to leaf rust in 2000 (Agriculture ancl Agrifood Canada,200Ia).

Losses due to leaf spot in barley were estimated at less than 5% in 2001 (Agriculture an<l

Agrifood Canada, 2002). Fernandez (2001) found that changes in the prevalence of
various leaf spotting pathogens of cereal crops in Saskatchewall were associated with

environmental conditions, but not with cropping system diversity or input levels. In that

study, a lack of differences between cropping systems was attributed to overall high or

low disease pressure in certain years, the presence of airbome inoculum, or the presence

of alternative hosts.

INsecr Ppsr LEvel-s. In general, insect pest infestation levels in certifiable PFP fields

were below economic threshold levels for this region (Table 3-8). There were no

significant differences among groups in terms of aphid, grasshopper, or wheat midge

infestation levels. One certifiable, transitional field hacl a grain sarnple that was

downgraded due to lvheat midge damage.
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Rotation

Ror¡ltol oF'CIìoP Tvpes. There \,vere no signifìcant clifferences among groups in terms

of the proportion of helds f-ollowing the salne crop type in rotation (Table 3-9). All three

groups had proporlions in tlte range of 25-35%of fìelds for this variable. In cornparison,

39o/o of spring lvheat, 600/o of barley, 52Yo of oat, and l0-15% of broadleaf crops grown

in Manitoba between 1994 and 1998 rvele planted following the same crop type in

rotation (Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporption, 2002). Thornas et al. (1999a) found tliat

57o/o of surveyed cereal helds were grown on cereal stubble. This suggests that fanners

attempting to produce a PFP crop are rotatirig alllong crop types to the same degree or

greater compared to what is typical in Manitoba. Reduced reliance on pesticides lnay

necessitate the use of more diverse cropping systems to reduce pest levels. For example,

l.iebig and Doran (1999b) fbund that organic farmers tended to use more diverse crop

rotatious than comparable conventional farms. Crop rotation was indicated as a useful

management practice for PFP by all groups of participating farmers. It ranked in the top

5 of 25 suggested management practices for all groups (Table 3-10). Rotation was the

most common non-pesticide pest management practice rated as useful by farmers

surveyed in the 1997 Manitoba Weed Survey (Thomas et al., 1999a). In the 2001 Census

of Agriculture, 7l% of Manitoba farmers indicated that they Ltse crop rotation, although

this tenn was not defìned in that questionnaire (Statistics Canada, 2002). The average

number of crops gro\.vn regularly on a given fann r.vas not significantly different among

groups (Table 3-3). It r¡,'as also not significantly different between PFP participant groups

and the random sample of Manitoba farmers, althougli PFP participant groups tended to

report a greater number of crops grown regularly than the random sample.

UsE oF Fnllow. While tilled fallow has traditionally been usecl for water conservation

on the Prairies, standing stubble can retain as much rvater or more and tilled fallow leaves

land prone to erosion. In this study, all three groups of participating fielcls had higher

levels of tilled fallorv in the S-year rotation history than is typical for Manitoba (6% of
fields according to Thomas et al. 1999a). Another survey found that l5o/o of Manitoba

farmers indicated that they used fallow in rotation at least occasionally (Canola Corurcil
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Group

Cro rotation characteristi@

Non-certifiable fields
PFP-certifiable fields not in organic transition
PFP-certifiable fields in transition to organic

P-value for group effectu

1-_b 
Means foilowe

vrr( \r - v.vv,/.

,F:1,:1.;:;.::j ïi:::^î::lîf :::ï:" ,: {e s v13rs previo,s to rhe year in which pFp crop was artempr{ilï,:'ff ,lr* î;:: ffJ".t r, u, -ru r r o w a n d u n p r a n n e d ra r r owdue to wet conditions. ln the maioritv of insrennoc rhic râ^.^^^^+Ã ^,^-^^! r,,,
*Crop type classified as cereal, oilseed, pulse, or forage.
'Number of observations within pFp groups for a particurar variabre

,i,::::: lt"liillÎ,1""t:1:':ul :ouare.(linear 
association). see Marerìats and Methods for deraits of staristicai tests used

Under-seeded
to a forage

species

(n=120)*

"Fishers exact test was used due to small sample sizes

cide Free

With forage or
green manure

in rotation

h istory'
(n=112)

E ALJ.+U

21.8a
28.6a

roduction (PFp) was atiem

O

With forage or
green manure year

previous to PFp
attempt

(¡=.100)

0 038

24.2
29,4
35.7

Percentaqe of

n âc

ields

With fallow
in rotation

historyY

(n=113)

9.4a
1.1.¿aD

28.6b

0.048

With fallow year
previous to PFp

attempt

(¡=i 00)

)ì .)

26.9
39.3

0.34

With PFP crop

t ¿,5
I ó.¿
21 4

same as
previous crop

type'
(n=111)

0.59'

25.8
340

^ Êô



Table 3-10. Mana

Farmers with non-certifiable fields (n=14)

Practice

High seeding rates SO" PFP
59% FDelayed seeding 36% competitive crop or variety y sso/o High seeding rates ::::J+ /O

Competitive crop or varietyv 2go/o Forages ¡n rotation" 4go/o Alfalfa in rotationGeneral crop rotation zs% Generarcrop rotation äi; *l1liT:111"' so%
Pre-emergent glyphosate 2s% Atfatfa in rotation 12Y: Delayed seeding so%qc"/o ceneral crop rotation 46%Alfalfa in rotation ZlTo pre-emergent glyphosate 45% post_emergence tillage 49o/oEarly seedin g 21% Low soil disturbance or zero tillage ZB% lntercroppingu 3g%
Forages in rotation* 21o/o pre_ or post_harvest glyphosate 28% Competitive crop or varietyy 33okPre- or post-harvest gryphosate 210/0 Derayed seeding 240/Ò Faroww 33%
choose relatively weed-free fields 14o/o Early seeding 

v 
21% Mcw or-ppray patches of weeds 33%Faliow* 14% Fallow* 

in n¡^,,ì^,,^ ..^--- 21% use of rù¡.tå"t zgo/o
Good fertility 14% Herbicide use in previous years 21% Low soil disturbance or zero tiilagr 25%Herbicide use in previous years 140/o Narrow row spacing 21% pre- or post-harvest gryphosate 25%Low soil <listurbance or zero tillage 14% Good fertitity 

::._^^^^_ r^liti_^ 17o/o co'lect chaff 21%Mow or spray patches of weeds 14% Band instead of broadcast fertilizel 14% Early seedin g 
21o/o

Narrow row spacing 14o/o Use of livestock 14% ruaråw row spacing 21%Use of livestock 14% Various tillage techniquesr rc% pre_emergent glyphosate 21%

[i"i:'""iiJ:s;"nnins, ii; ;î::ïJ;ïjterv 
weed-rree rie,ds 

iî; ::::i::1"ïin previous years Br.

ractices s

Percent of farmers
indicating usefulness for

PFP

ested for e bv farmerg attempting toiroãGE
Farmers with certifiable fields, farms not in

Practice

transition to organic (n=2g)

;:; ;:Ji:Ìtä1,H.",i,1"., zi;Various fertilizer techniquest 7% No advance planningu 3% Band instead of broadcast fertirize 4%Band instead of broadcast fertilizer 0% post_emergence tillage 3% Choose relatively weed_free fields 4yoColllect chaff O% Various fertilizer techniquest 3% Good fertility 4%optimize seeding depth o% colllect 
"r"",^_ _^ -."""" 

0o/o No advance planningu 4%Various tillage techniques' O% Optimize seeding depth O% Various fertilizer techniquesr 4ohAverage numU"

Percent of farmers
indicating usefulness for

PFP

ide F

59%
55%
48%
48%
45%
45o/o

Production (pFp)cro
Farmers with certifiable fields, tarms ,n

Practice

transition to organic (n=24)

Forages in rotationx
High seeding rates
Alfalfa in rotation
Delayed seeding
General crop rotation

Percent of farmers
indicating usefulness for

PFP

7%

7%

7%

Herbicide use in previous years
Optimize seeding depth



'ln 2000. this question was open-ended. ln 2001, respondents were asked to check as many options from a list as were applicable (open-ended
responses also permitted). For farmers who were involved ln both years, all practices mentioned in either year were included,
vlncludes use of fall seeded crops.
*lncludes the use of alfalfa, green manure, srlage or greenfeed.
*lncludes 

chemfallow, but the majority of responses indicated tilled fallow
"Prirnarily in the form of underseeding forage species.
ulncludes responses that indicated PFP would be implement based only on spring weed densities.
tlncludes responses such as: 'maintain proper nutrient cycling to minimize weeds', 'don't use fertilizer so weecJs don't' have a competitive advantage' and
'broadcast N after crop emergence'.
=Chaff collection to minimize weed seed return,

'lncludes responses that indicated specific use of a rod weeder, moldboard plough, or pre-seed tillage.
qSee Materials and Methods for details of statistical tests used,
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of Canada, 2000). 'fhe rnost recent Census of Agriculture recorcled 30% of Manitoba

farms r,vith lancl in tilled fallow, and 5o/o of farms r,vith chernical fallow (Statistics Canada,

2002). Entz et ai. (2001) found that for organic famrs on the Nofihern Great Plains, 6.4%

of the land area was in tilled fallow.

The occurence ol tillecl fallow in the 5-year rotation history ranged ftorn 27o/o for

ceflifiable non-transitional fields, to 39o/o for certifiable, transitional fìelds (Table 3-9).

However, there were no significant differences between the three groups. In particular,

the non certifiable group and the certifiable, non-transitional group had very similar

proportions (-21%). Hor.vever, the proportions for these two 'conventional' groups were

lower than for the group in transition to organic (almost 40%). In addition, both

'conventional' groups had similar proportions of tilled fallow immediately prior to the

PFP crop (13% for both), yet 2I%o of certifiable, transitional fields had tilled fallow

immediately prior to the PFP year, but differences were not significant. In comparison,

Thomas et al. (1999a) found that3.4o/o of surveyed fields in Manitoba followed a fallow

year. A higher proportion of certifiable fields in transition to organic v/ere also indicated

as being rotated into fallow the year following PFP (7%) compared to the other two

groups (3o/o for non-ceftified and 0o/o for certif,red, non-transition to organic) (Table 3-l 1).

However, these differences were not signif,rcant (p:0.09).

Fallow was suggested by some participants as an important management practice

for PFP. This practice was most commonly noted by farmers with cerlifiable, transitional

fields (it ranked 9tl' of 25 sr-rggested managernent practices, and 33%:u of farmers in this

group suggested it) (Table 3-10). It was less frequently cited as important by farmers in

the non-certif,rable gïoup, ranking 11tl'of 25 suggested practices (14% of farmers) and

also 1 |'h ç21% of farmers) for the certifiable, non-transitional group.

The high occuffence of tilled fallow among PFP parlicipants is of concem

because of the potential for soil erosion with this practice. However, fallor,v was less

common in certifiable, non-transitional fìelds comparecl to certifiable, transitional fields,

suggesting that famers irnplementing PFP or other pesticide-reduction strategies

intermediate to organic production may rely less on fallow than do farmers who are in

transition to organic.
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Group

Non-certifiable
PFP-certifiable
PFP-certifiable

P-value for group effectx 0.09" 0.02 0.74 0.71* 0.56* ,.*

'Fallow indicates primarily tilled fallow.rValue not included for group with certifiable fields in transition to organic because ali of these fields were planned to be intransition the year after pFp,
'P-value for Pearson chi-square. see Materials and Methods for details of statistical tests used.
"'Fishers exact test was used due to small sample sizes.

fields
fields not in organic transition
fields in transition to o
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Usp ot' FoRnces. The proportion of forage or green manure in the 5-year rotation history

r'v¿rs not signifìcantly different between groups (Table 3-9). Proportions ralged fi-om

24o/o in the non-cerlifiable grollp, to 36Yo in the certifiable, transitional group. Forage

crops included in the rotation history were primarily alfalfa or alfalf'a/grass mixtures.

Entz et al. (2001) fotrnd thatA}o/oof the land base of organic farms on the Northern Great

Plains r.vas in hay, forage, pasture or green manure crops. Fifty-four percent of Manitoba

farms with lancl in crops were growing alfalfa or alfalfa mixtures, 2Oo/o tvere growing

other hay ct-ops, and3o/o were growing green manure crops in 200i (Statistics Canada,

2002). ln contrast, a survey of fìelds in Manitob a in 1997 foturd that only I.2% of 5-year

field histories contained a forage crop (Thomas et al., 1999a). Entz et at. (2002) stated

that the percentage of arable cropland that is rotated with forages is also lower than the

cellsus values would suggest. Only 5 to 15o/o of arable cropland in the Norlhem Great

Plains region is rotated with forages (Entz et al., 2002). This discrepancy may be due to

the fact that while forages may be grown on a high proportion of farms, the land area

devoted to these crops per fatm may be low. This is supported by Entz et al. (1995), who

found that difficulties in stand termination resulted in limited cycling of forages

tluoughout a fann's land area.

There was a signif,rcant difference (p:0.048) among treatment groups in the

proportional use of forage the year immediately prior to PFP (Table 3-9). The level of
Lrse was lrighest for certifiable, transitional fields (29% of fields versus under I5o/ointhe
other two groups). In addition there were significant differences in the proportion of
fields intended for forage producrion the year after pFp (p:0.02) (Table 3-11). Nine

percent of non-certifiable fields were to be forage crops the year after PFP, as were 25o/o

of certifiable, non-transitional fields, and. 4o/o of certifiable, transitior-ral fields. The

proportion in certifiable, non-transitional fields was significantly higher than that in

certifiable, transitional fields. No other differences were significant. Intentions to rotate

to a forage crop were also indicated by the number of fielcls that were underseedecl to

forage species. While 22o/o of certifiable, non-transitional fields and,29o/o of certihable,

transitional fields were underseeded to a forage crop, only 5o/o of non-certifiable fields

were. These particular non-certifiable fields were not eligible because of the use of
residual herbicide or seed treatment, but they were not sprayed with pesticides (Table 3-
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9). However, the proportion of farmers indicating rotation to forage clops (Table 3-11)

may have been ttnderestimated, particularly in the group rvith cerlifiable, transitio¡al

fields- Farmers may have responded that the field rvould be 'in transition to organic

procluction' the following year, rather than specifying that they woulcl be growing a

forage crop. This woulcl account for the clifference in the proportion of fielcls in this

grollp that were ttnclerseecled to a forage species during the PFP year, rvhich r.vas higher

than the proportion of fields inclicated to be rotatecl into forage the year following pFp.

Given the low ftequency of forage in typi_cal crop rotations in Manitoba (Thomas et al.,

l999a,Entz et a1.,2002), the proportion of fields intencled for forage crops the year after

PFP can be considerecl relatively high for all groups. There were no signif,rcant

differences betweeu the three grolrps of farmers in terms of whether or not they stated

that tliey grew folages regularly (Table 3-3). The proportion in each group ranged from

53% to 65%". There was also no difference between the three participant groups and

random sample, in which 60Yo of farmers inclicated that they regularly grerv forages.

However, as indicated previously, this likely over-estimates the actual use of forage on an

acreage basis.

While there is no indication of differences in the use of forages on a whole-farm

scale belween groups, or between project parlicipants and various measurements of use in

Manitoba, there is some evidence to suggest that the use of forages in the field rotation

history, particularly immediately prior to a PFP attempt, is more common among all

participant groups and particularly for certifiable, transitional fields. The implementation

of certifiable PFP was also common during forage establishment years.

Several authors have noted the beneficial effects of forages in rotation,

particularly for suppression of weeds (Schoofs and Entz, 2000; Entz et al., 1995; Ominski

et al', 1999). Fatmers involved in our project also indicated the benefits of forages for

PFP attempts (Table 3-10). Close to half of the farmers in both certifiable groups rated

the growing of forage crops as useful. Holvever, only 27Yo of farmers with non-

certiñable fields rated the use of forages as nseful. The use of alfalfa in particular was

mentioned almost as frequently as the use of forages generally for all groups.

Despite the benefits of forage crops, forage stand termination, if ineffective, can

result in reduced yielcls in subsequent crops (Bulliecl et al., 1999). Water use by forages
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may also be deh-imental to a subsequent crop, particularly if tillage is usecl for stancl

temination (BLrllied and Entz, 1999). Several certif,rable PFP fielcls that follorved alfalfa

stand temritration had high levels of volunteer alfalfa. In these situations, some fanners

notecl that they did not consider alfalfa to be a particularly detrimental weed, and others

ciid not feel that they could justify the cost of in-crop control.

Us¡ o¡ WlNren CEns,,rls. Thele was no significant dífference among groups in the

proportion of fatmers stating that they regularly grew winter cereals among groups.

Howevet, as fanners moved towards reducing pesticide use, the proportion of famrers

growing winter cereals declinecl from 40o/o to 20o/o (Table 3-3). This may be related to

the tendency for tillage to be substituted for herbicide use, which reduces the proportion

of high-residue fields appropriate for winter wheat. However, a higher proportion of
farmers in the study were growing winter cereals compared to the random sarnple of
Manitoba farmers (15%) (p:0.052). The proportion of farmers in the study growing

these crops was also higher than that found in the 2001 Census of Agriculture (5%

gtowing winter r,vheat and 2%o gror,ving fall rye) (Statistics Canada, 2002). This rnay be

an indication of a relatively high level o1'crop diversification among farmers involved in

the project. Winter cereal production varies by census agricultural region as it is related

to the propottion of direct seeded f,relds; therefore, the relatively high levels of r.vinter

cereal production in this stucly may be related to the location of participants in regions

that tend to have higher levels of reduced-tillage.

Winter cereals are particularly competitive with weeds because they provicle

early-season competition. Thomas et al. (1999a) found thatS60/oof farmers rated the use

of competitive crops as useful, and this practice was ranked 2nd of a group of l0
management practices. in the same study, 650/o of fanners rated growing competitive

varieties as useful (ranking 4th). ln our study, the use of competitive crops or varieties

was ranked in the top 3 of 25 management practices suggested by farmers with non-

certifiable fields or certifîable, non-transitional fields (suggested by 29% and 55o/o of
fatmers in these two groups, respectively) (Table 3-10). Thirty-three percent of farmers

with certifiable, transitional fields suggested this practice, but it was ranked lower on the

list of useful management practices than for the other groups.
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Use of Tillage

TlllacB SvsrEu. The proportion of fields under reduced-tillage (i.e zero- or minimum-

tillage; self-defined by farmer) r.vas significantly different among groups (Table 3-12).

Tlie proportion of reduced-tillage in non-certifiable fielcis and certifiable, non-transitional

fields was relatively high r.vith no significant <lifferences between grolrps (650/o and 47%o,

respectively). The proportion of reduced-tillage practices in both of these groups was

lrigher than r,vhat was typical in rnost regions of Manitoba. Provincialiy,3To/o of f,relds

are under reduced-tillage, aud the proportion ranges from 23o/o to 47o/o depending on the

ecoregion (Thomas et a1.,7999a). In contrast, only I9o/o of certifiable, transitional fields

were ltnder reduced-tillage. This was significantly different from the proportion in both

other groups. Tillage can be substituted for herbicide use and there is some evidence that

this trade-off is occtrring among farmers involved in this project. However, reduced

pesticide use does not necessarily require high levels of tillage (Kuepper, Z00I).

Lockeretz et al. (1981) found that organic farmers tended to be more interested in soil

conser-v-ation practices than conventional fanners in the same region. More recently,

Liebig and Doran (1999b) found that organic farms used less tillage than comparable

conventional farms. Their study found that higher levels of soil organic C and total N on

organic fatms may impart greater resistance to erosion compared with conventional

farms. Even though tillage can directly control weeds, some authors have suggested that

fields under zero-tillage may be more amenable to herbicide reduction because of
increased weed seed decay and predation (Swanton and Weise, 1991). Weed

communities have been found to be significantly different among tillage systems by some

authors (Swanton et al., 1999) but not by others (Frick and Thomas,1994). In particular,

the effect of tillage system on weed densities is uncertain. Some authors conclude that

weed densities are higher in zero-tillage (Anderson et al., 1998; Frick and Thomas,1992)

while others have found inconsistent effects due to tillage system (Swanton et. al., 1999).

The high proporlion of reduced-tillage among non-certifiable fields does not

necessarily mean that reduced-tillage is causatively linked to a lack of PFP certification.

The influence of tillage on weed densities is unceftain and likely interacts r.vith other

cropping system factors (Kegode et a1., 1999; Légerè and Samson, rggg). The low
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proportioll of reclttced-tillage among certifiable, transitional fielcls is not unexpectecl as

orgauic fanners may sr,rbstitute tillage for herbicidal weed control. It is important to note

that the level of reclucecl-tillage in the certifiable, non-transitional group was higher than

typical provincizrl levels. This indicates that certihable PFP has been implernented on a

proportion of reducecl-tillage fields similar to what is typical in Manitoba. These results

demonstrate that there was a high level of interest in pursuing PFP from farmers

practicing reduced-tillage. Even though reducecl-tillage fields were less likely to be

certifiecl in the group as a whole, the level of certification among reduced-tillage frelds

lvas not unexpected considering provincial levels of reduced-tillage. This is important to

note because fatmers practicing reduced-tillage, particularly zero-tillage , may not believe

they can implement organic production without increasing tillage. pFp may be a
reduced-pesticide strategy nrore appropriate for reduced-tillage production than is organìc

production.

UsE o¡ PRE-SEEo Tlllnce. The proportion of fields receiving a pre-seed tillage

operation was significantly different among groups (p:0.002) (Table 3-lZ). Non_

certifiable fields received this operation 33o/o of the time, while cerlifiable f,relds not in
transition to organic received it 42% of the time. The proportion in tliese groups was not

significantly different, and both groups had proportions lower than the provincial average

of 52Yo (Thomas et a1., 1999a). Certifiable fields in transition to organic had the highest

proporlion, receiving pre-seeding tillage on 88o/o of fields, a proportion significantly

higher than both other groups, and much higher than the provincial average. This reflects

a trade-off between tillage and herbicide use occurring within the group of certifiable

fields in transition to organic production.

Us¡ o¡'Posr-HnRvEST TILLAGE PRIoR To PFP Cnop. The proportion of f,relds receiving

a post-harvest tillage operation the fall prior to PFP was not significantly different among

groups (p:0.08) (Table 3-12), however, tillage tended to increase when pesticide use

decreased.
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Ust' ol' IN-Cnop Tllt,nce. The 2001 Census of Agriculture found thar,7o/o of fanns with
land in crops rtsed mechanical or hand-weecling, although this r,vas over-repoftecl clue to

response errors (Statistics Canada, 2002). Thele were significant differences in the

propoltion of fields receiviug in crop tiliage among groups (Table 3-12). Tr.velve percent

of non-certihable fields received in-crop tillage. For half of these cases, the field was

subsequently sprayed because of poor weed control with in-crop tillage. These fields

tencled to be those on which farmers were experimenting with in-crop tillage for the first
or second time. For the other half, fields r.vere in transition to organic but not certifìable

due to residual herbicides. Eighteen percent of certifiable, transitional fields received this

operation, a proportion not significantly different fi'om non-certifiable fields. No

cerlifiable, non-transitional fields received in-crop tillage, a result that was significantly

different from both other groups.

Herbicide Use

Use op Pn¡-EvEncENT HERBICIDES. Not surprisingly, none of the certifiable fields in

transition to organic received a pre-emergent or pre-seed herbicide (Table 3-I2), an

outcome that was significantly diffèrent from both other groups. A pre-emergent

application of herbicide is acceptable under PFP regulations and was allowed in part to

accommodate reduced-tillage and direct-seeding farmers. Reduced-tillage and direct

seeding is common particularly in western lvlanitoba and has been increasing in recent

years (Statistics Canada, 2002). Such applications would be expected to reduce weecl

pressure in the crop and increase the likelihooct of a certifiable PFP crop. Greater use of
tiris practice would have been expectecl among certifiable fields. Despite a lack of
significant difference among certifiable and non-certifiable 'conventional' fields, a higher

proportion of fields in both groups receive<l pre-emergent herbicide than the provi¡cial

average of 18% (Tliomas et al., 1999a). This indicates that this practice may play a role

in contributing to successful PFP certification for some fields.

Use op PRs- oR Posr H¡RvEST HERBTcTDES Pnron ro PFP Cnop. The proportion of
fields receiving a pre- or post-harvest herbicide decreased as pesticide use decreased
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among groups (Table 3-17). Diflerences anong grolrps were significant (p:0.03). Some

fielcls in transition to organic did receive such an application the fall prior to the initiation

of the transition process (7%). In contrast, 23o/o ol certifiable fielcls not in transition to

organic received such an application , and 3Oo/o of non certifiable f,relds clid. These latter

two groups r.vere not signifìcantly different from each other. Values in botli groups were

sirnilar to values founcl for Manitob a (33%) (Thornas et al. I 999a).

Fertilizer Use

There rvere significant differences in the proportion of helds that received

synthetic fertilizer in the PFP crop year (p:<0.001) (Table 3-13). Certifiable, transitional

fields were signif,rcantly different from both other groups. Seventy-six percent of non-

cerlifiable fìelds received synthetic fertilizer as did 83o/o of certifiable non-transitional

f,relds, bttt these groups rvere not significantly different from each other. Thomas et al.

(1999a) found that 99o/o of field crops receivecl slnthetic fertilizer in Manitoba. While

the difference between the transitional group and the non-transitional group is not

surprising, it is surprising that the level of fertilizer use is lower in the "conventional"

$oups compared to typical Manitoba levels. This rnay in part be due to the fact that a

number of fields followed leguminous forages, so relatively high levels of nitrogen would

be expected. It also may be indicative of the level of livestock production among

participants, who make use of manure rather than synthetic fedilizer. Or, it rnay suggest

that PFP is being attempted on more marginal land r,vhere any inputs, fertilizer or

pesticides, are being reduced in order to cnt costs in areas where the return on input costs

is lor.ver. Fertilizer management was infrequently mentione<t by participants in all groups

as a means to achieve PFP certification (Table 3-10), while Thomas et al. (1999a) found

that 47o/o of Manitoba farmers rated this as a useful practice for increasing crop

competitiveness with weeds. There is conflicting evidence over the ability of fertilizer

use to enhance crop competitiveness relative to weeds (Kirklanct and Beckie, 1998;

Peterson and Nalewaja, 1992). Although specific fertilizer management practices can

give a crop a competitive edge (Di Tornaso, 1995), the lack of difference in lertilizer use

between the two 'conventional' groups gives no evidence to suggest that, for these fields,

the use of fertilizer helped to improve crop competitiveness and higher levels of pFp
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certification. Alternately, there is no evidence that

of achieving PFP.

Seeding Practices

fertilizer use was detl-imental in terms

Solt- DlsruRB¿\NCE A'r SEEDINc. The proporlion of fielcls with lorv seecling clisturbance

(less than 20% seedbed utilization) was higher in non-certifiable fields (66%) than in

either of the certifiable groups (460/o for,non-transitional fielcls; 41Yo for tralsitional
fields) (Table 3-13). However, the only significant difference among groups was

betr.veen non-cerlifiable fielcls and certif,rable, transitional fields. While the effect of
tillage system on weecl populations is variable (Swanton et. al., 1999, Anderson et al.,

1998), some authors have suggested that minimizing soil disturbance may reduce weed

densities and consequently facilitate reduced herbicide use (Swanton and Weise, 199i).
Ominski and Entz (200i) found that zero-tillage termination of alfalfa led to lower

summer amual weed populations than termination with tillage. The lower proportion of
low clisturbance seeding in the certif,rable, transitional group is most likely related to the

lower proportion of zero and minimum-tillage practices within that group.

SpEotNc R¡rp. There was a significant difference in seecling rates among gïoups

(p:0'02) (Table 3-13). Approximately half of all certifiable fielcls were seeded at a high

rate (49%o of certifiable, non-transitional fields; 57o/o of certifiable, transitional helds) and

these trvo groups were not significantly different from each other. In contrast, only 27o/o

of non-certifiable f,relds were seeded a high rate, a significantly lower proportion than

either of the certifiable groups.

The use of a higher than recommended seeding rate is a commonly used practice

by organic fatmers (OPAM, 2000). It was also commonly cited as a pFp management

practice by participants. Fanners in all three groups ranked it in the top Z suggested

rnanagement practices (Table 3-10). Over 5Oo/o of farmers in all groups rated it as a

useful management practice for PFP. The Canola Council of Canada (2000) found that

l5% of Western Canadian canola growers said that they used a higher than recommended

seeding rate for canola in their area. Thomas et al. (1999a) fomd fhat 560/o of farmers
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rated increased seeding rates as useful to some degree as an altemative practice to
herbicides. Thomas et al. (1999a) also found that oilseed crops tended to be seeded with

higher tiratl recommenclecl seecling rates rnore often than cereal crops. In Manitoba, less

than lo/o of cereal fields were seeded with a higher than recommencled rate.

In addition to iucreasirrg the competitiveness of the crop, higher seeding rates may

also result in earlier, more uniform maturity. However, under drought conclitions lower

seeding rates tnay provide the highest yields. Higher rates may also impact quality by
affecting grain protein levels (Geleta et a1,., 2002). Several authors have found higher

seeding rates to compensate for reduced herbicide rates (O'Donovan et aI.,2001;Roberts

et aI.,2001); however, Kirkland et al. (2000) found inconsistent effects of seeding rate

depending on crop, year, and location. Higher seeding rates may be particularly

advar-rtageous for less competitive crops or less competitive varieties such as semi-dwarf

or hull-less barley (O'Donovan et al., 2001).

Row Spacmc. There were no significant differences in the use of naffow row spacing

among groups (p:0.12) (Table 3-13). There tended to be less use of naffow row spacing

among the non-certifiable $oup (34%) than either of the certifìable groups fiust over

50%). Both certifiable groups had levels of narow row spacing sirnilar to that found by

Thomas et al. (1999a). Like the use of high seeding rates, the use of narrow ro.w spacing

may increase grain yields under weed competition (Kirkland, i993). Some authors have

found that this practice is not effective for increasing crop competitiveness (Blacksharv et

a1.,7999, o'Donovan et al., 1999, Roberts et a1.,2001). Seeding ratemay be a more

effective method of increasing crop density and competition (O'Donovan et al,. 1999,

Roberts et a1., 2001). Seeding rate may also be more easily modified than row spacing.

Most farmers in this study used the same row spacing for all fields included iri the

project. This implies that choice of row spacing is generally not made on a per-field

basis. In addition, the higher use of r,vide row spacing in tlie non-ceftifiable group could

be related to the higher proportion of fields under reduced-tillage in this group. Zero-till
farmers tend to use wider row spacing for residue management (O'Donovan et a1.,2001).
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Spen Souncs. The use of certified seed arnong groups was not significantly clifferent.

The ploporlion of fields using certified seecl varies by crop, making this a difficult factor

to compare rvhen values are considered across different crops. For example, Thomas et

al. (1999a) found ÍhaL 52o/o of wheat fields r.vere seeded with certified seed, compared to

100% for catrola fields. Holvever, the majority of the crops involved in our project were

cereals, and except lor certif,rable, non-transitional fields, the proportion of fields using

certified seed r,vas similar to tirat found for cereals by Thornas et al. (1999a) (57%). For

all crops, only 40o/o of certifiable, non-transitional fields were seeded with certifiable

seecl. The high level of cerlifìable seed used on certifiable, transitional fields is surprising

becattse organic farmers might be expected to be more likely to use farm-saved seed,

because they aiready have a favourable attitude towards reducing off-farm inputs.

However, the use of certified seed may improve crop competitiveness and reduce the risk

of introducing ner,v weed seeds (Anonyrnous, 2001). There is no evidence to suggest that

its use impacted the success of PFP certification.

SpEolNc DATE. Seeding date as compared to crop and regional average was not

significantly different among groups, but fields for all groups were seeded close to a

week later than the appropriate average (Table 3-I4). Both certifiable groups had the

latest seeding dates (8.i days later than average for non-transitional fields and 6.7 days

later than average for tlansitional fields). Non-certifiable fields were seeded an average

of 6 days after the average seeding date. Delayed seeding was mentioned by 50% of
farmers in the certifiable, transitional group as a useful pesticide use reduction

management strategy but this practice was mentioned less often by the other tr.vo groups

(Table 3-10). Thirty-six percent of farmers with non-cenif,rable f,ields cited this practice,

while only 24o/o of farmers with certifiable, non-transitional fields did. Early seeding was

also mentioned by 2lo/o of participants in each group as an important management

practice for pesticide use reduction. The Canola Council of Canada (2000) found that

40% of Manitoba canola growers made a conscious effort to seed canola early, while

l4o/o of farmers across Western Canada said that they tried to seed canola late. Forty

percent of Manitoba farmers rated seeding date rnanipulation as at least somer,vhat useful

as a non-herbicidal weed management practice, but it was ranked 7tl' of l0 management
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practices (Thonias et al., 1999a). These results

particularly fanners with certif,rable, transitional

crop reduce weecl conrpetition.

sr-rggest that farmers in all groups. but

fields are using delayed seeding to in-

Table 3-14. Seediirg date of fields on rvhich Pesticicle Free Production (PFP) was
attempted compared to average seeding clate for year, crop and crop district'.
Means are followed by standard errors in parentheses.

Group Number of days before (+) or after (-)
average seeding date

h:44\
Non-certifiable fields

PFP-certifiable, non-transitional fi elds

PFP-certifiable, transitional fields

-6.0 (i.e)

-8.I (3.4)

-6.7 (3.0)

P-value for group effectY 0.88

'source: Environment Canada Clirnate Services Agrometerological Bulletin; data
available for wheat and barley only.
vSee Materials and Methods for details of statistical tests used.

V/hile delayed seeding can result in reduced weed pressure if early-emerging

weeds are eliminatecl prior to seeding (Spandl et al., 1999), it can also result in leld
declines. In particular, late seeding of oats has typically been used to avoid heavy wild

oat infestations (Robbins et al., 1952). Wreat, barley and flax yields decline to about

80o/o of average yields if seeding is delayed until the first week in June, but yield

potential is close to 100% if seeding occurs before the end of May (Manitoba Crop

Insurance Corporation, 2002). Later seeding increases the susceptibility of cereals to

rLrsts, aphids and Barley Yellow Dr.varf Virus (Manitoba Agriculture and Food, 2001d) as

well as heat stress during grain filling (Agriculture and AgriFood Canada, 2001b).

Fatmers using delayed seeding may benefit from the use of emergence forecasting to

determine appropriate seeding dates for specific weed problems (Marginet, 2001).

Treatment of 'Weed Patches

Relatively few fanners with non-certifiable or certifiable, non-transitional fields

ratecl 'mowing or spraying weed patches' as a useful weed management practice (74o/o

and 7o/o, respectively). In contrast, 29o/o of farmers with cefiifiable, transitional fields
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suggested that this was an irnpoftant practice. Thomas et al. (1999a) founcl that while

30o/o of farmers rated mowing weed patches as a useful weed managentent practice, it
was ranked only 9'l'of 10 practices. There were no significant diffbrences in the

proportion of fields in each group that hacl a part of the f,reld sprayecl or mowecl (Table 3-

l3). Thirteen percent of certifiable, non-transitional fields rvere treated in this manner,

while 6% of non-certifiable fields were. While these non-certifiable f,relds had parl of the

field left uutreated with herbicides, they were nonetheless not certifiable because of the

use of a residual herbicide prior to the PFP_year. The urajority of f,relds treated on a weed

patch basis received herbicide applications rather than mowing. Often fields with a weed

patch treatment were relatively large fields. There may be an advantage to selecting a

large field for PFP and treating part of the field with herbicides while leaving smaller

portions of the field unsprayed. Famrers that were treating weed patches, particularly by

cutting for green feed or silage, noted that having a backup plan gave them piece of mind

during the PFP season should weed pressure exceed their expectations. The

attractiveness of mowing weed patches as a weed management practice is likely related

to the availability of livestock on the farm to make use of such crops as feed. It is
surprising that no famrers with certifiable, transitional fields indicated that they had

mowed weed patches, given the frequency with which this practice was suggested as a

useful weed management practice. This may have been due to under-reporting in

response to the open-ended question used to determine if patch treatment was used.

Alternately, if mowing weed patches is a relatively common practice used in organic

production, these farmers may not have identified such a practice as a notable or unique

non-chemical pest management method.

Livestock Production

There were no significant differences between grolrps in terms of the proportion

that were producing livestock as part of the farm operation. Proportions ranged fiom 44

to 47Yo of farms per group (Table 3-3). There were no significant differences betr,veen

PFP study participants and the random sample of Manitoba farmers (38%) (Table 3-3).

The majority of fanns proclucing livestock in all groups had beef cattle operations. Fifty-

four percent of ceusus farms in Manitoba have cattle (adapted from Statistics Canada,
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2002). The higher level of cattle production in the census than in the random sarnple of

Manitoba fatmers may be due to the fact that cattle farms in the census are not

necessarily signihcarnt field crop producing farms, a requirement for inclusion in both the

PFP sfudy ancl the random sample. Small and McCaughey (1999) found that 70o/o of
Manitoba beef cattie farmers also produced cereals and oilseeds, which implies that

approximately one-thircl of cattle fanns are not significant producers of annual grain

crops.

Integration of livestock into the fa1-m operation can have significant implications

for clopping system mallagement and the potential for herbicide use reduction. The use of
perennial forages, silage, or green feed in rotation can have significant weed management

benef,rts. The inclusion of livestock in the farm operation was less often cited than the

use of forages in rotation as an important management practice (Table 3-10). While the

use of forages is usually related to the presence of livestock on-farm, other marketing

anangements may allow for the use of forages in rotation without livestock on-farm (e.g.

high value hay for export). Fatmers who depend more heavily on livestock for their farm

income may be more likely to reduce pesticide use. A high level of dependence on farm

income from crops (rather than livestock) has been shown to be negatively related to

farmers'concern about the environment (Constance et a1., 1995).

Use of Non-Chemical Weed Management Practices

Fanners with certifiable fields tended to indicate their current use of, or future

plans to use, more non-chemical weed managernent practices than farmers without

certifiable fields; holvever, there were no significant differences among $oups (p:0.12)

(Table 3-10). The number of non-chemical weed management practices usecl is

imporlant because when implemented in order to reduce herbicide use, such practices are

likely to be most effective when used in combination rather than singly (Hall et al.,

2000). The singular Llse of one non-chemical management practice, such as increasing

seeding rate, is unlikely to compensate for reduced herbicìde use (O'Donovan et al.,

200I). Comer et al. (1999) found that sustainable farmers had adopted more practices in

the previous 5 yrs with the intention of improving the sustainability of the farm than

those that were self-identified as conventional. Overall, farmers suggested 25 different
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managelllellt strategies for producing PFP crops. The most comrnonly mentioned

stlategies across groups were the use of high seeding rates, clelayed seeding, crop rotatio¡

including forages (especialiy alfalfa), and the use of competitive crops or varieties.

However, the ttse of forages in rotation was mentioned less frequently by farmers without

certifiable fields. Recent sllrveys of Western Canadian famrers have suggestecl that a

large proportion of farmers do not have knowledge of,, or do not use, non-chemical weed

management practices. The Canola Council of Canada (2000) found that on average,

canola growers in Western Canada said_ that they placed a 75o/o:25o/o weighting on

chemical versus tton-chemical techniques for pest control. In that study, only 5% of
fatmers relied on chemical control for less than half of their pest control measures and

25o/o indtcated that they were not aware of non-herbicidal weed control methods.

Thomas et al. (1999a) found that fanuers ,È/ere uninterested in non-chernical r,veed

management strategies unless they were relatively easy to implement.

Record-Keepin g by Participants

For all groups, less than 60Yo of fields had near-complete rotation history (crop

rotation known for at least 4 of the 5 years previous to PFP) (Table 3-13). There were no

significant differences among goups in this respect. In a fer.v cases, this was due to the

fact that land was recently rented and history was not known. This lack of record-

keeping is surprising because reduced-input farming can be supported by the input of
farnters' knowledge of the cropping system (Van Acker et al., 2007, Bostrom and

Fogelfors, 20Q2a). The proportion of f,relds on which the planting date history \,vas ltear-

complete was also low, with less than 35o/o of farmers in all groups keeping these records.

Such records are irnportant because varied crop rotation, including varied planting dates

can rednce weed adaptation to a specific cropping system (Buhler 2002). Over half of
farmers in all gtroups kept records of pesticide use history. The Canola Council of
Canada (2000) found that fanners with larger farms were more likely to record field

history information. In their study, 79o/o of respondents stated that they kept field history

records for the year previous to the suryey, while 89% kept seeding date records and 98%

kept records of pesticide products used. The short-term nature of assessing record-

keeping in their study and the fact that farmers were asked directly about record-keeping
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rather th¿rn inferring it fiom f,reld recorcls likely account for the signifrcantly higher

indication of record-keeping among respondents in the Canola Council study versus our

shrdy.

Summary

Parlicipation in the project \,vas very good considering tliat typically a very low

proportion of fields are untreated with herbicicles in Manitoba. Famers parlicipated

from most of the agricultural regions in Manitoba, but participation tended to be highest

frorn regions with a history of relatively lorver agrichernical input use, higher levels of

cattle and forage production, and higher levels of reduced-iittug. cropping. Almost 70%

of parricipating f,relds were certifiable as PFP, which represented 83o/o of the land area

included in the project. This indicates that the pursuit of PFP certification was

successful for the majority of participating fields. Farmers rvere intelested in pursuing

PFP for most major crops in Manitoba, but PFP was most successfully achieved for

spring cereals and fall rye. These are relatively low-value crops in Manitoba. There was

some interest and sllccess with PFP in flax; however, there was less interest in PFP in

this crop in tetms of number of fields volunteered for the project versus cereal crops.

There were relatively fewer certifiable canola and winter wheat fields due to the use of
seed treatments ancl fungicides for leaf disease, respectively.

There were no significant differences in farm and f,reld sizes among groups of
participating farmers, or between PFP groups and the random sample of Manitoba

farmers. However, there was a tendency for certifiable, non-transitional fields to be the

smallest of the three parlicipating groups. This, combined with the specific crop choices

for cerlifiable PFP, as well as the regional distribution of participants, suggests that

fanrrers are initially implementing PFP in relatively low-risk situations. Yet, PFP was

still of interest to fatmers from across Manitoba, and the concept was implemented for

major crops on relatively large fields and within large farm operations.

Yields of crops as a percentage of conventional yield averages were not

significantly different among groups. However, yields for certifiable, non-transitional

fields and non-certifiable fields were over 1.3 times long-term organic yield averages,

This demonstrates that the elimination of pesticides for one crop season, rvhen
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perfollìled on fields selectecl by fanners, does not necessarily result in yielcl reductions.

Most downgradir-rg factors for PFP grains were not directly attributable to non-use of
pesticides.

Weeds were the major pest problem requiring pesticide application for most non-

celtif,rable fields. An exception to tliis was winter r.vheat which was treated with

fuügicides for leaf clisease. Otherwise, disease and insect pests were not a problem in

most cerlifiable or non-certifiable fields. Weed densities, as well as farmers' ratings of
weed pressure in certifiable helds suggest that farmers tended to retain relatively weed-

free fields for PFP implementation while fields with higher weed densities tended to be

treated with herbicides.

In most cases, weed densities the year following PFP were not a concern in

certifiable helds that were not in transition to organic. Most famters with certif,rable

fields indicated that they did not expect to increase their pesticide use in future years as a

result of any increases in weed densities associated with implementing PFP. This is a

significant finding as escalations in weed populations are frequently cited as a constraint

for the implementation of herbicide use reduction.

Farmers attempting PFP tended to implement general crop rotation to at least the

same degree as typical fatmers in Manitoba. Use of forage crops in the rotation history

for fields in all groups was higher than is typical for Manitoba fields. Forage crops were

also irnportant in the context of PFP as crops underseeded to forages are often limited in

options for herbicide application. Farmers in all PFP gïoups, but particularly those with

certifiable f,telds, transitional farms, cited the use of forages as an important management

practice for PFP. The regular use of winter cereals in rotation was also higher in fielcls

on which PFP was attempted in comparison to typical Manitoba fields.

A high proportion of farms in the PFP group were producing livestock, and these

levels were typical for Manitoba. Use of livestock on the fam was cited less fi'equently

as au important management practice for achieving PFP than the use of forages. While

livestock production and forage production are linked, forage crops can also be produced

on farms without livestock.

Pesticide Free Production, as an intermediate system of pesticide reduction, may

allow for higher levels of soil conservation practices than organic (or transition to
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organic) production. Signifrcant differences among groups were found for several

tillage ancl herbicicle-related variables. in general, there r,vas an increasing use of
specific tillage trrractices ancl decreasing use of specific herbicide practices as pesticide

ttse reduction wâs implemented. Despite evidence of this tracle-off, it should be notecl

that herbicides can be used in acldition to tillage, rather than as a substitution (Thomas

and Leeson,200l). In adclition, several authors have reporled high usage of
conservation tillage practices among organic famers (Liebig and Doran, 1999b;

Lockerelz et al., 1981). Thet'efore, itmay be possible in some cases to reduce herbicide

use without increasing tillage.

Increased seeding rate was one of the most commonly cited management

practices for irnplementing PFP. Both groups of certifiable fields were seeded with

higher seeding rates more frequently than non-certifiable fields. The use of row spacing

to increase crop competitiveness was not considered as important a practice by

participants.

Seeding date rvas not significantly different among groups, but for all PFP groltps

was approxirnately 1 
"veek 

later than average regional seeding dates. Delayed seeding

was a frequently mentioned management practice, particularly by fanners with

certifiable, transitional fields. Early seeding was also mentioned as an important

managelnent practice by both 'conventional' PFP groups, although less frequently than

delayed seeding.

For several management practices, there was no evidence of differences in level

of use among goups. However, management practices were considered independently

of each other, and combinations of management practices may be more important than

single practices in allowing for pesticide use reduction. Other studies have found that

the use of a single alternative weed management practice is not sufhcient to replace

lrerbicide use (Kirkland and Beckie, 1998; O'Donovan et al., 2001; Hall et al.,2000).

The use or non-use of fertilizer between 'conventional' PFP groups was not significantly

different and did not appear to influence the degree of PFP certífication. Sirnilarly, seed

source was not different betweeu these two groups, nor was the use of a pre- or post-

harvest herbicide the year prior to PFP. The use of a non-residual pre-emergent

herbicide the year of PFP also did not differ among groups. Holvever, the frequency of
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this practice \ /as relatively high for both 'conventional' groups, suggesting that it may

play arole in contributing to PFP certif,rcation.

Less than 60o/o of fàrmers in the study had cornplete field records for crop rotation

history. Lack of f,reld records is likely to be a hindrance in implementing knowledge-

intensive management for reducecl pesticide use. Wrile herbicide use can be recluced or

elirninated on occasion when fanners select fields that have low weed densities, in order

to regularly reduce or eliminate herbicides, alteration of the cropping system is necessary

in order to reduce pest invasion, proliferation, and competition (Van Acker et al., 2001).

In general, the fields and fanners includecl in the two 'conventional' PFP groups

were sirnilar to typical Manitoba levels for most agronomic variables. Management

practices, farm and field size, and yields for certifiable fields, parlicularly those not in

transition to organic, were typical for Manitoba. This suggests that PFP is of interest to

typical Manitoba farmers. Implementation of PFP seems to generally fit with the

traditional technology adoption concept of initial trial in a relatively low-risk manner,

r,vith an exception being that PFP was being implemented on a large commercial-scale,

rather than on a trial scale on individual farms.
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CHAPTER 4

EvlLtj,tl'loN oF'FaRnrnRs lxvor-vBu rirl n Pnsrlclon FRe B pRoouc.iloN (pFp) prlor

Pno¡acr lN MaNtros,{.

INTR.ODUCTION

Extensive pesticide use in Western Canacla has led to concenls about its impact on

the environment, public health, and the economic viability of farrning (Carson, 1962;

Beckie et al., 1999, Pantone,1992; Boyens, 2O0r; denHond et al., lggg). Initiatives to

protllote reduced pesticide use include govemment-funded strategies, grassroots

initiatives such as organic production, frameworks proposed by academics such as IpM,

and eco-label marketing strategies. However, existing strategies for reducing pesticide

use in Manitoba have suffered from limited adoption. The area in organic production in
Manitoba comprises just over 0.Io/o of field crop acreage (unpublished data, OpAM).

Several authors have called for more flexible fi'ameworks for reduced pesticide use such

as IPM or IWM (Swanton ancl Weise, 1991; Stenholm and Wagonner, 1990; Morris and

Winter, 1999); however, such concepts have not been widely irnplemented (Sutherla¡d,

2000).

In respotrse to the limited success of currently available frameworks for pesticide

reduction, Pestioide-Free Production (PFP) was developed by Manitoba farmers,

researchers (University of Manitoba and Agriculture and Agri-Foocl Canada - Brandon),

and extension workers (Manitoba Agriculture and Food) in 1999. PFP is intended to be a

flexible, straightforward framework for reducing pesticide use that rvill appeal to a broad

range of Manitoba farmers. The guidelines prohibit the use of in-crop pesticicle use, seed

treatments, and prior use of residualpesticides. However, a pre-emergent application of a

non-residual pesticide such as glyphosate is pennitted, as is synthetic fertilizer use. In
order to provide a basis for evaluating the potential of PFP as a strategy to reduce

pesticide use in Manitoba, the dernographic and attitudinal characterístics of fields and

farms that PFP is being implemented on need to be characterjzed..
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Accorcling to the traditional theory of technology adoption, the adoption of new

technologies in agriculture is related to demographic chalacteristics and has often been

lound to occttr initially among fanlers who are younger, have more education, operate

larger fanns, and or,vn rather than rent land (Bultena ancl Hoiberg, 1983). However,

'environmental innovations' in agriculture (such as fPM) are considered to be

fundamentally different from traditional agricultural technologies (Vanclay and

Lawtence, 1994; Saltiel et al., 1994; Black,2000; deBuck et al.,2001). Environmental

innovations differ from traditional technological innovations in that they are complex

packages of methods, and they are not universally applicable (different practices are

appropriate for different fanns). In addition to this, the benefits of such practices are not

necessarily restricted to the adopter themselves, but benefit society as a whole (for

exanrple, practices that prevent groundwater contamination) (Saltiel et al., 1994).

Therefore, traditional theories of technology adoption may not adequately describe the

adoption of environmental innovations. In particular, different demographic and

attitudinal variables may be important in the adoption of such practices.

Some studies have found attitudinal and demographic differences between

farmers practicing conventional agriculture and those practicing redLrced-input agriculture

(primarily organic). For example, farmers with reduced-input practices have been found

to have different attitudes about the nature and practice of agriculture (Beus and Durlap,

1991). Comer et al. (1999) found that such farmers are younger, have more education,

and have more off-falm income. However, other studies have found that there are few

demograpliic differences between these groups (Saltiel et al., 1994; Durham 1999;

Lockeretz et al., i981).

The objective of this study was to describe the demographic and attitudinal

characteristics of farmers who participated in a PFP pilot project, with consideration

given to the typical mean and distribution of these variables in Manitoba. In addition, we

wanted to document feedback about PFP from participants in the pilot project.
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MATERIALS AND METÍIODS

Participant Selection

The specihc requirements for Pesticide Free Production meant that the number of
available participants was constrainecl by the level of interest in PFP among Manitoba

fanners. This situation resulted in non-random, pnrposive sampling known as

conveuience sampling, dictated by the need for voluntary sarnples (Tashakkori, 1998).

Alternately, this type of sampling framer,vork in which the population of interest has a

circumstantial definition can be described as a historical sampling framer.vork, in contrast

to experimental or srrrvey sarnpling frameworks (Stokes et al., 2000).

In the late winter of 2000 and 2001, newspaper and radio advertisements were run

asking farmers interested in participating in a Pesticide-Free Production (PFP) on-farm

research project to contact the University of Manitoba via a toll-free number. Word of
mouth amongst farmers and promotion by agdcultural representatives in various regions

also led to some recruitment of volunteers. Several farmers volunteered more than one

field for the project. Farmers that had expressed interest in PFP in 2000 were contacted

in the spring of 2001 to determine theirinterest in participating in 2001. Farmers were

selected to participate if tliey met the requirements for attempting a PFP crop that year.

This meant that they could not use a seed treatrnent and could not have used a herbicide

considered to leave a residual in the soil in previous years (See Appendix A for complete

details of restrictions regarding prior use of residual herbicides for certifiable PFP).

Field Selection

During the first year of the project (2000), there was uncertainty as to how many

fields would be volunteered for the project, so all volunteered field crops were included.

Fields sown to forage crops'were not included. Cereal fields which were being used for

greenfeed or silage were not included; however, if the fanner was uncertain what the end

use of the crop lvould be (forage or grain), the field was included. Because PFP rnay be

viewed as an altemative to certified organic production, volunteered fields that were

certified organic were not included in the project. However, if the farmer was unsure at
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the beginning of the se¿rson if the field would be certified organic that year, the field was

included. Fields in transition to organic were included.

in 2001, it was apparent that there was sufficient interest in PFP that select crops

could be chosen for parlicipation. Only wheat, oats, barley and flax r,vere included in

2001 in order to narrow the locns of the stucly to those crops that had the highest interest

from farmers.

Questionnaire Design

Questionnaire design was based on guidelines and discussion provided by Jacksor-r

(1988), May (1993), Babbie (1990), Sudman and Bradburn (1982). All questionnaires

were offered in accordance with ethical approval requirements of the Joint Faculty

Research Ethics Board, University of Manitoba.

Posr-HnRvEST QUESTIoNNAIRE. All participating farmers were asked to complete a

detailed questionnaire after harvest of the crop (Appendix B). Questionnaires were

mailed to participating farmers and were returned by rnail throughout the winter. There

were two main sections to the questionnaire: agronomic, (field history) questions, and

demographic questions including an instrument designed to determine farmers' attitudes

towards agriculture (Alternative-Conventional Agriculture Paradigm Scale; Beus and

Dunlap, 1991). This is a series of 24 questions designed to measure the basic beliefs and

values plesumed to represent the tr,vo competing perspectives. This instrument was

selected because it had been extensively tested previously, and allowed for comparison

with other farmers used in the original study. The only modification made to this

instrument was to change the tenn "IJ.S. agriculture" to "Nor1h American agriculture."

Questions allowing for feedback about PFP r,vere also included in the demographic

section. Many agronomic questions were the same as those included in the 1997

Manitoba weed survey questionnaire (Thomas et al., 1999), and the 1996 Census of

Agriculture (Statistics Canada, 1997). The questionnairewas pre-tested on 10 subjects at

the University of Manitoba who had farrn backgrounds. Where clarification was required

based on the pre-test results, the questionnaire was modified. After questiomaires were
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retlrmed by participants, questions that were unanswered or unclear were clarified

tluough telephone conversations.

Sorne modifications were made to the survey in 2001 (Appendix C). Some open-

encled questions were moclified for 2001 due to poor response in 2000. These qtrestions

r.vere replaced by a list of options for which responses could easily be checked off by

participants. Options included in the list were basecl on the responses received in 2000.

In adclition, farmers that participated in both 2000 and 2001 received a subset of

demographic questions as it was not necessary to repeat some all of the questions for

these farmers in 2001 (Appcndix D).

Follow-Up QuESTIoNNATRE. Another questionnaire instrument was used to follow up

rvith fanners that had producecl cerlifiable PFP fields in 2000, conducted in the late

slrmmer and early fall of 2001 (Appendix E). Questions were open-ended, and designed

to elicit responses about problems with weed densities the year after PFP, fttture interest,

and any other comments about PFP.

Bas¡uNe SuRvgy oF MANTToBA FARIvIERS. To provide a basis for comparing the results

of the attitude scores of PFP participants to typical Manitoba farmers, a telephone

questioruraire was conducted by lpsos-Reid Corporation (Winnipeg, Manitoba) in

February 2002 (Appendix F). A stratified random sample of 154 farmers, with

proportions representing the population distrìbution in each Manitoba census agricultural

region, was used. The questionnaire consisted of the same attitude questions used in the

written questionnaire for PFP participants (Beus and Dunlap, 1991). A number of

demographic questions were also included.

Researchers at Ipsos-Reid determined that a telephone survey would be the most

appropriate format for this questionnaire because it minirnizes the self-selection of

respondents. Respondents to mailed surveys can read the survey before they agree to

participate, while telephone respondents aglee to participate before the questions are

known (Joanna Karman, Ipsos-Reid Co.p., pers. comm.). Respondents were restricted to

farmers with more than 320 acres of seeded cropland. This is the standard restriction

used by lpsos-Reid to obtain samples of commercial farmers in Westem Canada. The
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margin of enor for this survey was +/- 8o/o at the 95o/o level of confidence. The refusal

rate for the study was 30.3%, which is within the normal range of refusal rates for

agricultural surueys couclucted by Ipsos-Reid (25-35%; Chad Greenall, ipsos-Reicl Co.p.,

pers. comm.).

Categorization of Fields and Farrners

Fields and fatmers were categorized into three clistìnct groups, representing

different levels of commitment to pesticide reduction in the year the PFP crop was

attempted. Grouping categories for field-based and farrn-based ''¿ariables were

comparable, but determined by different criteria because of the differing scale of
observation for these variables. Fields were categorized into three groups: i) non-

certif,rable PFP fields, 2) certifiable PFP fields but not in transition to organic

certification, and 3) certifiable PFP fields in transition to organic production. Therefore

the classification r,vas not based on an objective determination of the "successfulness" of a

field in terms of pest pressure. It was based solely on the fanner's ability to meet the

requirenrents for PFP certification. Farmers were categonzed into three groups

comparable to the grouping for fields: 1) farmers with no certif,rable PFP fields, 2)

farrners r,vith certifiable PFP fields whose fanns were not in transition to organic, and 3)

fatmers with certifiable PFP f,relds whose farms were in transition to organic. It should

be emphasized that the 'non-certifiable' designation does not irnply typical 'conventional'

fields or farmers; rather, the grouping is solely based on the meeting of PFP certification

criteria. In fact, two fields in the 'non-PFP' group were actually in transition to organic

but we¡e not certifiable PFP because a residual herbicide had been used in previous years.

The three categories cau be considered ordinal as per Pretty (1998, p. 288) who described

a proposal for refbrmation of the European Union Common Agricultural Policy which

would include a several-tiered system of payrnents to farmers for farm practices ranging

from basic practices (conventional production), to practices considered to be part of a

transition to more sustainable agriculture, with organic production as the highest tier.

In the discussion of our study's results, the following terminology is used. Fields

not certifiable as PFP are referred to as non-certifiable fields; f,relds certifiable as PFP that

are not in transition to organic are referred to as certifiable, non-transitional fields; and.
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fielcls certifiable as PFP that are in transition to organic are referred to as certifiable,

îrnnsitiottctlfields. For variables that are rneasured on a fanl or farmer-basis, the three

gl'otrps are referred to as farnters with notc:ertifiable fielcls, fanners with certifiable

fi.elds, non-trattsitional fanns, ancl farmers v,ith certifittble fiekl.s, fransitiotnl fctnns.

When considerecl together, the non-cerlifiable fields an<l certif,rable, non-transitional

fields are refered fo as "cotlventional' fields. Quotations are used around the rvorcl

conveutional to indicate that these fields do not necessarily represent typical conventional

fields or fatmers. In fact, some of the helds that were not certifrable were actually in

transition to organic but were not certifiable as PFP because of the use of a residual

herbicide in previotts years, or because the crop was ploughed under due to r.veed

pressure. When considered together, the certif,rable, non-transitional fields and

cerlifiable, transitional fields are called c erttfi able fi el cls .

Categorization of Questionn aire Responses

Several variables were categorized to facilitate comparison between fields in these

groups. Where possible, responses were classified into one of two categories for ease of
presentation of results. Categories were selected to correspond with those used in sources

of comp arative informati on.

Reasons for selecting a field for PFP was assessed by asking respondents to

choose one of a list of options. Responses were placed into one of four categories.

Fields were classified as having had advance preparation for PFP if the farmer stated that

any of the following was a reason for choosing the field: a competitive crop was selected

for the PFP crop, the PFP crop followed a competitive forage stand, an effort had been

made to prepare for low inputs in some other way, or that the field was relatively weed-

free for a number of years prior to the PFP crop. If the only reason given for field

selection was that the held was relatively weed-free at the beginning of the growing

season, the field was classified as having no advance preparation for PFP. Farmers r,vho

stated that the field had been under-seeded to a crop that did not allor.v for herbicide

application, or that they had missed the window for herbicide application \,vere classified

as "PFP by default". However, if a reason was given that also indicated advance

preparation, such as preparation for transition to organic, that reason was used. Fi¡ally,
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the fields r,vere classifiecl as being ir-r transitior.r to organic or not. This series of options

,,vas considered to represent the continuum of increasing eff'or1 or interest in preparing for

PFP, so the option furthest along the continuum (i.e. rvith the rnost efforl) was chosen for

classification if the farmer stated more than one reason lor choosing the field.

Fatmers were categorized, as belorrging to clifferent types of agricultural groups

depending on the nature of the organization. Sustainable agricr.rlture groups included the

Organic Producers Association of Manitoba (OPAM), the National Farmer's Union

(NFU), zero-tillage groups such as the Manitoba Zero Till Research Farm (løfZTRA), and

local sustainable agriculture societies. General farm groups included Keystone

Agricultural Producers (KAP) or Agricore. Comrnodity-based groups included the

Manitoba Canola Growers Association (MCGA) or the Manitoba Cattle Producers

Association (MCPA). Fatmers were classified as belonging to 'other agricultural groups'

if they belonged to groups such as the local drainage committee. Farmers could be

classified as being affiliated with more than one group.

Farmers were categorized as having post-secondary education if they had

completed a minimum of university diploma or degree.

Comparative Data

Data for comparison witli study results was obtained from several sources.

Statistics Canada provided demographic variables through the Census of Agriculture

(Statistics Canada, 1997 and2002). Where possible, recently released data from the 2001

Census of Agricultltre was used for comparison. Otherwise, the 1996 Census was used.

The Organic Producers' Association of Manitoba (OPAM) provided unpublished data

regardir-rg membership and acreage of organic crop production. Regional distribution of
participants was assessed by comparison with the distribution of cropped acreage among

Manitoba ecoregious (as indicated by Thomas et a1., I999a), and census agricultural

regions in the 2001 Census of Agriculture (Statistics Canada,2002). The latter was nlore

useful for this purpose as it described the distribution on a smaller scale. Comparative

data for many agronomic aud demographic variables was obtained from the 1997

Manitoba weed Survey (Thornas et al., 1998 and Thomas et al., r999a). Some

infomation was also obtained from a Canola Council of Canada study in lvhich over 800
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fanners in Westem Canada vvere surueyed (Canola Council of Canada, 2000).

Additionally, a random sluvey of Manitoba färmers was carried out by Ipsos Reid

Corporation (described above) primarily for the pulpose of providing a comparison for

the Alternative-Conventional Agricultural Paradigm Scale (Beus ancl Dunlap, 1991), as

r.vell as several dernographic variables.

Statistical Analysis

Prior to analysis, it was cletermine{ that observations would be combined across

the 2 years of the study. The rationale for this approach is the inherent diversity of the

fields and farmers involved in the project, which allows for the distinction of groups

based on several criteria, including ecoregion, soil type, tillage system, rotation history,

or year. Given the relatively small number of participants, ancl the exploratory nature of
the study, it r.vas impractical and ururecessary to separate obseruations based on each of
these criteria. The resulting groups would be so small as to prohibit meaningful

comparison. In addition, the variability resulting from the range in regions and

management practices is likely to be as large as or larger than the variability associated

lvith year effects. The maintenance of one data set from our purposive sampling method

provided representation of a broad description of farmers and fields involved in PFP. We

ìvere therefore able to examine whether differences among fields or farmers

implementing pesticide use reduction to varying degrees are robust across site-years and

agronomic management practices. Similarly, Rydberg and Milberg (2000) argued that

geographic differences were of less interest in a survey of r,veed flora on organic farms

because such factors cannot be manipulated by farmers.

In the case of repeat participants over the two years, duplicate values for farmer-

based demographic variables were removed, so each farm was only included o¡ce. For

variables for which the farmer's response could vary from year to year, farmers who

provided the same response both years were inclucled (as a single observation), while

those that provided clifferent responses each year lvere eliminated from the dataset.

Statistical analysis r.vas caried out using SAS (SAS lnstitute, North Carolina,

USA). PROC GLM r'vas used to perform analysis of variance (ANOVA) for comparisons

of continuous numerical variables between groups. Group was the only source of
variation included in the model.
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Nomality was testecl using Shapiro-Wiik's W, and Bartlett's test was used to test

for homogeneity of variances among grorrps. In several situations, distribution of data

dicl not meet the assumption of normality, and transformations dicl not confer normality.

In these cases, PROC NPARIWAY was used to generate Mann-Whitney U tests (for 2-

gloLlp tests) and Kruskal-Wallis tests (for tests among more than 2 groups). These tests

are considered to be non-parametric equivalents of 2-sarnple t-tests and one-way

ANOVA, respectively (Stokes et al., 2000). In cases where the outcome of a non-

pararnetric test agrees with the outcome of ANOVA (i.e. significant or not signif,rcant aT.

the p<0.05 level), the result of the ANOVA was presented. This was true in most cases

with tlie exception of: average scores of personal or family health concerns as a reason

for PFP, and comparison of farm size between study participants and the random sample

of Manitoba farmers. For some variables, data could be transformed to meet normality.

However, if results agreed with the outcome of ANOVA on the untransfonned data, the

results for the untransformed data were presented. This was the case for average farm

size.

For variables analyzed using ANOVA, Fishers Protected LSD was used to

separate means. For variables that required analysis with non-parametric methods, pair-

wise comparisons of groups using the Mann-Whitney U test were carried out if the

overall Kruskal-Wallis test was significant at the 0.05 level. For categorical variables,

contingency tables were used to generate pairwise comparisons between groups wben the

overall chi-square test was significant (p:0.05).

PROC FREQ was used to generate contingency tables and chi-square statistics for

comparisous of frequencies of categorical data. For tables with two groups and two

response variables, Pearson's chi-square was used to test for the null hypothesis of no

general association between treatment and response. For larger tables with three grollp

categories and ordinal or binomial response categories, the Mantel-Haenszel chi-square

was used to test for linear response (Stokes et al., 2000). Ordinal response variables with

more than 2 categories could not be considered evenly spaced integer values, so

standardized midranks were used (Stokes et a1.,2000). If the response variable was not

considered ordinal, Pearson's chi-square was used. This was the case for comparisons

between the random sample of Manitoba farmers and farmers involved in the PFP study.
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It was also the case for sonìe questions to which there were mole than trvo possible

responses that could not be considerecl to be a linear progression. When zero counts were

generatecl in atable, or if more than20o/o of table cells had an expected value of less tl-ran

5, Fisher's exact test was used (Stokes et al., 2000).

Questions for which there was more than two possible responses, and responses

were mutually exclusive, were analyzed using chi-square tests on the basis of the

distribution of responses in each group rather than the proportion of lesponses for each

individual response category. This occurred for responses to questions regarding farmers'

approach to PFP during early-season crop development (Table 4-5), the reason the field

r,vas selected for PFP (Table 4-6), interest in attempting PFP in a regular rotation (Table

4-13), and length of time before PFP would be attempted on the same field (Table 4-14).

Despite the relatively large number of variables considered in the study, no

adjustment was made for increasing risk of type I error. Multivariate Analysis of
Variance (MANOVA) was not appropriate for use in this stu<ly given its inability to

handle categorical and missing data. Due to the nature of the study, which depended on

the ability of farmers to provide information, missing values were common for many

variables. MANOVA requires a complete matrix of observations, and as such, could

have only been performed on a small subset of the original data. An altemative to the

MANOVA procedure, Bonferormi's adjustment (or Bonferonni's correction), was also not

applied because of its very conservative nature, which prohibits adequate discussion of
the outcome of this exploratory study. In a non-experimental study of this type,

inferential methods are limited because of the observational nature of the study.

Therefore, outcome of statistical tests should always be treated with caution in tenns of
irnplying cause and effect. Given the conservative context in which the study can be

discussed, it was not necessary to use extremely conservative hypothesis testing

procedures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Participation

Farmer response to recluests for potential PFP fields was very good, considering

that typically less than 1% of fields in annual cereal or oilseed crops are not sprayed with
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lrerbicide in Manitoba (Thomas et al., 1999a). A total of 71 farmers and 120 fields wer-e

incluciecl in the project in 2000 and 2001.

In 2000, 78 farrners expressed interest in participating in the project, and 47o/o

(37) had fields included in the project. In 2000, 119 famrers expressed interest i¡
parlicipating, and 52% (62) hatt fields on which they attempted to grow a PFP crop.

However, only 40 of these farmers were actually includecl in the project in 2001, due to a

restriction of which crops were considered for the study (only wheat, oats, barley and flax

in 2001).

A total of 8l fields belonging to 79 farmers offered in early spring 2001 were not

included in the project. The prirnary reason for lack of inclusion (the reason for 44o/o of
fields) was that the crop being gÍown was not one of the 4 crops targeted for the 2001

season (wheat, oats, barley or flax). The second most common reason (the reason for

33o/o of fields) was that the farmer decided to spray the field for weed pressure before a

visit could be made to the field. Other reasons for lack of inclusion were past use of a

residual herbicide on the field (12% of fields), distance from the research station (7% of
fields) and the use of a seed treatment (5% of fields).

Thirty-five percent (13) of the participants in 2000 who were contacted in the

spring of 2001 planned to grow a PFP crop in 200L However, only 8 of these farmers

had fields included in the project in 2001, for the reasons indicated above. Excluding

participating fields in transition to organic production, only one farmer attempted PFP on

the same fteld 2 years in a row; however, in the second year this f,reld was sprayed for

weed control and it did not achieve PFP certification.

Crops Offered for Participation

Fields seeded to a total of i6 crops were volunteered for the project. Only 11

crops v/ere included because in 2001 we restricted rvhich crops were being considered in

the study (only r.vheat, oats, barley and flax in 2001) (Table 4-1). Primary interest by

farmers was in spring and winter cereals (spring wheat, winter r,vheat, fall rye, barley, and

oats), as well as flax. In 2000, all grain crops volunteered by farmers were included; in

200I, only spring wheat, oats, barley and flax were included. Soybean, buckwheat,

hemp, and canola were included in 2000. ln 2001, a small number of fababean, alfalfa
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seed, com, peas, sunflower

included in the project clue to

and various forage crop fielcrs were volunteered but not

the restriction regarding which crops were eiigible in 2001.

Table 4-1. Number of fields volunteered for the on-farm research project and
proportion certiflable as pesticide Frec production (pFp) by crop.

Number included in project Proportion certifiable
Spring

Oats

Barley
Flax

Fall rye

Winter wheat

Canola

Buckwheat

Soybean

Durum wheat

36

33

20

8

8

6

3

J

I

I

I

67%

t9%
6s%

63%

100%

17%

0%

100%

100%

0%

100%
All croos lZ0 6g%

Regional Participation

Participants volunteered from virtually all agricultural regions of Manitoba (Table
4-2) (See Appendix H for maps of Manitoba ecoregions and census agricultural regions;
Appendix M for map of paficipating fields). However, there were proportionally ferver
participating fields from the highly productive south-central region of the province
(adapted from Manitoba Crop l¡surance Corporatio n, 2002), and proportionally more
participating fields from regions that typically have higher levels of cattle and forage
production (adapted from Statistics Canada,2002), and reduced or zero-tillage (Thomas
et al', 1999a). As compared to the distribution of cropped land in the 2001 Census of
Agriculture, there were more participating fields from the south-western corner of the
province (Census agricultural regions I and 2; 45o/o of participating fields), compared to
the census distribution (22%, Statistics Canada, 2002). There were also more
parlicipating fields from the Interlake region (regions 1 I and 12; 22% of participating
fields) compared to the census distribution (ll%). In contrast, there was less
participation in the south-central area of the province (regions 7, g and 9; l6yo of
participants) compared to the census distribution (37%). The south-central area of
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Manitoba is the most intensively farmed region of the province, as indicated by the

proportron of farms applying agrichemicals (adapted from Statistics Canada, 2002). The

regional distribution of parlicipants in this study was consistent with the idea that higher

yield potential increases the incentive for herbicide use (Pannel, 1990), and farmers from

regions with lower yield potential would therefore be more likely to participate in pFp.

Other studies have also found region to be an important consideration for the adoption

and success of reduced pesticide use. Smolik et al. (1995) suggested that reduced-input

systems may be more profitable in regions outside the U.S. Corn Belt. Marra and Kaval

(2000) found that crop type and region were signifìcant factors in determining the relative

profitability of conventional versus organic production. Constance et al. (1995) found

that region was a better predictor of support for pesticide reduction than individual farm

characteristics. Rydberg and Milberg (2000) noted that organic farms in Sweden tend to

be located in specific regions. Bellinder et al. (1994) found that cropping system, which

is regionally determined, strongly influenced the effectiveness of European pesticide

reduction strategies.
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Table 4-2. Number and distribution of fields volunteered for the Pesticide f're. p.oA,r.tion
PFP) on-farm research nroiect bv ecor and census agricultural resion'

Ecoregion or
Census Agricultural Region

Distribution of
Manitoba agricultural Number of project

fields in each region

Proportion of
project fields in

qeq!_Iggt"n --Distribution Manitobc¿ ecor IOnS"

Aspen Parkland
Lake Manitoba Plairi
Interlake Piain
Mid-Boreal Uplands
Southwest Manitoba Uplands
Boreal Transition
Lake of the Woods

s0%
36%
8%
I%
r%
4%
I%

s6%
24%
t8%
3%
0%
0%
0%

67
29

2T

J

0

0

0
Total 100% 120 r00%

Distribution Manitoba census riailtural
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3
Region 4
Region 5

Region 6
Region 7
Region 8
Region 9
Region 10

Region 11

tt%
r1%
t0%
4%
4%
8%
14%
t6%
"7 0,///o
ao/L/O

s%
6%

25

29
12

0

0

7

11

2

6

1

l1
14

2t%
24%
rc%
0%
0%
6%
9%
10/
L /f)

s%
I%
9%
r2%Resion 12

100% 100%
'See Appendix F for maps of Manitoba ecoregions and census agricultural regions.
vDistribution of cropped acreage in spring cereals and oilseeds (Thomas et al., 1999a).
*Distribution of land in crops in the 2001 Census of Agriculture, adapted from Statistics
Canada (2002).

PFP Certification

A total of 2368 ha of the land area volunteered for the project was certifiable as

PFP. This represented 83% of the total land area volunteered for the project. Over the

trvo years of the project, 68% of all fields included in the project were certifiable as pFp.

The proportion of certifiable fields varied depencling on the crop type (Table 4-1). No

canola fields r,vere certifiable, as PFP cerlification does not allow for the use of seed

treated r.vith a fungicide or insecticide. Ninety-five percent of canola growers use a seed
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treatment (Canola Council of Canada,2000), anci forgoing the insecticidal seecl treatrnent

in particulat requires diligent scouting for flea beetles (Phyttotretct crttcifercte Goeze and

Plryllotreta striolaÍa Fabricius) in c¿rse foliar insecticicle application is required. Some

fanners interested in attempting PFP canola indicated that they were not prepared to

make the time commihnetrt required to scout fìelds for potential insecticide treatment. A
preventative seed treatnetrt was seen as much more convenient by these farmers. This

fact is likely to limit the success of PFP cânola, although the elimination of a seed

treatment may be more feasible dr-rring years when the flea beetle population is low and if
practices such as trap crops are nsed to limit their impact (J. Gavloski, pers. comm.).

Canola is a major crop in Manitoba, covering over 750 000 ha in 2001 (Statistics Canada,

2002). Despite this, only 4%o of fields volunteered for the project in 2000 were canola

fields. This suggests relatively lorv levels of interest in canola as a PFP crop on the part

of farmers.

Only 17o/o of the winter wheat fields were certifiable, due to the application of
fungicide to control leaf diseases. Winter wheat is an excellent candidate for elimination

of in-crop herbicide because it competes well with weeds. The fact that Fusarium head

blight (Fttsarium spp.) (FHB) is usually avoided because winter wheat flowers earlier

than spring wheat (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 2001a) adds to the potential of
r,vinter wheat as a PFP crop. However, current varieties gro\,vn in Manitob a are

susceptible to leaf diseases. In 2000, less than 2o/o of the total wheat acreage in Manitoba

was winter wheat (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 2001a), although the acreage has

increased in recent years (Fowler, 1997). The need for snow trapping to provide

insulation for the crop tends to limit winter r.vheat to minimum and zero-tillage

production areas. Given the small acreage that winter wheat covers in Manitoba, it is
worth noting that l0o/o of fields offered for parlicipation in 2000 were winter wheat. This

indicates significant interest in winter wheat as a potential PFP crop. The first variety of
winter wheat (UM 5089) with resistance to leaf spot diseases has been proposed for

registration (Anonynous, 2002). This may improve the prospects for PFP winter rvheat.

Other crops were more sllccessful in terms of PFP certification. All fall rye and

buckwheat fields included in the project were certifiable. These two crops are

traditionally not sprayed r.vith in-crop herbicide. Fall rye is an excellent competitor with
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v/eeds, partly because of its fall planting date. Buckwheat is usually seeded later tha¡

most other crops in this region due to frost sensitivity, ancl this may allow it to escape

cornpetition r.vith early-emerging rveecls. in addition, there are fer.v in-crop herbicides

registered for buckwheat and no registered seecl treatments (Manitoba Agricultr-rre and

Foocl,2001Ð. Sixty'1¡t." percent of flax fields were certifiable. This proportion can be

considerecl relatively high as flax is not a good competitor with weeds. The high

proportion of certifiable flax helds can be attributed in part to the fact that half of the flax

fields were in transition to organic, or underseeded to forage species that did not allow for

herbicide application. Three of the f,rve farmers producing certifiable PFP flax rated their

satisfaction with its production to be poor. This represented a higher proportion of
farmers indicating low satisfaction with a certifiable PFP crop than was evident for

farmers producing cereal crops. A high percentage of oat, spring wheat, and barley fields

r'vere also certifiable (79yo,670/o and 65% respectively), indicating the potential of PFP to

be successfully irnplemented in the production of these significant Westem Canadian

crops.

Questionnaire Response Rate

Ou a per-farmer basis, the questionnaire response rate fì'om PFP participants was

96%. On a per-field basis, the response rate was slightly lor.ver, at95o/o, because a few

fanners completed questionnaires for sorre, but not all, of the fields they included in the

project.

Even after clarification was attempted via telephone, lnany surveys were missing

some information. Many farmers either did not have complete field records, or had

recently rented land for which they did not have complete field history. In addition,

University of Manitoba ethical guidelines required a clause to be included in the suruey

indicating that respondents could refuse to answer any questions they preferred not to.

As a result, variables differ in the number of observations available for analysis. In

addition, because several farmers volunteered rnore than one field for the project, the

number of observations for farm-based variables is less than those for fielcl-based

variables.
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R.easons for Participant Interest in PFP

For all three groups of parlicipants, the highest ranking reason for interest in pFp

was the desire to reduce input costs, and there were no significant diffelences in the score

values among groups (p:0.89) (Table 4-3). The high level of interest in reduci¡g i¡put
costs across all groups can be attributed to the fact that many famrers in western Canada

are cttrently in financial difficulty (Boyens, 2001). Farmers face uncertainty in terms of
gror,ving conditions and cornmodity prices, but can control costs by reducing input use.

In 2000, pesticides represented 8%o of total farm costs in Manitoba, and expenditure on
pesticicles hacl increased 25o/o since 1995.(Manitoba Agriculture and Food program and

Policy Analysis, 2001). Interest in organic production has shifted from its original social

and environmental motivation to an economic motivation (Cacek and Langer, 1986), and

the same incentive trend may be true for other reduced-input approaches such as pFp.

Farmers rvithout cerlifiable fields had significantly higher interest in marketing
opportunities than farmers with certifiable fields, non-transitional farms. This result

suggests that 'conventional' fatmers rvith certif,iable PFP fields were less interested in
PFP as a marketing strategy than farmers without certifiable fields. Marketing

opportr"urities were ranked as the least important reason for interest in PFP by this group.

In contrast, for farmers with non-cerlifiable fields, marketing opporlunities ranked

second, with interest in reducing input costs being the only reason of more inter.est. This
may suggest that farmers who did not retain fields for certifiable PFP did so partly
because of the lack of marketing opportunities for PFP grain at that point in time. It may
also suggest that this group would be more likely to implement PFP if such opportu¡ities
were available. Marketing opportunities for PFP grain are currently improving, due to

the recent addition of a marketing manager to the pFp Farmers' co-op.

There \,vere no signihcant differences in average scores in terms of interest in pFp

as a means to reduce the risk of pesticide resistance (p:0.23). Interest in pFp for this
reasotl tended to be less important than other reasons, particularly for farmers with
cerlifiable fields. Herbicide resistant weecls can result in significant control costs for
famrers. Such costs are estimated at $4 million (Can) annually in Westem Canada.

Rogers (1983) noted that adoption of new practices is often
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Table 4-3.

(3roup

easons

Farmers without certifiable fields
Farmers with certífiable fields, non_transitional farms
Farmers with certifiable fields, transitional farms

or farmer inteiest in

p-value for group effect'

a-O lvleansto',oú"
'Number of observations within pFp groups for a particularvRanges from 1-S; 5 indicates high interest
'see Materiars and Methods for deiails of statisticar tests use,c
"Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test used.

esticide roduction

Reducing
input costs

Jr
(,J

Marketing Reducingrisk

opportunitiã. Pesticide
resistance

4.67 (0 13)
4.55 (0 14)
4.56 (0.21)

Means are

a part¡cular variable

0.89

4.46 (0
3.12 (0

4.07 (0.

lowed

,Lt )cl

23)b
19)ab

> 0.05

standard errors

of Environmental _Personal or

concerns tî'y"nit.

0.0003

4.07 (0.30)
3.5s (0.21)
3.98 (0.24)

ng to Fishers proGõted t

(n=65)

0.23

arentheses.

3.s3 (0.29)
3.97 (0.18)
4 25 (0 19)

(n=66)

3.93 (0.32)a
3 98 (0 19)a
4 56 (0.18)b

11 0.03*



triggered by problerns with the existing procluction system. There is evidence that the

occuffence of herbicicle resistant weeds can trigger the acloption of reduced pesticide

practices, For example, Sutherland (2001) found that adoption of IWM in Australia was

related to the severity of herbicide resistant weed ploblems experienced by fanners.

Tliirty-three percent,of farmers participating in oLrr study in 2001 indicated that they hact

had herbicide resistant weecls ou their farms. However, problerns and costs associ¿rted

with helbicide resistant weeds in Manitoba are not as severe as they are in Australia.
This may explain the relatively low level of interest in PFP for this reason.

While interest in PFP because of pnvironmental concems was not significantly
different among groups (p:0.11), there was an increasing level of interest in pFp forthis
reason as pesticide use among groups decreased. In particular, this was the least

important reason for interest from farmers without certifiable fields. Concem about

environmental pollution is consistently positively correlated with willingness to adopt

pesticide reduction practices (Constance et al., 1995). Egri (1999) found that while
concerrl about the environment is an important factor in determining interest in organic
production, such concems are often over-ridden by economic factors. The combination
of lower average scores for environmental concem and higher scores for interest ili
marketing among lanners with non-certifiable fields may be an example of this
phenomenon.

Interest in PFP because of health concerns, either on a personal or family level,
was significantly different among gïoups. Interest based on this reason was sig¡ificantly
higlier for fanners with certifiable fields, transitional farms than for either of the other
tr'vo groups. Several farmers in this group commented that they had experienced legative
health effects from exposure to pesticides in the past. Resulting interest i¡ PFP for this
reason is consistent with the idea that pesticide reduction is more likely when pesticide

use has a direct negative impact on the farmer (sutherrand, 200i).

Participant Interest in Organic Production

Of the two groups that were not in transition to organic, just under 600/o of farmers

in each group stated that they had consiclered organic production (Table 4-4). This was

similar to the proportion found in the random sarnple of Manitoba farmers (56%). There
lvere no significant differences among participant goups and the random sample.

Among farmers in the project, there was a diversity of viewpoints regarding the viability
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Tab 44. Demo

Group

Farmers without certifiable pFp fields
Farmers with certifiabie fields, non{ransitional farms
Farmers with certifiable fields, transitional farms

arcteristics

P-value for PFP participant group effect'

Random sample of Manitoba farmers (n=154)v

armers attem

P-value for Manitoba farmers versus pFp groupsu 0.3S* 0.25 0.1S 0.030 . - ,r*a-b
'Analysis does not include farmers already in transition to organic. euestion was asked in 2001 only.vNumber of observations within pFp groups for a particurar variabre.
'P-value for Mantel-Haenszel chi-square (linear association). see Materials and Methods for details of statistical test used*F¡shers 

exact test was used due to small sample sizes.uRandom 
sample of 154 Manitoba farmers conducted by rpsos Reid corp (winnipeg, MB).uPearson 
chi-square for general association.

Who have
considered

organic
production'

sticide Free

è(¡

With net
Younger farm income with Post-

than bs over secondary

$2s,ooo education

roduction

EA4

58.8

Percen

1.00*

61 5

889
72.7

55.6 74.7

0.12'

83.3
52.0
66.7

0.61

Employed
off-farm

76'.9

65.4
50.0

72.6

Who are
Producing certified
livestock seeri

growers

0.10

20.0
?o?
39.1

43.4

0.29

46.7

42.9
4J.5

0.87

20.0
21.4
34.8

37.7

0.26



and attractiveness of organic production. Those already in transition to organic

productiotr saw PFP as a viable alternative market that would be beneficial to tl-renl

during transition; however, several of these famers commented that they thought the

complete chemical elimination of organic production was preferable to PFP. Farmers dicl

not express concern.that PFP might 'compete' with organic. Several zero-tillage farners
(who were not in transition to organic) thought that the combination of zero-tillage and

PFP could be considered more sustainable than organic production that relies on tillage

for weed control. There were a ferv participants who were farming organically but were

not cerlified organic fatmers. They cited.lhe cost of organic certification and marketing

difficulties as disincentives to organic certification. A few other farmers were interested

in organic production but cited difficulties in obtaining certification because they were

interested in cycling in and out of organic production on a given field. This r.vas not

looked upon favoutrably by organic certification agencies. Another farmer had been

practicing long-term, continuous pesticide-free production already, with the use of
fertilizer. These farmers were interested in PFP as an altemative to the difficulties they

saw rvith organic production, particularly if PFP certification was inexpensive and

provided some premium marketing opportunities. For several farmers, PFP became a

label for reduced-pesticide practices that they were already implementing but that dicl not

meet the criteria for organic certification.

Of the 25 farmers in transition to olganic production (35o/o of all participants),

44o/o indicated that they were planning to convert their whole farm to organic production.

The rest were not planning to or were unsure. Organic certification guidelines now

require that the entire farm be converted to organic production within a certain time

frame (OPAM allo',vs 10 years) (Lara Scott, OPAM, pers. comm.). Some farmers who

are interested in organic production but may not want to convert their entire farm to

organic may become more interested in intermediate strategies like PFP as this guideline

is implemented.

Reason Fields were Selected for a PFP Attempt
Fields on which PFP was attempted were selected for various reasons. These

reasolls were grollped into 1 of 4 categories, based on the level of planning or

commitment to a reduced-pesticide crop yeâr (Table 4-5). It should be noted, horvever,

that fields in transition to organic production did not necessarily receive more preparation

for reduced-inputs than other fields that were not in transition to organic. Only the two
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'conventional' gloups of fanners were

cerlifiable, transitional fields chose to

transition to organic production.

in this analysis, as all those with

PFP because they were already in

included

attempt

Table 4-5. Reason field rvas selected for Pesticide Free Production (PFP) attempt 1n=80jt

Group
PFP No advance

was by preparation
defaultY inclicated*

Prepared in Field was in
advance for transition to
low inputsn' organic"

Percentage of helds
Non-certifiable fields

Certifiable, non-transitional helds
3.i
18.8

25.0

t0.4
62.s

70.8

9.4

0.0

P-value for group effectu: 0.0094

"Excludes goup of certifiable fielcls in transition to organic as all of these fields were
selected because they were in transition.
]'Field was underseeded to a forage species that did not allow for herbicide application, or
window for herbicide application was missed.

'Only reason given was that the field 'uvas relatively weed-free at the beginning of the
growing seasorl.

"Producers noted that the field was relatively weed-free in years previous to PFp, or they
were preparing specifically for low input production.

"Some non-certifiable fields were in transition to organic. These were not sprayed in-
crop, but had a residual herbicide that made them ineligible.
"Fisher's exact test was used due to small sarnple sizes. Analysis r,vas basecl on
differences in distribution of reasons, rather than differences in the proporlion of
responses for individual reasons.

There r,vere significant differences between the two groups rvith respect to the

distribution of fields selected for PFP for these reasons (p:0.009a). Nineteen percent of
certifiable, non-transitional fields were selected for PFP 'by default';"meaning that the

window for herbicide applicatiorl was missed, or the field was underseeded to a forage

species that did not allow for herbicide application. However, it is probable that farmers

chose relatively weed-free helds for a forage establishment year, as they would have been

aware of the lack of herbicide options in this situation. Three percent of non-ceftifiable

fields were indicated as being selected for this reason; however, tliese fields were deemed

not certifiable due to the prior use of a residual herbicide. A higher proportion of non-

certifiable fields (25%) versus certifiable, transitional fields (Il%) were selected for a
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PFP attempt without the tàrmer indicating any aclvance preparation for low inputs.

Selection of fielcls for PFP on the basis of aclvance preparation lor reduceil-input crop

ploduction was the most cotnrnon reason given for both grollps, with over half of
participants in each group inclicating that this was why they selected fields for pFp.

However, famrers 'uvith certifiable, non-transitional fielcls cited this reason more

frequently (71%) than farmers with non-certifiable fields (63%). Given a general lack of
rotational planning among fanlers in this region (Canola Council of Canada, 2001;
Fowler, L997), it is noteworthy that such a high percentage of fanners in both groups

indicated advance preparatiou for reduced inputs. Because the grouping criteria
precludecl the existence of fields in transition to organic in the certifiable, non-transitional
gl'oup, no fields in this group are categorized as being chosen for this reason. Nine
percent of non-certifiable fields rvere chosen because they i,vere in transition to organic

prodrtction. These tron-cerlif,table fields that were in transition to organic were not
certifiable because of the use of residual herbicides prior to the PFP attempt. These

results suggest that farmers with cedifiable fields were more likely than farmers without
cerlifiable fields to have prepared in advance for reduced-pesticide use.

Level of commitment to PFP During Early-season crop Development

Results suggest that farmers with certifiable fields had higher levels of
commitment to achieving PFP certification than farmers r,vithout certifiable fields. There

rvere significant differences among goups of farmers with respect to the distribution of
commitment level to produce a PFP crop during the early stages of crop development

(p:<0'001) (Table 4-6). None of the farmers with non-certifiable fields indicated that

they plamred not to spray the potential PFP field regardless of pest pressure. In contrast,

2lo/o of fanners with certifiable, non-transitional fields and, 85o/o of farmers with
certifrable, transitional fields indicated this. Forty-three percent of the farmers with non-

certifiable fields indicated that at this early stage of crop development, they thought they
probably rvould apply pesticide to the field, r,vhile only 160/o of farmers with certif,rable,

non-transitional fields and 8o/o of farmers with certif,rable, transitional fields indicated

this.
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Table 4-6. Farmers' approach to Pesticide Free Production (PFp) during early-
season c development (n:32; question asked in 2001 onl

Group
Probably
spray the

crop

Probably not
spray the crop

Not spray the crop
regardless ofpest

pressure

Percentage of fanners indicating that their plans
were to

Farmers withor,rt certi f,rable fi elds

Farmers with cenifiable fields,
non-transitional fanns

Fanners with certifiable f,relds,
transitional farms

42.9

15.8

7.7

57.Iab

63.2ct

8.0å

0.0a

21.1u

84.6b

P-value for group effect': <0.001

r¿-å Means followecl by the same letter are not significantly different (P > 0.05).

'Fisher's exact test was usecl dr"re to small sample sizes. Analysis was based on
differences in distribution of approaches, rather than proporlion of responses for each
approach.

Demographic Characteristics of Participants

Ace op PaRtlclpeNts. Age group was not significantly clifferent among project

participants, nor between participants and the random sample of Manitoba farmers (Table

4-4). However, 89o/o of farmers witli cenifiable fields but not in transition to organic

were under 55, the highest proportion of the three groups. Famrers in transition to

organic were older on average (73Yo under 55), as were the farmers without certifiable

fields (62%). WitÌrin the random sample of Manitoba farmers, 75o/o of those surueyed

r,vere under 55. According to the 1996 Census of Agricuhure,6g0/o of Manitoba farmers

itt 1996 rvere under 55 (Statistics Canada, 1997), but this proportion has most likely
increased since 1996. The role of age in predicting environmental concern among

farmers has generally been inconsistent (Constance et al., 1995).

NutueER oF YEARS oF- FARMTNG ExnERIENCE. The average number of years of farming

experience was not significantly different among groups (p:0.1 1) (Table 4-7). However,

there was a tendency for farmers with certifiable, non-transitional fields to have less years

of farming experience than the othertr.vo groups. This trend is likelyrelated to that found

for age of fatmers. Groups with a higher proportion of younger fanners also had a lor,ver

average number of years farming.
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F¡nvt lNcolvle. Farmers rvith certifiable fields, non-transitional farms had the lorvest

proportion of farrns with net farm income over $25,000 (52% of fanlers) (Table 4-4).

Average net farm income in Manitoba was $21,815 in 2001 (Statistics Canada, 2002). A
larger proportion of fanners without certifiable fields had net income above $25,000

(83%). However, these clifferences were not significant. Tliis finding is inconsistent with

the traditional technology acloption theory of the diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 1983),

as higher income is often associated with higher levels of adoption of new technologies.

However, critics have argued that 'environmental innovations' such as reduced pesticide

use are a special case (e.g. Saltiel et al., 1994), such that traditional demographic

predictors of adoption are less important. Farm income is generally not significantly

associated with farmers' concem about the environment (Constance et al., 1995). Net

farm income of project participants was not significantly different from that found in the

random sarnple of Manitoba farmers.

EoucnrtoNal- LEvst-. All PFP participant groups had higher proportions of post-

seconclary education than the random sample. Post secondary education was also more

common for all three groups than that found for Manitoba farmers in the i996 Census of
Agliculture (36%) (Statistics Canada, 1997). There was also a significant difference

between the proportion of farmers in each of the participant groups that had post-

secondary education and the random sample of Manitoba farmers (43%) (p:0,03). This

suggests that farmers attempting PFP tended to have higher levels of education than is

typical in Manitoba. This finding is consistent i.vith traditional technology adoption

theory which predicts that farmers with more education will be more likely to adopt new

innovations (Rogers, 1983). However, the same trend is not eviclent among the three PFP

participant groups. There was a decreasing proportion of participants with post-

secondary education as groups moved toward reducing their pesticide use (p:0.i0)
(Table 4-4). Fatmers without certifiable fields had the highest proportion of post-

secondary education (77%), while 65% of farmers with certifiable fields but not in
transition to organic and 50o/o of farmers in transition had post-secondary education.

Most comparisons between conventional and organic farmers do not show significant

differences in educational level (Egri, 1999; Constance et a1.,1995).
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O¡r-F¡rnvt Evpi-ovpteNt. There was a lower proportion of off-farm employment among

farmers without certif,rable fields (20%) than the other two groups (both 39%) (Table 4-

4), but these differences rvere not significant. There is no consensus regarding the level

of oflf-farm income and pesticide reduction (Constance et al., 1995). The higher

proporlion of off-fann work among oertifiable groups n.raybe relatecl to the fact that tl-rey

have the ability to experirnent more with pesticide use reduction because they have

altemate income. Supplemental income may also result fi'om a spouse's off-farm income,

however, this was not considered in the study. Farmers with off-farm employment may

have less time to devote to farming, so PFP might occur by clefault because of a lack of
time for weed control operations. This was suggested by a ferv farmers participating in
the project who had ftrll-tirne off-farm work. The fact that more non-ceftifiable farmers

did not work off the farm might be explained by the fact that as their prirnary occupation,

they are more concerned about long-term consequences like weed seed return, as r,vell as

the immediate costs associated with weed infestations. In contrast, it might have been

expected that a farmer who dicl not work off the farm rnight have more opportunity to

manage his or her system for successful PFP.

NUH¿eeR oF PEOPLE lNvoLveo N FARM OpeRrrrroN. The number of people involved in

the farm operation was not significantly different among groups (Table 4-7). It might

have been expected that the more people involved in the famr operation, the more time

there would be for management in order to achieve PFP. This explanation is similar to

the one we offered for off-farm work levels and PFP adoption. However, farm size

should also be considered in this assessrnent, as availability of time for managing the

farm operation depends on the land base per person involved. There was a general tren<1

toward less land famr operator as groups moved toward reduced pesticide use; horvever,

differences among groups were not significant (Table 4-7).

Ft¡lp AND FARM SIZE. Differences in field size among participant groups were not

significant at the p:0.05 level, but because the level was only p:0.065, the trends in the

data wamant discussion (Table 4-7). Field size for the entire group ranged from 3.2 ha to

i30 ha. The largest difference in average held size was between the two groups of
certifiable fields. Certifiable fields in transition to organic averaged 38.6 ha, while

certifiable fields not in transition to organic averaged 25.5 ha. Average field size
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Group

Farmers without ce¡.tifiable pFp fields
Farmers with certifiable fields, non-transitional farms
Farmers with certifiable fields, transitional farms

P-value for PFP pariicipant group effect*

Random sample of Manitoba farmers,

P-value for Manitoba farmers versus pFÞ grorps"
LSD for comparing Manitoba farmers with pFp groups

Group

Farmers without certifiable pFp fields
Farmers with certifiable fields, non{ransitional farms
Farmers wilh certifiable fields, transitional farms

and farmers attempting to p.oOì

Average
farm size

(ha)

P-value for PFp participant group effect* 0.19 0.65 0,11

;#:i;Hï::llî:1;"J,il 
Asricultural Paradism scale; scores range from 24 to l2owith tower scores indícarins adherence to a conventionat paradism

vNumber of observations within pFp groups for a particurar variabre,
'This is a field-scale variable, therefore grouping was based on certification and organic transition status of individual fìelds, not farmers.*see Materials and Methods for detairs of statisticar tests used.uF¡shers 

exact test was used due to small sample sizes.
'Random sample of 154 Manitoba farmers conducted by rpsos Reid corp. (winnipeg, MB).

668.5 (98.5)
654.5 (87.8)
528.0 (7e.0)

Average
field size

(ha)

L¡r
lv

31.3 (4.29)
25.5 (2.301
38.6 (6.0e)

0.51

495.2 (34.1)

rented land per
farm

(n=66)

rcentage of

0.16

0,065

17.6 (4.51)
25.3 (4.18]}
24.4 (5.67]|

Percentage of fields
rented rather than

owned

Nunrber of people
involved in farm operation

0.55

n='1 l4)'
5.6
14.8
18.8

n=66

2.60 (0.40)
2.64 (0.20)
2.09 (0.1e)

operator's

attitude score'
(n=6.'l )

0.40"

ry

Number of ha Number of years
farmed per farm primary operator

operator has been farming

88.0 (3.85)a
92.2 (1.7,9)ab
97.9 (2.55)b

n=66

283.2
270.8
235.0

0.046

88 9 (1.05 )

0 011

7.44

27.3 (2.83)
22.6 (1.15)
26.e (1.86)



of non-certifiable fields was intermediate to both of these groltps at 31.3 ha. Farmers

groi,ving certifiable PFP crops on fielcls which r,vere not in transition to organic were more

likely to atternpt PFP on smaller fields than those with certifiable fields where

commitment has been made to convert to organic production. If the two 'conventional'

groups are considered (non-certifrable fields ancl certifiable fields not in transition to

organic), it is apparent that smaller fields were more likely to achieve PFP certihcation,

inclicating that perhaps, r.vhere no long-term commitment to rednced pesticides has been

made fatmers are more likely to experiment with pesticide use reduction on smaller

fields. Altemately, farmers may be rnore likely to remove larger fields from pFp

attempts because of the greater risk involved. This is consistent r.vith traditional

technology adoption theory which suggests that during the initial stages of technology

adoption, a new practice is likely to be irnplernented on a smaller scale than practices

which are already accepted (Rogers, 1983).

Average field sizes for all three participant groups were somewhat larger than the

2l ha average field size for spring cereal and oilseed crops in Manitoba (Thomas et al.,

I999a). The average held size for all three groups in the project rvas also larger than the

average field size on organic farms on the Northern Great Plains (17.6 ha) (Enfz et al.,

2001). This indicates that while there may be some eviclence that for fields not in

trausition to organic production, it is the smaller fields that tended to be retained for pFp

certification, these fielcls are not small in the context of typical Manitoba farms. This is

important to note because even at this early stage of implementation, PFP is being

attempted on large fields, suggesting a willingness on the part of these fanners to

experiment with pesticide use reduction on a relatively large scale.

Total farm size was not significantly different among participant groups (Table 4-

7). However, the average size of farms r,vith certifiable fields on farms in transition to

organic r.vas smaller than the other two groups. This is consistent with other comparative

studies of organic farms (Stanhill, 1990). However, the role of farm size in the adoption

of sustainable farming practices has been inconsistent in most comparative studies (Egri,

1999). There was no signihcant difference in farm size between the tluee participants

groups and the random sample of Manitoba farmers. Average farm size for all three

participant groups was larger than the average Manitoba farm size of 361 ha in 2001 as
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repofied by Statistics Canada (2002). This suggests that PFP is of interest to farmers

operating relatively large farms and is more evidence that Manitoba fàrmers are

intelested in implernenting pesticide reduction on large, commercial-scale fanns.

L,qNo TeNuRp. While the proportiorr of helds grown on rented land was not significantly

diffelent among grollps, fewer fields were rented among the non-certifiable group (6% of
this group, versus 15% ol certifiable, non-transitional fields and 19o/o of certif,iable,

transitional fields) (Table 4-7). There were also no signif,rcant differences among groups

in terms of the proportion of the farm that was rente<l (Table 4-7). This is inconsistent

with the idea that increased land ownership may make a farmer more likely to implement

more intensive nauagement like that 
"vhich 

would be required to achieve PFP. There is

conflicting evidence over the role of this factor in leading to the adoption of sustainable

farming practices (Saltiel et al., 1994). Tenancy (rather than ownership) has been found

to be negatively correlated 
"vith 

adoption of soil conservation practices in some cases;

Itowever, economic pressures may oveffide incentives for conservation associated with
land or.vnership (Gertl er, 7992).

Llvgsrocr PRooucloN. There were no significant differences between groups in terms

of the proportion that were producing livestock as part of the farm operation. Proportions

ranged from 44 to 47o/o of farms per group (Table 4-4). There were no signihcant

differences between PFP study participants and the random sample of Manitoba fanners

(38%) (Table 4-4). The majority of farms producing livestock in all groups had beef

cattle operations. Fifty-four percent of census farms in Manitoba have cattle (adapted

from Statistics Canada,2002). The higher level of cattle production in the census than in

the random satnple of Manitoba famrers may be due to the fact that cattle farms in the

census are not necessarily significant field crop producing farms, a requirement for
inclusion in both the PFP study and the random sample. Small and McCaughey (1999)

found rhatT0o/o of Manitoba beef cattle farmers also produced cereals and oilseeds, which

implies that approximately one-third of cattle farms are not significant producers of
annual grain crops.

Integration of livestock into the farm operation can have significant implications

for cropping system management and the potential for herbicide use reduction. The use of
perennial forages, silage, or green feed in rotation can have significant weed management
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benefits. While the use of forages is usually relatecl to the presence of livestock on-fann,

other marketing arrangements rnay allow for the use ol forages in rotation without

livestock on-faun (e.g. high value hay for export). Farmers r,vho depend more heavily on

livestock lor their f¿rrm income may be more likely to recluce pesticide use. A high level

of dependence on farm income from crops (rather than livestock) has been shown to be

negatively related to farmers'concern about the environment (Constance et al., 1995).

CPRrlptEo S¡po GRoweRs. There were no significant differences in the proportion of
fanners that rvere certified seed growers,(Table 4-4). For both 'conventional' groups,

tlris proportion was close to 20o/o; for fanners with certifiable fields, transition to organic

fanns, tlris level was 35Yo. There lvere 680 certified seed glowers in Manitoba in 2002

(Iris Yuill, Manitoba Seed Growers Association, pers. comm.). This represents 3.6% of
fatms reporting cropped land in Manitoba. Cerlified seed growers are therefore over-

represented ilr all three PFP participant groups compared to the provincial level.

Contamination tolerances for other cereal grains in cereal seed crops are very low,
and volunteer crops that may cause contamination must be removed before the crop is
inspected (Canadian Seed Growers Association, 2002). Therefore, weeds are particularly
problematic in seed crops, and seed growers may also be more concerned about fields

that are intended for certified seed production the year after PFP. Horvever, some

farmers involved in the project did select fields for PFP that were intended for use as seed

production. A few fanners commented that they chose to terminate PFP attempts only
because the crop was intended for seed. Based on the low tolerance for weeds in certified
seed crops, farmers growing these crops may be more likely to use pesticides.

Altemately, such farmers may be more likely to have the intensive crop management

skills required to implement pesticide use reduction.

A¡¡'lLtnrtoNs wlrH AcruculruRaL ORceNlzarroNs. There were no significant
differences among groups based on the proportion of farmers belonging to various

categories of agricultural organizations (Table 4-8). Farmers without certifiable fields
were less likely to belong to sustainable agriculture organizations and more likely to
belong to general farm organizations than the other two groups. Approximately one

qttarter of the participants in each group did not belong to any agricultural organizations.

Membership in different types of farm organizations may be representative of, or may
influence, fatmers' perceptions of acceptable farming practices. Comer et al. (1999)
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Table 4-8. Affiliation
organizations ln

Group

Farmers without certifiable fields
Farmers with certifiable fields, non-transitionai farms
Farmers with certifiable fields, transitional farms

of farmers attempting

P-valueu

\Jrgantc producer groups, zero_tillage groups,
vKeystone Agricultural producers or Agricore.
'e.g. canola, catfle, or seed producers associations.*e.g. drainage committee.
uP-value 

for Pearson chi-square.
uFlshers 

exact test was used due to small sample sizes

Pesticide free eroU

Sustainable General
agriculture farm
groups' groupsY

(.¡r

National Farmer's Union, or sustainabtè agrlcutturtso"iG

I ¿.C

29.6
30,4

Commodity Other
groups* groups*

0.38

56.3
33.3
34.8

0.28

37,5
14.8
43.5

No
agricultural

groups

0.07

o.J
-fA

0.0

0.46'

31.3
21.9
30,4

0.91 1



found significant differences between farmers following conventional or sustainable

practices in tenus of their affiliations \,vith different agricultulal groups.

Attitude Scores of Participants

There were significant differences in average attitude score among participant

groups (Table 4-7). Farmers without certifiable fields had significantly lower average

attitude scores than famrers with cerlifiable, transitional fielcls. This inclicates aclherence

to a more 'conventional'paradigm among farmers without certifìable fields. Farmers with
certifiable, non-transitional fields had an average attitude score intennediate to, but not

signifìcantly different from, both other groups. The average attitude score of the random

sample of Manitoba famters was significantly lower than the average score of farmers

with certifiable, transitional fields (Table 4-7). However, the average score of the

random sample was not significantly different from either of the 'conventional' groups of
participants. This suggests that while a somewhat more 'alternative' attitude was found

among farmers achieving certifiable PFP, participating farmers within the two

'conventional' groups had attitude scores typical of Manitoba fanners.

Attitude differences are impoftant in determining behaviour of farmers in terms of
adopting sustainable farming practices (MacRae, i990). Constance et al. (i995) found

that attitudinal variables were more important than demographic variables in predicting

support for pesticide use reduction. However, other factors, pafticularly economic ones,

may overicle pro-enviromnental attitudes in terns of adoption of sustainable practices

(Egri, 1999; Fairweather, 1999). Constance et al. (1995) found that farmers who

supported pesticide reduction and those neutral on the issue were similar in most aspects

except for their perception of the economic impact of pesticide reduction would cause.

While it has sometimes been assumed that there is a discrete split in the farm population

in terms of suppotl for low-input practices, Lasley et al. (1990) found that such attitudes

were norrnally distributed among farmers. Constance et al. (1995) also found that

farmers are less polarized in their attitudes about pesticide reduction than previously

thought. Beus and Dunlap (1991) and Comer et al. (1999) found that the attitude

instrument nsed in our study (with modihcations in the case of Comer et al.)

discriminated between farmers from groups known to subscribe to conventional or

altemative paradigms. Beus and Dunlap (1991) found that all knorvn altemative

agriculture groups had average scores of 90 or over on this scale, while a random sample
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of farmers in Washington State hacl an average score of 80.9. Average scores for all PFP

participant grollps and the random sample of Manitoba fanners were over 88, suggesting

that attitudes among North American farmers have moved more toward the alternative

paradigm in the decade since the attitude instmment was f,irst used, or that attitudes vary

by region.

Management Practices for PFP

Farmers were asked two questions to draw out the distinctiveness of management

for PFP compared to conventional prodnction (Table 4-9). There was a significant

difference among groups (p:0.02) in response to the question "did you manage your PFP

held any differently than your conventional fields?" Twenty-nine percent of farmers

with certifiable fields, non-transitional farms, and 36%o of the farmers with cerlifiable

fields, trausitional farms responded positively to this question. Results were not

significantly different between these two groups. In contrast, norle of the farmers without

certifiable fields indicated that they managed their fields differently from their

conventional f,relds. This proportion was significantly different from that found for both

certifiable groups. Specific differences in management practices among farmers with
certifiable PFP fields included the use of post-emergent harror.ving, hand-weeding, pre-

seed weed control with glyphosate, increased seeding rates, compost tea applications,

mowing weed patches, or the use of forages or green manure in rotation. These results

suggest that fanners that purposely managed fields to achieve PFP were more likely to

achieve PFP certification.

There were no differences among participant groups regarding farmers'statements

regarding their use of non-chemical pest management techniques (-20% for all groups)

(Table 4-9). It is interesting to note that farmers often r,vere using techniques that

academics would classify as cultural or non-chemical management (e.g. high seeding

rates), but that they did not necessarily mention the use of these practices as non-

chemical pest management techniques. As a result, there was a discrepancy between the

actual use of such practices and the reporting or identification of these as 'non-chemical'

practices. The current convention of using pesticides as a direct pest control method may

mean that the use of indirect control methods such as increased seeding rates are not

readily identified as useful. Thomas et al. (1999a) found that Manitoba farmers were

uninterested in non-chemical weed control unless such practices could be easily
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irnplemented. Despite low reporting of use of non-chemical pest management practices,

fatmers did display knowledge oIa wide range of these practices when asked to indicate

r.vhat urethocls would be most useful for producing future PFP crops (see Chapter 3).

Previous'PFP' Production

There was a significant difference in the proporlion of fanlers who stated they

had gror,vn a PFP-type crop (i.e. forgoing in-crop pesticide) prior to atternpting a PFP

crop as part of this project (Table 4-9) (p:0.02). Twenty-fìve percent of fa¡ners with
non-cerlifiable fields had previously produced a crop rvithout in-crop pesticide, while
54o/o of those with certifiable, non-transitional fields, and 670/o of those in transition to

organic had. Farmels with certifiable fields on transitional farms were significantly
different from both other groups; hor.vever, responses from farmers in the other tr.vo

groups were not significantly different from each other. Results suggest that farmers who

were using fewer pesticides mote commonly had prior experience with a pesticide-free

crop. Rogers (1983) recognized that trial of a new practice is crucial to its full adoption.

If a farmer has had favourable experience with a practice in the past, he or she would be

expected to be more likely to implement it in the future. The high level of past

experience witli pesticide reduction among fanlers making the commitment to organic

production supporls this idea.

Future Pesticide Use

Very few fatmers stated that they thought they might have to increase pesticide

use as a collsequence of PFP (Table 4-9). OnIy 6%á of those whose fields were not in
transition and }Yo of those whose fields r,vere in transition expected to increase their
pesticide use as a result of implementing PFP. These proportions were not significantly
different from each other.

Perception of PFP as an Acceptable Practice

As groups moved toward reducing pesticide use, the proportion of farmers stating

that they thought PFP was apractice acceptable to most farmers increased (Table 4-10).

However, differences between groups were not significant. This trend is consistent with
the idea that farmers are more willing to implement a practice when they perceive that the

concept is accepted by the farming community around them (Saltiel et al., 1994; Bultena
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Table 4-10. Farmers'

Group

Farmers without certifiable fields
Farmers with certifiable fields, farms not in transition to organic
Farmers with certifiable fields, transition to orqanic farms
P-valuet

tions of Pesticide Free productioñ

umber of observations within pFp groups for a particurar variabre
vsmall sample size because question asked of producers only in 200,1 .

"P-value for Mantel-Haenszel chi-square (linear association), see Materials and Methods for details of statistical tests used
'Fishers exact test was used due to small sample sizes.

PFP) and weed densities
Percentaqe of farmers statino that:

PFP was PFP is acceptaOte fney are more
financially to the malority of tolerant to weedsbeneficial farmers than most farmers
(n=53)'

o\

on2

90.9

n=63) 1n=38)Y

30.8 28.6
35 7 30.0

40.9 54.6
0.54 0.36*



and Hoibelg, 1983). Constance et al. (1995) argr-red that support for reduced pesticide

practices is more related to regional and community context than to inclividual fanr-l

chalacteristics. Approxirnately one-third of fanners in each group inclicated that PFP w'as

a generally acceptable practice.

Financial Outcome of PFP

Over 90% of farmers rvith certifiable fields stated that PFP was finarcially
beneficial compared to growing the crop conventionally (Table 4-10). Because markets

for PFP grain were not yet established when this study r,vas conducted, all farmers

responding positively to this question indicated that financial benefìts were due to
reductions in input costs. Some farmers noteci that the financial benefits were only
possible because of the specific situation they were in. For example, some farmers

indicated that the year after PFP, they chose a crop that allowed for good weed control.

Others specifically chose a relatively weed-free field for PFP, minimizing weed

problems. Some farmers stated that the financial outcome of producing a PFP crop was

likely the same as if they had applied herbicide due to the trade-off between input costs

and yields. Swanton et al. (2002) found that average gross returns for a rotation

including a wiuter wheat crop without in-crop weed control was no different than other

weed control treatments. The perception of the economic outcome of reduced pesticide

use is a critical factor in its adoption (Constance el a1., 1995). Therefore, positive

perceptions of the financial viability of PFP lend supporl to the idea that PFP has the

potential to be widely adopted by Manitoba farmers.

Tolerance to lVeed Densities

As the level of pesticide reduction among groups increased, the proportion of
farmers stating that they were more tolerant to weecl pressure (than they would expect

other farmers to be) increased (Table 4-10), but differences among groups were not

significant. Over half of fanners with cefiifiable fields, transitional farms said they were

more tolerant weed pressure, while 30Y" of those with certifiable fielcls, non-transitio¡al
farms and29o/o of those without certifiable fields agreed with this statement.
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Satisfaction with Certifiable FFP

Farmers lvith certilhable fields were asked to rate their satisfaction r.vith growing a

PFP crop as good, fair or poor (Table 4-11). While other factors besides the lack of
pesticide ì"lse can contribute to satisfaction levels, such responses do give arr overall

general irnpression of hor.v satisfiecl fanners were with implementing PFP. Satisfaction

was lower for fields in transition to organi c (50% good, 360/o fair, l4o/o poor). Fields not

in transition to organic were rated better in terms of satisfact ion (7 4%o good, 79o/o fair, 8o/o

poor). In addition, tto fanners with certifiable fields in 2000 surveyed after the 2001

season indicated that they had any regrels about leaving the fielcl unsprayed in 2000.

These results may be an indication of the selectivity of farmers in choosing f,relds for
certifiable PFP. If farmers retained only those fields that were appropriate for PFP in
tenns of weed densities, high levels of satisfaction would be more likely.

Table 4-11. Farmer satisfaction with producing a certifiable Pesticide Free
Production PFP) cron ln:81
Group Good Fair Poor

Percentage of fields
Farmers with certifiable frelds, farms not
Farmers with cetifiable fields, transition

in transition to organic
to organic fanns

73.6 r8.9 7.6

50.0 35.7 14.3

P-value for group effect': 0.04

?-value for Mantel-Flaenszel chi-square (linear association). Analysis was based on
differences in distribution of satisfaction categories, rather than differences in proportion
of responses for indiviclual satisfaction categories.

Interest in Attempting PFP in the Future

Interest in PFP for the future r.vas focussed on spring and winter cereals; however,

virtually every major crop in this region was suggested for future PFP attempts (Table 4-

12). There was no significant difference in interest in pursuing regular PFP in future crop

rotations betr,veen those that had grown a certifiable crop and those who had not (Table 4_

13). Responses fiom farmers in transition to organic were cornplicated by the fact that if
they were planning to fully irnplement organic prodr-rction, then PFP as a transitional

mechanism or marketing strategy will not be implemented after organic certification is

obtained. As a result, future interest in PFP in this group may appear relatively low, even

though these farmers are committed to pesticide reduction.
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Table 4-12. Preferred crops for future Pesticide Free
Procluction (PFP)'

Crop Percent of participants suggestirlg

s8%

48%

40%

28%
410 /Lt /o

2s%

r8%
9%
10/I/O

4%

3%

3%
10/
L /O

1%

T%
a o,/L /ô

'As suggested by all participating farmers.

Oats

Barley

Spring r,vheat

Winter wheat

Fall rye

Alfalfa
Flax
Canola

Peas

Buckwheat

Hemp

Fababean

Triticale
Sunflower
Sorghum Sudan-grass

Corn

Table 4-13. Response of farmers to
Production (PFP) in a regular crop

the question: 'would you try Pesticide Free
rotation?'(n:63)

Group
Yes,

without a

Yes, but only
rvith a

No or
unsure

remlum remtum

Percenta.qe
Farmers without certifiable fields
Farmers with certifiable fields, non-transitional farms
Farmers with certifìable fields, transitional farms

40.0

59.3

66.7

40.0

J J.J

23.8

20.0

7.4

9.5

P-value for group effect: 0.50'

"P-value for Mantel-Flaenszel chi-square (linear association). Analysis was based on
differences in distribution of responses, rathel than differences in proportion of responses
for individual categories.
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MnRrp.rtNc PREvluvts Requtnep ev PnR'llcrp¡\NTS. Sixty-seven percent of farmers

with certifrable fields, transitional farms stated that they would try to irnplement PFP

regulariy, even r.vithout a premium for the PFP crop (Table 4-13). A further 24o/o staled,

that they would try. PFP regularly but only if a plemium existed. Ten percent were

unsure or said they would not try it again. Sixty percent of farmers with certifiable fields,

non-transitional farms, and 40o/o of farmers without certifiable frelds stated that they

would try PFP again even r.vithout a premium for PFP. If a premium was guaranteecl, a

fttr1lrer 33% of farmers with certifiable f,relds, transitional far-ms and. 4Qo/o of fanners

without certifiable fields would try PFP in a regular crop rotation. Twenty percent of
those without certifiable f,relds were unsure or said they would not try it in a regular

rotation. These results suggest that the level of commitment to future PFP was lower

among farmers without certifiable fields.

Participants were asked what marketing premium would be required for them to

consider irnplementing PFP on a regular basis. Data for 2001 only was used here because

of the lack of response to an open-ended question on this topic in 2000. When pooled

over all three participant groups, farmers suggested that price premiums in the range of
20Yo above conventional grain prices for wheat, oats, barley, and flax would be required.

The average premium required for flax was only slightly higher than that for the three

spring cereal crops. This is surprising, because flax would be expected to be a more

difficult PFP crop to grow due to its poor competitiveness with weeds. However, fewer

fatmers were willing to accept low premiums for flax (premiums less than 10%) than for
cereals. Forty-five percent of famers with certifiable fields, non-transitional fanns

suggested a l0o/o premium or less for PFP cereal crops. In contrast, only 17o/o of farmers

without certifiable fields and 11o/o of farmers with certifiable fields, transitional farms

suggested this relatively low level of premium for PFP cereal crops. For farmers without

certifiable f,relds, the suggestion of relatively high premiums than may be an indication of
their high level of interest in marketing as a reason for PFP, whereas those with

certifiable fields on non-transitional farms may require less compensation because of
high interest in PFP for other reasorìs. For farmers with certifiable fields on transitional

farms the indication of requirement for high premiums may reflect the expectations of
high premiums for orgauic production. Interest in organic production for economic

rather than the traditional environmental and social reasons has been increasing (Cacek

and Langer, 1986), so signif,rcant organic premiums are likely to be important for many
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organic farmers. Marketing opportunities for PFP-identified grain at a price prenrium are

expected for all PFP certifiable grain procluced in 2002 (Brenda Tjaclen Lepp, pers.

comm.). A recently completed survey regarding consumer interest iri PFP food plodr-rcts

inclicatecl the existence of a sizeable group willing to pay premiums in the range of 1-10%

for such prodrtcts, and a smaller niche group ol consumers that are willing to pay

premiutns between 10-20% (Magnussen, 2002). Whether or not such retail-level

premiums will allo"v for adequate fanl-level prerniums will likely depen<l on the capture

ofvalue by grain handlers and processors.

FuruRe lNtENrlous FoR PFP. When asked how long they would wait until attempting

PFP on a fielcl which had previously had a PFP attempt, farmers without cerlifiable fields

were most likely to be unsure (75%) (Table 4-14). More than half of farmers with
certifiable fields, non-transitional farms indicated that they would try PFP on the same

field within 3 years. Hou'ever, 44%o of farmers in this group were Llnsure of when they

might atternpt PFP in the future. Not surprisingly, most farmers with certifiable fields,

transitional farms indicated that they would try PFP on the same field next year (75%)

because PFP would be implernented as part of the requirements for organìc transition.

The proportion of fatmers indicating interest in tryirrg PFP again increased with

increasing amounts time since the previous PFP attempt. Similal trends were evident

r,vhen farmers were asked how long they woulcl wait until trying PFP on a different field

than the field they attempted PFP on; however, farmers in all groups were rnore likely to

indicate that they woulcl sooner implement PFP on a different field than on the same field

as PFP had previously been attempted.

Many farmers in Western Canada typically do not follow a planned rotation, and

advance planning for regular PFP lvould be very unusual for rrany farmers. The Canola

Council of Canada (2000) found that only 4Io/o of canola growers in Western Canada

(n:881) indicated that they follo'uved a planned rotation. In the Prairie ecozone, which

encompasses most of Manitoba's ecoregions, this value was 60%. Fowler (1997)

indicated that many winter wheat farmers tend not to follow planned rotations.
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Table 4-14. Response of producers to the question: "Holv long would you rvait until you
try Pesticide {ree Production (PFP) on the same fìelcl as you trierl PFP this year?" (n:38)'

Group Next
year

In2
years

In3or
nìore Unsure
years

Percentage of fàrmers

F armers without certifiatrle fields

F-armers with certifiable fields, non-transitional farms

Farmers with cerlifiable helds, transitional farms

t2.5

12.5

75.0

t2.5

18.8

8.3

00
25.0

0.0

75.0

44.0

16.1

P-value for group effect: 0.0012Y

'200I responses only included because of ambiguity in responses to an open-ended form
of question in 2000.
vFisher's exact test was used due to small sample sizes. Analysis was based on differences
in distribution of responses, rather than differences in proporlion of responses for
indiviclual categories.

PERTICIPNUT COMMENTS REGARDING FUTURE INTEREST IN PFP. Farmers in transition to

organic thought that PFP could be a good market for their transitional crops. Some

farmers were interested in producing PFP forage and feed grain, and rvinter cereals were

cited as being especially appropriate for PFP. Some farmers suggested that their

implementation of PFP in the future would depend very much on their rotations as well

as rnarketing. A number of farmers indicated that they would adopt a 'wait and see'

approach to decisions regarding implementing PFP in the future. These farmers planned

only to implement PFP on fields with lor,v r,veed densities. These same farmers did not

indicate that they would actively try to make PFP happen thror-rgh advance planning.

Other participants suggested that they were trying to reduce their agrichemical input use

regardless of whethel' or not it fit within PFP guidelines, but they were interested in

networking with others rvith similar interests and thought that PFP might be useful in this

regard. Fatmers did not express awareness of other non-organic eco-label frameworks

currently in use in Manitoba, so PFP was likely their first encounter with a pesticide use

reduction strategy intermediate to conventional and organic production. (See Appendix

G for a summary of comments from participants)

Participants who had certifiable fields in 2000 and were surveyed the following

summer (n:23), cited a nnmber of barriers to PFP adoption. The availability of a

marketing premium (61%) as an incentive to make up for potential yield loss and risk,
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and to be rewarcled for making an effort not to use pesticides, was the most commonly

citeil barrier. High weed densities forcing farmers to apply herbicides r,vere citecl by 30%

of these farmers. The restriction regalding use of resiclual herbicides for PFP cerlification

was cited by 17% of farmers. Barriers mentioned by less than l\Yo of farmers included:

the issue of 'coffee. shop talk' and overcorning the pen,asive mindset of reliance on

chemicals and expectations of weed-fi'ee fields; the need for identity preserved (IP)

separation of PFP grain; problerns of r,veed seed return; the management skill required for

PFP; and lower crop yields. Again, several farmers citecl the clifficulty in 'fincling a clean

fielcl', implying that tliey would not alter management to achieve pFp.

These same farmers were also asked if they had attempted PFP again for a second

year on any part of their farm. Fifty-seven percent said that they had. Those that clid not

grow a PFP crop cited the following reasons: rveed densities were too high (30% of those

surveyed), a residual herbicide was used on the intended field (9o/o), or they used a seed

treatment (4%).

Interest in future PFP may be related to pre-existing attitudes among farmers

where some are more interested in reducing chemical use and input costs. Alternately,

one successful year of PFP may reinforce the commitment of some farmers to try PFP in

the future. This would be consistent with the traclitional model of technology adoption

that predicts that a practice is more likely to be adopted if it has been attempted

previously (Rogers, 1 983).

Summary

\ilhile some studies have shown differences in demographic varìables among

farmers practicing reduced-iuput agricultural and their conventional counterparts, others

have shown few differences between these groups (Saltiel et al., 1999; de Buck et a1.,

2001; Lockeretz et al., 1981). In this study, groups categorized on the basis of
implementation level of PFP clisplayed few signiñcant differences in demographic

variables. The general lack of demographic differences indicates that farmers who were

interested in and successfully irnplementing PFP were typical for Manitoba, suggesting

that PFP may be practiced by typical Manitoba farmers. The groups did differ in terms of
level of education. PFP participant groups had higher levels of education than was

typical for Manitoba farmers.
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The PFP groups differed in tenns of average attitude scores. Farmers r.vith

certifiable fields, transitional farms had a higher average attitude score than the t'uvo

'conventional' PFP groups. The attitude scores of the 'conventional' PFP grollps were

typical for Manitoba farmers. The average attitude score for the PFP group in transition

to organic rvas higher than is typical for Manitoba farmers. This suggests that attitudes

are important in determining adoption of organic production, but that farrners interested

in PFP are not different from typical Manitoba famrers in their attitudes. Perception of
PFP as an acceptable practice ancl higher tolerance to weecl clensities tended to be

associated with the certifiable PFP groups... Across all PFP groups, the primary reason for
interest in PFP was reducing input costs. Hor,vever, there were some significant

differences anlong groups in reasons for interest in PFP. Farmers without certifiable

fields were more interested in PFP for marketing reasons and less interested in PFP for
personal health reasons. Overall, there were more similarities in the ranking of reasons

for interest in PFP among the two groups of farmers with certifiable fields in comparison

to the grotlp of farmers '"vithout certifiable PFP fields. Interest in all reasons was highest

in the group with certifiable fields, transitional farms. These findings are consistent with
the idea that attitude variables are important for the successful adoption of environmental

innovations (Beus and Dunlap, 1991; MacRae, i990). [n particular, the results of our

str'rdy support the finding by Constance et al. (1995) that attitudinal variables may be

more important than demographic variables in explaining variation in the acloption of
pesticide use reduction.

Farmers with certifiable PFP fields tended to have higher levels of prior

experience with reduced pesticide crop production, and tended to show more evidence of
active preparation for low inputs in their selection of fields for PFP than did farmers

lvithout certifiable fields. The former also tended to have lower levels of uncertainty

about future plans and were more likely to say that they managed their PFP fielcl

differently from conventional fields. Results suggest that active planning for reduced

pesticide use tended to increase the likeliliood of achieving PFP certification. This

supports the argument that regular reduction or elimination of herbicide use requires

alteration of the cropping system in order to reduce weed densities (Van Acker et al.,

2002).

Satisfaction with the outcome of certifiable PFP was high among groups rvith

certifiable fields and few farmers indicated that they expected to increase future pesticide
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use as a reslllt of proclucing a certifiable PFP crop. In general, future interest in PFP was

high among all participants. However, clespite this genelally high interest, many fanners

were unsllre when they woulcl implement PFP again. A general tendency of Manitoba

fanners to remain flexible in their future cropping plans is likely responsible for this. In
addition, future implementertion of PFP may depend on marketing opportunities. This

was noted in particular by fanners who did not have certifiable PFP fields. Future

interest in reducing pesticide use may result in adoption of other reduced-pesticide

framer,vorks besides PFP, as some fanners expressed interest in reclucing input use

regardless of the specific guidelines of PFP"
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CHAPTER 5

GrucR,tL ÐlscUsslot,¡

Nature of PFP Cnops, Farms, and Farmers

Given the intennediate nature of PFP, we expectecl that there wonld be agronomic

differences in the nature of crops, fanns, and farmers involvecl in PFP irnplementation as

compared to either conventional or organic farms and farmers. Holever, farmers

implementing successful PFP, particularly those not in transition to organic production,

tended to be similar to typical Manitoba fanners in many ways. Of particular note is the

finding that some agrouomic characteristics that are typically citeci as being negatively

affected by reductions in pesticide use were not significantly different among certifrable

PFP fields andnon-certifiable fields. Crop yields as apercentage of regional and varietal

averages were not significantly different among groLlps. Weed densities tended to be

higher in cerlifiable fields than non-certifiable fields, but the vast majority of farmers

with certifiable fields did not experience increased costs associated with rising weed

densities the year after certifiable PFP. Very few farmers indicated that they had any

regrets about producing a PFP crop. General satisfaction with certifiable PFP cïops was

high, and the financial outcome of producing a certifiable PFP crop was positive for over

90o/o of participants. These findings contradict a general attitude that pesticicles are

always required to achieve acceptable crop yields and farm income. This study provides

evidence that, when farmers choose appropriate fields, pesticide Ltse can be reduced

without serious adverse consequences.

An important question arising from this study is whether or not there is a typical

profile fol PFP fanlers. Of particular interest in this assessment is the difference

between 'conventional' farmers who had certifiable and non-cerlihable fields, as it is

farmers rvho are not in transition to organic that are targeted by an intermediate approach

such as PFP. There were few signifìcant demographic differences betr.veen these two

groups, and few indications that farmers with certifrable fields differed from what is

typical in Manitoba. This indicates that there is not a profile of successful pFp farmers

that is obviously different frorn typical Manitoba farmers.
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There was some evidence of differences in clemoglaphic characteristics of
participants that are r'volth noting. All farmers involved in the project tendecl to have

higher levels of education than is typical of Manitoba farmers; however, farmers r,vith

non-ceftifiable fields tended to have higher levels of education that farmers with

certifìable, non-transitional fields, r,vho in turn hacl higher levels than farmers r,vith

ceftifiable, transitional fields. Therefore, the finding that higher levels of eclucation are a

characteristic of farmers irnplementing successful PFP is not completely straightforward.

Perhaps there is a trade-off between higher levels of education leading to more awareness

of envilonmental and economic concems with pesticide use, and the nature of
agricultural education to promote an input-intensive model of farming. A higher

proportion of 'conventional' fatmers with certifiable fields were under 55, suggesting that

younger farmers may be rnore interested in PFP. 'Conventional' farmers with certifiable

fields also tended to rent more land, have less net farm income, have less years of
farming experience, and were more likely to be employed off-farm. These factors are

arguably related to age, as younger fatmers are less likely to have built up as rnuch equity

in the farm as older farmers.

Some reasons for interest in PFP were significantly different among groups,

suggesting that some attitudinal factors may be irnportant in the adoption of pFp. In
particular, farmers who implemented certifiable PFP tended to be less interested in

marketing opportunities and more interested in environmental and health issues. There

rvas also a trend toward the perception of PFP as an acceptable practice and tolerance to

weed densities among 'conventional' farmers with certifiable fields. However, farmers

with 'conventional' fatms ,were not significantly different from the random sample of
farmers in Manitoba, in terms of attitude score. However, scores among farmers with
certifiable PFP fields tended to be higher than other groups. This suggests that

'conventional' fatmers irnplementing PFP are well within the range of mai¡stream

fatmels in terms of attitude scores, but have some tendency to be more concerned about

reducing reliance on external inputs for reasons other than immediate ¡rarketing

opportunities.

Farmers participating in the project tended to be from regions that traditionally

have lor,ver grain yields, less history of agrichemical use, more livestock and forage
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production, and higher levels of reduced tillage. Region affects historical crop yield

potential and past level of agrichemical use, and may also be related to local social

acceptability of pesticide use reduction (Constance et al., 1995). Therefore, regio¡al
loc¿rtion uray be important in determining interest in pF'p.

Farmers participating in the project tended to be as diversified or more so in their

operations as is typical in Manitoba. For example, farmers tended to have higher levels

of fbrage in the participating held's rotation history, were more likely to be using reclucecl

tillage, were growing more winter cereals, or \,veïe growing rnore certified seed crops

than typical Manitoba farmers. t

Fatmers had a tendency to minimize the risk associated wìth PFP attempts. Many

farmers commented that the ability to choose whether or not to pursue PFp based on

specifrc yearly conditions was an important advantage of the concept, particularly i¡
contrast to the long-tenn commitment required for organic certification. Risk

minimization was evident in terms of the lorver weed densities and smaller sizes of
'conventional' fields that were PFP certifiable. There also appeared to be a tendency of
fatmers to choose relatively more marginal land for attempting PFP. 'Conventional,

fatmers with certifiable fields also tended to be more likely to have some form of
advance preparation for a PFP crop or past experience with pesticide use reduction, both

of which would minimize the perceived risk of pFp implementation.

While there were few significant differences among gïoups, a nurnber of factors

tnay have contributed to determining how successful PFP attempts were among

'conventional' farmers. These included farm location, level of diversification, farmer

interest in reducing risk and input costs, educational level, and perhaps age and attitLrdes.

However, most agronomic and demographic characteristics of farmers and fields

involved in this study were typical of Manitoba. de Buck et al. (2001) also founcl few

differences between farmers implementing IAFS (similar to IPM) and conventional

farmers. Trends in demographic and attitudinal variables suggest some factors that may

be related to successful implementation of PFP, but farmers implementing pFp can still
be considered 'mainstream'. This is a critical finding as it suggests that there is the

ability of PFP or other intermediate strategies to be implemented by a large segment of
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the famr population. In this way, PFP has the potential to have a significant in'rpact by

providing a framework for pesticicle use reduction.

Management Practices for PFP Implementation

In this stueiy, specific practices that sholved promise for aiding in the

implementation of recluced pesticide use included seeding date manipulation (particularly

delayed seeding), use of forages and increased seeding rates. While many fanners did

not specifrcally identify tlie use of non-chenical weed management practices for PFp

even if they r,vere cunently using such practices, famrers as a group clid provide a list of
25 management practices that they would find useful for irnplementing PFP. The lack of
identif,rcation of current practices as non-chemical methocls suggests on the one hand, a

lack of valorization of existing knowledge among farmers with respect to crop

management for pesticide use reduction. On the other hand, it suggests an awareness of
many practices that could be irnplemented for pesticide use reduction was evident. It is
crucial that existing farmer knowledge surounding pesticide use reduction strategies is

recognized and valued by the broader agricultural community, including farmers,

academics, and extension workers. It is also important that exchanges of such

information are facilitated among farmers to ensure that existing knowledge is not lost as

the fann population becomes older and smaller. However, care should be taken to

emphasize that simple substitution of only one or a few altemative management practices

for herbicide use may not lead to satisfactory results. Similarly, what is successful on

one fann may not be appropriate for another. Combinations of approaches, in the context

of individual farm situations, should be highlighted.

Some management practices that have been shor.vn to be effective in reducing

weed pressure were rarely used or infrequently suggested as important practices for PFP.

For example, there was a general lack of interest in chaff collection or intercropping for

weed management. The lack of interest in such managelnent practices may be because

they require capital outlay for new equipment, are more difÍicult to implernent than other

practices, or because of a general lack of appreciation of the value or acceptability of
such practices by farmers.
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The resuits of this study supporl the idea that reductions in pesticide r-rse wili be

urost strccessful if fatmers actively prepare for reduced-input crop production. Hor,vever,

there has been a tendency in the literature surouncling IPM to simply observe pest levels

and base pesticide reduction decisions on those real-time observations rather than to

nÌanage cropping systems to allow for pesticide use reductions. Some authors have founcl

that simply applying ET-basecl decision rnaking to an existing cropping system does not

necessarily resttlt in reliable reductions in herbicide use (Yee and Fergusorr, 1996; proven

et al., 1991). In this stucly, fatmers did show selectivity in retaining or aborting pFp

attempts based on rveed densities and yield potential within specific fielcls, although this

clid not appear to be based on strict use of academically detennined ET's. The lack of use

of objectively clefined ET's is not surprising, as several authors have found that adoption

of such ET's among farmers is low (National Research Council, 1989; Czapar et al.,

1997; Canola Council of Canada, 2000). There is of course value in the selective choice

of fields for PFP attempts, and in this sense economic thresholds and decision support

systems are important tools. Such methods need to be user-friendly and should explicitly

value and make use of farmers' experience. But given the site-specihc natrre,

complexity, and low adoption of these tools, a simpler and more reliable means to

achieve pesticide use reduction is to alter fann management.

Use of independent crop scouts may be valuable for identifying oppoftunities for

reductions in, and more efficient use of,, crop inputs. Petrzelka et al. (1997) found that

the retums from hiring independent crop consultants was approximately 4:1. In this

study, only l0% of farmers were using independent crop consultants, although this is

likely relatively high for Manitoba. Getting unbiased advice on opportunities and

management for pesticide use reduction from sales agronomists can be difficult, as their

affiliation with crop input companies necessitates the promotion of specific products

(Van Acker and Martens, 2000). Sharing the costs of independent consultants amon_q a

group of fanners may be more affordable. Such an approach is currently being used in

Quebec with good success (Agroenvironmental Advisory Clubs) (Clubs Conseils en

Agroenvironment, 2001). The Quebec government supports this initiative, and other

provincial governments should consider providing such support, given the environmental

and economic benefits of such unbiased advice. This would be more proactive way of
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promotillg economically viable farming than the cument approach of providing

emergency financial aid to farmers.

Future Frospects and Challenges for PFP Adoption

The results of this study dernonstrated higli levels of satisfaction among farmers

with certifiable PFP crops both in financial terms and impact on weed populations.

Future adoption of PFP will be sr,rpported or hindered depending on various

developments surrounding economic factors, ner.v pesticides, plant breeding, govemment

policies, and agronomic research.

Recently, the federal government has initiated a process to clevelop a national

Agriculture Policy Framework (APF). One of the major 'pillars' of this framework is

environmental ster,vardship. This may lead to requirements for fanners to implement

environmental farm plans, which have thus far been implemented voluntarily in Ontario

ancl the Atlantic Provinces. The practice of PFP or other reduced-pesticide use

frameworks may help farmers demonstrate pro-active attempts to ensure environmental

stewardship and minimize the transition to compliance with environmental farm plans.

In adclition to its environmental focus, PFP may fit with the requirements of some of the

other 'pillars' of the framework, including risk reduction (by reducing input costs), food

safety, and an overall branding of Canadian products as high quality. PFP may therefore

receive more itrterest and support from government sources in the future (Brenda Tjaclen

Lepp, pers. comm.).

The Fusarium head blight (FHB) problem in Westem Canada suggests that if a

reliable, cost-effective fungicide with a relatively r,vide window of application is found to

control this disease, the potential for PFP certif,rcation for cereals may decline

dramatically. An exception to this miglit be winter wheat, which typically avoids severe

FHB pressure. Severity of FHB is increasing in wheat, barley, and oats. FHB was found

in 96% and 84o/o of spring wheat fields in 2000 and 2001, respectively (Agriculture and

Agri-Food Cauada, 2001 and 2002). Tlie implications for end-use quality and yield loss

due to this disease are very significant. Currently, only two products are registered for

suppression of FHB, Folicur@ (tebuconazole) and Bravo@ (Chlorothalonil) and the
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effectiveness of these treatments varies. This means that use of ftlngicides for FHB

control is currently not as widespread as a more effective product might be.

Genetic resistance to FHB in cereal varieties could make PFP a more likely
possibility for cereals. The development of genetic resistance to significant diseases

would increase the likelihood of PFP adoption in general. Breeding may also play a role

in terms of weed mallagement via the production of varieties that are more conpetitive

with weeds. However, horv such competitiveness is confened is not well unclerstoocl

(Paul Watson, pers. cornm.) and has received relatively little research attention thus far,

In general, breeding of plants to be rnor'e productive at lower input levels wo¡ld be

advantageotts for PFP and other reduced-input approaches. Plant breeding has

traditionally depended on large-scale modification of the crop's environment through the

use of inputs. Breeding for plant adaptability to adverse conditions would be

advantageor-rs in allowing for recluced crop input use (Boyer, 1983)

Some argue that in times of economic crisis, farmers tend to increase input use,

fatm more land, and farm marginal land in order to overcome narrowing profit margins

(ParTott and Marsden,2002). In our study, poor economic conditions were the primary

motivation driving farmers to reduce inputs via PFP. Therefore, if prices for major crops

in Western Canada inctease, there may be less incentive among farmers to reduce input

use. lncreases in the cost of inputs have however traditionally captured all gains in crop

values achieved through higher crop yields or prices. An additional economic

consideration is that PFP is designed to occupy a middle ground in tenns of marketing

between organic and conventional food items. If organic products become cheaper to

consllmers, for example, through increased supply, then PFP may not have a niche to fill
betr,veen organic and conventional supplies. Currently, prices for organic private-label

items are only slightly higher than non-organic items in retail outlets such as Superstore.

Similarly, if organic premiums for farmers are eroded by increased supply or increased

capture of value by the marketing and processing chain, there may be less possibility o f a

premium for an intermediate strategy like PFP, and subsequently less farmer interest ilt

PFP. While fanners with certifiable fields tended to be interested in irnplementing pFp

even r.vithout a marketing premium, there is little doubt that the availability of premium

prices would encourage more farmers to attempt and achieve pFp.
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The specific guidelines for PFP were developed so that it would be accessible to a

wide range ol fanners as r.vell a successful marketing strategy. In this regard, the

certification process for PFP is an important consicleration. in particular, the ability of a

fal'rters' marketing co-op to own the PFP trademark and control the use of the tenn is

critical to developing market premiurns fbr PFP (Brenda Tjaden Lepp, pers. comm.).

Disillusionment with organic certification, in terms of cost of certification as well as tlie

unreliability of buyers of certified organic grain, was evident arnong several farmers

participating in this str-rciy. While strict guidelines are necessary for consumer confidence

in PFP-labelled products, it should be recognized that increasing regulation would make

PFP celtification more costly and less accessible to fanners.

Region was shown to be an important factor in tenns of interest in PFP, but not

necessarily in the proporlional success in achieving PFP certification. There may be

greater potential for PFP in areas of Western Canada other than Manitoba. Alberta and

Saskatchewan have a higher proportion of f,relcls with reduced herbicide use than

Manitoba. Three and six percent of cereal fields are not sprayed with herbicides in

Alberta and Saskatchewan, respectively, while in Manitoba this proporlion is under 1olo

(Thomas et al., 1999b, Thomas et al., 1999a, Thomas et al., 1999c). This may in part be

due to drier conditions west of Manitoba, which may decrease weed an<l disease pressure.

Altemately, it may be more challenging for farmers in regions with higher yield potential,

higlier historical use of pesticides, higher disease and weed pressure, and less forage

production to implement PFP, because the social acceptability of pesticide use reduction

may be lower in these regions than in other regions. A related consideration is the

tendency of fatmers to place great value on high yields or grades to tlie extent that lower

yielding, but more profitable ancl less risky production systems may not be considered.

This is likely to be particularly important in regions with high yield potential for grain

crops. [n parlicular, the limited interest in PFP from the Red River Valley region of
Manitoba indicates the influence of region (Appendix M).

The limitations associated with PFP canola deserve consideration as it is a

sigriificant crop in Manitoba, covering over 750 000 ha in 2001 (Statistics Canada, 2002).

In particular, an increase in cost or loss of registration of insecticidal seed treatrnents may

make PFP canola more feasible.
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Specific characteristics of some crops may make them more appropriate for PFP

rnarketing. For example, flax has been linked r,vith particLrlar healtir benefits. Products

contaiuing PFP certified flax might provide even greater appeal as a marketing strategy

prornoting healtliy fbod products (Brenda .¡-aden Lepp, PFP Marketing Manager, pers.

comm.).

There rnay be potential lòr PFP crops that lvere not explored in this stucly. Forage

and feed crops may have a role in the production of 'naturâl' meat products (e.g. the

Healtlty Grain initiative in Quebec; Pierre Lachance, pers. comm.). A great challenge

lies in applyrng PFP to crops that are less amenable than cereals are to pesticide Llse

reduction. Exarnples of tl'rese crops include canola, pulses, sunflower, and potatoes.

Management of the cropping system and knowledge of pest biology to allow for PFP is

likely to be especially important for these crops.

There may be tension between PFP and promoters of organic or conventional

production. Any production system that challenges the status quo may imply that other

systems have negative attributes. This may lead to some backlash. However, PFP is not

likelyto generate the same level of hostility among conventional agriculturalists as does

organic production. Nevertheless, by trying to provide an intermediate approach between

organic and conventional production, PFP may invite criticism from those involved in

promoting more radical changes to the conventional model of crop production. There

have been few indications of such tension so far, perhaps because of the limited

implementation of PFP. In particular, response to PFP at an organic farmers'conference

was positive (personal observation). The positive response to PFP on the part of organic

agriculturalists appears to be related to a recognition of pesticide use reduction as a

continuum, as well as to the marketing opportunities PFP may offer. The curent lack of
marketing opportunities for crops produced during the transition to organic production

may act as a barrier to increased certified organic production. The existence of PFP to

provide such opportunities may draw more farmers to implement organic production.

This has been the experience of the Healthy Grain initiative in Quebec, an intermediate

pesticide reduction strategy which regularly has parlicipating farmers leave the program

because they have decided to convert fully to certified organic production (Pierre

Lachance, pers. comm.). Negative response to PFP seems to have been greater from
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sllppofiers of conventional agriculture than fi'om suppolters of organic agriculture. There

has been significant coverage of the PFP initiative in the mainstream meclia, bnt sorne

commentary on PFP in the m¿rinstream agricultural rnedia has been negative.

The most pressing constraint in the adoption of PFP may be the general lack of
advance management or planning for reduced inputs amoltg farmers. Our results snggest

that many farmers interested in PFP were not planning to alter their production system to

achieve PFP. Instead of expecting or hoping to 'get lucky' with a situation that allows for

pesticìde reduction, famrers can increase the likelihood of success l pesticide reduction

by instituting practices that result in more robust cropping systems (Van Acker et al.,

2002).

PFP in the Context of Sustainable Agriculture

It is important to consider the overall sustainability of a cropping system that

includes PFP crops. One important question in this regard is whether or not PFP actually

results in a reduction of pesticide use. Bostrom and Fogelfors (2002b) found that, in a
continuous spring cereal rotation, excluding herbicide every 2 years with no other control

measures was detrimental compared to applying half rates every year. This was because

resulting weed densities were 43o/o Lo ll8% higher in the exclusion situation, even though

the same amount of pesticide r,vas applied. But they are careful to point out that this does

not mean that a less regular or less planned exclusion of herbicides will be as detrimental.

Given a general lack of advance crop production planning on the part of many farmers, it
seems unlikely that farmers would implement a schedule of pesticide use recluction.

Instead, appropriate selection of fields on an annual basis is more likely. Lawson (1994)

reported similar findings that suggested the annual elimination of herbicide use based on

ET's did not result in long-term herbicide reduction compared to the application of half
the recommended herbicide rate every year. This was because ET's \.vere exceeded over

80% of the titne, and the outcome in terms of economic considerations as well as weed

seedbank and seedling densities was less favourable when ET's were used. However,

results from our study indicate that farmers did not experience problems ',vith weed

densities the year following PFP and do not expect to increase future pesticide use as a

result of growing a certifiable PFP crop. Only moderate increases in weed densities, and
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management to ensllre competitiveness of the cropping system, may be responsible for

the minimal impact of residual r.veed densities in our study. This outcome has bee¡

suggested by Légerè eî. aI. (1996), Bostrorn and Fogelfors (2002a), and Buhler (i999b).

Another important consicleration is whether or not agronomic practices used to

substitute for pesticide use have negative environmental implications. For example, the

production of certified seed may require more intensive pesticide use than fann saved

seecl. Certified seed is promoted as imporlant for the prodLrction of a clean, competitive

crop; however', ceftified seed may not be necessary if farmers ensllre tl-rat fann-save seecl

is cleaned of weed seeds, and has a large average seed size as well as good gemrination

and vigour. The use of stubble buming to reduce disease pressure is another non-

chernical pest management practice that has a negative impact on the environment by

reducing organic matter return to the soil. However, this practice has largely been

discredited as an effective method of disease control.

A more important substitution of a non-chemical practice for pesticide use is the

replacement of herbicide use with tillage. This study demonstrated the existence of a

trade-off between the use of herbicides and tillage. This trade-off is crucial to the

discttssion of long-term sustainability of pesticide use reduction. The e¡vironmental

implications of tillage in tenns of erosion and depletion of organic matter are significant;

therefore a substitution of tillage for herbicide use is not environmentally benign. The use

of inclices to quantify tillage and herbicide use would be useftrl in determining the

significance of this trade-off. However, no such index was used in this study because

there are no widely accepted (or published) indices, and there is a need for further

information on those that are available. Thomas and Leeson (200i) discuss the options

and difficulties for developing such indices and found that different indices ranked the

same production systerns differently. However, they also demonstrated that some high

input systems use high levels of both tillage and herbicide, so herbicide use does not

necessarily substitute for tillage but may be used in addition to it. It was found that a

reduced-input, diversified annual and perennial cropping system had the least overall use

of inputs (herbicide + tillage) compared to high input or organic systems. Holm et al.

(2002) found that net returns for a low herbicide, zero-tillage system in Saskatchewan

were similat to zero-tillage systems using higher levels of herbicides, and both zero-
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tiliage systems hacl highernetreturns than tilled systems. Kuepper (2001) and Lockeretz

et al. (1981) indicated high supporl for soil consen¡ation among organic fanners;

however, comparative studies of organic and conventional agricnlture tencl not to directly

address this concem. h-r particular, European literature is generally more focussecl on

issues of biodiversiÍy ancl soil ferlility than soil conservation (e.g. Mäder et al., 2002).

While it is possible to farn organically while implementir-rg excellent soil conservation

practices (Kuepper, 2001), and many organic farmers do so, this study supports the idea

that an intermediate strategy like PFP rnay lead to highel actual use of reduced tillage

than true organic production.

The long-term sustainability of PFP can also be addressed by considering its

impact on the economic viability of farms. Farmers involved in this study were generally

satisfied financially with the outcome of PFP, regardless of the current lack of a

premium. This may be due to appropriate field selection for PFP. Financial risk

associated rvith crop production is a critical consideration for farmers, especially given

the current low level of government subsidies in Canada and high level in the US and

EU. lnput reduction is a means to reduce risk, as there is less capital outlay required to

produce a crop. This rnay be achieved through diversification to create a cropping

system that is robust against pests. Not all diversif,rcation is as effective in promoting

input use reduction. 'Diversification' that results ìn the addition of a crop with similar

lifecycle characteristics and pests to curent crops will not make the cropping system

significantly more robust. In addition, not all diversification is appropriate, given the

scale, equipment, and skills of a given farm operation. Olson and Francis (1995) arglte

that diversification must be complementary to the rest of the farm. Diversification of
existing crop production practices is possible ancl may be more complementary than

diversifying into entirely new crop types. For example, forage production can be

diversihed through the use of new forage species (particularly by increasing the use of
forages other than alfalfa, which is dorninant in this region), selÊseeding annual legume

species, or annual forages (Enrz et a1.,2002). Subsistence farmers, who have limited

reliance on agrichemical inputs, use a range of risk reduction strategies such as staggered

planting, intercropping, and the grolving of multiple varieties to ensure complete crop
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failure does not occttr (Parrott and Marsden,2002). These risk- and input-reduction

strategies may also be worlh consi<lering in Western Canacla.

The trend toward specialization of fanns hacl led to a specialization of skills

anongst individual famrers. In order to capitalize on the benefits of cliversification, new,

co-operative anangements between farmers may be necessary. The production of forages

without livestock on a given farm may be made possible by arranging buyers a¡d

equipment sharing among neighbouring farms. Flowever, given the cunent decline in
significance of co-operative veutures among Western Canadian farmers, there may be

limited support for co-operative activities.

Several authors have argued that sustainable agriculture is a process and that rigid

ntles to achieve it are counter to the inherent need for flexibility in dealing with

biological systems (El-Swaify,2000; Schaller, 1990;Rigby and Caceres,2001). Specific

regulations have a very imporlant role to play as part of a certification system leading to

consumer confidence in, and successful marketing of, PFP products. In addition, the

flexible nature of PFP may lead to uncertainty over volumes of certifiable grain

produced, r.vhich can seriously lirnit the pursuit of marketing opportunities (Brenda

Tjaden Lepp, pers. comm.). However, it was apparent during the course of the project

that many fanners were interested in reducing pesticide use whether or not they met pFp

guidelines. Tliis demonstrates the existence of a gronp of farmers who are approaching

pesticide reduction from a diversity of approaches. In the development of a strategy such

as PFP, it is important to ensure that promotion of the concept does not discourage

farmers' innovations with respect to other pesticide reduction frameworks. Some farmers

have reacted to intermediate strategies by implying that such approaches are promoted as

excessively inventive or ground-breaking, when farmers see the guidelines as a no

different from their own rational decision-making processes (de Buck et al., 2000). As a
food product marketing strategy, it may be important to promote PFp as a new and

innovative concept. However, it is important that PFP or other strategies like it do not

alienate farmers by overshadowing their existing pesticide use reduction approaches or

implyrng that the new approach is the singularly superior approach to pesticide Llse

reduction' Insteacl, PFP can act as a validation of the approaches that some fanners are

already using by bringing increased attention to, and support for, such strategies. On the
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other hand, PFP can demonstrate to farmers who have not irnplemented significant

pesticide use recluction that the guidelines for such a progran can be relatively sirnple

and attainable. PFP should be considered a success if farmers become rnore aware of
opporlunities for reclucing input use, and if media attention helps to shift attitucles among

fanners in this regar.d.

PFP is a particular \.vay of approaching IPM and encorraging its adoption on

farms. The recent movernent away from traditional technology acloption theory suggests

that re-invention of innovations is a positive development and may make them more

likely to be retainecl in the long-term. There is already some evidence of re-invention of
PFP. Some of these adaptations of PFP guidelines existed prior to farmers' introduction

to PFP. These fatmers used PFP as a label for their existing pesticide use reduction

activities. Other examples of re-invention of the concept include the use of seed

treatments, in-crop fungicides, or residual herbicides while continuing to eliminate in-

crop pesticide use. Some farmers are also instituting reductions in fertilizer use in

addition to PFP attempts.

The Value and Challenges of Participatory Research

The exploration of parlicipatory research in this study was a valuable one. Many

authors have called for a diversifîcation of approaches to sustainable agriculture.

particularly by using interdisciplinary approaches. The integration of agronomy rvith

other disciplines, particr-rlarly social science disciplines, broadens the perspective in

which pesticide reduction is consiilered, and is a more realistic approach to agricultural

development.

Participatory research in agriculture is on the increase. The importance of
fat'mers' perceptions is being recognized and more common in agronomic research (e.g.

Liebig and Doran, 1996). However, agronomic research that directly involves farmers is

still relatively rare. Fanner decision-making is complex, but it is the way in which crop

production decisions are really made. It therefore is a critically important context for any

agronomic research. Panott and Marsden (2002) argue that there are many synergies that

arise when farmer and researcher expertise are combined.
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As an educational opportunity, participatory, on farm research is parlicr-rlarly

valuable for stttdents rvithout a fann background, as it results in exposure to a r,vide range

of fam types as weli as rural culttrre. This is particularly important as the Canadian

population becomes increasingly urbanized ¿rnd the proportion of students with urban

backgrounris put'suitig agricultural education increases. It also highlights the educational

benefits that would be generatecl if universities were more involved in extension activities

than they currently are.

The exploration of PFP via a participatory strategy rvas valuable for both

researchers ancl farmers. Participation in this study resulted in more opportunity for

parlicipants to be aware of the outcome of other farmers'attempts to implement PFP, than

if pesticide ttse reduction r,vas pursued outside of a specific project. Rogers (1983)

suggests that such 'observation' may contribute to the likelihood that a practice will be

fully adopted. For researchers, it provided an opportunity to assess the potential of PFp

without a time lag of several years of testing on experimental stations. The collaboration

of farmers and researchers has also led to the continuation of PFP beyond the confines of
the on-farm research project. The interest generated by the on-farm research project has

recently resulted in an increasingly active farmers' co-op and associated marketing

opportunities.

There are also challenges that arise in conducting participatory research. For

researchers with no background in social sciences, a shift to this type of research can be

intimidating and frustrating. Working with farmers can be unpredictable, as they can

withdraw from the project at any time. For example, relying on farmel-provided

information in this study led to challenges in terms of ensuring that fields met regulations

for inclusion in the project. Some farmers volunteered for the project indicating that they

met all the requirements for PFP, but later examination of records showed that a residual

herbicide or seed treatment had been used, disqualifying the field for certification. It is
therefore advisable to involve more famrers in a project than are required for analysis.

Another issue that arose was the tendency for misunderstanding between farmers and

researchers in terms of the specific regulations surrounding PFP. Several farmers

interpreted 'pesticides' to mean only insecticides, and therefore thought they were
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practicing PFP even though they used herbicides. This highlights the need for

researchers to be aware of differences in academic and everyday language.

The nature of PFP as a yearly opt-in or opt-out concept meant that there were high

levels of uncertainty begir-uring the project, in terms of horv many'uvould volunteer, from

r,vhich regions, and'what proportion of fielcls would achieve PFP certification. As it
happeneé, the outcome resulted in an adequate number of fields and farmers in each

gloltp for statistical analysis. However, analysis would have had to be different if the

majority of fields were certifiable, or not certifiable, as the number of fanners in each

glotip may not have been large enough'to allow for statistical comparisons between

groups. Relying on farmers to volunteer for this project also posed challenges. Some

famers waited until late in the growing season to volunteer for the project. This,

combined with logistical difficulties associated with the regional distribution of
participants meant that exact timings for weed density counts, biomass assessments, or

any other time-sensitive agronomic data'uvould have been clifficult. Another challenge in

terms of analysis was the high frequency missing infonnation resulting fi'om relying on

farmers' records. This may preclude the possibility of using multivariate or other

techniques that require a complete matrix of data to be available for analysis. Indeed, this

rl/as a major consideration in determining how to analyze information in this study. A
high degree of flexibility in the approach to analysis was required.

Several authors have argued that participatory research should be qualified as to

its degree, in order to avoid superficial use of the term (Pretty, 1995; Rocheleau, lgg4).

V/hile this study involved farmers more actively than has traditionally been common in

this topic area, there is much room for increasing the participatory nature of agronomic

research. This study did have guidance from the farmer steering committee responsible

for PFP research; however, marly farmers participating in the project did not directly

participate in the guiding of the ploject. A more truly participatory study would include

farmers in the analysis and discussion of results, and would have provided more

opporlunity for interaction between farmers involved in the study. An even further

progression of farmer participation in research would be for farmers to initiate and

conduct their own researclt, as suggested by Pretty (1995) and demonstrated by Exner et

aL. (1996).
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Future Research

While the rlietoric of sustainability is common among govemmental and other

funding agencies, in practice it can be difficult to obtain funcling for projects such as this

one. Cumently, public funciing is often clependent on obtaining matching funcls fiom

industry sources. Studies with no apparent value to agro-industrial interests will not

attract' funds frorn both industry ancl matching funds from govemments. There has been

a general trend to'uvard reduced public funding for agricultural research (Parrot and

Marsden, 2002). Given limited funds for agr-icultural research, requirernents for

matching industry fttnds should be removed in order to focus public dollars on research

that is tmly in the public interest. Research regarding reducecl pesticide use is, by its

nature, of public iuterest because the externalities associated with pestici<le use affect the

general public. In addition, Gerlter (1992) suggests that given a farm crisis that shows no

signs of abating, attitudes about shifting to alternative agriculture may be more

supportive than in the past. Therefore, research regarding pesticide use reduction may

have the potential to be rnore widely adopted among farmers than previously thought

possible.

While research regarding ecotromic thresholds and decision-support systems is

valuable in deterrnining which fields are best suited to pesticide use reduction in a given

year, it is apparent that without such academically-derived guidelines, the majority of
farmers in this project were satisfied with their own decision-making abilities regarding

pesticide use. While it may be argued that the existence of the on-farm research project

may have encouraged farmers to retain fields for PFP to see what the results would be,

farmers were explicitly told that the goal of the project was simply to observe their crop

production decisions and not to influence them. A more pressing need than decision

stlpport systems is for research and extension that demonstrates ways in which cropping

systems can be managed to allow for regular reductions in pesticide use. It is also cmcial

that combinations of non-chemical pest management practices are explored as it is a

combination of strategies that will be required to successfully and consistently reduce

fatmers' reliance on pesticides. Most altemative practices, even direct ones such as

mechanical i.veed control, do not have the high efhcacy of herbicides. The expectation

that substitution of simple, singie cultural practices for pesticide use to be as effective as

chemical coutrol is probably unreasonable in most cases. In this study, assessment of
non-chemical management practices focussed primarily on the use of single management
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practices. A urore realistic approach to assessing on-farm use of non-chemical practices

would be to clirectly assess the package of practices in use on a particular fann. This

w.ould involve â ntore thorough understanding of the management of individLral fann

operations. The use of paired farms located in the same region but w'ith cliflerent

managelnent practices or philosophies (as used by du Croix-Sissons et al. (2000) ancl

Liebig and Doran (1999b)) may be useful in this regard. It rvoulcl also be useful to

observe the practices of farmers interested in PFP over a longerperiocl of time in order to

assess the fì'equency with which PFP is implemented on the same field anct to what

degree its use is rotated throughout the farm. This would add to an assessment of the

ability of PFP to rednce long-term pesticide use over large areas of cropland.

It would also be advantageous to explore reduced-input strategies ôther than PFP,

parlicularly ones that fill in the gaps between existing strategies and move away from

strictly defined framervorks that limit creativity in developing strategies for economically

and environmentally sustainable agriculture. This study has shown the potential of a

simple pesticide reduction framework to generate interest from farmers, while at the same

time, interest in PFP-Iabelled food products has increased (Magnussen,2002). It is likely

that any widespread, easily marketed pesticide use reduction strategy needs to be simple

for both farmers and consumers, and rigorously certified. This approach has the potential

to make a large impact in terms of pesticide use reduction on a much larger number of
farms and fields than has previously occurred. However, it is also important to support

the generation and dissemination of farmers' knowledge regarding methods for reducing

overall dependency on pesticides, regardless of a particular framework. Fanners

independently, or in groups, should be encouraged to undertake their own site-specific

investigations into methods that allow for reduced pesticide use. More research that

documents and facilitates farmers' investigations into these methods would be useful.

This approach would integrate research and extension and provide a way to encourage,

value, and disseminate farmers' knowledge of cropping systems management that can

allow for reductions in input use.

In pest management disciplines, and in weed science in parlicular, there is a need

for basic research to increase knowledge about the ecology and biology of pests. In
particular, longer-term studies with more detailed examination of weed population

dynamics would add credibility to this study's finding that residual weed populations in

fields selected by farmers for PFP were not detrimental.
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In this study, decicling on the appropriate use of controls and obtaining

comparative data was ¿ì challenge. The availability of Census of Agriculture data and the

Vy'eecl Survey Series, particularly managernent infonnation, was extremely valuable. It

would have been difficult to undertake ân assessment of PFP in the context of what is

typical in Manitoba without this infonnation. Flowever, depending on the timing, such

infonlation may not always be current. Botli the Census of Agriculture and the Weed

Surveys are conductecl approximately every 5 years. Any less frequent availability of
comparative information could seriously restrict the ability of studies like this to situate

fatmers' practices in tlie context of typical practices. An up-to date recorcl of what

comparative data is available would be useful for future research of this son. Such a

compilation might also promote the standardization of data collection and reporting, so

that comparisons across studies are made easier. Hor.vever, this may become less likely

as the publicly funded institutions that would likely undefiake such a compilation are

threatened lvith reduced funding.

Conclusions

Approaches to pesticide reduction that are intermediate to conventional ancl

organic cropping systems have been described as a 'third way', a 'stepping stone' to

organic production, or a 'halfway house' between the two concepts. There is currently a

proliferation of such intermediate strategies (Kane et aI.,2000), of which the most wideiy

known is IPM. Given the increasing gap between organic and conventional production in

terms of organic certification requirements, there will likely be increasing interest in

developing intermediate strategies that are of interest to farmers and which meet

consumer demand for food produced with reduced use of agrichemicals.

This study demonshated the ability of Manitoba farmers to eliminate pesticides

from crops for a full growing season. A high proportion of farmers interested in reducing

their pesticide use were able to do so. Results indicated that farmers who choose fields

for pesticide reduction can produce crops with satisfactory yields, grades, residual rveed

densities, and f,rnancial outcomes. This provides evidence that pesticide use is not always

necessary for agronomically and economically sound farming. The study also

demonstrated the ability of an intermediate strategy like PFP to co-exist with

conventional soil conservation practices, and potentially provide an integration of
reduced tillage and reduced pesticide use. The participatory nature of the study was
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valuable in that it allowecl for a broader assessment of the issues associated with pesticide

use recluction beyond those that could be measurecl on an experirnental station. It also

proved to be a valuable leaming expedence for researchers. The achninistration of an on-

farm research ploject by university lesearchers also likely increased the media attention

sunounding PFP and led to greater awareness of the concept amolìg farmers and greater

dissemination of research results. There is also evidence of the continued use of PFP

beyond the scope of this project.

From a n'rarketing perspective, the challenge of an intermediate pesticide use

redtlction strategy is to develop a concept that is easily implemented by famters and

which meets the desires of consumers in as simple a manner as possible. Cornplexity and

inconsistency in tlie implementation of IPM is cited as being responsible for the lack of

widesplead adoption of IPM principles (de Buck et al., 200r; Kogan, 1998). This also

leads to confttsion on the part of consurrìers in terms of its meaning and value. A concept

like PFP is based on IPM principles but with more straightforward guidelines for both

farmers and consumers. This means that there is less opportunity for inconsistency in the

implementation of PFP or misunderstanding of PFP as a marketing strategy. PFP shows

potential to be successfully adopted by mainstream farmers in Manitoba and therefore

deseles further exploration in terms of cropping systems management and marketing

strategies that may improve its success.

Without a marketing outlet however, there is less need for strictly defined

pesticide use reduction strategies. Many farmers involved in the PFP project rvere

interested in a range of input reduction strategies that do not fit with any particular label.

These farmers are adopting systems to suit their specif,rc (often economic) needs and then

sell their production into mainstream markets. This situation is also beneficial as it leads

farmers to knowledge-based farming that is more economically and environmentally

sustainable.

Exposure to PFP may also lead farmers recognize the potential of intennediate

strategies and to develop other intermediate crop production and marketing frameworks.

Regardless of the future significance of PFP marketing opportunities, PFP should be

considered a success if it contributes to the process of moving toward pesticide use

reduction. If farmers interested in PFP are drawn to consider, discuss, and continue to

experiment with knowledge-based farming in order to reduce pesticide use, then PFP will

have contributed to improving the sustainability of agriculture in Westem Canada.
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APPENDIX A

Herbicide Use Restrictions for Certified Pesticide Free Production

Herbicides that can be applied as a preemergent burnoff: Amitrol 240 (when used at
rates recommended for preemergent burnoff), glyphosate products, Gramoxone, pardner.

Herbicides that can be applied in the fall prior to a pFp crop: 2,4-D,MCpA, Rustler,
plus those listed above.

Herbicides that can be applied in the year prior to a pFp crop: 2,4-DB, Achieve
80DG, Achieve Extra Gold, Assure II, Avenge, Banvel II (< 0.25 L/ac applied prior to
September 1 of the previous year), Basagran, Buctril M, Champion Extra, Champion plus,
compas, Dichlorprop + 2,4-D, Dual II, Dyvel, Dyvel DS, Eptam, Eradicane, Express
Pack, Freedom Gold, Frontier, Frontline, Fusion, Gramoxone, Harmony Total, Hoegrass
ru284, Horizon/Horizon BTM, Kerb, Laddock, Laser DF, Liberty, Linuron, MCpB +
MCPA, Mecoprop, Pardner, Pea Pack, Pinnacle, poast ultra, prepass, puma, puma super
Refine Extra, ReglonelReward, Select, Sencor/Evict, Stampede EDF, Target/Sward,
Thumper, Triumph Plus, Venture, plus those listed above.

Herbicides that can be applied no less than 2 years prior to a PFP crop: Absolute,
Accent, Accord, Assert, Atrazine, Attain, Avadex, curtail, Eclipse, Edge, Everest,
Flaxmax Ultra, Fortress, K2, Lontrel, Muster, Muster Gold/II, Odyssey, Prestige, prevail,
Primextra Light, Prism, Pursuit, Reflex, Simazine, spectrum, Sundance, trifluralin
products, Trophy, Ultim, Velpar.

Herbicides that can be applied no less than 4 years prior to a PFP crop: Ally, Amber.
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APPENDIX ts

Post-[I arvest Questionna ire

Pa r t A.__¡.\gfAruX4g_qqes tio n s :

l. a What PtìP crop t-licl ¡,c-ru qrow or âil.c-nlpt to grou. thts year?
b. Which r,ariety?

c. !\rhat is 1he legal land description of the fielcl?

d. Did you use a seed treatnleut,:) uYes DNo

2. ¡1. Were you able to leave the cr.op unspralrecì lor thc entirc season? tr yes E No
IF YES:

' b' How'satisfìed lvere yoir r.r'ith your zrtternpt at proclucins a pFp crop?
Û Gotrd fi poi. t] poor

IIì NO:

c wh¿rt r,r'eecl/diseaser'i,sect pest(s) requirecl contror(s),r

d, \\ihat product(s) clid ,voLr spray ou thc field to control the probleni,?

-1. What *,as the source of your seecl for the pFp fielti?
tr Ilolne grown - cleaned fl llonre gÌ'own - not cle¿rned n Ccrrtilìeci seed

i

4. !\¡hicll irnplcr'e't clid 1'ou usc to seecr trrc pFp crrop'/

-5 what typcr ancl rvidth cf .pe.or c'ricry.Lr usc: t. seecr trrc pFp crop/
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(:" \\iircn tiicl t,ou sccd tlìe PFP clopl Vlonrh i)av

.

7. lVhal seeclirig rate did ycru use'l bu,,ac OR lbs/ac

8. \\iha1 depth did '',oLl secrJ ihe crop'l rnches

9. What row' spacing clid you use'? inches

10. What size- rvas the PFP fìeld'/ acres

I i Is the land that the PFP crop \\¡as gro\\rn on: (cl-iec:k one)
D orvnc-cl OR
u rented

12. a. ls the PIìP field in transition to certiiìerl olganic'r n yes D No
II YES:

b. liorv tllany -\'ears has the field been in transition (including this year, 2000)?

___,_ __years

13. Whal rvas rhe estiurated yìeìd of-the pFp tieltl? buiac OR ibs/ac

14. what rvas the grade of seecl har'ested fi'cínr the pFp fielc1'r
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!þkl l-Iistort'

\\¡hat crop rot;rtion arrcl chclricals

this lie lil in thc past .5 years'.)

( insccticidcs. iìutgic:ides. or lrerbicitles) lìave vorr usecl in
l5

Chenrical I Chentical 2 Chernical .j C'henrical

l6 Whaf do

u

I
D

tr

n

yon plan to do witir this hc.lcl next vear,?

Another PFP crop

(-'onventionally grorvn crop

[-]se ¿r cleanup crop for ¡rest ¡lroblems that
Field is in transition to organic,,

0thcr

becarnc appalenl
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l7

Flerbicide use histor-y

'l'his year tl000l. did voLr usc a
fieltl'l
û l'es u No

IF YES

Lastyear(1999),
fl Yes u

prc-erÌìcrgeiit or pre-plant herbjcicie on vour pFp

ls. clid you use a pre-han'est ilerbicide on your pFp fieltl.?
No

19.

IF }'ES lete the follor

Did ,yoLr use a lrerbicide on your pFp f-relcl after hawest
rl Yes n No

in 1999 (last year)',)

t¡- \'ES, leasc complete the

Name of herbicide

trF-air ûPoor

218

ase 0lll iIe lo IOllo\\.llt

Name of herbicide

Rate

i

D Recommencled n Higher D Lorver

I-evel of control tl Excellent nGood ¡Fair trpoor

, prease complete vln

Name of herbicide

Rate u Recommellded tr Fligher U l,oler

I-evel of'control u Excellent trGood DFair trpoor

û Reconlulended tr l{ighel. tr l,olver

tr Excellent DGoocl



Tillage practices

20. a. Horv wo,lcl 'vou categorize the tillage systerìì on your pFp field?
D Zero D Minimum D Conventional
Lr. llorv 

'ìany 
years hãr,e y.u been using this tillage system o' this freld,l

_*-,__*ye¿ìrs

21. Did you till the pFp field after harvest in 1o'lo ¡year prior to pFp crop)?
Ð Yes nNo

IF YES: please specify the implements and nunrber of times used
Lnplement

Irnplement

Number of times used

Number of times used

Implement _Nunber of times used
(Please be as specific as possible regarcling the implement design.)

22. Did you till the PFP field before seeding in rhe spring of 2000 (this year)?
tr Yes nNo

iF YES: please specify the implements and .umber of times used
Implement Number of times used

Number of times used

Number of times used

Implement_

Implement
(Please be as specifìc as possibre regarding the imprement design.)

Did you till the PFP field rhis fall (2000) afler harv,esr?
D Yes El No

IF YES: please specily the implernents and number of tirnes used.

23.

Implement

Implement

Number of times used

Number of times used

Implement _Number of times used
(Please be as specific as possible regarding the ìmprement desigri.)
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Fertilizer practices

24. Dicl you apply fèúilizer in the lall of 1999 (afler liarvest last year)?
trYes nNo

IF YES: answer part A or B below - A if you know the actual arnou't of each
r-ultrient applied, and B if you knor,v the formulation and rate of the product

OR:

Part A 1" application 2"'r application

Nitrogen (lb/ac)

Phosphate (lb/ac)

Potassium (lb/ac)

Sulphur (lb/ac)
Placement (e.g. broadcast, deeþ
or surface banded, injected)

Part B I't application 2n'r application
Formulation (e.g. 2l-0-0-24)

Rate of product applied (e.g.
20lblac\
Placement (e.g. broadcast, deep or
surface banded, in iected)
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Fertilizer practices continued

25. Dicl you apply fèrtilizer before seeding in 2000,/ tr yes n No

IF YES: ans\,ver part A or B belor.v - A if you know the actual amount of'each
ntttrìent applied, and B if'you know the formLrlation ancl rate of ihe procluct.

OR:

Part A 1't application 2"'r application

Nitrogen (lb/ac)

Phosphate (lb/ac)

Potassium (lb/ac)

Sulphur (lb/ac)

Placement (e.g. broadcast, deep
or surface banded, iniected)

Part B ['t application 2"d application

Formulation (e.g. 21 -0-0-24\

Rate of product applied (e.g.
20lb/ac)
Placement (e.g. broadcast, deep or
surface banded, in.iected)
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Fertilizer practices continued

26. Dicl you apply fèrtilizer at seecling in 2000'/ r yes tr No

IF YES: answer part A or B below - A if yoLr know the actual amount of each
nutrient applied, ancl B ìf you knor,v the fonnulation and rate of the procluct.

OR:

Part A I'r application 2"d application

Nitrogen (lb/ac)

Phosphate (lb/ac)

Potassium (lb/ac)

Sulphur (lb/ac)

Placement (e.g. rvith seed, side
banded, midrow banded)

Part B I't application 2"" application

Formulation (e.g. 2l-0-0-24)

Rate of product appliecl (e.g.
20lb/ac)
Placement (e.g. rvith seed, side
banded, midrorv banded)
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flarvest practices

For the crop grown previously to the PFP crop (that is, the crop growlr on the sarne fìeld in
1999), please provide details about h¿irvest practices.

27. a. W'as the crop swathed'l r yes rr No

IF YES:

b. Crop stage at swathìng___
c. Date of swathing

d. Date of harvest: Montli_ Day

IF NO:

e. Date of direct harvest: Month_-- Day
f. Crop stage at time of clirect harvest

28. Was the field burned after harvest last year, or this spring before seeding?
trYes trNo

29. a. Have you used a chaff cart as part of your harvesting procedures on the pFp helcl?
DYes trNo
b. IF YES, for hor,v many years? _-_-- yeârs
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Part B. Demographic Inforrnation

The lollowing questions are designed to provide some inl-ormation about your f'zrnn
operation in order to detenline what lactors besides agronomic practíces might influence the
success of pesticide-free crop production. The tesults will be helpful in determining rvhich
producers are most likely to be interestecl in PFP and r.vhether or not this system has the
potential to be wideiy adopted. All information will be kept confidential.

1. How many acres do you farm?

a. =---_-__owned acres famecl

b. rented acres famrerl í

Ifland rented varies from year to year, please provide an average.

2. Which of the following crops do you gro\,v on a regular basis? (Check all that appty)

n Fall rye n Alfalfa tr Winter rvheat n Barley
o Spring rvheat ! Oats il Flax il Peas tr Caltola
n Other (s):

3. a. Do you raise livestock? û Yes tr No

b. If yes, please specify the type of animal raised and number of animals

4. a. Is any part of your farm currently in transition to organic certification?

trYes tNo

iF YES: !

b. How many acres of your farm are currently certified?
c. What many acres of your farm are in transition?

d. Why have you decided to convert to organic?

e. Do you plan to convert your entire farm to certified organic,?

tr \'es D No
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5. a- Do voit trornl¿rllv scout your fielcls to detcrnrine if hertricirleipesticide application
is required'/ tr Yes tr No

IF YES:

b. Do you: rl scout your helds personally?
tr use a scout from a dealership?

D use a hired (independent) crop scout

6. Have you ever taken a crop scouting course? tr yes n No

7. Are you a certified seed grower?

8. How many years have you been farming'/

9. How many years has your family been fanning?

uYes trNo

VCATS

years

10. a. Do the you r,vork off the fami? D yes n No
b. If yes, is the work: t seasonal full time

tr seasonal part time (horv many hours per week? ____)
tr full tirne year round
tr part time year round (horv many hours per week? -..- __)

I I ' Do you belong to any producer groups or cornmun ity organizations? please

list:

12. How many people are involvecl in your famring operation?
trl n2 D3 t4 D5 n6 E7 cgornlore

l3' Ilorv likely is it that your larm r,vill remain within your faniily for the foreseeable
future?

¡ VerY likely E Somewhat likely D Not likelv
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Erperience with FFP

l'he l'ollowing questions are about the experience w,ith PFP you hacl tllis year ancl your
opinions on rvhat could improve it.

14. w*hy are you iuterested in Pesticide Free production,/

Please circle the number that shows hou,inrportant each of the follorving is to you,
x,ith I as not ìmportant at all and 5 as very imporlant.

Marketing opportunities r2345
Concenred about the environment t2345
Reducing hqrbicide resistance in rveeds t2345
R.glqcing input costs 12345
Reducing my ow! 4!d my family's exposure to pesticides t2345
Other (please specify) 12345

i5. a. Would you try PFP again? r Yes tr No

b. IF YES: l{ow long r.vould you r,vait before trying PFP again on the same field as

this year?___ years

1ó. would you plan to incorporate pF'p crops into a regular rotation?
¡ Yes, but only if a marketing premium was available

D Yes, I would consider it even without a prernium

DNo

17. lVhy r,vould/woulcl't you try pFp again?
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18. what crop woulcl yor use if you w'ere to attempt pFp again,/
ir Fall rve tr Alfalla n Wi¡ter rvlie¿rt n Barley
¡ Spring wheat u Oats n Flax tr peas ¡ Canola
n Other (s):

19. a. [iave you gro\,vn a PFP crop prior to 2000.? E yes tr No

b. If yes, rvhat crop did you grorv?

c. Ilyes, what level of success dicl you have,/

n Good n Fair tr poor

20' a. If you r'vere able to produce a PFP crop this year, were you able to fi¡cl a market
for it as a PFP crop'? n Yes tr No

b. Where you able to obtain a premium for the pFp grain? tr yes tr No

21' a. Do 1'ou think you came out ahead hnancially by producing a pFp crop rather tha¡
producing the crop ivith the'se of pesticides? n yes n No
IF YES: was it because of tr reduced input costs

E marketing premium

D both

22. lVhat rnarketing premium do you think is necessary to make pFp a concept you
could irnplement on a regular basis?

Crop

Crop

Premium

Premium t

Crop_ Premium

23' New concepts can often be fiustrating to put into practice. Di<i you hnd that there
lvas a tirne during the season that you regretted yotrr <iecision to try pFp'/

tr Yes fl No

whv?
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24. i,Vhy dicl you choose to rry pF'p on this fielcl this year,?

D I kner,v it hacl been a clean fîelcl in past 1.ears

n It looked clean this spring

n I hacl trcen actively preparing the fielcl lor a lorv-input svsteni
D The spray r.vindow was missed

fl Other

25. a. Did you manage your PFP field clifferentlj., from conventional fields (apar1 frorn
not spraying it)? tr Yes Û No

IF YES: what rvere the differences? please explain:

26. Did you use any non-cliemical pest nranagement techniques for the pFp crop'/
trYes trNo
IF YES, please list them:

27' If you rvere to plan to prodttce a PFP crop in the future, rvhat management strategies
would you use'l
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28. I)o you think PFP is an idea that is acceptable to the majority of f¿rrnlers?
trYes uNo

'29. Can you suggest anything that would help you atlopt a rotation that included pFp

crops?
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f)pinions of the current agricultural system

30- f-isted below are several pairs olcontrasting viervs regarcling North Arnerican
agriculture.

For each pair please indicate which one of the two views you most agree with - tlre one in
the lefl hand columtr, or the one in the right-hand colurnn-- by circling the approprizrte
number on the line betr.veen them.

1 - strongly agree with view in ieft-hand column
2 - rnildly agree with vier,v in left-hand colurnn
3 - undecided/neutral :

4 - mildly aglee with view in right-hand column
5 - strongly agree with view in right-hand column

Meeting North American food needs
with fewer and fewer farmers is a
positive outcome of technological
progress.

12345 Meeting North American food needs
with fewer and fewer farmers is a
negative outcome of our free market
svstem.

Farmland should be farmed so as to
protect the long-term productive
capacity of the land, even if this
means lower production and profits.

1234s Fannland should be fanned so as to
maximize annual profits, even if this
threatens the long-term productive
capacity of the land.

I{igh energy use makes North
American agriculttre vulnerable and
should be greatly reduced.

12345 Large inputs of energy into agriculture
should be continued as long as it is
profitable to do so.

The primary goal of farmers should
be to maximize the productivity,
efïciency, and profitability of their
fanns.

12345 The primary goal of fanlers should be
to improve the quality of their
products and to enhance the longterm
condition of their fanns.

The amount of falmland o',vned by
an individual or corporation should
NOT be limited, even if the
ovvnership of land becomes much
more concentrated than at ptesent.

2345 The amount of farmland owned by an
individual or corporation should be
limited in order to encourage land
orvnership by as many people as

possible.
Agricultural scientists and policy-
makers should recogrize that there
are limits to what nature can provide
and acljust their expectations
accordingly.

1234s
Agricultural scientists and policy-
makers should expand efforts to
develop biotechnologies and other
imovatiolls in order to increase food
supplies.

Good farming depends mainly on
personal experience and knowledge
of the land.

t2345 Good farming clepends mainly on
applying the findings of modern
agricultural science.

The future success of North 12345 Healthy rural communities are
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Amencan agriculture r,l,ill NOT be
af'lected if rural comnrunities
coutinue to decline.

absolutely essential 1'or North
American agriculture's luture success.

Small to meclium sized lanns can
best sen'e North America's
aE-icultural needs.

1234-5 Large to very large fanns can best
serve North Ameri ca's agricultural
needs.

Farm traditions ancl culture are
outdated and of little use in modem
agriculture.

r2345 Farm traditions and culture help
maintain respect for the land an<i are
essential lor good farming.

Farming is first and foremost a

business like any other.
1234s Fanning is first of all a way of life and

second a business.
Farmers should use primarily natural
ferti Iizers and production methods
such as mânure, crop rotations,
compost, ancl biological control.

I 2 3 4'5 Fanners should use primarily synthetic
fertilizers and pesticides in order to
maintain adequate levels of
production.

Most people should live in cities and
Ieave farming to those who do it
best.

12345 Many more people should live on
farms and in rural areas than do at
present.

Modem agriculture is a major cause
of ecological problerns and must be
greatly modified to beconre
ecologically souncl.

r2345 Modem agriculture is a minor cause of
ecological problems and needs only to
be fine-tuned periodically in order to
be ecologically sound.

Farmers should only farm as mucll
land as they can personally care for.

12345 Farmers should farm as much land as
they profitably can.

Farms should be specialized in one
or at qost a ferv crops.

12345 Farmers should be diversified and
include a large varietv of croos.

Soil and water are the source of all
life and should therefore be strictly
conserved.

1234.5 Soil and water are the basic factors o[
production and should be used so as to
maximize production.

Farmers should purchase rnost of
their goods and servicesjust as other
consumers do.

12345 Farmers should produce as many of
their own goods and services as

possible.
The key to agriculture's futnre
success lies in learning to imitate
natural ecosystems and farm in
harmony with nature.

1234s
l The key to agriculture's future success

lies in the continued development of
advanced technologies that will
overcome nature's limits.

Most farms should specialize in
either crops or livestock.

12345 Most farms should include both crops
and livestock.

Production, processing, and
marketing of agricultural proclucts is
best done at local and regional
levels.

t2345 Production, processing, and marketing
of agricultural products is best done at
national and international levels.

The successful farmer is one who
rqms enough fiom farming to eniov

t2345 The successful farmer is one who truly
enjoys farming even if it provides onlv
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qn aþgve average standard of lìvin.q a below average standard of living.
Technology should be used to make
fàml labour more rewarding and
enjoyable, but not to replace it.

1234s Fann labour should be replacecl
rvhenever possible by more efficient
machines and other technologies.

The abundance and relatively low
prices of food in North America are
evidence that Nofih American
agricr-rlture is the most successful in
the rvorld.

12345 High energy use, soil erosion, water
pollution, etc. are evidence that North
American agriculture is not nearly as
successful as many believe it to be.

3l . What is your highest educational level?

n Elementary

n High school

tr University/College Diploma

u University Degree

tr Graduate (Masters)

¡ Posr-graduate (ph.D.)

32. What is yollr current age?

E under 35 E 35-54 û over 55

33. What is your average NET annual fanrr income?

D Under $25,000 ü $2-s,000-50,000 D $50,000_75,000
E $7-5,000- 1 00,000 n over $ 100,000

34. Do you have any other comments about pesticidc Free procluction?
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APPENÐIX C

Changes lllade to the Post-Harvest Questionnaire in 2001.

Part [: Aqronomic inlormation

I b. \!'hat lvas the intended end use'? Feecl, mzrlt, etc

Added after question ó:

Was the crop underseeded to ¿rnother crop? l Yes ü No
IF YES: Which crop?

Date seeded: Month Day

Addition to question l2:
a. Is the PFP fìeld certified organic?

Added after question l4:
What is the estimated dockage of the PFP crop?

ü Yes i-l No
b. Is the PFP field in transition to certified organic? Il Yes ! No

IF YES: This year, the lield rvas:
[ì In year 1 of transition
lJ In year 2 of transition
D In year 3 of transition
! ln transition for more than 3 years
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(lh¿rnges to question l5:

What crop rotation and pesticides (insecticides, fingicides, or herbicides) have
yon usecl in this field in the past 5 years'?

Adcled after question l6:
Do you platr to grow another PFP crop next vear, otì a different fielcl? Ll Yes
UNo

Planting
date
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Aclcled after- question 2ó:

Did you apply fertilizer after seeding in 2001 (rhis spring)? lJ yes LJ No

lF YES: answer part A or B below - A if you knc¡r.v the actual amount of each
nutrient applìed, and B if you know the fornlulation and rate of the pr-oduct.

OR:

Part A l't application 2nd application

Nitrogen (lb/ac)

Phosphate (lb/ac)

Potassium (lb/ac)

Sulphur (lb/ac)

Placement

Part B 1't application 2"d apolication

Formulation (e.9. 2l-0-0-24)

Rate of product applied (e.g.
20lb/ac)

Placement

Part 2: Demoqraphic infbrmation
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Acided after question 2:

Which of the following crops did you grow this vear'?

i,ì F-all rye i-t Alfalfa i I Wirrter wheat i I Barley

i-ì Spring rvheat l-l Oats ll Flax i ì Peas i I Canola

I Other (s):

Changes to question 14.

a. Have you ever considered converting any part of y'our farm to organic
procluction?

[f Yes I No

IF YES, continue on to part b. IF NO, go to question 6.

b. Is any part of your farm currently in transition to orgarric certification?

DYes INo

IF YES:

c. Horv many acres of your farm are currently certifìecl?

d. How many acres of your farm are in transition?

e. Why have you decided to conveft to organic?

f. Do you plan to convert your entire lann to organic? I Yes Ll No

Changes to question l5:

Woulcl you try PFP again? ü Yes ! No
IF YES: How long rvoulcl you wait belore trying PFP again on the same flek! as

ri next year fl in 2 years Lì in 3 years
[l in 4 years [_ì in more than 4 years I_l Unsure

IF YES: How long woulcl you *i, belore trying PFP on another fïeld?
Ü next year t i in 2 years Ll in 3 years
i-ì in 4 years ["] in more than 4 years l.l Linsure

Changes to question 22:

What marketing prernium do you think is necessary to make PFP a concept you
could implement on a regular basis? Please check the box of the premium you
think is necessary to receive for PFP crops.

ac

ac
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Sprin-e'wheat

Aclded after questiot't 24:

'Would you tend to describe yourself as an early adopter of new agricultural
technologiesl)

I Yes D Somewhat ll No

Changes to question 27:
If you were to plan to produce a PFP crop in the future, what management
strategies would you use? Check any that apply:

Ll Woultl NOT plan in advance for a PFp crop
Ll Late seeding
I increased seeding rates
i-l Early seeding
D Narrow row spacing
I Pre-emergent glyphosate

Ll Incorporate livestock into the falm system
[J Use rotation to manage pest problems
! Use forages irl rotation
I Use alfalfa in rotation
L.l Use summerfallow

I Post emergent (in crop) harrorving it Band fertilizer rather than broadcasr
L-l Post harvest glyphosate previous vear i.i Fertirize the crop u,ell
ü spray or mow weed patches tr Spray fielcì welì in previous yeers
L.l Lou' soil disturbance il Chaff collection
[-l Grow a companion crop for pest/i,veed suppression
fl Select competitive crops or varieties for pesl/weed suppression
ü Other:

Which of these practices would you say are the most inpoftaut to procluce a pFp crop,/
l._
2.

Added alter questiott 2J:

When you decided this spring to try to grow a PFp crop. <iiti yoLr think that:
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I You plobably would have to spray the crop
í_ i Yor-r probably would NOT have to spray the crop
I I You wotrld leave the crop unsprayed regardless of the pesL/weecl ¡rressure
í lOther:

Do you think that you u'ill have to increase you'pesticide use in future years as a
result of having grown a PFP crop this year? u ycs t.J No

Conipared to other farmers in your area, are you:
[.] More tolerant of weeds in your fi,elds
l ì No diffcrent in you.tolerance of weeds in your fìelcls
D l-ess tolerant of rveeds in yorr fielcls

Added after question 28:

35. Flave you ever had herbicide resistant weeds on you farm? iJ yes tJ No
IF YES: Weed Resistant to:
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APPENDIX D

Questions ornitted fiom the post-harvest survey fbr fãrmers rvho were repe¿ìt
participants in 2001

Part 2;_ f)emographic questions

1. How many acres do you farm'/

a.

b.

o,uvned acres farnred

renteclacres flamred

Ifland rented varies from year to year, please provicle an average.

2. Which of the following crops do you grow on a regular basis? (Check all that
applv)
ll Fallrye ü Altàlfa ü Winterrvheat Lì Barley
L ì Spring i.vheat l-l Oats t i FIax [,i Peas {_J Canola

i-: Other (s):

4. a. Do you raise livestock? Ll Yes ü No

b. If yes, please specify the type of aninlal raised and number of
animals

5. a. Have you ever considered converting any part of your farm to organic
production?

l-l Yes fl No

IF YES, continue on to part b. IF NO, go to question 6.

b. Is any part of your farm cunently in transition to organic cefiification'?

ll Yes I No

IF YES:

c. How many acres of your farm are currently certifìed?

cl. How many acres of your larm are in transition?

e. Why have you decicled to convert to organic'?

1. Do you plan to conven your entire farm to organic? fl Yes l.l No

ac

ac
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6. l)o yor-r trorrlrally scout your fields to determine if herbicicle/pesticide applicarion is
required'/ I-t Yes Ll No

IF YES:

f)o you: i,i scout 1,our fields personally?

i.,r use a scout froni a dealership?

L.l use a hired (independent) crop scoltt

7. Have you ever taken a crop scouting coursc'J Í-l yes Il No

L Are you a certified seecl grorver'? t_l yes fl No

9. Horv many years have you been famring? __ years

10. How many years has your family been fànning? =-__ years

1 l. a. Do you work off the farm? tj yes fl No
b. If yes. is the work: [,t seasonal full time

[-] seasonal part tirne (how many hours per r.veek? )

Ll full time I'ear round
tl part time year round (horv rnany hours per week? _ __ )

L2' Do you belong to anv producer grolrps or corurunity organizations? please
list:

13. Hor.v many people are involved in your farming operatio'?
L-i I lrT i'l 3 aJ4 tl5 il 6 .7. L.l gormore

14. How likely i.s it that your famr will remain within your fàrlily for the foreseeable
future'? 

¡

i-t very likely r,r somenhat likery i-r Not rikerl,'

19. what crop would you use if you r,vere to attempt pFp again'/
i ì Fall rye il Alfalfa L.ì winter rvheat tì Barley
L-ì Spring 'vheat il oats iJ Flax i.i peas L,l canola

I Other (s):

20. a- Ha'e yor grown a PFP crop prior to 2001 ? tl yes r_] No
b. If yes, i,r'hat crop did you grow?

'¿44

c. If yes. what level olsuccess did you have'l



tr(ìood ilF-air- ilpoor

ll. a- IfyoLrrvereabletoproc'luceaPFPcropthisyear,wereyouabletoflndanlarkef
fur it as a PFP crop'Ì iJ yes {.1 No
[]. where you able to obtain a premiunr l'or the pFp grain'? l,,l yes ll No

3-1. Do yoLr think PFP i.s an idea that is acceptable to the majority of f-a¡ncrs'l
{,.1 Yes ü No

3l ' Listecl belorv are several pairs of contrasting vier,r,s regarcling North American
agriculture.

For each pair please indicate which o.re of ihe tu,o views you most agree with - t¡e one ín
the lefÌ hand column, or the one in the right-hand column - by circling the appropriate
number on the line betrveen them.

1 - strongly agree with vieu,in left-hand column
2 - lnildly agree with view in left-hand column
3 - undecided/neutral
4 - mildly agree with view in right-hand column
5 - strongly agree rvith vierv in right-hand column

Meeting North American food needs
with fe"ver and fewer farmers is a
positive outcome o f tecturological
progress.

12345 Meeting North American food needs
with fewer and fewer farmers is a

negative outcome of our free market
system.

Farmland should be farmed so as to
protect the long-term productive
capacity of the land, even if this
means lorver prodLrction and profits.

t2345 Fannland should be farmed so as to
maximize annual profits, even if this
tlrreatens the long-term producti ve
capacity of tlie land.

Hígh energy use makes North
American agriculture vulnerable and
should be greatly reduced.

t2345 Large inputs of energy into agriculture
should be continued as Iong as it is
profitable to do so.

The prin'rary goal of farmers should
be to maximize the productivity,
efficiency, and profitability of their
fanns.

12345 The primary goal of farmers should be
to improve the quality of their
products and to enhance the longterm
condition of their farms.

The amount of fannland owned by
an individual or corporation should
NOT be lirnited, even if the
ownership of land becolnes much
more concentrated than at present.

12345 The amount of farmland owned by am

individual or corporation should be
limited in orcler to encourage land
ownership by as many people as
possible.

Agricultural scientists and policy-
makers should recognize that there
are limits to what n¿ìtu¡e can provide

12345
Agricultural scientists and policy-
makers should expand elforts to
develop bioteclmologies and other
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and adjust their expectations
accordingly.

innovations in order to increase food
supplies.

Good farming depends mainly on
personal experience and knowledge
of the lancl.

12345 Good famiing depends mainly on
applying the findings of modem
agricultural science.

The future success óf North
Anrerican agriculture will NOT be
affected if rural comnrunities
continue to decline.

12345 Healthy rural communities are

absolutely essential for North
American agricnlture's future success.

Small to mcdium sized farms c¿ul

best serve North America's
a.qricultural needs.

r2345 Large to very large farms can best
serve North America's agricultural
needs.

Farm traclitions and culture are

outdated and of little use in modern
agriculture.

12345 Farm tradÍtions and cuìture help
maintain respect for the land and are

essential for good farming.
Farming is first and foremost a

business like any other.
1234s Farming is first of all a way of life ancl

second a business.
Fanners should use primarily natural
ferti lizers and production methods
such as lnanure, crop rotations,
compost, and biolo.qical control.

t2345 Farmers should use primarily
synthetic fertilizers and pesticides in
order to maintain adequate levels of
production.

Most people should live in cities and
leave farming to those r,vho do it
best.

12345 Many more people should live on
farms and in rural areas than do at
present.

Modern agriculture is a major cause
of ecological problems and must be
greatly modified to become
ecologically sound.

t2345 Modern agriculture is a minor cause
of ecological problems and needs only
to be fine-trured periodically in order
to be ecologically sound.

Fanners shoulcl only farm as much
land as they can personally care for.

12345 Farmers should farm as much lancl as

they profitably can.
Fanns should be specialized in one
or at most a few crops.

12345 Farmers should be diversified and
include alarge variety of crops.

Soil and rvater are the source of all
life and should therefore be strictly
conserved.

l,'2 3 4 5 Soil and water are the basic factors of
production and should be used so as to
maximize production.

Farmers should purchasc rnost of
their goods and services just as other
consumers do.

12345 Farmers should produce as many of
their own goods and services as
possible.

The key to agriculture's future
success lies in leaming to imitate
natural ecosystems and larm in
hannony rvith nature.

12345 The key to agriculture's future success
lies in the continued development of
advanced technologies that rvill
overcome nature's lirrrits-

Most farms should specialize in Most farms should include both crops
aA1



either crops or livestock. 12345 and livestock
Production, processìng, and
nrarketing of agricultural products is
best done at local and re-gional
levels.

12345 Production, processing, and marketing
of agricultural products is best done at
national and international levels.

The successftrl farmer is one rvho
eams enough from.farming to enjoy
an above average siandard ol-living,

12345 The successful fan¡er is one who
truly enjoys farnring even if it
provides only a below average
standard of Iiving.

Technology should be used to make
fann labour ntore rewarding ancl
enjoyable, but not to replace it.

12345 Farm labour should be replaced
whenever possible by more efficient
machines and other technologies.

The abundance and relatively lorv
prices of food in North America are
evidence that North American
agriculture is the most successful in
the world.

l'2 3 4 5 High energy use, soil erosion, water
pollution, etc. are evidence that North
American agriculture is not nearly as
successful as many believe it to be.

38. What is your hìghest educational level?
Lì Elementary
I High school
i_t LlniversityiCo llege Dipl oma
L_l University Degree
I Graduate (Masters)
[j Post-,eraduate (Ph.D.)

39. .What 
ís your current age?

L' under 35 ) 35-54 i..l over 5_5

40. What is your averaqe NET annual larm income?
iJ u'der $25,000 iJ $25,000-50,000 i-r $50.000-75,000
t_Ì $75,000-100,000 íiover$100.000

41. Do you have any other commentg,about pesticide Free
Production?
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APPENDIX E

Follorv-up Questionnaire - Farmers rvith Certifiable PFF F-ields lVho participated in
2000.

ñ{ame: Date:

1- In the field that r,vas PFP ìast year, whal rvas the rveed density like last year (2000, the
PI]P year)?

i I none ti light i ì average {J heavy [] \,ery he.vy
2' In the field that r.vas PFP last year. rvhat has the weed density been like this year
(2001)?

L i none ij light I I average I heavy iJ very heavy

3. Do you think the weed/pest pressure is higher than it would have been if you had
sprayed last year?

4' If ves: Do you think you have to spend more time and/or money controlìi¡g an
increased pest pressure this year'?

5. Do you still think you carne out ahead financially r,vith a PFP cr-op now that you've
seen the pest pressure this year? (all farmers with certifiable fields nãted that thel,came
out ahead fìnancially in the 2000 post-harvest survey)

ó. Do you regret your decision not to spray this field last year? why or why not?

7. what do you think is the greatest hurdle/impediment to irnplementing pFp?

8. Did you try to grow a PFP crop this year? Ityou are not trying pFp this year, why
not?

9. Are you still interested in PFP fi¡r future years? If no, why not?
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APPENDIX F

Baseline Survey of N'lanitoba Farmers by lpsos-Reid Corp. (Februar¡'2002)

Inferviewer:

Torvn:

;\rgid (from sample):

Census Division:

2001 Producer Comparison Study
Pro.iect Number: 1432-06

Draft 5
January ZZ,Z00Z

Hello, this is 

-;-;- 

calling from lpsos-Reid, fonnerly the AngLrs Reid Group. we
are a.sking-gro\4.'e_rs 

1f 
tþey would particþate in a survey coîceming"their attitudes'and

_opinions about i\Io1th. American.agriculture. This study is being sp"onsored by the
University-of Manitoba as a project for a student and s-hould on"ly ìake about lZ to tS
minutes of your tirne.

scR-1) Do you make most of the management decìsions for the farm?

SCR-Z) Is norv a convenient time to complete this survey?

Continue to O.SCR-3
Arrange callback

l'hank you, pleasc be advised that you have the right to r,vithdrarv frorn this study at any time and
or refrain from answering any of the questions. This study has been reviewecl and appioved by
the University of Manitoba. Joint-F'aculty Repearch Ethics Board, and any complaini iegarding
the procedure may be reported to the l{uman Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122.

SCllì-3) Now to begin the survey. Florv many acres of seeded cropland dirJ you have thrs year,
that is, in 2001? Please include all seedecl acres, that is, those owned, sharecropped, rentecJ, or
leased. (IN'|ERVIEWER NOTE: IF GREATER THAN 6,000 CONFIRM AMoUNT wtrH
RESPONDENT)

Acres

(TF LESS THAN 320 ACRBS THANK AND TERJVIINATE BY
have filled our quota for grorvers *,ith your size of fann. Thank vou

S.AYING "l'rn sorry. We
frlr yc;ur tinle .")

Yes Continue to Q.SCR-2
Shared Continue to Q.SCR-2
No Ask to k to that and rnf ro
Not available An-ange callback
Not a Farm household Thank and Terminate
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i ' Nert I anr -qoing to read vou several pairs of contrasting vier,vs regardi¡g North
Anlerican agriculture. Fot each pair please tell nrð which oith" two views ¡rouagree r,vith the most. If you are neutral or not sure please let me know.

INTERVIEWER: READ ISI STATEMENT ON I,EFT, THEN S'|ATEMENT ON
RIGHT, TIIERE IS NO NEED TO ROTATE OR RANDOMIZE
Which of these views do you agree wjth tlie nlost.

AFTER RESPONDENT HAS SELECTED A STATEMENT ASK,..And do you
strongly or mildly agree rvith this statement,

TT{EN CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NIII\4BER ON THE LINE BETWEEN THEM
LJSING THE FOLLOWING LEGEND.

I - strongly agree with vierv in left_hand column
2 - rnildly agree with view in left_hand column
3 - Neutral/undecidedidon't knorv
4 - mildly agree with view in right_hand column
5 - strongly agree u,ith view in right_hand column

lV{eeting North American food needs
with fewer and ferver farmers is a
positive outcome of technological
progress.

12345 Meeting North American foocl needs
rvith ferver and ferver farrners is a
negative outcome of our free market
system.

Farmland should be farmed so as to
protect the long-term prcductive
capacity of the land. even if this
nlgqls Iorver production and profìts.

12345 Farmland should be farmed so as to
maximize annual profits, even il.this
threatens the long-term productive
capacity of the land.

High energy use rnakes North
American agriculture vulnerable and
should be greatly reduced.

12345 Large inputs of energy into agriculture
should be continued as lorig as it is
profitable to do so,

The primary goal of farmers shoulcl
be to maximize the productivity,
efficiency, and prof,itability of iheir
farms-

1234s 'fhe primary goal of farmers should be
to improve the quality of their
products and to enhance the longtenn
condition of their farms.

The al¡ount of fannland owned by
an individual or corporation shoulcl
NOT be limited, even íf the
orvnership of land becomes much
nlore concentrated than at present.

t2345 The amount of farmland owned by an
individual or corporation should be
limited in order to encourage land
ownership by as many people as
possible.
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Agrìcultural scientists and policy-
nrakers shoultl recognize that there
are liniits to what lrature can provicìe
and adjust their expectations
accordingly.

12345
Agriculturtrl scientists and policy-
nrakers should expancl efforts to
develop biotechnologies and other
innovations in order to increase food
supplies.

Good farming depends mainly on
personal experience and knowledge
of the land.

t23'1 5 Good fanning depends mainly on
applying the findings of modem
zrgricultural science.

The future success of North
American agriculture will NOT be
affected if mral communities
continue to decline.

12345 I-lealthy mral communities are
absolutely essential lor North
American agriculture's future success.

Small to medium sized farms can
best serve North America's
agricultural needs.

r2345 Large to very large larms can best
serve North America's agricultural
needs.

(INTERVIEWER READ: "There are a f'ew more to go.,')

Farm traditions and culture are
outdated and of little use in modem
agriculture.

12345 Farm traditions and culture help
maintain respect for the land and are
essential for good farming.

Farming is f,rrst and foremost a

business like any other.
12345 Farming is first of all a way of life ancl

second a business.
Fanners should use primarily natural
fertilizers and production methods
such as manure, crop rotations,
compost, and biological control.

1234s Farmers shoulcl use primarily
synthetic fertilizers and pesticides in
order to maintain adequate levels of
production.

Most people should live in cities and
leave farming to those r,vho do it
best.

1234s Many more people should live on
farms and in rural areas than do at
present.

Modem agriculture is a major cause
of ecological problems and must be
greatly modified to become
ecologically sound.

12345 Moclern agriculture is a minor cause
of ecological problems and needs only
to be fìne-tuted periodically in order
to be ecologically sound.

Farmers should only farm as much
land as they can personally care for.

12345 Farmers should fann as rnuch land as

they prof,rtably can.
Famrs should be specialized in one
or at most a few crops.

1234_5 Famrers should be diversified and
include a large variety of crops.

Soil and 'water are the source of all
life and shoulcl therefore be strictly
conserved-

12345 Soil and water are the basic factors of
pro<luction and should be used so as [o
maximize production.
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Fan¡ers shoulci pur-chase most of
their goods ancl seruices just as other
consumers do.

Famrers should produce as many of
their own goods and services as

12345

ible.

(INTERVIEWER READ: '6We just h¿rve a few more to go norv.")

The key to agriculture's future
success lies in learning to imitate
natural ecosystems ancl farm in
harnony rvith nature.

12345 The key to agriculture's future success
lies in the continued development oI
advanced technologies that will
overcome nature"s li¡nits.

Most farms should specialize in
either crops or livestock.

12345 Most farms should include both crops
and livestock.

Procluction, processing, and
marketing of agricultural products is
best done at local and regional
levels.

12345 Production, processing, and marketing
of agricultural products is best done at
national and international levels.

The successful fanner is one who
eams enougfi from farming to enjoy
an above average standard of living.

12345 The successful farmer is one rvho
truly enjoys farming even if it
provides only a below average
standard of living.

Technology should be used to make
farm labour more reu,arding and
enjoyable, but not to replace it.

12345 Farm labour should be replaced
r,vhenever possible by more efficient
machines and other technologies.

The abundance and relatively low
prices of food in North Amerìca are
evidence that North American
agriculture is the rnost successful in
the r.vorld.

12345 High energy use, soil erosion, water
pollution, etc. are evidence that North
American agriculture is not nearly as

successful as many believe it to be.
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Section 2: Demoqraphics

Finally' I rvould like to ask you a fbrv questions for classification purposes. These are
used to group your responses rvith responses from other producers.

2A) Norv thinking abouf the crops you grow. Which of the fbllowing crops do you grorv
on a resular basis. Do you grow.....? (READ LIS'|, RECORD ALL THAT AppLy)

Spring lVheat
Winter Wheat
Barley
Canola
Oats

Field Peas

Chick Peas

Lentils
Dry Beans

Flax or linola
Alfalfa
Potatoes

Sunflowers
Other Crops (please specify)

Spring Wheat
Winter Wheat
Barley
Canola
Oats
Field Peas

Chick Peas

Lentils
Dry Beans

Flax or linola
Alfalfa
Potatoes

Sunflowers

Other Crops (please specify)

_j
28) Norv thinking about the crops you gre\.v last vear. that is in 2001. Did you
grow.. "..? (READ LIST, RECORD AtL THAT Appl-y)

x
t
T
t
T
T
T

T

T

x
I
Ð

x
T I

3A) Now su,ìtching to thinking about specific .ropi
Canola? (DO NOT READ LfST)

---l
I

I

ria* yo" .tgIi-ñi,bó,.v nrt-- --- 
J
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f --F=r
Il:llrlL--1 I

Yes

No
DK/REF

38) I-lave you ever grown RoLrndup Reatiy canola? (Do NoT READ LIST.)

Yes

No
DK/REF

3C) New developments are undetway that conlcl see a wheat variety that is tolerant to
Roundup herbicide coming to the marketplace. This nerv wheat has been commonly
ref-erred to as Rottndup Ready Wheat. If tþis rvheat was available locally ancl at a
reasonable price, how likely would you be to try Rountlup Ready WtreaiZ Would you
be....(READ LIST)

I
I
x
t

l\.I ¿'__

Very likely
Somewhat likely
Somelvhat unlikely
Very unlikely
DK/REF (DO NOT READ)

4A) Do you raise livestock? (DO NOT READ LIST)

[-î--l v.'
I r lrvott
I ¡ I DK/REI,
(IF YES CONTIN{.IE, IF NO OR DKiREF SKIP TO QUESTION 5)
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I

I

I

t
L

x

x

4B) Which of the following livestock operations do you have on your farm (READ LIST"
RECORD ALL 1-HAT APPLY)? (INTERVIEWER: iF yES Ask,.Approximately hou.
rnany animals do you have in that operation?

5) currently is any part of your farm being used lbr organic production?

Yes

No
DK/REF

IF YES SKIP TO 7, OTHERWISE CTONTINUE

6) Have you ever cotrsidered converting any part of your larm to organic production'/

ration
Cattle

Hogs

Poultry

Sheep

Any otlier Livestock (Please Specify)

Elementary school

High school
University/College Di ploma
University Degree (Bachelors)
Graduate Degree (Masters)
Post-graduate Degree (Ph.D.)

Number of Animals

l- r lv.'
I I lNo
L_ r i DTTREF

7) What is the highest level of education you completed? Please stop nre when I reach
your category. (READ Lisr, RECOR¿D oNLy oNE RESPONSE)

x
T

L
ç

t
T

r _J DK/REF (DO NOr READ)

8) lVhich of the follorving age categories do you
ONLY ONE RESPONSE)?

fàlI into (READ [.IST, RECORD
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l-

I

t -_l 
uncler 35

r l:s-s+
I I over 55

=L __l DK/REF (DO No'f READ)

9) Which of the following categories describes your average NET annual fàmr incomell
Please stop me when I reach your category. (READ L.IST, RECORD oNLy oNE
RESPONSE)

Under $25,000
$25,000-50,000
$50,000-75,000
$75,000- 100,000
over S100,000
DK/REF (DO NOT READ)

on behalf of lpsos-Reid and myself thank you for your time. Good night.

:
x
Ð

I
Ð

x
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APPENDIX G

surnmary of comments NIade by pFp project participants

['onlnteuts ancl suggestions about horv to improve the irnplementation of PFP anc] filture
directioris lor PFP and pesticide use reduction:

'o A l¿rnri set aside program rvhich rvould pay proclucers to use gleen nìanllre ancl rotale
fìelds for several years in forage would help in pFp implementation.

c¡ Use of alfalfa and zero-tillage (common cornment)
c'' Poor grain prices and high input costs will continue to make PFP attractir¡e
û Farmers need to be encouraged to try PFP and learn fi'om their nlistakes.
c Grow rvinter crops, fall seedecl canola
o Improve dise¿rse control in winter whêat
o Use of forage crops and livestock
o More inlormation about intercropping
o Marketing r.vill be challenging, but premiums must be attractive, especially for non-

competitive crops
o Premiums would nlake PFP into less of an ad-hoc attempt, and farmers r.l,oulcl put

more effort into making it happen.
o Educate to create demand for PFP products at consumer level
o Demand will gror.v as consumers realize the impact of pesticides, and realizethat the

premium goes to farmers.
o Grorving PFP crops is not as difficult as marketing will be
o It rvould be nice if marketing also spun off some local processing initiatives.
o PFP marketing would be easier in a dual marketing system (i,e. no CWB for whear

and barley)
o Change the rules: so that you can use fungicides for leaf clisease in rvinter wheat

' and seed treatments in canola.
o PFP may be a stepping stone to organic, but there are concerns about the level of

tillage required in organic production.
o PFP is the logical evolution of zero-till and organic.
o PFP may be more sustainable than tme organic because fertilizer is allowed.
o PFP may persuade farmers to change their mindset ancl values about relyipg on

pesticides
o Prefers the idea of being permanently pesticicle free but still use fertilizer.
o The marketing aspect will ultimately lead to PFP's success or failure * too many

agronomically driven projects (eg. hemp) that were not basecl on a market.
o Increasing seeding rates and using forages will help
o The concept is good, nice to see the University doing something like this
o if the price goes up for PFP crops farmers will grow them
o PFP will be a u,ait-and-see approach dependìng on spring eonditio¡rs
o 'I anl a firm believer that we as farmers need to demonstrate that pesticitle

application is not just a routine, and that we can "miss" a year to help reduce our
overall reliance on chemicals. Hor,vever, farming entirely without pesticides is not
practicaì lor the vast rnajority of fanners (at present). Hopefully rve catl use our
experience rvith PFP to sharpen our other pest control skills.'

o 'l am trying to develop a lorv input system whereby I grow an average yielding crop
rvith the lorvest possible cost - I arn hoping that being part of pFp, I will pick up
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some new ídeas about this.' Doesn't think a certificate is as inrportant as the
leaming & networking opportunity

(-) 'l tl-ìink this is a better way to produce fooci lor our people, since rve overprocluce
anyway, procluction is not problem.'

o 'lt's going to be the future way to fàrm because input costs are slow,ly going beyoncl
the level that farnrers can afford'

c Try to clean up the fìelcl tbr PFP by using spring cultivation to stimulafe weeds ancl
then grow Roundup Ready canola, spraying Roundup twice.

o I{e is considering a "natural" beef marketing plan with PFp need barley
o I{e interested in organic but rvould rather rotate in ancl out of it
o He thinks it's true that ofìen increased weed densities can often be controllecl by the

normal sprayprogranr, if it is a rvet year, and you can't spray, such a situation could
get out ofcontrol so you have to be careful.

o 'Not spraying rvhen low/no weed popûlations exist has always been part of our
cropping system'

o More markets lor fbrages/alfalfa allowing for an easier rotation with grain ancl
oilseed crops would help PFP implementation

o No suggestions, just farm as you see fit for a given year.
o More research of crops that cornpete with or suppress weeds and insects, availability

ofcrops not affected by diseases that affect current crops
o minimizing disturbance and never using more than 4Olb/ac of N to reduce weed

problems (even if yields are lower with less fertilizer)
o The questionnaire rvas very useful to get him thinking about his managemenf

practices.
o All his seed is home grown and cleaned - he challenges the need for certified seed if

you clean you own properly.
o A premium is required because in order to prepare for a PFP crop, I have to grow

crops in rotation that aren't as profitable, so the premium has to ofßet that.
o LIse ofannual forages as rvell as perennial.
o Premium is required to compensate for rerJuced yields and potential cleanup costs

the following year.
o Grow forages so weeds don't go to seed rvith the cutting regime.
o We always try to produce with the least amount of chemicals.
o Uses reduced rates of estaprop regularly (20% reduction) - because he is larniliar

with how this product works; would like to learn more about recluced rates
o Time is a big consideration - now that I work off the fann, there is less time to

spray so PFP fits in well. t

o PFP after a forage crop is the most sLritable time for weed management

Comments regarding whether or not participants would try PFP again

o No, because researchers experiment at our expense
o Because of being in transition to organic
o Because I like to experiment and change, improve the viability of the lantily farm
o To delay herbicide resistance a¡rd clevelop an integrated approach to weetl control
o To keep costs down and hopefully find marketing opportunities
o Want to try it rvith rvinter wheat during years when a fungicide is not needetl.
o Environmental reasons - reduce the amount of poison being dumped on the earth
o To reduce input costs (very common comment).
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í-) I would try it again if I can find a clean field
o No' trecause I think organic provides better opportunities for reducing pesticide use

and gaining collsumer acceptance of the product.
¡-) lt's a good fit with perennial forages ancl livestock procluction() Reducing i'put costs is important, with nrarketing as a bonus
o Fligh input fanning is unsustainable.
o You should only spray when weecl populations wamant it.
o To reduce de¡rerldency on the chemical companies that rnonopolize agriculture
o Because I'm thinking about organic procluction
o Great opportunity to recluce costs and still have a goocl income il'crop choice is

right.
a I would follor.r' sever¿rl years of forage with Roundup Ready çanola, rvhich would

then allow for I or 2 years of pFp.
o To gain experience growing crops without pesticides
o To expand my knowledge and preserve soil and wildlife
o It would work when you use diverse management practices.
o we want to do anything to prevent use of chemicals and fertilizers
o We plan to underseed more land to forage species in2002 and that may be the

reason to apply a PFP crop
o Future interest will depend on weed infestation
o Want to reduce costs and chance of resistance
o i arn trying to work out a system that enables me to reduce input costs
o I have been doing this practice off and on for the past 1 5 yeari. I always believed in

why spend money oll spray if it didn't need it
o I think it gives me a much better understanding about natural weed control and weed

response to chemicals, for example, in the development of resistance.
o PFP is more sustainable than the current system
o I u'ould do it again because of the cost savings and that it's a lot healthier without

the chemicals
o If I believed I had a field that rvas fi'ee enough of weeds I rvould try pFp againo it has to be economically viable - it cannot be a novelty.
o Want to cut dor.vn on chemical use on our farm.
o My experience to date lvith PFP has been OK, and we are experimenting with

organic production, so PFP may become redundant
o Reducing input costs is the key to farming in these times.
o I'nl trying to reduce my exposure to chemicals
o there should be more to farming thaá operating big equipment and being a chemical

applicator - that's lvhat is left of mainstream North Ameiican fanning - t-he.e is a
challenge to take a more integrated approach to weed and pest contr.ðl

o We should experimettt with hou'to grow it to be rearJy in case a processor wants
PPP grain

o I'd like less chernical cost and a better price firr rny grain
o I rvant to experiment to see if it could be'iabre on our farm
o There is less pesticide to leach i'to soil and ground $,,ater
o With our rotation, PFP should rvork, so we will try it again.
o I'1r not scared to try nerv things on a small acreage butl clon't like to waste money

on testing technological advances lor someone else's beneflt
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APPENDIX H

Nf aps of Manitoba Ecoregions and Census Districts

Figure 5-L Map of ecoregions in Manitoba

Ecoregions
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APPENDIX I

Description of Manitoba Ecoregions

Ecozones are the most general level in the ecological lancl classification system (Smith el
al', 1998)' Ecoregions are subdivisions olan ecozone, with a unique combination of
climate, natural vegetation, and soils.

The northern and eastern limit of arable lancl in Manitoba is locatecl in the hrterlake plain
Ecoregion, u'hich lies iir the Boreal Plains Ecozone. Native vegetation is dominated by
trembling aspen and balsam poplar. The eçozone is broaclly riclged, with glacial till ancl
lacustrìne deposits underlain by Paleozoic limestone. Predomina¡t soils are Dark Gray
Chernozems' rvith local areas of peaty Gleysols and Mesisols. About 40o/o of theregion
is farmed.

The Lake Manitoba Plain Ecoregion lies to the south and west of the Interlake plain
Ecoregion and is part of the Prairies Ecozone. It is transitional between boreal forest a'd
aspen parkland. Native vegetation is dominated by trembling aspen, bur oak, and fescue
grasslands- The ecoregion is underlain by limestone, and has broadly ridged glacial till in
the norlh and smooth lacttstrine deposits in the south. The predominant soil is a Black
Chernozem, with local pockets of Gleysol. Annual crop production is less prevalent in
the norlh of this ecoregion due to topography and stoniness.

The Mid-Boreal Llpland Ecoregion is part of the Boreal Plains Ecozone. This area is
dominated by tremblirlg aspen, balsam poplar, white and black spruce, and balsam fir.
This ecoregion consists of kettlecl to dissected deep glacial till, lacustrine and
fluvioglacial deposits overlaying Cretaceous shales. Predominant soils are Gray
Luvisols, with local areas of peaty Gleysols, Mesisols, and Dystric Brunisols.
Agriculture is predominant only in southern parts of the ecoregion.

,,

The Aspen Parkland Ecoregion in the Prairies Ecozone is a transitional area between the
grasslands in the south and the forest ecosystems in the north, ancl it has a transitional
grassland ecoclimate- Native vegetation is mostly gone, but would have been dominatecl
by trembling aspen, oak, and fescue grasslands. The ecoregion is underlain by
Cretaceous shale, and is undulatin to kettled to hulnntocky to ridged, with glacial till,
lacustrine, and fìuvioglacial deposits. T'his region is a highly productive agricultural area.

Source: Thomas et al. ( 1999a)
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APPENDIX J

\\'eather Data fbr Winnipeg and Brandon, NIB

Table 5-1.
for Winni

2000

Apr. 2001

Climate Normal

Total
precipitation

(mm)

Total
precipitation

(mm)

Average daily mean temperature and total monthry precipitation
and Brandon, N{anitoba in 2000, 2001, and climate normals'

Brandon, MB Winnipeg, MB

Average
daily

temperature
("c)

Average
daily

tenrperature
('c)

4.1

4.5

3.5

4.1

17.2

31

ó.ó

7.0

4.4

3.6

21.3

29.6
2000

May 2001

Cllimate Normal

11.1

12.1

11.4

s3.0

55.0

s2.7

12.9

r 3.6

t2.0

72.1

1 1s.3

58.8
2000

June 2001

Climate Normal

13.5

15.2

l6.l

61.0

122.0

74.4

15.8

17.6

t7.0

259.6

97.6

89.s
2000

Jtrly 2001

Climate Normal

18.8

19.6

18.4

I 18.0

38.0

75.8

21.0

2t.5
19.5

10r.6

282.4

70.6
2000

Aug. 2001

Cllimate Nomral

17.7

19.2

17 .5

s9.0

72.4

69.2

19.L)

21.0

18.s

109.7

35.6

7 5.1

2000

Sept. 20QI

Climate Nomral

l 1.5

t2.8

lt.4

43.0

23.0

50.1

t2.s
t4.5

12.3

62.0

13.2

52.3
2000

Oct. 2001

Clirnate Normal

s.6

3.4

4.4

29.0

12.0

27.7

7.4

5.1

5.3

7.6

I 1.9

36.0
2000

Nor,. 2001

Climate Nonnal

-8.3

0.3

-6.1

83 1

6.4

17.7

-3.5

1.2

-5.3

73.9

4.6

25.0

'Source for climate normals (1971-2000); Meteorological Service of Canada. Source for
2000 and 2001 Winnipeg data: University of Manitoba Point weather station. Source lor
2000 and 2001 Brandon data: Agriculture and AgriFood Canada Branclon Research
Centre-
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AI'PENDIX K

spearman correlation coefficients for continuous variabres

Table 5-2. Significant Spearman Correlation Coeflicients for Continuous Agronomic and
Demographic Variables

Spearman
coeffìcientvariable I variable 2

number of crops grown regularly proportion of rented lancl
ntmrber of crops grown regnlarly farm size
number of years farming

field size

number of people farming

number of years farming

number of people farming

nurnber of people farming

field size

farm size

farm size

proportion of rented land
attitude score

attitude score

weed density

rveed density

<0.0001 116

<0.0001 116

0.000 t 17

0.001 1 t]
0.001 108

0.004 1t4
0.022 109

0.024 106

0.031 I 09

0.031 l0l
0.032 t14
0,033 I 19

0.036 r 09

0.039 l0l
0.064 t 0e

0.064 109

0.068 t t4
0.0ó8 114

0.49

0.38

0.34

0.30

-0.11

-0.27

-0.22

0.22

-0.21

0.2r

-0.24

-0.20

0.20

-0.21

nurnber of crops grown regularly yield as o/o of I yr prov yield 0.31

yield as o/o of I yr prov yield weed density by ecoregion
yield as o/o of I yr risk area yield proportion of rented land

yield as o/o of l yr prov yield farm size
yield as o/o of I 1r risk area yielcl weed density
number of years farming
number of years farming

nunrber of people farming

yield as o/o of I yr prov yield 0.l B

yield as o/o of 1 yr prov yield -0.18
weed density

lL@ farmsize -o.ll
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APPENDIX I.

Grade Distribution of Manitoba Crops in 2000 and 2001

l-able 5-3. Grade Distribution of Manitoba Crops in 2000 and 2001
Grade

Crop
Red spring wheat
Red spring wheat
Red sorino wheat A

Year
2000
2001

feed +
1234sample

22% 63Yo 10% 0% 40/o

39% 57Yo 2% 0o/o ZYo

31% 600/o 6% 0% 3o/o

malt
nla
nla
nla

Number of
observations

35423
29800
65223

oats
oats
oats

2000
2001

Averac

21"/? 34o/o 32% BYo

16d/o 37o/o 32o/o 11%
18% 360/o 32Yo 9o/o

nla
nla
nla

4o/o

3Y"

4Yo

8895
6580
15475

barley

barley

barlev A

2000

2041

85% 9% nla
84o/o 11% nla
85o/o 10% nla

nla 2%

nla ZYo

nla 2o/"

4%

3Y"

3%

12352

8935

21287
flax
flax
flax

2000
2001

Averac

BB% 9% 2% 0%o

98% 1% Oo/o jYo

93% 5% 1% 0%

Oo/o

0%
o%

nla
nla
nla

3713
3684
7397

Source: Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation
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Figrrre 5-3 Map of Parlicipants in the PFP On-Farm Research Project in 2001 and,2002
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